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The National Center for Atmospheric
Research (NCAR) is operated by the
private, nonprofit University Corpora-
tion for Atmospheric Research
(UCAR) whose members are institu-
tions with doctoral programs in the
atmospheric sciences. NCAR's opera-
tion is supported by the National
Science Foundation.

NCAR's mandate, stated upon its
formation in 1960, is to serve as a
focal point for a vigorous and inte-
grated national research effort in the
atmospheric sciences. This effort,
conducted by scientists in universities,
government laboratories, and other
institutions, is aimed at achieving a
better understanding of the total
behavior of the atmosphere. Within
this mandate NCAR has two equally
important missions:

* Service to the university research
community; and

* Research on problems of the
atmosphere that are important to
society and to scientific progress,
that require large, coordinated
efforts not easily carried out in
single universities.

The UCAR member institutions are:

University of Alaska
University of Arizona
California Institute of Technology
University of California
Catholic University of America
University of Chicago
Colorado State University
University of Colorado
Cornell University
University of Denver
Drexel University
Florida State University
Harvard University
University of Hawaii
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
Iowa State University
Johns Hopkins University
University of Maryland
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
McGill University
University of Miami
University of Michigan
University of Minnesota
University of Missouri
University of Nevada
New Mexico Institute of Mining and

Technology
State University of New York at Albany
New York University
Ohio State University
University of Oklahoma
Oregon State University
Pennsylvania State University
Purdue University
Rice University
Saint Louis University
Stanford University
Texas A&M University
University of Texas
University of Toronto
Utah State University
University of Utah
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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The NCAR S-band (10.7 cm) radar under its protective radome at National Hail
Research Experiment field headquarters in Grover, Colorado.
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INTRODUCTION

It is a fact of life that fundamental
research advances nearly always come
in small steps, that our way is often
blocked by unexpected obstacles and
our progress often interrupted by the
necessity to stop, examine the lay of
the land, and choose, sometimes by
logic but more often by intuition, the
most promising path to take. Excel-
lence in research is more often
achieved by the constant application
of sober judgment and wisdom than
by sudden flashes of insight, though
the latter are necessary, and when they
happen we are grateful, all the more so
because they happen less frequently
than we would wish.

In fundamental research on the atmo-
sphere, the very nature of the atmo-
sphere complicates matters. Nearly
every atmospheric problem of scien-
tific or practical importance is
composed of a subset of problems in
which dynamical, physical, and
chemical processes interact; these
processes are virtually impossible to
examine realistically in isolation. The
phenomena in which atmospheric
scientists are interested occur over a
great range of scales in both time and
space--in time, from nanoseconds to
hundreds or thousands of years; in
space, from the microscopic to the size
of a cloud, a continent, a hemisphere,
or indeed to the distance between the
earth and the sun. The important areas
of research include such problems as
how weather and climate are pro-
duced; the extent to which they can
be predicted or modified, deliberately
or accidentally; and the ways in which
human activities can harm or conserve
the life-nurturing properties of the
atmosphere.

Clearly, progress on atmospheric
problems of direct concern to human-
ity depends on .devoting an increasing
proportion of the nation's atmospheric

research effort to programs that
involve numbers of scientists com-
mitted to working cooperatively over
periods of years. Moreover, given the
intricacy of the atmosphere, its bulk,
and its complex geometry, research
efforts require innovative and often
costly tools. In atmospheric research
we use many types of vehicles or plat-
forms, including aircraft, balloons,
satellites, and remote observing
stations. We use devices for making
measurements and observations direct-
ly or remotely, such as air samplers,
radars, and radiation detectors; and we

require communications and data-
handling devices and computers capa-
ble of digesting and processing great
amounts of data, presenting them to
the scientist in forms that allow him or
her to exploit them efficiently, and
especially allowing the scientist to
develop, test, and apply mathematical
models. The resources of personpower,
equipment, and funding required for
atmospheric research are obviously
extensive. Clear strategies and effective
collaboration are needed to justify
commitment of these resources.
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The Universities and NCAR

The reason that NCAR was founded
by a consortium of universities and is
sponsored by the federal agency most
directly responsible for fostering
research in universities is readily appar-
ent. If coordinated, patient, long-term
efforts are required, a national labora-
tory is the logical focus for such
efforts. But its success in turn depends
on its being embedded in the univer-
sity research community, because
much of the talent and wisdom in the
nation's atmospheric research commu-
nity resides in universities and must be
attracted to participate in the design
and execution of the kind of research
we have been describing. In addition,
significant progress may require years
or decades of effort, and the ultimate
success of long-term research will then
depend not only on the researchers
now at work, but also on an adequate
supply of highly skilled, highly moti-
vated students to continue the work in
the years ahead. Thus, the work of a
national laboratory is bound up with
the vigor and effectiveness of univer-
sity research and graduate education.
NCAR is a national center not because
it is intended to be a "headquarters"
for the nation's atmospheric research
effort, but rather because it must be a
focus, a rallying point, a place for
planning. In summary, NCAR is a
place where resident and university
scientists can exploit new opportu-
nities for collaboration and can devel-
op and use complex facilities. Equally
important, they can join together to
assess the state of the science, the
most promising scientific strategies for
attacking fundamental problems, and
the value of atmospheric science infor-
mation and techniques in helping to
confront the urgent concerns of
humanity.

NCAR Research Objectives

The evolution of a set of research
objectives for NCAR has involved a
long series of judgments--judgments
about the major problem areas that are

to the nation of the research results
that may be reached. Other judgments
are also required: Are key scientists
available at NCAR and in the univer-
sities to undertake the work and see it
through over a period of years? Are
the available technologies adequate to
the tasks envisioned? Given the inevi-
table limitations on funding resources
to be encountered by UCAR and by
its federal sponsor, as well as by the
national atmospheric research effort as
a whole, will the resources necessary
to pursue the objective effectively over
time be forthcoming?

In setting limits on NCAR's work, it is
essential to preserve the balance
between resources available to NCAR
and those available directly to
university-based research programs. To
confine NCAR's attention to too
narrow a set of objectives would con-
stitute a failure both to respond
adequately to the challenges that con-
front the atmospheric sciences and to
realize NCAR's potential as an exten-
sion of university-based research
carried on in the national interest.
Still, NCAR's research objectives can
by no means cover all important
national atmospheric concerns. Even if
it were possible, it would be unwise
for one laboratory, however widely
based and supported, to attempt to
attack every important atmospheric
problem.

Through the combined influences of
institutional history and frequent
reassessments of the factors just

discussed, the bulk of the work of the
NCAR scientific staff and their univer-
sity colleagues has come to be directed
at five research objectives:

* To extend the range and quality of
weather prediction from the present
limits to about one week

* To understand climatic trends and
their causes

* To increase knowledge of those
aspects of severe storms that will
improve both prediction and
warning capability and evaluations
of the possibilities for modification

* To understand solar processes and
their influence on the interplanetary
medium

* To determine trends in and
influences on air quality.

Because each of these objectives
requires efforts of such magnitude that
they must be shared by the national
and, in some cases, the international
community, NCAR is of course only a
contributor to their attainment; more
specific research strategies and empha-
ses guide NCAR's research programs
from year to year. These strategies and
emphases are summarized here and
there throughout the report that fol-
lows. (A more detailed discussion is
presented in the most recent NCAR
Five Year Plan, available upon
request.)

NCA R's rooftop weather station against the
clouds.

ripe for the kinds of coordinated
research efforts appropriate at NCAR
and judgments about the importance



NCAR Facilities

In addition to fulfilling its role as a
national scientific focus, NCAR has, of
course, a second mission: To identify,
develop, and make accessible selected

major research services and facilities of
the outstanding quality required by
the universities and NCAR for effec-
tive progress and to ensure the most
effective use of these facilities and
services by scientists in the universities
and NCAR.

This mission leads to the wide variety
of activities in the facilities of the
NCAR Atmospheric Technology Divi-
sion, reflected in the pages of this
report. NCAR's major facilities are

devoted to, and often developed in
response to, the requirements of major
programs such as the Global Atmo-
spheric Research Program, the Nation-
al Hail Research Experiment, or joint
NCAR-university research efforts. But
the facilities are governed in such a
way that significant fractions of their
capabilities are available not only to
major programs, but also to individual
researchers or research groups from
the universities and from NCAR. Facil-
ity users number in the hundreds each

Boulder mayor Frank Buchanan (left) and
UCA R president Francis Bretherton at
groundbreaking for the west addition to the
NCA R Mesa Laboratory that will house the
new fifth-generation computer and
associated equipment.

Director of the Atmospheric Technology
Division Clifford Murino addresses a
meeting of the UCA R Board of Trustees
held at NCA R last year.

NCA R executive director John Firor went
with a team from the Environmental and
Societal Impacts Group (ESIG) to Pan-
handle State University in Oklahoma. The
ESIG team is investigating relationships
between hailfall and crop damage; at Pan-
handle State they conducted experiments
together with researchers from the univer-
sity using this ice-throwing device. The
device manufactures and throws artificial
hailstones, with which test crops are
bombarded as the vehicle is driven down the
ro ws.

Among the many visitors at NCA R last year was this delegation of meteorologists from the
People's Republic of China, who posed in the lobby of the Mesa Laboratory. Left to right
are Li Chao-hsiang; T'ao Shih-yen; Hsing Fu-yuan; Yin Tsung;chao; David A tlas of NCA R,
who hosted the delegation during his term as president of the American Meteorological
Society; Ning Yiuan, deputy head of the delegation; Tsou Ching-meng, head of the dele-
gation; John Firor; C.C. Chang, UCA R Member's Representative from the Catholic Univer-
sity of America; Han Ch'i; Lin Chih-ying; Tu Hsing-yian; Wang Ming-hsing; and C.S. Kiang
of NCA R (Aerosol Project).



year. Our facilities--aircraft, com-
puters, field observing systems--must
anticipate and respond to the needs of
atmospheric researchers for observa-
tional, data-handling, and computa-
tional systems and methods that can
increase the potency of atmospheric
research and extend the ability of the
researcher to do his or her research.
An example is the provision of a net-
work for remote access to the NCAR
computers from terminals on univer-
sity campuses; another example is the
Portable Automated Mesonet system.
These and many others are described
in this report.

Since NCAR facilities are resources on
which the university community and
other users have come to depend, each
facility has an advisory panel, com-
posed mostly of scientists from out-
side NCAR, to assess current perfor-
mance and plans for future
developments and to make
recommendations to management on
the allocation of facility resources.

A speaker at an NCA R seminar is
silhouetted in the light from slides.

Where Our Research Efforts Stand

One has only to leaf through this
report to gain an impression of the
many individual and joint efforts that
aggregate in progress toward the
research goals of NCAR; the many
kinds of interactions between univer-
sity researchers and NCAR scientific
and facilities groups; the wide variety
of services and facilities provided; and
the considerable list of publications
written by resident and visiting scien-
tists, many of them produced in col-
laboration with university colleagues.

In the succeeding sections, each of
NCAR's scientific projects and activi-
ties and each major facility is
described, and some of the notable
events and accomplishments during
the past year are highlighted. This
portion of the introduction is intended
to place these events and achievements
in a larger context and, particularly, to
review the progress of the science
toward each of the major objectives
that NCAR shares with the atmo-
spheric and solar scientific
communities.

Imprqved Prediction

The first NCAR objective, to extend
the range and quality of weather
prediction, is identical to the first
objective of the Global Atmospheric
Research Program (GARP), that multi-
national effort, conceived a decade
ago, which will reach an experimental
peak in the First GARP Global Experi-
ment (FGGE) in 1978 - 79. Scientists,
engineers, and technicians around the
world are gearing up for this effort to
use satellites, balloons, aircraft, ships,
buoys, and ground stations to gather,
for the first time, two two-month-long
periods of comprehensive, three-
dimensional, worldwide meteoro-
logical data. These data will be
combined with computer models of
the earth's global circulation to test
the ability of numerical prediction
systems to improve weather forecasts.
In the years after FGGE, we expect
that computer experiments using the
data will help to improve the models
and their prediction performance and
that world weather services will be
able to determine more easily the most
effective ways to provide worldwide
observations for continuing
operational forecasting.

During the past year, international and
national planning for FGGE has pro-
gressed briskly. Two NCAR systems
will be on line during the experiment.
The international GARP management
has chosen aircraft-borne windfinding
dropsondes developed at NCAR to
gather data over the tropical oceans
(where data have long been sparse) and
horizontal-sounding balloons, also
developed at NCAR, to provide
reference-level measurements in the
southern hemisphere by which to
calibrate the vertical temperature
soundings to be taken by satellite. In
the FGGE Data Systems Test of the
past year, NCAR scientists learned
valuable lessons about assimilating the
large amounts of nonsynchronous
observational data that will come from
various sources in various forms.

Model development at NCAR has
included progress in parameterizations
of subgrid-scale processes. The
current third-generation NCAR general



circulation model now contains a more
realistic balance between the energy
contained in the mean circulation and
the eddy circulations embedded
therein. An intercomparison of the
forecast performance of models at
NCAR and other institutions occurred
during the year, with results that were
not altogether encouraging. The results
of the intercomparison suggest that
the forecast errors which are common
to all models are at least as important
as those arising from the differences
among models, and improving perfor-
mance on even short-term predictions
(24 h) is critical. Hence, we now see
the major challenge to success in
FGGE to be model development, and
we intend to take on this challenge
with increased intensity in the next
two years.

Climatic Change

Research on climatic change (the
understanding of which is the second
objective of GARP) is, worldwide, in a
rudimentary state. Theories and con-
jectures abound, as is to be expected
in an area of research in which we
know far less than we would wish.
Pressures on world food supplies and
recent dramatic climatic anomalies
(droughts, crop failures, extremely
cold winters) have given increased
impetus to researchers to produce
climate information of use to makers

of economic and social policies.
NCAR's long-term approach includes
working together with many institu-
tions and researchers, and maintaining
a high level of communication in order
to assess frequently the state of knowl-
edge of climatic change and its causes.
We hope that in the next few years the
most promising research strategies for
a national climate program will
become clear.

In the NCAR Climate Project and in
other NCAR groups devoting part of
their effort to studying the history of
climate, there are a number of lines of
research. Climatic fluctuations during
the past 50 to 100 years are being
studied, and correlations between
anomalous solar behavior and severe
climatic anomalies are being investi-
gated; a variety of numerical climate
models to study climatic forcing and
variability are under development; and
ocean eddies and currents are being
studied in the expectation that a
better understanding of key processes
in physical oceanography will be a
valuable long-term contribution to our
understanding of the impacts of the
oceans on climate. A summer collo-
quium on the roles of clouds and
radiation in climatic processes was
held at the beginning of the fiscal year,
and the participants concluded that
the role of cloudiness is one of the
most important and difficult problems
confronting climate researchers.

Severe Convective Storms

NCAR scientists and their university
colleagues are now in the process of
reassessing national strategies for the
study of severe convective storms that
occur over land and produce such
phenomena as hail, tornadoes, heavy
rains, and high winds.

Spurred on by reports from several
other nations of successes in sup-
pressing damaging hail by cloud
seeding, the Interdepartmental
Committee on Atmospheric Sciences
in 1971 asked NSF and NCAR to
undertake a project, called the
National Hail Research Experiment
(NHRE), to test similar methods on
the high plains of the United States, to
develop a physical understanding of
natural hail-producing mechanisms and
how they might be modified, and to
analyze the economic, social, and legal
impacts of hail modification tech-
niques, should they prove successful.
In the course of this experiment, we
have not been successful in transfer-
ring to the high plains the cloud-
seeding methods that were reported to
be successful elsewhere. The results of
statistically controlled seeding in the
1972 - 74 period are inconclusive.

But much has been accomplished
nonetheless. NHRE scientists at NCAR
and their university colleagues have
learned a good deal about the mechan-
ics of hail production. They have
identified a spectrum of hailstorm
types. They have developed radars,
ground-based measuring devices and
networks, specially armored and
instrumented aircraft, data-handling
systems, and field operational methods
that provide a more powerful capa-
bility than has existed before for
research on severe storms. Research on
the economics of severe storms has

given us new insights into the relative
value of decreased hail and increased
precipitation on the semiarid high
plains (a small increase in rain may be
of considerably greater benefit than a

small decrease in hail damage).

Work elsewhere, for example in the
Florida Area Cumulus Experiment and
the programs of the National Severe



Storms Laboratory of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA), has indicated the need
for reassessment of strategies in storm
research. Studies on the planetary
boundary layer and on the role of
aerosols in severe storm development,
made at NCAR and elsewhere, are also
contributing information that will be
of value in reassessing strategies.

During the coming year we will
confront these major questions:

* Does our current knowledge of
hailstorms warrant the prompt
resumption of a randomized, statistical
hail suppression experiment? Or
should the research community in the
next several years concentrate its full
efforts on an intensified program of
more general research on hailstorms
and other manifestations of thunder-
storms that occur either in isolation ot
as elements of frontal systems? An
answer to this question, at least with
respect to future directions for
NCAR's severe storms work (with the
capabilities of NHRE at its center),
will be forthcoming in the next 12
months.

0 How high a national priority should
be given to studies designed to
improve predictions and warnings of
severe weather--hail, tornadoes, high
winds, heavy precipitation, cold waves
(particularly in the major corn- and
grain-producing areas of the United
States)--as compared to research on
methods of modification? Further
attention to this question has been
stimulated not only by the physical
and economic research emanating
from NHRE and other experiments,
but also by discussions during the past
two years of a major NOAA-led
research effort, Project SESAME
(Severe Environmental Storms and
Mesoscale Experiment). The answer
will depend on a continuing assess-
ment of the tractability of the
problems and the value of applicable
results. It will not be easy to obtain a
firm answer that can lead to a coher-
ent national strategy, so we expect to

Boundary-Layer Research

The reassessment of strategies and
priorities in severe storms research has
led NCAR to place new emphasis on
research on the boundary layer--the
first thousand meters or so of the
atmosphere--where the stage is set
for the development of severe convec-
tive storms. A consensus is emerging in
the field as a whole that the boundary
layer is of extreme importance, and
our ignorance about it stands in the
way of improving our grasp of severe-
storm problems. Boundary-layer
processes must be more fully under-
stood in order to improve parameteri-
zations of subgrid-scale processes in
general circulation models and in order
to help translate the products of these
models (maps of temperature and
pressure fields) into forecasts of
weather as experienced by the public.
Boundary-layer research is thus
essential to getting full value from
GARP. Boundary-layer processes are
also critical factors in the dispersion of
local air pollutants. Studies of the
boundary layer are thus important in
determining the meteorological effects
of placing very large power plants in
various climatic and geographical
locations.

During the past year, NCAR, NOAA,
and university scientists have devised a
joint meteorological observing pro-
gram in the boundary layer and have
joined in planning a major site for such

experiments 30 km east of Boulder.
There, NOAA is building an instru-
mented tower 300 m high, and NCAR
is seeking funds for its major capital
contribution, a laboratory building. It
is expected that boundary-layer
experiments, as well as instrument
testing and calibration work, will
commence within a year. To the tower
and its complement of instruments,
scientists will be able to add
university-, NCAR-, and NOAA-
developed instrumentation (the NCAR
Portable Automated Mesonet and the
NCAR dual-doppler radars are
examples), as well as specialized
instrumentation brought in for specific
experiments.

The practical importance of cloud-
scale and mesoscale events--those
events occurring in areas measured in
kilometers or tens of kilometers, the
scale on which people experience and
react to weather--is indisputable. If
the sizable resources necessary to gain
new knowledge in this area are to be
provided through public support, it is
essential to achieve the degree of
integration of scientific outlook and
research strategy now present in
GARP. Commitments of scientific
time and energy, over a considerable
number of years, may be as great.

For most of the past two decades, the
"glamour" area of atmospheric
research has been the appreciation of
the atmosphere as a global system. An

be discussing this question again a year
hence.



equal emphasis on severe storms,
mesoscale, and boundary-layer
research will now help tie our progress
in understanding large-scaie atmo-
spheric motions to the weather
experienced and endured by people.

Studies of the Sun

Solar research holds a different kind of
interest and excitement from the kind
of astrophysical research that deals
with such phenomena as pulsars,
quasars, and black holes. We live with
and depend on the sun for life itself;
the sun is close enough for us to
examine its detailed structure and to
pose intricate questions about stellar
evolution, the specific physics of the
sun, and the validity of cosmological
theories.

Recent confirmation of the existence
of lengthy historical periods in which
few if any sunspots occurred has
spurred increased speculation about
the real history of our "constant"
star---which may not be so constant
after all. Apparent correlations be-
tween the periods of sunspot hiatus
and extreme anomalies in the terres-
trial climate have underlined the

importance of understanding how the
sun produces its energy, how that
production may vary in quality aind
amount, and what effects these varia-
tions may have on the earth. It may be
many years before we can determine
the degree to which climatic change
results from the sun's behavior, but
the importance of the answer warrants
a long-term research effort in the field
of solar variability.

A first step in initiating such an effort
was taken this year when NCAR's
High Altitude Observatory (HAO)
sponsored a conference on the phys-
ical outputs of the sun. A volume of
the proceedings of this conference, to
be published early in 1977, will also
contain a summary of the ideas pre-
sented by the 60 conferees on what
must be done to further research in
the field of solar variability.

Investigation of solar events on shorter
time scales also received a boost this
year from a three-part series of work-
shops organized and hosted by HAO
and devoted to extracting results from
the battery of solar telescopes used by
the astronauts aboard the Skylab
satellite in 1973 and 1974. Scientists
from two dozen universities and other

The solar eclipse of 1970 was photographed
from Mexico by Gordon Newkirk of
NCA R's High Altitude Observatory.

institutions pooled their expertise to
attack the problem of "coronal holes,"
areas of extremely low density in the
solar corona that have lifetimes of
weeks or months and are thought to
be the source regions for the high-
speed streams of ionized gas and ener-
getic particles that make up most of
the solar wind. The Skylab Solar
Workshops represent a new strategy
for obtaining results quickly from the
masses of data generated by large
space experiments. A new series in
1977 will be devoted to learning what
the Skylab experiments revealed about
solar flares.

HAO's coronagraph aboard Skylab and
a K-coronameter at the HAO observing
station in Hawaii have provided much
information for a theoretical model of
the corona and solar wind that is
under development by HAO scientists
together with collaborators from other
institutions. The incorporation into
their model of the effects of the
coronal magnetic field and of other
physical effects is the next step, one
that will be aided considerably by
observations from several new instru-
ments. One in particular should be
mentioned, and that is the coronal
emission line polarimeter (called
KELP), a joint development of HAO
and Sacramento Peak Observatory.
When the observations from this
instrument are studied with the aid of
computer models, HAO scientists will
be able to determine the direction of
the coronal magnetic fields for the
first time.

Other instruments developed at HAO
are also tied to theoretical and model-
ing efforts. An HAO coronagraph will
be aboard the NASA Solar Maximum
Mission satellite to be launched in

1979, and two instruments are being
built for the observing station in
Hawaii--a fast-scanning
K-coronameter and a prominence
monitor. These instruments will yield
the first simultaneous coverage of
active solar phenomena such as
coronal transients and eruptive
prominences.

This program is being carried out with
the active collaboration of scientists



from such sister institutions as Sacra-
mento Peak Observatory, Kitt Peak
National Observatory, and numerous
other laboratories, from the University
of Colorado at HAO's doorstep to the
far-off Commonwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization in
Australia.

Atmospheric Quality

For the past ten years, NCAR has
conducted a program to study those
relatively unexplored regions of the
stratosphere and mesosphere where
chemical processes occur that have
significant effects on the behavior of
the whole atmosphere. The existence
of this program has enabled NCAR to
contribute to the national inquiry
about the effects of human activities
on the stratosphere, particularly the
effects on the ozone layer caused by
supersonic transport planes, the release
of chlorofluorocarbons, and other
activities. Though NCAR's program is
broad-based, examining many aspects
of stratospheric chemical and dynam-
ical processes, NCAR's modeling
of chemical effects and pioneering
measurements of chlorine compounds
in the stratosphere have injected
timely, important information into the
current national debate over the future
of spray-can propellants and other
potential hazards to the ozone layer.
Our research has also helped to expose
the complexity of these and other
questions about the stratosphere, such
as the effects of volcanic activity on
stratospheric air quality and the
impact of aerosols and gases, coming
from below, on the heat balance of the
stratosphere. It is clear that a compre-
hensive study of natural, background
stratospheric processes and the effects
of human activity, including possible
impacts on climate, will take a number
of years. It will involve intensified
theoretical and observational work at
NCAR and other institutions, and it
will require extensive use of aircraft,
balloons, and satellites. The expense of
the effort is justified by the impor-
tance of resolving the nature of these

For the past several years, NCAR
scientists have also been investigating
aerosols and their roles in meteoro-
logical processes, paying particular
attention to events in which large-scale
winds scoop tons of dust from the
American Southwest and deposit them
into the intense spring storm systems
that often bring tornadoes and heavy
rains to the Ohio and Mississippi
Valleys. Although results thus far are
preliminary, they are firm enough to
indicate that the windblown dust
reaches the vicinity of the severe
storms and therefore could be impor-
tant in storm-producing processes.
Another result has been an increased
awareness that far too little is known
about both aerosols and their effects.

For the past several years, NCAR has
been aware of the importance of gas-
chemical processes near the surface of
the earth, although we have had no
programs in this area. Now in process
is an assessment of the most appro-
priate role for NCAR in this field, with
major emphasis on the meteorological
context in which air pollution occurs
and the roles of gas-chemical processes
in meteorological events. Our current
goal is to define a possible program for
NCAR in this area, examine its pro-
grammatic and fiscal feasibility, and
explore its relationship to the work on
aerosols already in motion.

In most annual reports, it is customary
to give thanks and pay tribute to indi-
viduals and groups who have contrib-
uted in an important way to the
activities of the organization. In so
doing, we are not simply following
custom. We are reflecting essential
parts of the UCAR and NCAR process.

We have already stated the importance
of our university colleagues as research
collaborators. Equally important are
the roles they play as advisors and
collaborators in goal-setting and in
planning NCAR's research and facil-
ities activities. The people who
contribute their time, energy, and
wisdom to UCAR affairs number in
the hundreds; the person-days they
contribute each year number in the
thousandy-Our colleagues serve on the
UCAR Board of Trustees, as Members'
Representatives, and as members of
the UCAR Science Advisory Com-
mittee, facility and project advisory
panels, committees of the Board and
the Members, and special study
groups. They also provide valuable
help and guidance in many informal
ways. We depend on this activity to
ensure that opportunities for NCAR-
university collaboration and coopera-
tion are used to greatest advantage.

Above all, we must thank NCAR staff.
The commitments and tasks they
undertake are among the most diffi-
cult in physical science. In carrying
out work collaboratively, they are
often swimming upstream, since tradi-
tional rewards and prestige come more
easily with individual work. Like their
colleagues in universities, they must
adapt their plans and strategies to
funding realities that change rapidly
(often for the worse). They must
devote a sizable fraction of their
energies to seeking collaboration with
their university colleagues. The chal-
lenges they confront are significant,
and the energy, imagination, and
steadfastness with which they face
these challenges are admirable.

Francis P. Bretherton
John W. Firor
December 1976

processes, a question of truly global
consequence.
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Numerical Weather Prediction Project

The Numerical Weather Prediction
(NWP) Project develops and tests
theoretical models and computational
procedures, with the ultimate aim of
gaining a better understanding of
large-scale atmospheric processes and
improving the accuracy and useful
range of large-scale weather forecasts.

Computer models of the atmosphere
may be thought of as numerical
engines. Their intake is a mixture of
data--for example, the pressure,
temperature, and wind speed and
direction at a set of map coordinates
at a given time--and their product is
typically a weather map showing the
computer's projection of what pres-
sure (or any other meteorological
variable) should look like over the
same coordinates at some later time.
There are a variety of schemes by
which a computer model can operate
on the initial data to produce the maps
that are the forecasts, and these
schemes represent or reflect physical
reality to varying degrees of accuracy.

The numerical models used by NWP
scientists compute atmospheric
variables such as wind, temperature,
pressure, and moisture over global,
hemispheric, or-at the smallest--
continental areas. At present, these
models, like those at other research
centers and weather services, are
typically able to produce useful
forecasts for only a day or two ahead,
although theoretical predictability
studies suggest that it should be
possible to make fairly accurate
forecasts a week or more in advance.

In the last 25 years, numerical
modeling has moved from the status of
a new theoretical development to that
of a useful tool for the meteorologist
who provides daily weather forecasts.
Nevertheless, two complementary
improvements are needed before

numerical prediction can realize its
theoretical potential: the models must
more accurately represent atmospheric
processes, and the observational data
that are used as the initial conditions
for forecasts must be more plentiful
and of better quality. NWP scientists
are addressing both problems.

Their strategy is to work simulta-
neously with an array of models that
differ in the methods by which they
calculate changes in atmospheric
variables. Many studies are done using
NCAR's second-generation general
circulation model (GCM), which solves
the primitive equations of motion by
means of a centered, second-order
finite-differencing scheme. The GCM
has a latitude-longitude grid 2.50
square and computes in a hemispheric
or global domain. A limited-area
version of the GCM uses the same
computational methods to make fore-
casts on a finer grid over a smaller,
continent-sized geographical domain.
A newer version of the GCM, called
the third-generation GCM, incor-
porates a number of refinements:

NWP scientist Cecil Leith gives a seminar on
combining statistical and dynamical
methods in modeling.

more accurate numerical methods,
including a fourth-order differencing
scheme; improved treatment of polar
areas; more sophisticated treatment of
subgrid-scale turbulent diffusion; and a
generalized vertical coordinate that is
no longer restricted to height but may
be any other appropriate variable, such
as pressure or potential temperature.
As the third-generation GCM becomes
operational during the coming year,
NWP forecasting experiments that are
now done on the second-generation
model will be converted to it.

Spectral models comprise a mathe-
matical alternative to the usual numer-
ical modeling methodology of
specifying atmospheric fields by their
values at the grid points of a three-
dimensional mesh. Instead, they
represent fields as a superposition of
waves of differing size and amplitude.
Conceptually simpler than grid-point
methods, they often take less com-
puter time to run. NWP scientists have
developed both barotropic and baroz

clinic spectral models, which are being
used in studies of the causes of short-
range forecast errors. They have
recently developed a multilevel,
primitive-equation spectral model for
use with the project's objective
analysis scheme.

In addition to pursuing these indepen-
dent approaches to modeling, NWP
scientists are working on another
means of isolating model deficiencies.
They have begun a series of inter-
comparisons among a wide range of
numerical forecast models. Their
preliminary results indicate that actual
forecast skill does not vary very much
from model to model; thus the search
for causes of model errors must
proceed through a detailed exami-
nation of similarities and differences in
model behavior. (Specific comparisons
are discussed further below.)
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These quantitative evaluations of
different models provide some
guidance for future research. All the
models need to be improved in the
specific areas of their common errors.
At the same time, the similarity in
errors among models that are very
differently constructed suggests that
the major obstacle to improving
models in general may not lie in
inadequate parameterizations of
small-scale processes or in the details
of the mathematical formulations.
Instead, there may be some funda-
mental, inherent defect in the overall
numerical treatment of the large-scale
dynamics. As a result, NWP is making
a special effort to develop models that
handle the basic atmospheric dynamics
in an essentially different and, project
scientists hope, more accurate manner.

One new model, under development
during the past year, is a Lagrangian
finite-element representation based on
the dynamical principle of conser-
vation of generalized absolute
potential vorticity. The mathematical
methods used in such a model elim-
inate some problems that conventional
models encounter in connection with
interpolation and numerical approx-
imation. The novel formulation
enables scientists to suppress meteo-
rological noise without introducing
such restrictive approximations as
quasi-nondivergence or quasi-
geostrophy.

Soviet meteorologists Vladimir Penenko
(left) and Valentin Dymnikov spent three
months visiting NWP. They both work in
numerical modeling at the Siberian Branch
of the Soviet Academy of Sciences.

The topic chosen for NCAR's 1976
summer colloquium reflected the
scientific community's concern with
these theoretical and practical
problems of forecasting. NWP was one
of three NCAR projects that jointly
sponsored the colloquium, which was
entitled "Weather Forecasting and
Weather Forecasts: Models, Systems,
and Users." Cosponsors with NWP
were the Advanced Study Program and
the Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group. The principal lecturers
discussed the fundamentals of large-
scale numerical weather prediction,
initial data for such models, the prac-
tice of weather forecasting in both
European and U.S. national weather
services, and the economic and social
impact of forecasts. In addition to
helping to coordinate the colloquium,
NWP scientists contributed an intro-
ductory lecture on the history of
numerical weather prediction in the
United States and several of the
supplementary seminars on more
specialized aspects of forecast models.

Efforts to improve forecast models
and their use of observational data are
intensified now, in anticipation of the
Global Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) First GARP Global Experi-
ment (FGGE) observing period in
1978-79. That international effort is
intended to produce a series of data
sets that will characterize the state of
the global atmosphere more accurately
than ever before. NCAR is one of the
large meteorological laboratories that
will analyze the data collected during
FGGE, and NWP is the seat of that
activity.

GARP preparations for FGGE include
the Data Systems Test (DST), the
observational phase of which was
recently completed. Carried out as an
operational test of measurement
systems and data handling techniques
planned for use in FGGE, DST
provided data sets from surface
stations, ocean buoys, rawinsondes,
aircraft, balloons, and satellites.
During fiscal 1977, NWP will be
testing these data sets in forecast
models.

Actual atmospheric measurements like
those obtained during DST can seldom
be inserted directly into numerical
models. Typical models require, as an
initial specification of the atmospheric
state, a set of simultaneous measure-
ments of several variables taken at
regularly spaced points in both the
horizontal and the vertical directions.
But observing platforms are located at
an irregular array of points over the
globe, and they do not all take their
readings at the same time.

NWP's technique for bridging the gap
between available observations and the
specifications required by models is a
multivariate, statistical objective
analysis scheme. This mathematical
scheme takes observed values, weights
them statistically, and derives appro-
priate values at the grid points. NWP
scientists have tested and modified the
objective analysis scheme this year, to
make it more versatile. It is discussed
further below.

The special conditions of FGGE make
it imperative that there also be human
monitoring of the measurements,
which will be taken from new plat-
forms over a wide range of observing
sites from the ocean surface to satellite
orbital altitudes; as a result, they will
be asynoptic and extremely hetero-
geneous. Of necessity, the error
properties of such a collection of
untried systems will be poorly under-
stood in advance. Consequently, the
data gathered must be scrutinized
initially by people as well as by
machines.

A series of planning workshops for FGGE
was held at NCA R in January 1976. Here
numerical modeler Kikuro Miyakoda of
GFDL talks with NCA R visitor Vladimir
Penenko.
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In preparation for this undertaking,
NWP is obtaining an interactive
graphics terminal that can display
weather maps and other data. Using
this terminal, a scientist will be able to
review all the data as they are sub-
jected to automated quality control
and objective analysis and to override
computer decisions to include or omit
a specific piece of information. When
the terminal is interfaced with NCAR's
Control Data 7600 computer (and
later with the Cray 1), it will be
possible to have human monitoring
and still perform data analysis and
processing reasonably speedily. Soft-
ware for this system will be written
and tested during the coming year.

Model Intercomparisons

This year NWP scientists David
Baumhefner and Patrick Downey
completed the first direct comparison
of forecasts produced by several large-
scale numerical weather prediction
models. The principal models com-
pared were the second-generation
NCAR GCM, the 40 X 5°, nine-layer
GCM of the NASA/Goddard Institute
for Space Studies (GISS), and the 40
(at 500N) six-layer operational model
of the National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA)

National Meteorological Center
(NMC). The three models are similar in
horizontal resolution; they differ
chiefly in vertical coordinate systems,
physical parameterizations, methods
of finite differencing, and treatments
of mountainous terrain.

To make the comparisons, NMC's
analyses of geopotential height, veloc-
ity, and moisture from data observed
on six days in December 1972 and
January 1973 were used as a common
set of initial conditions. The geopo-
tential and velocity fields were inter-
polated to match the individual grids
of each model. The GISS and NMC
models also used the moisture fields as
they had been analyzed at NMC; for
its initial moisture measurements, the
NCAR model used a zonal climato-
logical mean relative humidity. For
each of the six dates, the scientists
then obtained forecasts for up to five
days from the NCAR and GISS
models. NMC forecasts were available
only for the period up to 72 h. All the
results were then interpolated to a
2.50 latitude-longitude grid. They were
compared with each other and with
analyses of the actual weather ob-
served during the periods under study
by means of conventional skill scores,
maps of the differences between ob-
served weather and the forecasts, and

In the left-hand charts, the global geopoten-
tial patterns observed 72 h after the start of
the model run at 0000 GMT, 11 January
1973, are compared with the three models'
forecasts for the same time. Contours are
drawn every 120 m (the contour labeled 00
is at 5,000 m). The right-hand charts map
the differences between forecast and
observed values at the same time. The solid
lines indicate positive errors and the dashed
lines are negative errors. The contour inter-
val is 75 m. The shaded areas represent
absolute values greater than 150 m.

longitude-time plots. The comparisons
dealt specifically with geopoteritial
heights at 1,000 and 500 mb. The
interpolated results for other quan-
tities and at other levels were quite
similar to one another, so comparisons
were not performed with them.

Some of the results of the comparisons
confirmed the scientists' expectations.
For example, all the models displayed
some of the same characteristic errors:
they forecast phase speeds for waves in
the atmosphere that were slower than
the actual atmospheric motions; they
predicted weaker amplitudes in atmo-
spheric waves than those that were
observed; and they described the
development and decay cycle of
disturbances poorly. Two of the three
models made systematic errors over
specific geographic regions.
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Other conclusions were unexpected.
Even though the three models evolved
independently and employed distinct
methods of calculation, they produced
forecasts that were surprisingly similar,
differing in similar ways from what
actually happened in the atmosphere.
All their predictions of long-
wavelength features suffered from
errors as significant as those in the
predictions of short-wavelength tran-
sients. Finally, Baumhefner and
Downey had expected that the largest
forecast errors might occur over
geographic areas with the smallest
amount of observed data (over the
oceans, for example); but the actual
forecasts showed no such simple
geographic dependence, even in the
first 24 h.

A veraged results of the four models for all
six cases are compared here. The dashed-
and-dotted line represents simple persistence
of the weather at the beginning of the
model run; the solid line is the NCA R
forecast; the dotted line is the NMC
forecast; and the dashed line is the GISS
forecast.
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A similar model comparison was per-
formed between the NCAR GCM and
a comparable model developed at the
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Labora-
tory (GFDL) of NOAA. The GFDL
model has nine layers in the vertical
dimension; it is similar to the NCAR
model in physics, horizontal resolu-
tion, and the inclusion of mountainous
terrain. This was a more limited study,
confined to a single published forecast,
the case of 17 January 1966.

The mechanics of this comparison
were very similar to those of the
NCAR/GISS/NMC study. The GFDL
model used initial values for geopoten-
tial height and moisture that were
derived from NMC analyses. its initial
wind field was calculated from a
"balance" relationship. The NCAR
model used initial values of geopoten-
tial height and wind directly from the
NMC analysis. Its initial moisture was
again zonally averaged relative humid-
ity. Forecasts were obtained out to
seven days.

Examination of observed weather
patterns reveals that this was a rela-
tively easy case to predict, because the
long waves associated with large-scale
weather events remained nearly
stationary. However, there was some
movement in the smaller scale waves
and a definite change in the amplitude
of the long waves.

Results from the two models are
comparable for this case. Both models
show too great a loss of amplitude for
all waves, and both exhibit too slow a
phase speed for small-scale systems.
Neither model was able to predict
accurately the development of several
secondary systems on days 5-7. The
GFDL model maintained the energy of
the active baroclinic waves longer than
the NCAR model and therefore per-
formed somewhat better during the
latter stages of the forecast.

Recently two comparisons were per-
formed between the NCAR GCM and
two spectral models being developed
by NWP. At present the spectral
models include virtually no param-
eterized physical processes; instead
they emphasize accurate advection of
initial fields. The forecasts obtained
from the two spectral models were
better than that produced by the GCM
on the first day of the model run, but
consistently worse after that.

These first results from NWP's con-
tinuing program of forecast model
intercomparisons have already pointed
the way to potentially significant
improvements in skill. For example,
they have revealed that the second-
generation NCAR GCM is subject to
particularly rapid error growth in the
first 12 h of the forecast period. The
cause of this phenomenon is related to
the numerical treatment of mountains
and to initialization procedures; during
the coming year NWP scientists will
test modifications of these aspects of
the model.

NWP scientists have participated in an
international intercomparison study
conducted by the GARP Working
Group on Numerical Experimentation,
in which forecasts were obtained from
various models using the GARP Basic
Data Set (GBDS) of 4 November 1969
for initial values. Preliminary analysis
of results from the NCAR and GISS
GCMs indicates that both models
produce a poor forecast with roughly
the same error. This agrees with earlier
results of other modelers who used the
same GBDS and may mean that the
quality of the data set is poor.

The model intercomparison efforts
will be broadened during the coming
year. NWP has sent tapes containing
the initial data for the same six days in
December 1972 and January 1973 to
the Canadian Weather Service, where
scientists have run their operational
spectral model to obtain forecasts that
will be compared with this year's
results. Scientists at the German
Weather Service, the British Meteo-
rological Office, and the European
Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts have expressed interest in
forecasting the same period with their
respective models.

Objective Analysis in Limited Areas

From atmospheric measurements
made wherever observing platforms are
located, NWP's multivariate, statistical
objective analysis scheme derives
estimates of geopotential height, tem-
perature, and wind fields at the grid
points of different numerical models.
The scheme, which was developed by
Thomas Schlatter and Grant
Branstator (both of NWP) and Linda
Thiel (Computing Facility), analyzes
these variables on specified surfaces of
constant pressure. The analyzed fields
are then interpolated onto constant
height surfaces used in computing
forecasts on NCAR's GCM.

Akio Arakawa (University of California, Los
Angeles) gets together with james Holton
(University of Washington) at the FGGE
workshops held at NCA R in January 1976.
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Special procedures are connected with
analyzing observational data from
various parts of the world. Numerical
models provide a "first guess" of fields
to be analyzed in mid- and high lati-
tudes. Unfortunately, the models fail
to provide consistently accurate fore-
casts in the tropics, partly as a result
of the sparse observing network; clima-
tology is used as a substitute first
guess. Also in the tropics, errors in
observed heights and temperatures are
comparable to the normal day-to-day
variations in those fields. Conse-
quently, the only tropical field that is
analyzed is that of the wind, since it
contains the most valuable infor-
mation about atmospheric behavior.
And near the poles, because the merid-
ians converge there, it is mathemat-
ically simpler to perform the analysis
on a polar stereographic projection
rather than on a sphere, as is done at
lower latitudes.

In all these cases, choice of an analysis
strategy clearly depends on the
idiosyncracies of the region to be
analyzed. The NWP objective analysis
scheme was originally written to per-
form the calculations over the globe as
a whole. But during the past year, the
scheme has been modified for use in
limited areas, such as continents or
hemispheres.

The new code makes it possible to
employ more than one analysis strat-
egy within a single limited area. For
example, data from an area lying
partly in the tropics and partly in the
midlatitudes can be treated by means
appropriate to each locale. The scheme
also lets the user specify the latitude-
longitude boundaries and the resolu-
tion of the grid on which the analysis
is performed, down to one in which
the grid points are separated by as
little as 50 km.

There are many possible applications
for the new limited-area analysis
scheme. For example, satellites and
balloons are providing a wealth of data
never before available. But scientists
need to know the error characteristics

assimilate a wide mix of data, more
accurate specification of the atmo-
spheric state can result. Thus, with the
help of the limited-area scheme, NWP
has undertaken to assess in detail the
spatial correlation of errors in temper-
atures deduced from radiances mea-
sured by the meteorological satellite
Nimbus 6. Schlatter and Branstator are
comparing analyses of radiosonde data
over Europe with nearby, contempo-
raneous Nimbus 6 soundings.

NWP is also cooperating with other
researchers in several joint projects in
which the limited-area analysis scheme
plays a central role. Dayton Vincent
(Purdue University) and Schlatter
recently undertook a comparison of
subjective and objective analyses,
paying particular attention to the
kinetic energy budget. They found
good agreement between subjectively
and objectively analyzed distributions
of height, vorticity, isotachs, and
kinetic energy content, but discovered
a tendency of the wind direction to be
more nearly geostrophic in the objec-
tive analysis than in the subjective
analysis. The two schemes thus pro-
vided differing estimates of the

125 W NMC

amount of kinetic energy generated by
cross-isobaric flow. The most likely
cause of the discrepancy is that the
subjective, synoptic analysis included
scales of motion too small to be re-
solved by the 20 mesh in the objective
analysis.

In related work, Bette Bliesner
(University of Wisconsin), Rainer
Bleck (University of Miami),
Baumhefner, and Schlatter have
compared analyses of the same syn-
optic situation by four different tech-
niques: the successive-correction
(Cressman) analysis, formerly opera-
tional at NMC; NWP's multivariate
statistical analysis; Bleck's isentropic
analysis (on surfaces of constant
potential temperature); and
Baumhefner's hand-drawn analysis
incorporating temporal and spatial
continuity in a way hard to duplicate
by machine. The synoptic situation
under study was that of 11-14
December 1967; it featured a wave
moving eastward in the upper tropo-
sphere over the United States, fol-
lowed by development of a cyclonic
storm aloft in the Southwest.
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These four 500 mb analyses of geopotential height are for 1200 GMT on 11 December

1967, at the beginning of the period under study. The contour labels are the middle two

digits of four-digit numbers for heights in meters; in each case, an initial five and final zero

have been omitted. That is, a contour labeled 40 is at 5,400 m.

of such new observing systems. When
such information is included statisti-
cally in an analysis scheme that must
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Comparisons of these analyses with
each other and with U.S. radiosonde
data revealed, as expected, that
synoptic-scale features are similarly
analyzed except for minor differences
in positions, intensities, and gradients.
Analyzed heights commonly differ by
20 - 40 m. The three objective analyses
"fit" the data to within the limits of
observational accuracy with root-
mean-square differences between
analyzed and observed values increas-
ing with height; the subjective analysis
fits the data less precisely. The abilities
of these analysis schemes to minimize
forecast error in various numerical
models will be the subject of future
experiments.

Michael Chen (NASA/Langley
Research Center) and Jordan Alpert
(University of Michigan) are studying
two cases of sudden, intense cyclo-
genesis over the United States by
partitioning the kinetic energy into
two parts, one provided by the rota-
tional component of the wind, the
other by the divergent component.
They are using the NWP limited-area
analysis to obtain the initial wind
field. Vertical velocities computed
directly from the analyzed winds agree
qualitatively with those derived from
the initial wind field of the limited-
area, fine-mesh model used at NMC.
NMC's vertical velocity patterns are
smoother, since they are somewhat
model-dependent; the magnitudes of
vertical velocity are also smaller in the
NMC product.

David Lee (University of Wisconsin) is
studying different ways of vertically
locating winds inferred from cloud
drift patterns obtained from successive
views by geosynchronous satellite. As
his "control" case, he is using a series
of limited-area analyses for North
America based solely on radiosonde
reports. He will compare this set of
analyses with others which include all
available cloud drift wind reports.

NWP objective analysis research is
serving two purposes: to exploit avail-
able data to the fullest in providing
initial conditions for numerical fore-
cast models, and to increase under-
standing of atmospheric behavior
through carefully chosen diagnostic
case studies. As data coverage has
improved in recent years, NWP scien-
tists are broadening their experience in
assimilating data for numerical models.
Improved initial conditions should
lead to better forecasts. But even per-
fect initial conditions will not elimi-
nate forecast errors as long as models
are flawed mathematical analogues of
the atmosphere. Diagnostic studies,
facilitated by objective analysis tech-
niques, are shedding new light on
model deficiencies, and NWP scientists
will be working with their numerical
modeling colleagues around the globe
to correct the current models and
produce a new generation of more
accurate forecast models.

Numerical Weather Prediction Project
Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Wayman Baker
David Baumhefner
Grant Branstator
Meg Carr
Mary Chambers
Patrick Downey
Cecil Leith
Ann Modahl
Steven Rogstad
Thomas Schlatter
Boris Shkoller
Richard Somerville (Project Leader)
Philip Thompson
David Williamson
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GATE and GADMAP

Tropical meteorology is a separate
discipline within the atmospheric
sciences for both scientific and histor-
ical reasons. The tropics receive half
the solar energy that reaches the
earth-more than can be
reradiated-and the solar heat stored
in the tropical oceans drives the global
circulation of the earth's atmosphere.
The mechanisms by which this surplus
heat is exported to cooler latitudes
have long been of interest, but the
facts that the tropics are over-
whelmingly oceanic and that the land
masses that do exist are thinly popu-
lated have meant that data from the
tropics have historically been sparse,
difficult to acquire, and hard to verify.
Tropical weather systems, winds, air
masses, fronts, and storms all differ
widely from their counterparts in mid-
latitudes, and the real structure of
tropical weather has been largely
unknown.

One of the objectives of the multi-
national Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP) has been to fill the
tropical data gap in order to provide a
means of estimating the effects of
smaller scale tropical weather systems
on the earth's large-scale circulation
and to facilitate numerical modeling

and prediction by developing better
models, specifications, or parameter-
izations of tropical weather processes.
For that reason, the summer of 1974
was devoted to a GARP subprogram
called GATE-the GARP Atlantic
Tropical Experiment. Seventy-two
nations cooperated in a massive three-
month field experiment to gather data
from about 40% of the earth's tropical
belt between 20°N and 10°S latitude.

At NCAR, two groups were formed to
assist in the U.S. effort in GATE. The
first was the GATE Project-the
scientific locus of tropical meteo-
rology within NCAR. The second was
GADMAP--the GATE Aircraft Data
Management and Analysis Program.
This group took the responsibility for
processing, validating, and archiving all
the data acquired by six U.S. aircraft
that flew during the GATE field
phases. (A total of 13 aircraft from five
countries flew during GATE, and the
full array of data stations included 38
ships, half a dozen satellites, numerous
buoys, and an immense array of World
Weather Watch stations. In addition,
commercial ships and aircraft traveling
in the GATE experimental region
contributed data.)

As the wealth of data from GATE
began to be available during the past
year, GATE Project scientists began to
combine the results of preliminary
studies using data from other experi-
ments with the information available
from GATE itself. The scientists have
been studying data from a number of
smaller scale tropical experiments,
including BOMEX (the Barbados Mete-
orological Experiment), VIMHEX (the
Venezuela International Meteoro-
logical and Hydrological Experiment
of 1972), TROPEX (a Russian tropical
field program carried out in 1972),
and experiments carried out over
Puerto Rico and in the Line Islands in
the south-central Pacific.

Tropical meteorologist Herbert Riehl joined
the GA TE Project this year. He is currently
working with GA TE scientist Henry van de
Boogaard on an analysis of data taken in
VIMHEX, for a study of monsoon
circulations.

On the flight line at Yoff Airport in Dakar,
the four-engine NCA R Electra is run up in
preparation for takeoff. In the foreground,
mechanics preparing the NCA R twin-jet
Sabreliner for an afternoon research flight
take a break for lunch in a shady spot under
the wing.
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GATE itself was divided into five sub-
programs: synoptic-scale, convection,
boundary-layer, radiation, and the
oceans. Most of the work done by
scientists in the NCAR GATE Project
is related to the convection and
boundary-layer programs. Although
the NCAR project represents only a
fraction of the national and inter-
national effort in GATE, the variety of
interactions among GATE Project
scientists and GATE scientists at
universities is extremely broad, and
the number of studies undertaken by
the NCAR scientists and their collab-
orators is quite large. The topics
include large-scale tropical motions,
the physics and dynamics of lines of
clouds and cloud systems, parameter-
ization of the tropical boundary layer
and of tropical cumulus convection,
the monsoon circulation, limited-area
modeling of tropical disturbances,
objective analysis of GATE upper air
data on the synoptic scale, scale inter-
action, and water, energy, mass, and
momentum transport budgets. Some
of these studies are detailed below.

GA TE scientist Margaret LeMone discusses
fluxes in trade wind cumulus clouds at a
seminar.

* Trade wind clouds and what
happens beneath them. Two GATE
Project scientists completed a study of
the interaction of the cloud and sub-
cloud layers in fair weather, finding a
definite relationship between the dis-
tribution of the clouds and subcloud-
layer structure and fluxes. Using data
from an NCAR experiment flown to
the north of Puerto Rico, they found
that fluxes near cloud base were
strongly enhanced in regions topped
with even small clouds. Beneath a
patch of cumulus clouds only a few
hundred meters thick, they found
moisture rising out of the top of the
mixed layer at a rate equal to sea
surface evaporation, suggesting a
greater moisture export rate for larger
trade wind cumulus clouds. Where
there were few clouds or none, how-
ever, the moisture flux from the mixed
layer was nearly zero. Although such a
relationship also seems to exist for
GATE clouds, it is complicated by
other factors. For one case, with
almost no clouds, the moisture flux
was rather strong--possibly related to
a sharper than average decrease in
humidity at the top of the mixed
layer. Other things being equal, the
near-equilibrium moisture content in
the fair weather trade wind boundary
layer, as found for example in
BOMEX, appears to be consistent with
moisture flux several times the surface
evaporation rate in patches of trade
wind cumulus and with almost no flux
out of the mixed layer in between.

They also found that the role of the
cumulus cloud changes radically from
totally suppressed conditions (almost
no cloudiness) to slightly enhanced
conditions (clouds extending up to
2,000 m, but no rain). In very sup-
pressed conditions, the small, frag-
mentary cumulus clouds that form are
more or less passive tracers marking
upwelling air. In more enhanced condi-
tions, the clouds play a more active
role, and subcloud-layer fluxes are
strongly related to cloud "roots"
detectable below the visible cloud
base, sometimes to distances of 100 m.

\a)

\u

(c)

Clouds studied by GA TE Project scientists
Margaret LeMone and William Pennell.
Photo (a), nearly completely suppressed
conditions (almost no clouds); (b) patchy,
slightly enhanced cloudiness; (c) cloud lanes
or "streets" in foreground, enhanced
cloudiness in background. LeMone and
Pennell found that moisture fluxes upward
from the ocean to cloud base could occur
for short periods at rates equal to or faster
than the rate of evaporation from the sea
surface.
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* Continental boundary layer. GATE
Project scientists participated in an
aircraft study of the boundary layer
within the context of an experiment
conducted jointly by NCAR, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), and univer-
sities in September 1975 at Haswell,
Colorado (where NOAA has a weather
tower). The GATE scientists helped to
plan the aircraft program in order to
make observations of the cloud-free,
entraining mixed layer. They were
interested in turbulence structure at
the top of the mixed layer and the
dynamics of entrainment. Their study
of the nearly free convective conti-
nental boundary layer will prove use-
ful in the analysis of GATE results,
such as data on the effects of cumulus
convection on subcloud-layer entrain-
ment of cloud-layer air.

* Intertropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ). Two GATE Project scientists
are studying the structure and dy-
namics of the intertropical conver-
gence zone over land, as determined in
VIMHEX, for comparison with ITCZ
measurements made in GATE.

* Case study: 31 August 1974. In
collaboration with scientists at the
University of Virginia, GATE Project
scientists are analyzing data from a
typical fair-weather day in GATE.
Cumulus clouds were scattered, and
wind in the subcloud layer was from
the south at 3 m/s. Two U.S. aircraft,
the NOAA DC-6 and the NCAR
Electra, sampled the atmosphere from
30 to 810 m. The scientists plotted the
mean wind, temperature, and humid-
ity data at 15 s intervals on flight
tracks that were superimposed on
cloud maps by the University of Vir-
ginia group. The comparison of the
mean field and turbulence data with
the cloud distribution indicates the
same strong relationship, especially in
the upper subcloud layer, that was
found between cloud and subcloud
layers in the study mentioned above.

The University of Virginia group is
also collaborating with the NCAR
scientists in a case study of 9 Septem-
ber 1974, a day on which numerous
flights were made through and across

lines of convective clouds. Other case
studies are being carried out in collab-
oration with scientists from Florida
State University and the University of
Wisconsin. (One of these is discussed
in further detail below.)

In addition to scientific studies,
members of the NCAR GATE Project
have taken on a number of organiza-
tional responsibilities in connection
with GATE. Two project members
have organized, edited, and produced a
dozen issues of the GA TE Information
Bulletin, an informal but indispensable
collection of news and information to
which many in the project have made
substantive contributions. The bulletin
was established to inform interested
scientists in the United States and
other participating countries about
plans for GATE working group meet-
ings, seminars, scientific sessions, new
research activities, the status of pro-
duction and availability of GATE data
sets, and much else. The bulletin also
has published brief reports of
preliminary scientific results.

NCAR will be the site for a three-week
U.S. workshop on the GATE central
program in August 1977, and the
NCAR GATE Project expects to help
the U.S. GATE Office play host to
about 200 scientists participating in
the U.S. GATE program.

GATE Project scientists are also
helping to plan future programs in
GARP, including MONEX 77 (a mon-
soon field experiment) and the First
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE).
The NCAR scientists participated in a
FGGE planning workshop held at
NCAR during the year.

Tropical Disturbance of 15 July 1974

NCAR GATE Project leader Edward
Zipser worked with Catherine Gautier
(a visitor to the University of Wiscon-
sin from the European Space Research
Organization) on a case study of the
structure of the interior of a tropical
depression. Early on 15 July 1974, a

cloud photographs from the
SMS-1 satellite showed a nearly cir-
cular area of dense cloud about 30 of
latitude in diameter. The scientists
questioned whether this was closely
associated with a tropical depression.
When the lead aircraft discovered that
it was, the multi-aircraft mission
scheduled for that day was diverted to
the depression. Both the cloud mass
and the depression intensified during
the day, with locally intense convec-
tion and heavy rain. The shape of the
cloud became more like a comma, and
by afternoon, convection was active
only on the eastern edge. The depres-
sion disintegrated as it moved north-
westward, becoming no more than a
weak swirl in the stratocumulus clouds
by the following day.

Zipser and Gautier made a detailed
analysis of the cloud cluster, com-
paring GATE aircraft and rawinsonde
data with the satellite information. A
by-product of their study was a close
comparison of satellite-derived winds
with those obtained from rawinsondes
and aircraft.

GA TE Project leader Edward Zipser studied
the tropical depression of 15 july with
GA TE scientist Catherine Gautier.

tropical cloud mass formed off the
coast 200 km southwest of Dakar,
Senegal, GATE headquarters. Infrared
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Gautier used an interactive computer
system at the University of Wisconsin
to obtain accurate cloud positions
from a series of satellite pictures. Data
from four aircraft that flew into the
cloud cluster were used, and these
were combined with rawinsonde data
from the African network and with
GATE ship data. Zipser and Gautier
built up a qualitative description of
the development and decay of the
cloud cluster, paying particular atten-
tion to changes in the wind fields.

They concluded that the cyclonic cir-
culation was more complex than they
had thought at first. There was a cir-
culation in the midtroposphere closely
associated with the center of the cloud
mass, but a distinct low-level center of
no less importance was located at the
very eastern edge of the cloud mass,
almost in clear air. The northeastern
region, which was convectively the
most active during most of the day,
corresponded to a very intense line of
convergence in the lower layers. The
low-level cyclonic circulation present
in all the analyses was centered south-
ward of this convergence line in a
decaying part of the cluster. As the
convective activity shifted northward,
the center followed suit, strongly
suggesting that at least for this time
interval, there was cyclogenesis as a
result of convective heating. The con-
vection was generated in the north-
eastern part of the cluster, they
concluded, because the sea surface
temperature beneath the inflowing air
was anomalously high, making the air
potentially unstable; the cluster disin-
tegrated when the inflowing low-level
air came in to all parts of the system
over colder water, late in the after-
noon and in the evening.

Such qualitative descriptions of the
life cycle of tropical disturbances will
be of value in the understanding of
tropical weather patterns and scale
interactions, and Zipser and Gautier
note that only the combination of
many kinds of data permit this sort of

The tropical disturbance
of 15 july 1974, as seen by the SNIS-1 sate//ite

e lbisiv( imager

description.

Early in the morning (a) the cloud is well-formed, nearly circular, as it sits just off the
West African coast southwest of Dakar. Several hours later (b) the circulation has changed
and the cloud is more comma-shaped. By evening (c), the whole system is considerably
weakened.

ka)

(b)

(c)
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GATE Aircraft Data Fully Processed

GADMAP was the national processing
center for all the U.S. GATE
aircraft--four long-range and two
short-range airplanes. These aircraft
made a total of 211 flights during the
three field phases of GATE, and the
enormous task of validating, quality-
checking, and processing the masses of
data acquired on these flights was
accomplished in record time. A
summary of the international GATE
data processing workload published in
the GA TE Information Bulletin
showed that although U.S. investi-
gators had taken major data-processing
responsibilities, the rate at which pro-
cessing was being completed and data
were being archived was high by com-
parison with that of other countries;
credit for this must go in no small part
to the GADMAP group led by Alan
Miller and Jeannie Kelley. They were
assisted by Dean Frey, Stuart
Henderson, Dennis Joseph, and Ruth
Toutenhoofd.

The four long-range aircraft (a NASA
Convair CV-990, NOAA's DC-6 and
C-130, and NCAR's Electra) produced
data on 107 separate parameters. The
GADMAP group produced processed
data for each parameter during each
second flown, and produced both a
complete set of unchanged, validated,
and flagged 1 s data and a 1 min aver-
aged data set edited according to a
validation code. They also produced a

data set from the aircraft gust probes
at a rate of 20 Hz.

The processing involved nine separate
steps. The group developed computer
methods to reformat, calibrate, and
edit tapes received from the aircraft
operators. The computer would apply
certain tests to determine whether the

data were reasonable and set flags for

questionable data accordingly. Pro-

grams were then written to tabulate

and display the data on microfilm, and

human annotators manually inspected

every datum and reflagged it if the

computer had flagged it improperly.
These corrections were themselves

the documentation that accompanied
the final tapes. Final tabulations and
data displays were made and data were
converted to a standard GATE format.
Complete 1 s data tapes were then
copied for the GATE data centers in
various countries. One-minute means
were then computed, similarly
checked, and distributed.

None of the original data were
changed. The final data sets contain
original data flagged and annotated to
enable scientists to interpret the raw
figures for use in their studies.

GATE and GADMAP Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

GATE

Robert Grossman
Thomas Hiester
Steve Hipskind
Patricia Jones
Margaret LeMone
Jose Meitin
Rebecca Meitin
Katsuyuki Ooyama
William Pennell
Donald Perkey
Herbert Riehl
Clark Smith
Henry van de Boogaard
Edward Zipser (Project Leader)

GADMAP

Jeannie Kelley
Alan Miller (Project Leader)
Anthony Rockwood

Advisory Committee

William Cotton
Colorado State University

Michael Garstang
University of Virginia

William Gray
Colorado State University

Richard Reed
University of Washington

Michio Yanai
University of California at Los Angeles

John Young
University of Wisconsin

computerized, and summaries of data
quality were constructed and placed in
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Empirical Studies Project

The Empirical Studies Project (ESP)
was organized to study the statistical
and climatological properties of the
atmosphere and its structure. A variety
of ESP efforts are aimed at describing
the physical characteristics of the
atmosphere and the way in which they
interact on scales ranging from that of
convective storms to the global circu-
lation. Some ESP investigations are
conducted with the aid of large obser-
vational data bases, both climato-
logical and synoptic. Project efforts
include involvement in large, collab-
orative undertakings as well as
individual investigations.

Among the individual investigations
are studies of the natural variability of
weather parameters over time. Project
scientists have used lengthy records of
pressure and temperature in statistical
and climatological studies that are
helping to establish the extent of
recent variation of the earth's weather
and climate and to set a base line for
future studies of human impacts on
climate. Two of these efforts are dis-
cussed in further detail below.

A collaborative effort by an ESP scien-
tist and colleagues during the past year
was an interdisciplinary summary of
studies on the effects of severe
weather on society. Severe thunder-
storms, among the most violent and
destructive of weather phenomena,
commonly form in clusters or are
arrayed in squall lines that sweep over
large areas. These great storms take
place under special conditions when
the larger scale atmospheric flow
patterns and the temperature and
water vapor distributions are most
conducive to the formation of clouds
with vigorous updrafts and down-
drafts. These conditions can be pre-
dicted with a useful degree of success
for general areas hundreds of kilo-
meters in extent, 6 to 12 h in advance.

Improved forecasting capabilities and
storm detection, together with rapid
and widespread dissemination of
warnings, have been effective in
minimizing deaths and injuries despite
an increasing population density.
Nevertheless, severe weather has costly
effects, and there is much room for
improvement in severe storm warning
and forecasting.

A large collaborative undertaking of
ESP was the Tropical Wind, Energy
Conversion, and Reference Level
Experiment (TWERLE). Two project
scientists are on the scientific team of
TWERLE, a joint experiment carried
out by NCAR, NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center, and the University of
Wisconsin. The field phase of the
experiment was completed in March
1976, and early scientific results are
discussed below.

ESP scientists will continue their
analysis of TWERLE data over the
next year and will participate in
developing a tropical observing system
for the Global Atmospheric Research
Program (GARP) First GARP Global
Experiment. They will also conduct an
analysis of data taken by commercial
aircraft during the GARP Atlantic
Tropical Experiment. Some attention
will also be given to data from drifting
buoys in the southern hemisphere
that use a satellite system to track the
buoys and transmit data. These data
should provide information on varia-
tions of ocean surface temperature and
pressure. ESP scientists also plan a
study of upper air data to evaluate the
natural variability of planetary waves.

Verner Suomi, an original member of the
TWERLE team, directed the University of
Wisconsin's TWERLE effort.

Paul Julian of ESP illustrates the distribu-
tion of TWERLE balloons in the tropics.

Roland Madden exchanges ideas with
participant at a FGGE workshop.
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Studies of Natural Variability and
Long-Term Trends

In experiments this year, ESP scientist
Roland Madden estimated the natural
variability of monthly mean sea-level
pressure over the northern hemi-
sphere. The natural variability of
monthly means is defined as those
interannual fluctuations that can be
ascribed to the effects of statistical
sampling alone. Because the variability
due to statistical sampling of any time
average is dependent on the variance
and autocorrelation of the unaveraged
quantities, Madden calculated variance
and autocorrelation of daily pressure
values and used these quantities to
estimate the natural variability of
monthly means. He used a 74-year
record of grid-point pressure values
compiled by Roy Jenne (Computing
Facility) and available from the NCAR
Computing Facility. Madden's esti-
mates of the natural variability of
monthly means reflect the variance of
daily weather phenomena and, as such,
the variability within an "unchanging
climate." They provide a measure of
the unpredictable "climatic noise."

The variance associated with this
estimated natural variability was
compared with the actual interannual
variance of monthly means at each
grid point. Potential long-range pre-
dictability is more likely to be found

in regions where the ratio of actual to
natural variability is large (for exam-
ple, greater than 1.5). Madden found
this ratio to be largest in subtropical
and polar latitudes. In middle latitudes
the ratio was near 1.0, suggesting that
the natural variability suffices to
explain the interannual variations. He
concluded, therefore, that there is
little potential for finding any long-
range predictability of pressure there.

Climatic temperature variation is also
being studied in ESP. Temperature
trends have long been associated with
changes in the atmospheric circulation.
Harry van Loon (ESP) and Jill
Williams (ASP) used temperature data
to study the connection between
trends of mean temperature and
circulation at the surface for all
seasons.

Van Loon and Williams showed that
regional temperature trends at the
surface in winter are connected with
circulation changes, particularly
changes on the scale of long
(planetary) waves, and that within a
given period, the trends change sign
(negative representing lower tempera-
tures, positive higher) with both
longitude and latitude. The overall
temperature trend between 15 and
80ON from 1942 to 1972 was -0.21 0 C,
mainly attributable to the influence of
a period of cooling north of 540N. The

sign of the overall temperature trend
in the northern hemisphere winter
often appears to be determined by the
direction of big changes in the higher
latitudes.

Study by Roland Madden of the ratio of
actual interannual variance of january and
July means to the variance associated with
the estimated natural variability. The ratio
exceeds 1.5 in the stippled area. Blank areas
and the region "not analyzed" are due to
inhomogeneities in the data.

ESP senior scientist Harry van Loon has
collected and analyzed worldwide climato-
logical data from the ground to the upper
atmosphere.

Roland Madden speaks about his studies on short-term climate variability before members
of the Scientific Programs Evaluation Committee Climate and Empirical Studies Panel.
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Harry van Loon continued to investigate the
way seasonal mean temperatures change.
Daily data at 700 mb (approximately 3 km)
available over a 24-year period make it
possible to relate changes at the surface to
changes in the troposphere. Top shows
change of temperature at the earth's surface
and at 700 mb. Data were averaged around
parallels of latitude and plotted against lati-
tude. During this period, the peak in the
sensible heat transport by waves at 700 mb
moved 5-100 of latitude southward, while

the amount transported at the peak in-
creased. Bottom shows same temperature
changes for sea-level pressure and the height
of the 700 mb surface.
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Although high-latitude zonal mean
temperature showed a decrease from
1942 to 1972, it increased from 1900
to 1941. An important difference
between the two periods was that
during the warming, the poleward
transport of sensible heat by the mean
waves in the region of heat conver-
gence over the Arctic was greater than
during the cooling. This difference was
associated with a stronger meridional
circulation around the Icelandic low
and on the east side of the Siberian
high during the warming.

Local temperature trends in the
northern hemisphere in summer are
not so clearly associated with changes
in advection as those in winter. Weaker
temperature contrasts, the larger role
played by shorter waves, and the
smaller amplitude of the longer waves
in middle and high latitudes in summer
all contribute to lessening the effect of
circulation on the trend of tempera-
ture. The largest zonally averaged
trends of temperature in summer are
between 35 and 550N; in winter the
largest values are north of 500N.

Time section of the meridional transport of
sensible heat by eddies (°C m/s) from 1949
to 1972, averaged around latitude circles.
Movement of peak in heat transport south-
ward during this period led to larger heat
divergence on the equatorward side of the
peak and larger heat convergence on the
poleward side. These in turn were associated
with a 700 mb temperature change showing
the largest drops in the middle latitudes.
Tied to this development, the strongest west
winds, and with them the storm tracks,
moved southward during the period,
accompanied by pronounced changes of
temperature over the 24 years that locally
exceeded 4°C in the Great Lakes region and
over northwestern Russia and Finland.
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Madden reviewed a 64-year record of
seasonal mean temperatures from
North American stations and found
that at most locations one summer is
correlated with the next summer but
one winter is not correlated with the
next winter. Spectra of summer-season
temperatures tend to be "red"
(showing more long-term trends), but
those of winter-season temperatures
tend to be "white" (apparently
random and uncorrelated). This
suggests that the potential for long-
range predictability is greater in
summer than in winter. Madden is
investigating the possibility thatthis is
because there is less natural variability
(or climatic noise) in summer than in
winter.

ESP scientist Paul Julian has summa-
rized and extended previous work
showing the relationship among equa-
torial ocean currents, surface winds,
sea surface temperature anomalies, and
the distribution of sea-level atmo-
spheric pressure changes. Following
Jacob Bjerknes' suggestion, he showed
that there does exist in the atmosphere
an oscillating, thermally direct circula-
tion oriented quasi-zonally and that it
is in phase with the southern oscilla-
tion. In an attempt to model this
circulation, Julian and Robert Chervin
(SSAPP) performed a series of inte-
grations with the global version of the
NCAR GCM by changing the imposed
(fixed in time) sea surface temperature
field in the tropical eastern Pacific.
Experiments were made with two
different sea surface temperature
anomaly patterns in this region. The
model integrations compared with the
control (relatively low sea surface
temperatures) indicate that the model
successfully exhibits most features of
the observed Walker circulation and
produces major (statistically signifi-
cant) changes in the circulations of the
higher latitudes. It mimics the changes
in cloudiness and precipitation
observed in the tropical central Pacific.



TWERLE: A Sensitive Probe of the
Tropical Atmosphere

Preliminary analysis of data from the
combined satellite and balloon experi-
ment called TWERLE has given scien-
tists from NCAR, the University of
Wisconsin, and NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC) a first look at
some interesting phenomena of the
atmospheric circulation in the tropical
upper atmosphere (about 14 km),
which differs markedly from the circu-
lation observed in temperate latitudes
at similar altitudes. Most interesting is
an apparent interhemispheric exchange
of air at the high altitude at which the
balloons were flown. Other results
include the detection of gravity waves
and deep convective circulations and
the ability of the balloons to act as
sensitive probes of turbulent diffusion
in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere.

In TWERLE, 411 superpressure
(constant-level) balloons were launch-
ed over a period from May 1975 to
March 1976, 272 from sites in the
tropics (Accra, Ghana; Ascension
Island, a British territory in the
Atlantic; and Pago Pago, American
Samoa) and 139 from Christchurch,
New Zealand. The balloons carried
arrays of sensors to detect pressure,
temperature, and balloon altitude.
These data were transmitted to a
receiver called the Random Access
Measurement System (RAMS) aboard
the Nimbus 6 satellite, each time the
spacecraft passed over the balloons. In
addition, the balloons sent signals to
the RAMS that could be analyzed to
obtain their speed and direction as
they were carried along by the winds
at about 1 50 mb (about
14 km)--high in the tropical tropo-

sphere or low in the higher latitude
stratosphere. The wind fields them-
selves could thus be deduced from the
balloon motions.

Of the balloons flown from Christ-
church, 33 crossed the equator into
the northern hemisphere sometime in
their lifetimes. The crossings occurred
only in two narrow bands of longi-
tude: between 180 and 1400 E (from
central Australia to the International
Dateline) and between 0 and 30°W
(over the Atlantic between South
America and Africa). A similar balloon
experiment was carried out in 1971 by
the French, who launched 500 bal-
loons from midlatitude sites to an
altitude of 12 km; in only two cases
did balloons cross the equator. The
TWERLE scientists theorize that a
connection between the two hemi-
spheres at the 14 km level is effected
through features of the large-scale
planetary circulation in the tropics
often called "midoceanic troughs"---
areas of lower pressure.

The TWERLE scientists also discov-
ered that a balloon platform regis-
tering pressure, temperature, and
altitude can be a powerful tool for
studying wave motion in the high
atmosphere, at less expense than
instrumented aircraft and with at least
comparable accuracy. Three kinds of
wave motion could be detected, the
scientists found: a neutral balloon
oscillation (the balloon restoring itself
to equilibrium density level after a
perturbation) with a period of about
4 min; a lee-wave oscillation in bal-

loons launched from Christchurch and
passing downstream of orographic
barriers, with a period of 6-7.5 min;
and oscillations with periods between
30 min and 1.5 h, which are believed
to be the signatures of gravity waves.
These may originate near the ground
from any number of sources (the
motion of the oceans, convective
circulations) and may be dissipated at
the tropopause, or they may be ex-
cited at the tropopause and have no
association with topography beneath
them; a study of the energy flux statis-
tics that can be calculated from the
balloon motions, now under way, may
help to pinpoint the source.
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The variance spectrum of pressure measured
by a TWERLE balloon at its float altitude
(14 km) on 8 December 1975 shows the
three kinds of wave motion detectable:
gravity waves with a period of 38 min, lee
wave oscillations (two are shown, with
periods of 7.5 and 6.0 min), and the neutral
balloon oscillation, with a period of 4 min.

Portions of the trajectories of nine TWERLE balloons launched from Christchurch, New

Zealand, showing the paths taken out of the middle latitudes into the tropics. Shown for

each balloon identification number are the launch date (first column), the approximate

day the balloon entered the tropics (second column), and the day on which the platform

ceased to function or was cut down (last column).
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The balloon platforms were able to
"see" extraordinary vertical air
motions associated with deep con-
vective circulations in the tropics.
Between one satellite overpass and the
next, for example, one balloon entered
a region over a very strong convective
circulation. During the second over-
pass, the balloon rose about 700 m in
7 min--a balloon velocity of 1.7 m/s
(typical vertical balloon velocities are
in centimeters per second), which
indicates an airspeed of about 3 or
4 m/s in the vertical, a fast clip for air
above a deep tropical convective
storm.

Balloons launched close in time--in
pairs or trios--often tended to stay
together for extended periods of time,
a result not dissimilar to that found in
the precursor experiment performed
by the French. However, the TWERLE
scientists think that turbulent diffu-
sion processes may differ somewhat in
the tropics. Although the French
statistics are not at hand and an exact
comparison has not yet been made,
the TWERLE balloon distributions for
56 pairs or trios after five days show
more than 50% of the balloons still
"pairing" (within 200 km of each
other), although the mean distance
apart is four times that. That is, there

may be a stronger tendency for two
tagged particles (the balloons being
similar to little air parcels) to stay
together longer in the tropics than at
midlatitudes.

Turbulence statistics on a larger scale
were also visible, from the clustering
patterns of the balloons. In contrast to
the somewhat random drift pattern
expected, the balloons launched from
the tropics often appeared to avoid
some areas and to cluster thickly in
others. The clustering of the balloons
over the tropical Atlantic, for exam-
ple, was a persistent feature, indicating
that the upper level winds tend to
converge or move inward over this
geographical region. The virtual ab-
sence of balloons in the vicinity of the
monsoon easterly flow over northern
Africa, the Indian Ocean, and
Indonesia, which also persisted over
the period of the experiment, indi-
cated that the winds fanned outward
or diverged over these points. Persis-
tent, large-scale areas of mean diver-
gence or convergence of upper level
winds of such magnitude have not
been observed at midlatitudes. Further
analysis should reveal how such trop-
ical features are integrated in the circu-
lation of the earth's atmosphere as a
whole.

Plots of the altitude, pressure, and tempera-
ture from three successive passes of the
Nimbus 6 satellite over a balloon located in
the South Pacific show that the balloon rose
about 700 m in 7 min, indicating a high
vertical velocity in the air above a deep
tropical convective storm.

* 7

The clustering pattern of balloons over
regions of convergence is shown in this map
of TWERLE balloon locations on 4 August
1975.

CUMULATIVE DISTRIBUTION OF SEPARATION
DISTANCE OF BALLOON PAIRS (5d after launch)

oo00

8(

6

4

DISTANCE, km

The tendency of balloons to pair is shown in
this plot of balloon distributions five days
after launch.
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TWERLE data analysis has just begun,
and these conclusions are preliminary.
TWERLE data will also yield maps of
the wind fields at 150 mb, and studies
are under way to determine a pressure
reference level. TWERLE has already
proved to be a simple, accurate, low-
cost data collection system, a powerful
tool for observing phenomena in the
upper troposphere and lower strato-
sphere that are not observable by
other means.

The experiment has been successful
enough that it will be repeated during
the First GARP Global Experiment
(FGGE). The satellite receiver system
will be the French ARGOS system
aboard TI ROS N, and NCAR will fly
300 TWERLE-type balloons in coop-
eration with the Project Office of the
World Weather Office of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration, which has jurisdiction over the
U.S. effort in FGGE, and which will
support most of the added costs.

The position location system com-
bining the satellite receiver with a
moving transmitter below is also slated
for further use. RAMS was used with
drifting buoys as well as balloons, and
many investigators will be using the
drifting buoy/satellite system in FGGE
for studies of ocean currents and
air/sea interactions.

Members of the TWERLE science
team from ESP are Paul Julian and
Dennis Shea. Other members of the
science team are Verner Suomi of the
University of Wisconsin, Charles Cote
of GSFC, William Kellogg of the
NCAR Climate Project, and Vincent
Lally of the NCAR Global Atmo-
spheric Measurements Program.

Empirical Studies Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Paul Julian
Roland Madden
Chester Newton
Karla Nolan
Dennis Shea
Harry van Loon

(Project Leader)
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Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction Project

The Small-Scale Analysis and Predic-
tion Project (SSAPP) encompasses a
wide variety of investigations and
activities whose common denomi-
nators are the scale of the phenomena,
the use of aircraft measurements, and
the use of numerical modeling tech-
niques. Scientists in this project are
concerned with the effects and inter-
actions of processes that occur on
scales much smaller than those of
large-scale continental, hemispheric, or
global numerical models. Their con-
cern is with processes that occur on a
scale sensible to most of us--that of a
cloud, a weather front, or a cyclone.

In clarifying the nature of a variety of
processes--jet-stream formation, the
influence of mountains on cyclone
formation, the effects of humidity
variations on regional weather
forecasts-the scientists combine
aircraft measurements and modeling
efforts. In both, they collaborate with
a considerable number of university

and National Oceanic and Atmo-
spheric Administration (NOAA)
scientists.

The field phases of the Air Mass Trans-
formation Experiment (AMTEX), a
GARP subprogram on air-sea inter-
action led by Japanese scientists, were
conducted over the East China Sea
near Okinawa during the last two
weeks of February in both 1974 and
1975. An SSAPP scientist helped to
organize U.S. participation in AMTEX;
scientists from Australia also partici-
pated. The NCAR Electra was flown
during the second field phase, with
investigators from NCAR and eight
universities aboard. The weather was
especially favorable for the study of
air mass transformation processes
during 1975, because of an extensive
cold air outbreak during most of the
experimental period. In addition to
aircraft data, the AMTEX data set
includes soundings every 6 h from an
array of stations centered at Okinawa,
satellite soundings, and a variety of

oceanographic, boundary-layer, radia-
tion, radar, and cloud physics data
collected from the surface or from
ships. Preliminary results of the experi-
ment are discussed below.

Several project scientists participated
in a joint NCAR/NOAA/university
experiment carried out at Haswell,
Colorado, in September 1975. They
investigated the detailed behavior of
the growing mixed layer on four clear
mornings, gathering data from NCAR
aircraft, the Field Observing Facility's
boundary-layer profiling system,
NOAA acoustic sounders, and
rawinsondes.

A series of upper level research flights
was made by one project scientist
investigating jet-stream formation and
evolution. Results from three case
studies of upper level jet-stream
systems showed that turbulent mixing
processes played a large role in the
evolution of jet-stream frontal zone
systems.

Rainer Bleck, visitor from the University of
Miami, gives a seminar on isentropic
analysis.

SSA PP scientist Melvyn Shapiro talks about
jet-stream/frontal-zone interactions.

Planning for a flight through the upper level
jet stream are (from left to right) Melvyn
Shapiro (SSAPP), Loyd Newcomer
(Research Aviation Facility pilot), James
Covington (RA Fpilot), and an Air Force
weather forecaster.
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During June 1976 a cooperative field
experiment was carried out by scien-
tists from SSAPP, Colorado State
University, the Denver Research Insti-
tute of the University of Denver, Cali-
fornia State University at San Jose,
and Particle Measuring Systems, Inc.
(Boulder, Colorado). Research flights
were conducted off the coast of Cali-
fornia over and near the upwelling
cold water and associated stratus cloud
deck that typically resides there during
the summer months. The scientists
were making measurements to test a
theoretical model of this stratus layer.
By virtue of the rapid radiative cooling
from the top and consequent buoyant
convection, a much deeper layer of air
is cooled than could be achieved just
by forced turbulent mixing over the
cold water. The stratus layer is thus
thought to be a contributing source of
the trade-wind inversion in the eastern
Pacific and in the Atlantic. During the
five 6 h research flights, the scientists
sought to evaluate the mean state
profiles and turbulent and radiative
transfers of heat, moisture, and
momentum in, below, and above the
stratus deck. They also observed drop
and aerosol spectra for microphysical
studies of stratus clouds and marine
fog. The flights were conducted from
the NASA/Ames Research Center at
Moffett Field with the cooperation of
the NASA Airborne Research Labora-
tory and a NOAA satellite field service
station and forecast center located

Cloud structures off the California coast are
viewed from the NCA R twin-jet Sabreliner
aircraft.

nearby. Flight planners used visible
and infrared imagery from the syn-
chronous GOES satellite, provided by
NOAA, in plotting flight tracks.

Modeling efforts within SSAPP are as
varied as the experimental investi-
gations. One SSAPP scientist has
collaborated with a colleague at Stan-
ford University in modeling boundary
layers containing regions of reverse
flow. Another has worked on param-
eterization of the boundary layer for
use in larger general circulation models
(GCMs) and specifically for incorpo-
ration into the NCAR GCM. As part of
this work, the scientist collaborated
with a visitor from the University of
Stockholm in working out a formula-
tion for the vertical stress gradient at
10 m above the surface that produced
a realistic variation of wind speed and
direction relative to the geostrophic
wind axis. A visitor to the project
from the University of California at
Berkeley worked on a parameteriza-
tion of the development of finite-
amplitude Kelvin-Helmholtz waves as
they enter the turbulent stage.
Another visitor, from the Laboratoire
de Meteorologie Dynamique in Paris,
worked on a three-dimensional simula-
tion of turbulent processes in an
undisturbed trade-wind boundary
layer, using a model developed in
SSAPP for studying the clear air
boundary layer under neutral or
unstable conditions. The visitor
extended the model to include most of
the physical processes occurring in a
moist boundary layer in the absence of

precipitation. He added a water cycle
with cloud formation and revised the
treatment of subgrid-scale turbulence
to incorporate the effects of thermal
stratification and subgrid-scale cloudi-
ness. Data used in testing the model
were collected by project scientists in
the NCAR GATE Project.

Another kind of model, a laboratory
model, was used to simulate diffusion
into the convective planetary bound-
ary layer from a point source located
near the ground. Close agreement was
found between the laboratory model
and published atmospheric observa-
tions of the ground-level spread of
tracer material from a point source.

SSAPP has worked closely with a
group from Drexel University which is
doing numerical experiments on the
sensitivity of regional-scale forecasts to
mesoscale fluctuations in initial data.
The Drexel scientists have found that
water loading is important on length
scales smaller than 100 km, that inter-
actions between cloudiness and radia-
tion are important for prediction of
surface heating and convection, and
that satellite data are therefore useful
in estimating initial cloud water
amounts for short-range forecasts. An
SSAPP scientist and a member of the
Drexel team used data gathered by the
team in an experiment, discussed
further below, which shows that sub-
synoptic moisture fluctuations can
have a tremendous impact on short-
range quantitative precipitation
forecasts.

Carl Kreitzberg heads a group from Drexel
University that has worked closely with
SSA PP. Here he gives a talk at NCA R about
modeling problems using FGGE data.
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SSAPP scientists have continued their
research into the effects of mountain
waves, concentrating on the down-
slope windstorm phenomenon that
affects Boulder and other regions of
the world on the lee sides of mountain
ranges. A joint measurement program
was carried out by scientists from
SSAPP and from the NOAA Wave
Propagation Laboratory in Boulder,
using a carbon dioxide doppler lidar
system to investigate the character-
istics of large vortices that often
accompany the Boulder downslope
windstorms. SSAPP scientists dubbed
these structures "mountainadoes" and
captured several on movie film late in
1975. More theoretically, the scientists
refined their short-term windstorm
forecast model, using a linear isen-
tropic cross-section analysis. The
model takes rawinsonde reports
obtained every 12 h, interpolates them
to hourly intervals, and estimates
values between two stations upwind of
Boulder. The scientists found the
procedure helpful in understanding the
temporal variations in atmospheric
conditions conducive to downslope
wi n ds.

A number of other modeling efforts
were part of SSAPP work during the
past year. A two-dimensional model of
jet-stream formation was constructed
by two SSAPP scientists. An SSAPP
scientist worked with two visitors on
new models of cloud electrification.
Another developed an improved
method for predicting ground surface
temperature, for use in mesoscale or
global models. It uses a time-
dependent ground temperature fore-
cast equation, in contrast to present
procedures used by modeling groups at
NCAR and elsewhere. An analogous
method for predicting ground surface
wetness was also developed so that
both the sensible and latent heat
fluxes may be predicted with compat-
ible methods and comparable
accuracy. A single layer of foliage was
added to this system, with results
indicating that its effect should not be
ignored for accurate moisture fluxes.

Progress continued in the development
of a three-dimensional cloud model on
which two SSAPP scientists have

worked in conjunction with colleagues
at the University of Illinois. The large
core version of the model is operating,
and simple rain processes, open lateral
boundaries, and a turbulence param-
eterization have been incorporated.
The model is distinguished from others
by its particularly careful treatment of
dynamics.

During the past year, SSAPP scientists
have participated in planning a scien-

tific program for the Joint Meteoro-
logical Observing Facility east of
Boulder that will be used by scientists
from NOAA, NCAR, and universities.
They participated in a conference on
the use of data from the Global Atmo-
spheric Research Program (GARP)
First GARP Global Experiment;
worked with the Federal Aviation
Administration on forecasting clear air
turbulence and wind shear conditions;
participated in a symposium at Estes

"Mountainadoes "--vortical structures in downslope winds--are suspected as the culprits
in wind damage. This picture was taken after a windstorm in Boulder.
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Soil surface temperature is one of the planetary boundary-layer variables being param-
eterized for incorporation in large-scale numerical models. These are plots of soil surface
temperature in clay as currently calculated in weather models by NCA R (open triangles),
the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (crosses), and the British Meteorological
Service (solid circles) and in a model which relates the soil heat flux to the net radiation
flux (solid triangles), versus the new parameterization (open circles). The solid curve is
from a 12-layer model and is considered the "truth." The new method makes use of the
bulk soil temperature (nearly horizontal line). The curves for the other models are respon-
sive to solar forcing in a less physically realistic way. All current GCMs represent the land
surface as bare soil; an SSAPP scientist is working to incorporate more realistic surface
parameterizations in the models.
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Park, Colorado, hosted by the Nation-
al Hail Research Experiment; and
joined in a number of planning work-
shops for SESAME, the Severe Envi-
ronmental Storms and Mesoscale
Experiment now being planned by
scientists from a number of
institutions.

AMTEX Results

AMTEX was a GARP subprogram
organized by Japanese scientists to
study interactions among different
scales of atmospheric disturbances and
relationships between energy fluxes
from the sea surface and the develop-
ment of disturbances in a region of
intense air mass modification. SSAPP
scientist Donald Lenschow served on
the AMTEX planning committee and
helped to organize the participation of
U.S. scientists in the field program,
which was carried out during the last
two weeks of February in 1974 and
1975. Researchers from Purdue
University, the University of Miami,
the University of California at San
Diego, the Desert Research Institute of

the University of Nevada, and Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution,
together with scientists from NCAR
and from Japanese institutions, flew
on nine research flights in the NCAR
Electra during the 1975 field season.

The field program of AMTEX was
conducted from a base at Naha,
Okinawa, in and over the East China
Sea and the region surrounding the
Ryukyu Islands of Japan. A warm
current called the Kuroshio ("black
stream") or Japan Current flows
through this region east of the conti-
nental shelf; its temperature is higher
than the air temperature near the
surface during cold air outbreaks.
During the cold air outbreak that
occurred over the last five days of
February 1975, the average upward
transport of heat (both sensible and
latent) measured by researchers in
AMTEX was about 750 W/m2. Scien-
tists compared this to about
170 W/m2 for the rest of the experi-
mental period. For the whole two-
week experimental period, the radi-
ative balance at the surface (net solar
input minus infrared terrestrial out-

put) was about 100 W/m2; the flux of
energy transported into the region by
the Kuroshio was about 360 W/m2 .
For comparison, the average energy
flux from the sun at the top of the
atmosphere for that latitude at that
time of year is about 315 W/m2. These
preliminary results show the impor-
tance of relatively small warm current
regions as sources of energy for
powering larger scale atmospheric
motions.

Data from AMTEX are being used for
a variety of studies, and the results
should be applicable to other regions
of the world as well, such as areas off
the east coast of North America,
where the ocean also transfers a large
amount of heat and moisture to the
overlying atmosphere, fueling atmo-
spheric disturbances on several scales.

Atmospheric Variability on Small
Scales of Time and Space

Statistical evaluations show that varia-
tions in humidity often occur on
temporal and spatial scales smaller
than those measured by standard
radiosonde networks. Pressure varia-
tions, on the other hand, appear to be
adequately measured at the standard
spacings of 300 - 400 km and intervals
of 12 h. Among the other standard
meteorological variables, temperature
and wind are somewhat intermediate
between these extremes.

Douglas Lilly, who shares appoint-
ments in SSAPP and NOAA's Environ-
mental Research Laboratories (ERL),
is evaluating the statistical variability
of the troposphere on small temporal
and spatial scales in collaboration with
Stanley Barnes (ERL); Carl Kreitzberg,
Mark Lutz, and Chia-Bo Chang (all of
Drexel University); Donald Perkey
(GATE Project); and others. The work
is part of the planning and experiment
design for SESAME, a proposed six-
year field experiment and numerical
modeling project aimed at providing a
better foundation for severe storm
forecasts.

Map of the AMTEX area showing the Kuroshio current and the array of observing stations

used during the experiment. During a typical cold air outbreak, continental polar air

moves southward to the east of a high-pressure area over northern China.
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The evaluation of statistical variability
uses a formal technique called spatial
and temporal covariate analysis, and
will yield results with a number of
applications:

* Objective definition of the portion
of the variance of standard atmo-
spheric parameters that is not
measured at the usual observational
spacings and frequencies, and defini-
tion of how much of that un-
observed variation could be
recovered by networks with closer
spacing or by measurement systems
with inherently better resolution

* Definition of lower limits for
acceptable performance of standard
instruments, and criteria for judging
the effectiveness of new measure-
ment techniques

* Input data for studies of objective
analysis, model sensitivity, and ini-
tialization of regional and mesoscale
simulation and prediction models
(The data have already been used
for some studies.)

* Data for testing certain theoretical
concepts and models of atmospheric
activity which yield predictions of
the power spectra or autocovariance
functions

NOAA's National Severe Storms
Laboratory (NSSL) in Norman, Okla-
homa, has supplied radiosonde and
surface data for most of the evalua-
tions of spatialstatistics; data for the
temporal statistics have come primar-
ily from rawinsonde launches con-
ducted at 3 h intervals for periods of a
day or two at a time by stations of the
National Weather Service. The rawin-
sondes were launched for NASA's
Atmospheric Variability Experiment.
Both data sets are derived from a large
variety of weather situations, and both
have been checked carefully and rid of
all known error sources.

The evaluations involve the use of
"structure functions" that define
mathematically how much a variable
differs between two locations. Points
are plotted for observations at many

pairs of stations separated by various
distances. The structure functions
show that the statistics of the pressure
field are controlled by large-scale, or
"quasi-geostrophic" motions. Similar
plots for time analysis suggest that
pressure fields move by any given
station without rapid changes of
shape.

By contrast, the structure functions
show that about half the variance of
humidity (actually a quantity called
the mixing ratio of water vapor) is
associated with distances of less than
200 km and time intervals of less than
6 h. Humidity is thus rather poorly
observed by standard radiosonde net-
works. Lilly points out that in retro-
spect this finding makes sense theoreti-

A. STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS
FOR PRESSURE Sp
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cally and is often evident in satellite
photographs: cloud cover is character-
istically patchy and streaky, even in
areas of apparent large-scale control of
the major meteorological features.

The findings are important for meso-
scale observation and prediction, since
the times and locations of occurrences
of convective storms, squall lines, and
even mountain waves and downslope
windstorms are strongly dependent on
the local moisture distribution. Signif-
icant improvement in predicting these
events will probably require more
detailed observational knowledge of
the moisture field than is now
available from conventional data
sources.

B. STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS FOR
MIXING RATIO OF WATER VAPOR(Sq)
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Structure functions show whether variances in a physical parameter occur on time and
space scales larger or smaller than measurement stations can record. The function repre-
sents the mean-square difference of the parameter between two points or between two
times at the same point. If there is a low correlation among measured values of a param-
eter between two stations or two times, the structure function is just the sum of the
station variances, and the parameter has been poorly observed because the network is too
coarse.

In (a) the spatial structure functions of pressure at a height of 1,500 m are plotted on the
two lower curves for data of the NSSL network; separate curves take into account the
presence or absence of thunderstorms. The curves were obtained by smoothed analyses of
values at points corresponding to all the combinations of distances between pair-sets of
nine stations. The station variances are about 18 mb 2 versus a maximum structure func-
tion of less than 2 mb 2 at a spacing of 200 km. The numbers indicate that only 5% of the
variance is associated with spatial scales of less than 200 km. The upper curve shows the
time structure function for pressure over the entire eastern United States for one day. Its
value at the smallest interval, 3 h, is about the same as that of the largest spacing for the
spatial function.

Graph (b) shows the structure functions for the mixing ratio of water vapor, and presents
a somewhat different picture. The total variance from the NSSL data is about 9 (glkg) 2 , a
little more than the structure function at the largest spacing shown; approximately 30 to
45% of the variance of humidity is associated with distances of less than 200 km and times
of less than 3 h. Standard sonde networks thus fail to record important variances in
humidity needed to predict mesoscale weather events.
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Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction
Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

William Bergen
Robert Chervin
James Deardorff (Project Leader)
Dorene Howard
Patrick Kennedy
Joseph Klemp
Donald Lenschow
Douglas Lilly
Yunn Pann
J. Doyne Sartor
Melvyn Shapiro
Glen Willis

Advisory Committee

Hans Panofsky
Pennsylvania State University

Peter Rhines
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Robert Wilhelmson
University of Illinois

John Wyngaard
Wave Propagation Laboratory
NOAA, Boulder, Colorado
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Climate Project

The need to understand the factors
that determine the earth's climate and
the dominant physical processes of
climate change has become more acute
with the realization that the impacts
of human activities on climate could
be-and may already have been-of
great significance, changing the very
environment in which humanity lives
and breathes. Scientists in the NCAR
Climate Project seek to identify and
isolate individual processes that affect
climate and to understand how these
processes interact.

They rely upon long-term historical
records for data and upon theoretical
models for interpretation of the data.
Unlike day-to-day weather, climate
cannot be sampled; thus "field experi-
ments" in the Climate Project are
conducted with the aid of computer
models. NCAR climate researchers and
their university colleagues are cooper-

ating in using a hierarchy of increas-
ingly refined mathematical models of
varying levels of complexity to simu-
late the behavior of elements of the
earth's climatic system, singly and in
combination, and to test the feedbacks
and interactions and their sensitivity
to perturbations of various kinds.

Climatic events take place on many
time scales, from the change of seasons
on a scale of months, through the
changes in ocean currents on a scale of
decades or centuries, to the changes in
the earth's ice cover on a scale of
millennia. NCAR scientists are concen-
trating their analytic and modeling
efforts on climatic phenomena
occurring over the range of a few
months to a few decades. These prob-
lems are the most tractable, given the
current state of the science of climate
modeling; they are also the most
interesting from the point of view of

the impact of human activities, since
the development of human activities
that may affect climatic processes
occurs on these time scales. The effect
of such activities is of immediate social
concern, and project scientists are
working to develop the kinds of infor-
mation about them that will be of use
to policy makers in deciding whether,
when, and how to regulate the
activities that may have negative
climatic impacts.

The hierarchy of models with which
Climate Project scientists work can be
divided into three classes: simple,
intermediate, and general circulation
models (GCMs). Using simple, one- or
two-dimensional models, project scien-
tists study the impact that changing
one variable has on another. Inter-
mediate models are used to study the
interrelations and feedbacks among
several variables at once. And the
NCAR GCM is used to simulate all
climatic variables in three dimensions.

Stephen Schneider, Climate Project scien-
tist, published The Genesis Strategy this
year, the book which he wrote with Lynne
Mesirow to elucidate the effect of climatic
change upon the world's food supply.

The amount and direction of the impact that human activities might have on the earth's
climate have been subjects of much debate at NCA R. At left, Richard Scorer, professor of
theoretical mechanics at the College of Science and Technology, London University,
discusses climatic change at NCA R's Hollow Square lecture series (informal talks given for
the whole staff). A t right, Walter Orr Roberts, first director of NCA R and now an NCA R
Research Associate, makes a point at a meeting of the Climate Club, a lecture and
discussion series organized by the Climate Project.
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Using the GCM, for example, project
scientists study large-scale dynamic
processes such as horizontal transport
of heat by planetary waves. The GCM
has also been used for modeling
studies that are concerned with the
cryosphere (snow, sea ice, and conti-
nental ice) and the impact of changes
in the earth's albedo (reflectivity) on
climatic processes. Other models have
been used to develop parameter-
izations or specifications of processes
that take place on scales smaller than
the grid scale of the GCM.

More than a dozen GCM scientific
studies are being planned to be carried
out over the next five years with the
more powerful computational capa-
bilities of NCAR's new Cray 1
computer. Among the topics of these
studies are the effects of increasing
carbon dioxide on climate, climate
variability, air/sea coupling, simple-
model parameter changes, ozone/
climate feedbacks, and climate/cloud
feedback analysis.

Response of NCAR GCM to
Midlatitude Ocean Surface
Temperature

A series of experiments with the
NCAR GCM was extensively analyzed
this year, and the results may help to
shed light on questions of ocean/
atmosphere interaction that are of
interest to both climatologists and
weather forecasters. The effort was an
extension of previously reported work
that served as a preliminary assessment
of the impact of ocean surface temper-
ature anomalies in the GCM's lowest
atmospheric level. Additional model
simulations were generated and other
model fields were examined. In the
earlier work, statistically significant
downstream effects were not well-
demonstrated for the 1.5 km temper-
ature field for a 90-day seasonal aver-
age. However, this more detailed study
showed that downstream or
hemisphere-wide pressure and temper-
ature effects are present and are sta-
tistically significant for a 30-day

January average, particularly in the
middle and upper troposphere but
also to some extent at lower levels
(although not over the continental
United States in the first two simula-
tions, those reported earlier).

Robert Chervin (Small-Scale Analysis
and Prediction Project) worked with
John Kutzbach and David Houghton
(University of Wisconsin) to examine
the three-dimensional response of the
GCM to four different midlatitude
North Pacific ocean surface temper-
ature anomaly patterns. An ocean
surface temperature anomaly is con-
sidered to be any deviation from
climatological means over a period of
time; such anomalies are actually
observed at various times and places in
the world's oceans.

The basic anomaly pattern used in the
GCM experiments was dipole-like,
with maximum deviations from the
climatological values in the control
case of +4K in the eastern Pacific and
-4K in the west-central Pacific. The
other three anomaly patterns were
obtained by multiplying the grid-point
values for this basic pattern by -1, +3,
and -3, respectively, to vary the
magnitude and phase of the anomaly
forcing.

Philip Thompson of the Climate Project and john Kutzbach of the University of Wiscon-
Numerical Weather Prediction Project gave sin worked with Robert Chervin of the
the opening lecture of the 1976 NCA R Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction Project
Summer Colloquium, a talk on the history on modeling the effects of sea surface
of numerical weather prediction in the temperature anomalies.
United States.
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The sea surface temperature anomaly used
in the experiments analyzed by Chervin,
Houghton, and Kutzbach is shown above,
with positive (solid lines) increments and
negative (dashed lines) decrements of
temperature given in degrees Celsius.
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The NCAR GCM exhibited a well-
defined response to large changes in
ocean surface temperature (in the +3X
and -3X experiments). Cyclones were
seen to form or intensify over and
along the western and northern edges
of the areas with anomalously warm
surface temperatures, but they tended
to be absent or weak over the cold
anomalies. The time-averaged response
is a direct thermal circulation with
rising or sinking motion over the warm
or cold ocean temperature anomaly,
respectively. The details of the re-
sponse, however, were found to be
sensitive to the longitude of the
positive part of the anomaly. Further
experiments are planned to confirm
the basis for this sensitivity.

Another important result was the
identification of wave-like perturba-
tions in tropospheric pressure fields
extending downstream from the region
of the anomalies. Many features of this
response were judged to be statistically
significant. Once the basic features of
the model response for the large (+3X
and -3X) anomaly experiments had
been identified, similar responses
could be seen in the experiments with
more realistic anomalies in which the
prescribed temperature deviation was
smaller.

Chervin and his co-workers caution
that the implications of their results
for the understanding of real atmo-
spheric response to changes in east-
west heating patterns remain to be
established. The model response may
be quite dependent upon the param-
eterization of moist convection, upon
the characteristics of the model
cyclones, or upon other physical and
computational prescriptions of the
model itself. The real atmosphere,
they note, interacts with the ocean--
the model atmosphere only reacts to
the ocean. Nevertheless, their results
may form a useful point of departure
for further examination of various
aspects of real midlatitude
atmosphere/ocean interaction.

Progress in Climate Modeling

Although the worldwide number of
climate modelers is small, the NCAR
Climate Project group has worked
closely with university colleagues and
members of other NCAR projects in
developing new theoretical tools and
concepts. Over the past year, they
worked on such projects as:

* Techniques for GCM sensitivity
studies. Because of random weather
fluctuations from day to day, two
GCM runs differing only by tiny
amounts in initial conditions may
generate somewhat different results.
Chervin developed procedures for
manipulating GCM history tapes to
produce the required statistics, and he
and Stephen Schneider (Climate
Project) applied statistical comparison
tests to determine significance levels of
these initial perturbations.

* Improvements in simple climate
models. Petr Chylek (Purdue Univer-
sity) and James Coakley (Climate
Project) followed an approach sug-
gested by Cecil Leith (Numerical
Weather Prediction Project) to find
analytic solutions to the Budyko
model (a special type of simple one-
dimensional horizontally varying
model), and Gerald North (University
of Missouri) developed a spherical
harmonic approach to treating the
heat diffusion in another type of one-
dimensional energy balance model (the
Sellers type). Schneider and Tzvi Gal-
Chen (University of Toronto) explored
the time-dependent generalizations of
the Sellers model, including analysis of
the stability of ice-covered earth solu-
tions. Philip Thompson's (Climate
Project) work in the development of
statistical-dynamical approaches to
atmospheric motion suggested novel
mathematical approaches to climate
modeling.

* Improvements in the simplicity,
accuracy, and interpretation of atmo-
spheric radiative transfer calculations.
The exact nature of the role played by
the stratosphere in affecting climate,

V. Ramanathan (visitor from NASA/
Langley Research Center) is studying
energy transfer between these two
regions. He found that sudden
warming events result in an enhance-
ment of the downward long-wave
radiation flux emitted by the strato-
sphere. This flux has an appreciable
warming effect on the winter polar
troposphere and surface. The link
between stratospheric circulation and
radiative energy transfer was shown to
be significant for the tropospheric
circulation and energy budget.

Coakley and Gerald Grams (Upper
Atmosphere Project) developed an
analytic radiative energy balance
model to assess the effects of strat-
ospheric aerosols on the global climate
through their influence on the equi-
librium global mean surface temper-
ature. They showed that the degree of
warming or cooling depends on the
size distribution of the particles. The
results indicate that both small
particles (those with radii smaller than
0.05 pm) and large particles (radii
greater than about 1.0 pm) generally
have a greater influence on terrestrial
infrared radiation than on incident
solar radiation; therefore, these par-
ticles contribute to warming at the
surface. Particles of intermediate sizes
affect the incident solar radiation
more strongly than they affect the
terrestrial radiation and thereby con-
tribute to cooling at the surface.

Warren Wiscombe (Climate Project)
introduced significant improvements
in methods of calculating radiative
transfer that have been incorporated
into a comprehensive computer code.
Joachim Joseph (visitor from Tel-Aviv
University), Wiscombe, and James
Weinman (University of Wisconsin)
have modified the Eddington approxi-
mation in a radiative transfer model so
that highly accurate analytic solutions
are obtained for parameterizing cloud
absorption, transmission, and reflec-
tion in GCMs and climate models.

particularly in the troposphere (the
lowest 10- 20 km of the atmosphere),
is still largely unknown.
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* Increased knowledge of the
interactions between global mean
cloudiness and climate. Early GCMs
have generally fixed either cloudiness
or sea surface temperature so that no
interaction between the two was
possible. However, experiments with
the NCAR GCM reported by
Schneider and Warren Washington
(GCM Coordination and Operations
Group) showed that increased global
mean temperature produced a reduc-
tion in cloudiness. This topic has in
the past two years been under con-
sideration by several groups, in
particular those of Fred Snell (State
University of New York at Buffalo)
and students and Robert Cess (State
University of New York at Stony
Brook) and students, who have con-
structed simple models demonstrating
negative and positive feedback of
cloudiness on global temperature. The
complex cloud-temperature feedback

problem has been studied by Coakley,
who considered the feasibility of using
global mean outgoing infrared and
visible backscatter to determine the
dependence of cloudiness on surface
temperature. He found that indepen-
dent measurements of tropospheric
lapse rate and humidity and either
cloud amount, top temperature, or
reflectivity also appear to be required.

* External forcing. The relationships,
if any, between volcanic dust veils and
climate or between sunspots and
climate have often been the subject of
scientific speculation. Schneider and
Clifford Mass (University of Washing-
ton) this year attempted with a simple
model to assess the role of both sun-
spots and volcanic dust by examining
all of the continuous, long-term
temperature histories of more than 85
years held in the data library of
NCAR. Their results suggest that a

volcanic signal can be unambiguously
detected but that sunspot influence
cannot be reliably inferred from these
data.

Climate Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Eileen Boettner
Bruce Briegleb
James Coakley
Robert Dickinson (Project Leader)
Ann Gayton
William Kellogg
Takashi Sasamori
Stephen Schneider
Frank Stone
Philip Thompson
Warren Wiscombe

GROSS NATIONAL POLLUTION

Climate Project scientist William Kellogg is interested in the issue of regional and global air

pollution. He analyzed the geographic distribution of anthropogenic aerosols, taking

account of their sources and sinks, and calculated their effects on the radiative balance of

the earth-atmosphere system. Here are maps of the estimated global distribution of anthro-

pogenic aerosols, based on the assumption that production rate is proportional to gross

national product, an atmospheric residence time of five days, and average surface winds

for (a) January and (b) July.
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Oceanography Project

The atmosphere and the ocean are
intricately linked--the winds drive
the oceans and form the major cur-
rents, and the oceans impart a large
part of the heat energy that moves the
atmosphere. The interactions between
the two are complex, but knowledge
of oceanic dynamics is necessary to
explore phenomena such as climatic
change. The recently formed Ocean-
ography Project is studying the role of
mesoscale eddies in the general circu-
lation of the ocean. This knowledge
will assist in constructing models of
the major current systems and in
understanding the processes that dis-
tribute heat, salt, and other tracers
throughout the ocean basins.

Large-scale ocean circulation seems to
be tied to the dynamics of the eddy
field. Mesoscale oceanic eddy currents
have been compared to cyclonic dis-
turbances in the atmosphere. Oceanic
eddies differ markedly, however, from
their atmospheric counterparts. They
have periods of months rather than
hours, and they may extend vertically
from the ocean surface to the floor.
They are a few hundred kilometers in
diameter and contain most of the
kinetic energy in at least some mid-
ocean regions. Although their origin
has not been determined, present
evidence suggests that instabilities in
the western boundary currents of the
oceans after they leave the coast may
be a major source of energy; a second
possible source is midocean
instabilities.

Oceanography Project members are
participating on an individual basis in
the theoretical assessment of large
field experiments to study the dynam-
ics and origins of eddies. Many of the
data studied over the past year were
gathered during two national
experiments--the Mid-Oceanic

Dynamics Experiment (MODE), a
U.S.-sponsored experiment in the
mid-Atlantic, and Polygon, a similar
Soviet effort. Three Oceanography
Project members attended workshops
in the United States and Soviet Union
to formulate theoretical guidelines for
the current joint U.S.-Soviet experi-
ment, POLYMODE. POLYMODE is
one of the first efforts designed to
provide a comprehensive look at meso-
scale eddies in the North Atlantic.
Some data-gathering equipment, such
as current meters, is already in place,
and the intensive field year of
POLYMODE will begin in 1977. It is
expected that POLYMODE will
provide fresh insight into the
relationship between atmosphere and
climate.

Much of the project effort involves
ocean modeling. Numerical simula-
tions have been constructed to fit
MODE and POLYMODE data, to show
how mesoscale eddies arise in ocean
basins, to examine the origin and be-
havior of mesoscale eddies under
various conditions, and to determine
eddy interaction with the mean

oceanic circulation. Project scientists
are conducting modeling studies in
conjunction with the International
Southern Ocean Studies program,
using theoretical and numerical models
for understanding the Southern Ocean
and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
(see below for a description of
modeling studies).

Although the project is new and the
staff is small, project members have
engaged in several cooperative studies
with their university and NCAR col-
leagues. Project leader William Holland
believes the staff will have unique
research opportunities at NCAR, in
part because large computing facilities
are available to study the complex
problems of mesoscale oceanic dynam-
ics and, ultimately, the general circu-
lation of the ocean.

Future plans include regional studies
of dynamical processes at the equator,
studies of atmospheric interaction
with near-surface ocean processes,
studies of large-scale ocean data sets,
and development of general circulation
models of the ocean.

A group of 65 oceanographers met at NCA R
in August 1976 to report results and plan
future experiments in the International
Southern Ocean Studies program, an inter-
national multiyear oceanographic experi-
ment. The U.S. component of the program
is funded by the International Decade of
Ocean Exploration office of the National
Science Foundation. Among the distin-
guished visitors at the conference was Sir
George Deacon, a founder of the modern
science of physical oceanography. His
voyages to the Antarctic in the 1930s
resulted in numerous publications on ocean
circulation near the South Pole.
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Ocean Modeling

Oceanography Project scientist James
McWilliams and visitor Glenn Flierl
(Center for Earth and Planetary
Physics, Harvard University) this year
applied a dynamic model incorpo-
rating Rossby or planetary waves to
physical observations of mesoscale
oceanic eddies. This model appeared
to account quite well for several of the
characteristics of mesoscale eddies.
The physical data for the analysis of
one eddy were taken from current
meters, moored temperature sensors,
hydrographic stations, and float tracks
used during MODE.

The model contained solutions of the
linearized equation for the conser-
vation of quasi-geostrophic potential
vorticity; these solutions are mani-
fested as horizontally moving, long
plane waves on a planetary scale.
Least-square fits between the data and
the model correlated well, showing
that Rossby waves contain the essen-
tial features of the local dynamics of
mesoscale eddies. The topography of
the sea bottom and the horizontal
currents played important roles in the
success of the fit. This study should
allow economical quantitative descrip-
tions and summaries of observations of
mesoscale eddies.

William Holland this year studied the
role of mesoscale eddies in ocean
basins. He constructed numerical
models based upon quasi-geostrophic
dynamics in a two-layer wind-driven
ocean in a closed basin. The basins in
some studies were idealized, but basins
in others included realistic geometry,
bottom topography, and wind. The

Project scientists james Mc Williams and
William Holland discuss ocean modeling.

eddy-resolving models synthesized the
complex set of processes that might be
going on in the real ocean. In general,
the following events are believed to
take place: The wind and thermo-
haline processes apply kinetic energy
to the ocean system. The potential
energy and motion of the upper layer
spin up enough for the flow to become
barotropically unstable. There is then
a rapid evolution of eddy motion fed
by a release of potential and kinetic
energy of the large-scale currents.
Further growth in amplitude of the
large-scale upper ocean circulation is
limited, and after several months the
system comes into equilibrium. The
eddies transfer energy downward
through the entire water column to
the lower layer, and there deep mean
flows (gyres) are generated. The results
from the North Atlantic Basin model
indicate strong production regions for
mesoscale eddies in the region of the
Gulf Stream extension (after the
stream has left the Atlantic's western
boundary) and a decreasing amplitude
of eddy kinetic energy eastward and
southward. Analyses of these experi-
ments and calculations in new experi-
ments are in progress.

Recent stability analyses of numerical
model results have begun to unravel
the nature of the mechanisms respon-
sible for the growth of unstable waves.
In particular, the mixed barotropic
and baroclinic instabilities found in
the experiments can be understood
within the context of the stability
analysis, a fact that helps to clarify
which characteristics of numerical and
actual ocean currents are responsible
for the generation of mesoscale eddies
and Gulf Stream rings. Dale Haidvogel
(Harvard University) and Holland are
working collaboratively on these
analyses.

McWilliams and Holland completed a
simulation of the Antarctic Circum-
polar Current that included a steady
wind, little bottom friction, no topog-
raphy, and resolution small enough to
describe mesoscale eddies (20 km).
The results are different from those in
a fully enclosed basin, but mesoscale
eddy dynamics are clearly playing a
major role in establishing the large-
scale circulation. Further numerical

experiments are being conducted to
see the influence of basin size and of
internal ocean parameters on these
initial results. In addition, one experi-
ment with transient (seasonal) wind
forcing will be carried out to deter-
mine the role of time-varying winds.

Albert Semtner Jr. and Holland are
extending results from an eddy-
resolving general circulation model
(EGCM) in several ways. They are
studying the mixed-stability problem
and instabilities that develop in the
Gulf Stream after it separates from the
coast. Semtner is also pursuing his
interest in the role of sea ice in air-sea
interaction.

Bernard Durney has been examining
the effect of mesoscale eddies on the
mean oceanic flow by evaluating the
eddy Reynolds stresses (transfer of
momentum due to turbulent fluctua-
tions) with the help of NCAR director
Francis Bretherton's six-layer mid-
ocean eddy model. He found that
these stresses are due mainly to topog-
raphy. Their contribution to the large-
scale vorticity can be as large as one-
fifth of the effect due to variation of
the Coriolis parameter with latitude.
Durney is also investigating the
influence of topography on the baro-
clinic instability of a two-layer model.

Oceanography Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Julianna Chow
Bernard Durney
William Holland (Project Leader)
James McWilliams
Karla Nolan
Albert Semtner Jr.

Advisory Committee

Myrl Hendershott
Scripps Institution of Oceanography

Nick Fofonoff
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
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GCM Coordination and Operations Group

The GCM Coordination and Opera-
tions Group (GCMCOG) coordinates
the use of NCAR's large-scale numer-
ical atmospheric models, the general
circulation models (GCMs). These
models are based on the fundamental
equations of geophysical fluid
dynamics and represent numerically
the complete state of the atmosphere
in terms of the temperature, wind,
pressure, water vapor, and density.

The first-generation NCAR GCM was
developed in 1967 by Akira Kasahara
and Warren Washington. They con-
tributed to the development of a more
flexible, second-generation GCM that
replaced the first in 1971 and that
took advantage of NCAR's new
Control Data 7600 computer system.
A third-generation model is currently
under development in cooperation
with staff members in the Numerical
Weather Prediction (NWP) and Climate
projects.

The second-generation GCM has many
variants in terms of physical processes
and resolution, depending on the type
of study being made, but it typically
consists of a three-dimensional global
network with a horizontal grid spacing
of 2.5 or 5° in latitude and longitude
and six or 12 layers, each 3 km thick.
Physical processes in the model
include solar heating, long-wave radia-
tion from the earth and atmosphere,
small-scale convection or turbulence,
and latent heat released by
precipitation.

The third-generation GCM will have
improved grid resolution; cloudiness
will be calculated at all six levels; and
the parameterizations of solar and
infrared radiation will be improved.
The model will also contain a variable
vertical increment (height or potential
temperature, as the modeler chooses)
and a new fourth-order finite-

difference scheme designed by David
Williamson (NWP) to reduce trunca-
tion errors.

The demand for use of the second-
generation GCM by scientists within
and outside of NCAR has increased
significantly in the past few years as
the variety of meteorological and
climatological experiments has grown.
To assign priorities in GCM use, NCAR
director Francis Bretherton set up a
GCM Steering Committee. The
committee makes recommendations
on research proposals relating to the
use of the GCM and on the allocation
of necessary computing and staff
resources. The committee also docu-
ments the progress of use and develop-
ment of the GCM. Its first report,
published this year as an NCAR
Technical Note (Development and Use
of the NCAR GCM, TN/STR - 101),
contains information on the classifica-
tion of NCAR GCMs, climatological
statistics, model sensitivity for climate
simulation, and application of GCMs
to medium-range weather prediction
experiments using objective data
analysis techniques.

Most of the experimentation using the
GCM in recent years has been con-
cerned with shorter term atmospheric
phenomena. But as models of the sea
ice and oceans become more sophis-
ticated, they will be coupled with the

Warren Washington (right) discusses GCM
work with Gloria Williamson (Computing
Facility) at the console of the Control
Data 7600 computer.

GCMs to produce what will be, in
effect, global climatic models. For
shorter term phenomena, the ocean
has not been an important factor; on a
longer scale, changes in the ocean or
sea ice can be significant for climate.

GCM coordinator Warren Washington
devotes part of his time to studying
and documenting the performance of
NCAR GCMs. His own climatic re-
search includes simulating the effects
of the Indian monsoon circulation on
the seasonal climate of the Indian
Ocean region and studying the climatic
effects of thermal pollution. In collab-
oration with university colleagues,
Washington developed a sea-ice model
that predicts seasonal changes in the
extent and thickness of the sea ice.
This required computation of the
energy flux at the top (solar, long-
wave, and latent and sensible heat) and
at the bottom (heat flux from the
ocean into the ice). Ice thickness was
predicted using one-dimensional
thermodynamic equations for sea ice
developed by Gary Maykut and
Norbert Untersteiner (University of
Washington). Albert Semtner (Oceano-
graphy Project) simplified the thermo-
dynamic calculations so that they use
less computer time. The full three-
dimensional sea-ice model results
compare well with observations in the
Arctic and, to a lesser degree, the
Antarctic region. Washington and
Claire Parkinson (Ohio State Univer-
sity) have worked this year on adding
ice transport and mixed ocean-layer
heating to the model.

Kasahara, a scientist in the division
offices of the Atmospheric Analysis
and Prediction Division, works closely
with members of GCMCOG, NWP, and
the Climate Project to improve the
design of atmospheric models for
weather prediction and climate simula-
tion. He has been concerned with the
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mathematical analysis of large-scale
planetary waves and is developing a
diagnostic model of the atmosphere to
study global-scale disturbances, using
normal modes of free atmospheric
oscillations to represent the fields of
wind and pressure.
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The areal distribution and thickness (in
meters) of sea ice in several seasons is shown
here; the model that produced these maps
was developed by Warren Washington and
university colleagues. On the left, Arctic
sea-ice model predictions and observations
are compared; on the right, the same
comparison is made for the Antarctic.

GCM Coordination and Operations
Group Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Thomas Mayer
Warren Washington (Group Leader)

Advisory Committee

Akio Arakawa
University of California at Los Angeles

David Houghton
University of Wisconsin

Richard Lindzen
Harvard University

Philip Merilees
McGill University

GCM Steering Committee

Francis Bretherton
NCAR

Robert Chervin
Small-Scale Analysis and Prediction
Project

Robert Dickinson
Climate Project

David Fulker (Observer)
Computing Facility

Akira Kasahara
AAP Division Office

Ann Modahl (Recorder)
GCMCOG

G. Stuart Patterson (Observer)
Computing Facility

Takashi Sasamori
Climate Project

Stephen Schneider
Climate Project

Richard Somerville
Numerical Weather Prediction Project

Warren Washington (Executive
Secretary)
GCMCOG

W. Roy Wessel
Upper Atmosphere Project

Akira Kasahara gives a lecture on harmonic
analysis applied to numerical weather fore-
casting during the 1976 NCA R Summer
Colloquium.
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National Hail Research Experiment

The aim of the National Hail Research
Experiment (NHRE) is to determine
the potential for using cloud seeding
to suppress hail and to determine
whether hail suppression can be
accomplished effectively on an opera-
tional basis. NHRE's pursuit of this
aim includes extensive research into
hail mechanisms and hail suppression
physics, as well as studies of the
economic, social, and legal factors
associated with hail suppression
technology.

The need for hail protection is inter-
national; the yearly loss to agriculture
caused by hailfall on a worldwide basis
is estimated to exceed $1 billion. In
the United States alone, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture estimates that hail
crop losses exceed $680 million per
year. Damage to property is more
difficult to assess, but it is estimated
to be between $70 and $140 million.

NHRE is a cooperative program man-
aged by NCAR and funded by the

National Science Foundation's direc-
torate for Research Applied to
National Needs. Participants include
about a dozen universities, the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA), and
several private contractors. The divi-
sion has three main groups, the
Macrophysics Group, the Microphysics
Group, and the Design and Evaluation
Group. In the field, the Macrophysics
Group is concerned with large-scale
phenomena, as measured by radar, the
Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM)
and other meteorological networks,
and aircraft. The Microphysics Group
is concerned with studying small-scale
phenomena such as hail growth
physics and aerosols, using aircraft and
hail chase mobile units. The Design
and Evaluation Group is concerned
with the design and ultimate evalua-
tion of a randomized seeding
experiment.

Interest in a U.S. hail suppression
program began in the early 1960s
when Soviet scientists reported a 90%
success rate in suppressing hail in the
Caucasus region by cloud-seeding
methods. By 1972, 2.5 million acres of
crops were reportedly under protec-
tion in the USSR; in 1973 the equiv-
alent of $100 million was reportedly
invested in Soviet hail suppression
programs. Other countries investing
government or private funds in hail
suppression research programs are
Switzerland, Canada, South Africa,
Argentina, France, and Italy.

NHRE was established in 1972 to
carry out a field experiment that
closely emulated the Soviet approach
and to conduct physical investigations
to gain an increased understanding of
all aspects of the cloud dynamics and
microphysics governing the severe
convective storms that produce dam-
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1976 NHRE Participants

UNIVERSITY
INVESTIGATORS AFFILIATIONS RESEARCH PROGRAMS

Kenneth Young University of Arizona Development and use of a variety of numerical models
(predominantly microphysical) to describe the formation
and growth of hail under natural conditions, to examine
the feasibility of various hail suppression techniques, and
to suggest optimal:seeding methods for suppressing hail
under a variety of environmental conditions

David Fultz University of Chicago Research to deduce physics of hailstorms from radar mea-
surements, to investigate the possibility of deducing
reflectivity and attenuation from dual-wavelength radar
measurements, to examine the feasibility of detecting hail
by simultaneous measurements at wavelengths of 10 and
5 cm, and to explore the possibility of detecting hail by
differential reflectivity measurements

Carlton Ulbrich Clemson University Research on the physical differences between seeded and
unseeded storms, using NHRE surface network and radar
data

Paul Mielke Colorado State University Statistical analysis of NHRE data, with emphasis on the
development of covariates to aid in the analysis of the
future randomized seeding experiment

William Cotton Colorado State University Evaluation of the usefulness of cloud and mesoscale
numerical models as covariates and predictors

Joseph Warburton Desert Research Institute, Provision of two M33 tracking radar systems with opera-
University of Nevada tion and maintenance staff

Larry Mahrt Oregon State University Studies of low-level moisture sources and stability indices

Arnett Dennis, Paul South Dakota School of Mines Use of an armored T-28 aircraft to obtain data within and
Smith, and Dennis Musil and Technology in the vicinity of hailstorms; analysis and interpretation of

those data in conjunction with radar, surface, and related
data collected by other NHRE participants

Harold Orville and South Dakota School of Mines Development and use of cloud models to test the compet-
Arnett Dennis and Technology ing embryo hypothesis of hail suppression

Gabor Vali and University of Wyoming Observation and analysis of important physical processes
William Cooper in hailstorms, to improve the physical description of storm

mechanisms

Environmental Studies Subcontracted by NCAR's Environmental and Societal Impacts Group (ESIG)

Donald Klein and Colorado State University Investigation of factors that influence how silver from
William Striffler natural sources accumulates and moves in soil, mud, litter,

vegetation, and higher biological forms

Raymond Peck and Panhandle State University Testing of methods employing an ice-throwing machine to
Jack Alexander simulate the effects of natural hailfall on test plots of

growing crops

Robert Pfadt University of Wyoming Experimentation to determine whether, and in what
quantities, grasshoppers (representative "primary con-
sumers") can concentrate silver by eating food treated
with various silver compounds. The experiments with
silver are being carried out to determine possible environ-
mental effects from the use of silver iodide as a cloud
seeding agent.



aging hail. NHRE is primarily a field
experiment with summer field head-
quarters near Grover, Colorado, in a
wheat-farming region dubbed "hail
alley" for its high frequency of hail-
storms. Grover lies on the western
edge of a 12,750 km2 experimental
study area in the tristate border area
where Nebraska, Colorado, and
Wyoming meet. A smaller "target
area" was used in cloud-seeding experi-
ments during the 1972 - 74 hail
seasons. The FAA cooperates with
NHRE in providing airspace for flights.
The Grover headquarters houses the
staff for the summer field operations,
and is the hub of a large observational
array. The operations control center
there is equipped with radio or tele-
type links to outlying installations, the
National Weather Service, NCAR, and
aircraft.

NHRE's 1976 observational array
included a 10 cm radar at headquarters
to measure reflectivities, multiple
(four) doppler radars to deduce wind
fields in storms, three cloud physics
aircraft (the University of Wyoming
Queen Air, the South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology T - 28, and
the NCAR/NOAA sailplane), three
NCAR research aircraft (two Queen
Airs and a Sabreliner), a ground
meteorological network (including the
PAM network described in detail in
the section on the Field Observing
Facility), three rawinsonde stations,

tracking equipment, six time-lapse
photographic stations, four mobile
teams for hail collection (two from the
University of Wyoming and two from
NCAR), and a network of hailpads and
rain gages. The Environmental and
Societal Impacts Group (ESIG) of the
Advanced Study Program operated a
crop damage reporting network. A
randomized seeding experiment was
conducted in 1972 - 74, with limited
field research in 1975 and an intensive
field research effort in 1976. An analy-
sis of the data from the first three field
seasons will be published in January
1977.

in light of the information gained so
far, NHRE researchers believe that
northeastern Colorado hailstorms may
be different from those described by
Soviet researchers.

* The original techniques employed in
NHRE were based on concepts devel-
oped in the Soviet Union that
hypothesized rapid hail growth in
cloud regions of high liquid water
content referred to as "accumulation
zones." A variety of evidence has led
to the conclusion that the Soviet
model does not apply to hailstorms in
northeastern Colorado. Measurements
with the armored T - 28 aircraft have
indicated that zones of high liquid
water content are not common and
certainly are not necessary for hail-
stone growth.

Hailstones are studied under polarized light
to reveal their complex, multilayered
structure.

* Examination of thin sections of
hailstones collected at the ground has
shown that these stones formed pre-
dominantly on graupel particles (rimed
snow crystals) rather than on frozen
rain drops. Some current theories
indicate that favorable response to
cloud seeding may depend on the
nature of the hailstone embryo, with
suppression being simpler if frozen
drop embryos are predominant.

Unlikely objects can become embryos of
hailstones, as illustrated by this cross section
of a hailstone and closeup showing a house-
fly at the center. The fly probably was
sucked into the hailstorm by the powerful
updraft.

Remote station of the new Portable Auto-
mated Mesonet used during NHRE's
summer field season. Checking the equip-
ment are, left to right, Edward Elsberry
(Field Observing Facility), Fred Brock
(Field Observing Facility), and P. K. Govind
(Research Systems Facility).
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Brooks Maartner (University of Wyoming)
checks university equipment used in NHRE.

* Observation of cloud droplets and
ice particles in developing cumulo-
nimbus clouds together with the
results above show that the water drop
coalescence process is not the domi-
nant mode of precipitation formation,
as in the Soviet model.

However, case-study analyses of
several hailstorms have confirmed that
at least two different types of storms
(supercell and multicell) occur in
northeastern Colorado. According to
present ideas of the storm mechanism,
it is quite possible that the different
types of storms can respond
differently to seeding.

NHRE economic studies to estimate
the break-even point for operational
cloud seeding have reiterated the value
of a hail suppression capability if
damage can be reduced by at least
10%. However, during the 1972 - 74
hail field seasons, a significant hail
suppression rate was not detected.
"Hail days" were declared according
to objective radar criteria, and seeding
was performed on some of these days
on a random basis. Roughly 50% of
the 57 total hail days were seeded. The
final statistical analysis is being pub-
lished in Volume 1 of the 1972 - 74
randomized seeding experiment final
report to be issued in January 1977.

In the summer of 1976, NHRE con-
ducted a highly successful research
field season designed to guide the
planning for future efforts. Specific
questions addressed were the
following:

* Where should seeding be conducted
in northeastern Colorado storms to
promote growth-limiting competition
among incipient hail embryos, in
accord with previous NHRE results
and newly developed theories?

* Are there observable meteorological
parameters that can be employed as
hailfall covariates or as variables for
data stratification to increase the
power of statistical tests used to deter-
mine whether suppression effects are
present?

* If a hail suppression effect exists,
what sort of instrumented surface
network (shape, instrument density,
observed parameters) will reveal this
effect in the shortest time?

* Should operational hail suppression
programs be undertaken in the north-
ern Great Plains utilizing the knowl-
edge gained and techniques developed
during NHRE? That is, will the
benefits of such programs exceed the
cost and effort involved?

NHRE devoted part of the 1976 field
season to exploring new seeding tech-
niques. The objective of the experi-
ments was to gain sufficient under-
standing of the initial formation of
precipitation in northeastern Colorado
cumulus to develop confidence in a
technique of seeding similar clouds to
increase the concentration of potential
hail embryos. For example, studies
were made of areas, called "first-echo"
regions, in which precipitation was
first detected by radar. In a major

coordinated flight experiment (a
mature storm study), aircraft were
used to locate and characterize the hail
growth region in different types of
storms. Using the aircraft data with
flow fields deduced from the multiple
doppler radar network, NHRE scien-
tists will ascertain trajectories of the
hail and thereby deduce the regions of
embryo formation. This summer
NHRE conducted a third type of
study, of an on-top-of-the-cloud
seeding method that may be used
effectively in hail suppression.

NHRE was assisted during the 1976
field season by the NOAA doppler
radar group and several university
investigators (see table of partici-
pants). In addition, the NOAA Wave
Propagation Laboratory (WPL) con-
ducted mesoscale field studies within
the supporting meteorological frame-
work of the 1976 field season. The
WPL instrumentation included an
optical beam array, microbarograph
array, an FM-CW doppler radar, and an
infrared doppler radar.

NHRE's studies this year were aug-
mented by another NCAR program,
the Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group (ESIG), which is a
branch of the Advanced Study Pro-
gram. ESIG helped NHRE in four
principle areas: (1) studies of crop
damage by hail; (2) economic studies
of the direct impacts of operational
hail suppression programs at various
levels of effectiveness; (3) ecological
studies monitoring the accumulation
of seeding materials in the ecosystem

Ronald Rinehart locates NHRE aircraft on
tracking radar at Grover headquarters.
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of the NHRE target area and mea-
suring the assimilation of seeding
residues in the natural food chain; and
(4) legal and social studies, carried out
in cooperation with university re-
searchers, to evaluate the changing
climate of public opinion and assess
the adequacy of the institutional struc-
ture within which operational hail
suppression would have to be carried
on.

In studying hail insurance this year,
ESIG found that premiums can cost as
much as 25% of a policy's liability
value, which can amount to 10% of
crop value. ESIG researchers calcu-
lated that a hail suppression program
using present experimental techniques
would cost about $0.75 to $1.00 per
acre--less than 2% of the annual cost
of planting an acre of winter wheat on
the Great Plains. ESIG workers also
estimate that cropland values in high
hail areas would increase 5 - 7% under
a hail protection program that reduced
average hailfall losses by one-quarter
per year, provided that cloud seeding
did not also reduce the critical growing
months.

ESIG developed a hail damage report-
ing network for the NHRE area that
was used in 1975 and 1976. During
1976 about 270 farmers around the
NHRE target area participated in the

Hailpads dented by hailstone impacts are

examined using a special hail diameter gage.
The pads are maintained by farmers in the
NHRE area as part of a crop-damage survey.
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program. They reported the extent of
hail damage to crops adjacent to near-
ly 400 hail cubes, which measure hail-
fall and horizontal hail velocities. In
order to statistically model crop
damage functions in terms of hailfall
parameters, ESIG scientists will match
crop damage reports with the data
obtained from NHRE's analysis of the
hailpads. These models can then be
used to estimate reductions in crop
damages resulting from specified hail
suppression effects.

In the area of severe storm forecasting,
one ESIG scientist, in collaboration
with scientists at Indiana University
and the National Severe Storms Fore-
cast Center (NSSFC) in Kansas City,
Missouri, conducted an experiment in
which National Weather Service fore-
casters formulated probabilistic fore-
casts in conjunction with their severe
weather "outlooks" and tornado
"watches." Severe weather is often
operationally defined as the occur-
rence of one or more tornadoes or the
occurrence of thunderstorms accom-
panied by large hail or damaging
winds. Severe weather outlooks cover

pertinent regional areas and are issued
in the early morning for the subse-
quent 24 h. Tornado watches, on the
other hand, are defined over a rectan-
gular area (approximately
65,000 km2 ) and are usually valid for
4 - 6 h. The purpose of the experi-
ment, conducted from February
through September 1976, was to see
whether the forecasters could subjec-
tively quantify the uncertainty inher-
ent in these forecasts in a reliable and
skillful manner.

In March, the NHRE Citizens' Council
on Hail Research met in Sterling,
Colorado, and discussed the hail sup-
pression program. ESIG also con-
tracted with the University of
Wyoming to study the effects of silver
iodide on crops and insects. Colorado
State University studied the accumula-
tion levels and movement of silver
iodide in and around the NHRE
experimental area. Other ESIG-
sponsored activities included a
hailpad/crop damage network in
central Illinois monitored by the
Illinois State Water Survey, a study of
simulated hail damage to wheat by

Ice pellets are ejected from an ice-throwing device used by researchers
at Panhandle State to simulate hail. Flash duration was 1 2,000 s for
each of seven exposures at intervals of 15 ms. On the left is a meter
stick, used to measure distance between successive images. Note the
clump of four pellets moving down the middle of the picture.



Panhandle State University
(Oklahoma), and county estimates of
average annual crop losses to hail in
the Hypothetical Operational Area
near the NHRE target area. A final
report on four years of sociological
surveys in the NHRE area undertaken
by the Human Ecology Research
Services of Boulder, Colorado,
revealed that the majority of farmers
in the area favor implementation of an
operational hail suppression program
after NHRE.

A Day in the Field

This past summer, NHRE conducted
an intensive field research effort inves-
tigating a number of storms with the
aim of understanding the processes of
precipitation formation. Many data
were gathered that will be helpful in
the design of future experiments to
better understand the convective
storm precipitation process.

Scientists from a number of univer-
sities and from NCAR coordinated
several air and ground observing
systems each time a major storm
passed through the NHRE experi-
mental area. One major storm
occurred in the center of the NHRE
observational array on 22 June, and
the research activities that took place
that day are a good example of the

work conducted during the field
season. What follows is a log of the
22 June events.

0830: The NCAR Queen Air twin-
engine aircraft, equipped for aerosol
and ice nucleus experiments, was
flown to the aerosol station main-
tained by the University of Wyoming
at Sidney, Nebraska. The scientists
made a rendezvous there with col-
leagues who had driven an NCAR
truck carrying ground-based aerosol
measuring equipment from the Chapel
Ranch, a ground site in Colorado.
Intercomparisons and calibrations
were made among all the instruments
to ensure that a consistent set of data
was collected.

1330: Since an early weather forecast
had indicated a good possibility for a
storm that day, serial radiosonde
ascents were begun, one every 1.5 h,
from Grover, Colorado (NHRE head-
quarters); Potter, Nebraska; and
Sterling, Colorado. The NHRE head-
quarters at Grover mobilized for the
oncoming storm; throughout the
summer, Grover was the site of the
10 cm radar, communications, and
aircraft tracking equipment.

1400: Vigorous convection began in
the vicinity of Grover. The NCAR
sailplane and the University of
Wyoming Queen Air were called in to

make first-echo studies. Other aircraft
participating in the day's activities
would be an armor-plated T - 28
operated by the South Dakota School
of Mines and Technology and the two
NCAR Queen Air aircraft. The aircraft
were equipped to take a wide variety
of measurements, including the entire
range of sizes and shapes of cloud
water droplets and ice crystals, as well
as to sense air motions.

1500: The sailplane entered a rising
cloud turret at an altitude of 5.5 km;
it spiraled upward, eventually reaching
7.3 km. The University of Wyoming
Queen Air penetrated the same cloud
at lower altitudes. The remaining air-
craft then measured vertical air veloc-
ities, turbulence, and other airflow and
thermodynamic parameters as well as
the size and nature of cloud particles
from droplets to hailstones. Simul-
taneously, radar scans were begun with
three doppler radars, one operated by
NCAR and two operated by NOAA.

1550: The T - 28 penetrated the most
severe part of the storm, centered
directly over the NHRE surface net-
work near Grover. The aircraft was
tracked as it made a series of flights
through the mature hailstorm. In the
meantime, the NCAR Queen Airs
mapped the inflow at and beneath the
cloud base, while the Wyoming Queen
Air penetrated the cloud at a low level.

NCA R sailplane gets a tow before being
launched into a storm.

Charles Knight, leader of NHRE's Microphysics Group, takes a turn as operations director
for the day during summer field investigation.
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The T - 28 encountered the storm
structures called the "embryo curtain"
and the "echo-free vault," where it
measured updraft speeds of more than
20 m/s.

1630: The T - 28 went back to its
base at Laramie, Wyoming. The Queen
Airs performed some aircraft inter-
comparisons and returned to Sidney,
Nebraska, with samples for aerosol and
ice nucleus measurements.

The storm lasted for several hours.
During its life it produced extensive
hailfall at the ground. A total of 590
hailpads of the 735 set out over the
observation area were hit by hail-
stones. Sequential hail samples had
been collected between 1610 and
1710 by four mobile chase teams from
NCAR and the University of
Wyoming. The storm had also been
photographed from four different
directions with time-lapse cameras.
The vast amount of data, collected in a
coordinated fashion, is now being sub-
jected to analysis in three major types
of studies:

® Aerosol and nucleus studies. These
are aimed at understanding the role of
ice and condensation nuclei in severe
thunderstorms. The sizes and numbers
of ice nuclei may prove to be a
covariate or statistical indicator that
can be used to predict the severity of
the storm; in a future randomized
hail suppression test, the effect of
seeding on ice nucleus sizes and
numbers might be measured and cor-
related with changes in the amount of
hailfall at the ground.

This ice nucleus counter is used in study of
hail formation.

* First-echo studies. The initial
formation of precipitation in north-
eastern Colorado cumulus clouds is
being studied to learn the basic cloud
physics involved and to determine
whether increasing the concentration
of potential hail embryos through
seeding promotes competition for
liquid water among them and hence
leads to the formation of less
damaging hailstones.

* Mature storm studies. These studies
are conducted to locate and charac-
terize the hail growth region in differ-
ent types of storms and to estimate
the trajectories of falling hail, which
should enable the regions of embryo
formation to be better identified.

The logistical and operational
successes of the 1976 NHRE field
season were the necessary prelude to
these studies. The variety and coverage
of the measurements made in storms
like that of 22 June were unprece-
dented. Careful analysis of these data
should yield important new insights
into the dynamics of severe storms and
the processes of hail formation within
them.

Student assistant jeri Donahue checks wind
with portable anemometer.

NHRE Data: Publications and a
Conference

During the summer of 1976, NHRE
reviewed all of the surface and radar
data relevant to the operation of the
1972 - 74 randomized seeding experi-
ment. The primary surface data were
obtained using weighted rain gages, the
NHRE hail/rain separator, and hail-
pads. The primary radar data were
obtained with the 10 cm radar located
near Grover, Colorado. The final
report covering this period will be
published in five volumes. Volume 1
includes the primary, unstratified
analysis of the hail mass and rain mass,
as well as the same analysis using
various stratifications obtained from
model results, storm characteristics,
estimation of whether the storm was
seeded or not, and so forth. Volume 2
contains a listing of precipitation
measurements and describes all of the
instruments, the network operation,
how they differed from year to year,
procedures used to edit the raw data,
and a discussion of the limitations of
the data. A computer listing for each
station for each instrument for each
day is presented. In addition, a listing

University of Wyoming mobile vehicles
move along the hailswath from a hailstorm
on 8 june 1976 near Briggsdale, Colorado.
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of the hail size distributions at each
station is given. Volume 3 contains a
meteorological summary of the envi-
ronment attending the convective
development on each of the 57
declared hail days during the 1972 - 74
experiment. Volume 4 is a radar
summary containing such data as
swaths of the 35, 45, and 55 dBZ
contours for low-level scans, along
with tracks of the radar cells super-
imposed on representative low-level
PPI maps. Volume 5 contains a dis-
cussion of the hail declaration proce-
dures and seeding operations. A
tabulation of each seeding event, with
time and position, is also included.

In September 1975, an international
symposium and workshop on hail and
its suppression were held at Estes Park,
Colorado. Participants included about
80 university, government, private
agency, and NCAR scientists affiliated
with NHRE; other hail experts; and
the Weather Modification Advisory
Panel of the National Science Foun-
dation. The symposium consisted of
two parts. The first was a series of
formal presentations on the state of
hail knowledge. General topics covered
were hailstorm climatology, fore-
casting, modeling, and observation; ice
nucleation and hail growth processes;
instrumentation; experimental design,
methods, and materials for cloud
seeding; evaluation of suppression
experiments; suppression attempts in
other countries; and the social and
economic impact of hailstorms and
hail suppression. The second part of
the symposium consisted of discussion
sessions aimed at recommending how
(or whether) to continue the various
aspects of the NHRE hail suppression
work. It was concluded at the sympo-
sium that successful hail suppression
will require the introduction of artifi-
cial nuclei into the new growth regions
(specifically, the feeder clouds) of

multicell storms and into the weak,
updraft flanks of quasi-steady-state
supercell storms. Major papers pre-
sented at the symposium are being
assembled for an American Meteoro-
logical Society monograph entitled
Hail: A Review of Hail Science and
Hail Suppression. The symposium
papers will emphasize current contro-
versies in hail research and will be of
three kinds: formal reviews of hail
science and suppression, responses to
the reviews (generally from opposing
viewpoints), and special papers dealing
with original research.

Crop Damage Related to
Thunderstorm Types
in Oklahoma

A report being readied for publication
by NHRE examines eight years of data
on hail damage in Oklahoma and
relates crop-loss insurance claims to
the types of hailstorms that caused the
damage. Impetus for the study was
evidence reported earlier by NHRE
that a certain type of thunderstorm,
the supercell, is expected to produce
uncommonly large and damaging hail,
but that suppressing hail in such

Hail researcher joanne Simpson (University
of Virginia) discusses hail formation at Estes
Park symposium.

Alexis Long, leader of NHRE's Design and
Evaluation Group, lectures at September
symposium on hail suppression.

Steven Chapel works over a delicate circuit
board destined for hail detection
equipment.
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storms might be particularly difficult.
Indeed, under the theory proposed by
NHRE, seeding supercells could con-
ceivably increase hailfall or reduce
rainfall. In that report, issued a year
ago, Keith Browning (NH RE chief
scientist during a one-year visit from
the British Meteorological Office) and
G. Brant Foote (NHRE) proposed a
three-stage mechanism for hail forma-
tion in the supercell storm and gave
only qualified encouragement that
seeding methods could be developed
for these large, long-lasting storms.

Since their findings appeared, severe
storm specialists have wondered
whether supercell storms might be
responsible for the majority of hail
damage. Browning and Eileen
Ashworth (South Dakota School of

Mines and Technology) joined with
economists John Snyder and Stuart
Borland (ESIG) to look at that
question. (Borland has since moved to
the Canadian Department of Agricul-
ture but continues his participation in
the study.)

Radar films from the National Severe
Storms Laboratory in Norman, Okla-
homa, were used to classify storms in
the study area on the 13 days with the
most damaging hail, which were deter-
mined from hail insurance claims filed
by farmers on 509 storm days during
an eight-year period. Since the super-
cell storm is only one extreme of a
spectrum of storm types, a more
general category of storms called
"severe right-moving" (SRM) was
specified. This category includes all

Data reconstructed for a region near Norman, Oklahoma, show three storm tracks
traversing an area in which crop-loss insurance claims were filed. Storm tracks A and B
followed the prevailing winds; those storms were of shorter duration than storm C, which

veered to the right and was classified as a "severe right-moving" storm--a possible super-

cell. The areas encompassed by the storm tracks are regions of most intense radar

reflectivity--at least 48 dBZ; the storms themselves (and a few lesser storms) covered the

entire area of crop insurance claims. Storm track C accounted for 63% of the $589,000

damage in the crop-loss area. The quarter-hour checkpoints show the progress of the storm

tracks.

STORM TRACK A

supercell storms and some thought to
be supercells but not strictly identi-
fiable from the radar pictures or other
data. "Severe right-moving" refers to
the tendency of supercell storms to
drift toward the right in the prevailing
wind field.

The data indicate that SRM storms
cause a disproportionate amount of
hail damage. Hailstorms on those 13
(2.6%) of the 509 hail-damage days
caused 37% of the total crop losses.
And on those 13 days, SRM storms
caused two-thirds of the crop damage.
In other words, a few SRM storms
caused a sizable portion of the total
damage. On two of the 13 days, SRM
storms happened to occur over terrain
of extremely low liability and hence
not insured against crop loss. When
conditions favor the development of
SRM storms, hail damage is likely
from other hailstorm types as well.
SRM storms may simply be the most
violent manifestation of generally
severe hail conditions. (Interestingly,
however, some regions, such as the
tea-growing district of Kenya and the
Pretoria-J ohannesburg area of South
Africa, suffer serious hail damage
although supercells apparently are
absent altogether.)

The economic merits of future hail
suppression programs are thus deter-
mined by a complex of factors, and in
some situations the economic gain
from suppression might be slender. If
the SRM storm proves to be resistant
to modification, it will strongly influ-
ence cost-benefit analyses of hail
suppression in regions where it causes
a disproportionate amount of crop
damage. The report thus emphasizes
that the direct and indirect costs and
benefits of a suppression program
must be carefully examined in the
light of supercell climatology, agricul-
tural crop patterns, and the statistical
effectiveness of suppression
techniques.
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National Hail Research Experiment
Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Daniel Babcock
Melvin Baker
Helen Bartow
Dana Billings
Cleon Biter
William Bradley
Daniel Breed
Carol Brown
Theodore Cannon
Sharon Carroll
Steven Chapel
Toni Chapman
Ralph Coleman
Gerald Cooper
Edwin Crow
James Dye
Peter Eccles
James Fankhauser
Jack Fink
G. Brant Foote
Jack Gathright
Ada Greenwood
Walter Grotewold
F. lan Harris
Dewitt Harrison Jr.
Andrew Heymsfield
Kenneth Hite
Neil Holzman
Barbara Horner
Nadine Hrywko
Arlen Huggins
Peter Johnson

Theresa Joska
Terry Kelly
Thomas Kerrigan
Charles Knight
Nancy Knight
Reece Kolb
N. Joan Krzyzosiak
Gerhard Langer
Alexis Long
Lawrence McElhaney Jr.
John Merrill
Alf Modahl
Carl Mohr
Gregory Muir
Clarence Nagamoto
T. Randy Nicholas
Illga Paluch
Joanne Parrish
Carole Pearce
Sheri Peterson
Ronald Rinehart
Jan Rosinski
Richard Sanborn
Ackley Smith
Mark Solak
Laurence Sorensen
Vim Toutenhoofd
Robin Vaughan
Donald Veal (Director)
Charles Wade
James Weber
Barry Weiss
Richard Wolski

Advisory Committee

Stanley Changnon
Illinois State Water Survey

Edwin Danielsen
Aerosol Project, NCAR

Walter Hitschfeld
McGill University

Ronald Lavoie
NOAA
Rockville, Maryland

Paul MacCready Jr.
Aerovironment, Inc.
Pasadena, California

James Renick
Research Council of Alberta, Canada

Bernard Silverman
Bureau of Reclamation
Denver, Colorado

Patrick Squires
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada
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Advanced Study Program

The Advanced Study Program (ASP) is
designed to encourage long-term inter-
action between university and NCAR
atmospheric scientists and to con-
tribute to the development of high-
level scientific ability for the solution
of major problems of the atmosphere.
Each year many of the numerous
scientists who visit NCAR do so under
the auspices of ASP. ASP programs
include:

* Senior postdoctoral and
postdoctoral fellowships

* UCAR fellowships for graduate
students

* Summer fellowships for minority
students and physical sciences faculty
from schools with predominantly
minority enrollments

* Summer colloquia and workshops.

Senior postdoctoral fellowships are
awarded to established scientists to
promote collaborative research with
NCAR scientists and to facilitate on-
going research on important scientific
problems. The postdoctoral fellowship
program as a whole is designed to
enrich research and teaching in the
atmospheric sciences by acquainting
both new Ph.D.s and established scien-
tists, particularly university faculty,
with NCAR's major research programs
and facilities. Fellows may already be

working on atmospheric problems or
may be interested in applying back-
grounds in physics, mathematics,
chemistry, engineering, or the social or
biological sciences to the problems of
the atmosphere. The program strives
to help the fellows form or enhance
long-term associations with NCAR
beyond the fellowship year through
continued use of the research facilities
and collaborative research with NCAR
project staff. While at NCAR, the
fellows are encouraged to participate
in a wide variety of educational
activities, including seminars,
colloquia, lectures, and consultation
with members of the staff.

The UCAR fellowship program is
designed to support graduate study
leading to the Ph.D. in the atmo-
spheric sciences or in related funda-
mental disciplines. It is also aimed at
familiarizing highly qualified students
with the opportunities that exist for
rigorous and challenging research in

atmospheric sciences--whether or
not they have had undergraduate
training in the field--and at pro-
moting the association of promising
students with the NCAR research
programs.

The UCAR program is supported by
UCAR corporate funds and by a grant
from the Atlantic Richfield Founda-
tion. Eight fellowships are awarded
each year by the UCAR Fellowship
Committee, appointed by the UCAR
president. Ethnic minority and female
students and faculty are strongly
encouraged to apply for both the ASP
and UCAR fellowship programs.

Since 1965 ASP has sponsored or
cosponsored summer colloquia that
concentrate on topics of current
interest and importance to the devel-
opment of atmospheric sciences. Both
predoctoral and postdoctoral scientists
are selected to participate in the
lecture and seminar series, which is

Participants in NCA R's 1976 Summer
Colloquium.

Robin Stebbins, ASP postdoctoral fellow in
1975 - 76, gives a seminar on measurements
of solar oblateness made at the Santa
Catalina Laboratory for Experimental
Relativity by Astrometry on Mt. Lemmon
in Arizona. The painstaking measurements
of the solar diameter at the sun's equator
and poles may be diagnostic of conditions in
the solar interior, may help to prove
Einstein's general theory of relativity, and
may help to elucidate the time variation of
certain solar phenomena.
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designed to bring students and faculty
together with NCAR project staff to
review in depth the "state of the art"
of the chosen topic.

in 1975, the colloquium, sponsored
jointly by ASP and the Upper Atmo-
sphere Project, was entitled "The
Stratosphere and Mesosphere:
Dynamics, Physics, and Chemistry."
The 18 participants heard lectures by
Michael McElroy of Harvard Univer-
sity, Clive Rodgers of Oxford Univer-
sity, James Holton of the University of
Washington, and Conway Leovy, also
of the University of Washington. A
special workshop was held on under-
standing the stratosphere and meso-
sphere from satellite measurements.

In 1976 the colloquium, entitled
"Weather Forecasting and Weather
Forecasts: Models, Systems, and
Users," was jointly sponsored by ASP,
the Numerical Weather Prediction
Project, and the Environmental and
Societal Impacts Group of ASP. The
principal lecturers were Philip Merilees
of McGill University, Lennart
Bengtsson of the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts,
Harry Glahn of the U.S. National
Weather Service, and Jack Thompson

of California State University at San
Jose. The 17 participants also attended
a special workshop entitled "Model
Verification and Forecast Evaluation."
Representatives from weather services
and research centers in the United
States and abroad gave presentations
about current and planned work on
verifying model output and evaluating
weather forecasts.

Ethnic minority group members are
underrepresented in the atmospheric
sciences, partly because few minority
students have been exposed to the
field. Recognizing the need to remedy
this situation, ASP set up a coopera-
tive summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty in 1973.
Each participant spends the summer at
NCAR working with a staff member
on a specific project. The fellows take
an intensive course in computer pro-
gramming offered by the NCAR
Computing Facility and a two-month

introduction to the atmospheric
sciences through a series of lectures,
seminars, and discussions.

In 1975 there were four fellows, one
each from Del Mar College, Corpus
Christi, Texas; Prairie View A&M
University, Texas; Rice University,
Houston, Texas; and Spelman College,
Atlanta, Georgia. The introductory
course was taught by John Wallace of
the University of Washington. In 1976,
there were nine fellows: three from
Morehouse College, Atlanta; two from
Spelman College; and one each from
New Mexico Highlands University, Las
Vegas, New Mexico; Talledega College,
Alabama; Clark College, Atlanta; and
Kalamazoo College, Michigan. NCAR
scientists Chester Newton and Roland
Madden (Empirical Studies Project)
led the introductory course. Jo Walsh
(Computing Facility) taught the
course in computer programming in
1975 and 1976.

Students and faculty from colleges and universities with significant minority enrollments
participated in the fourth summer of ASP's Summer Fellowship Program. Here, a class in
basic meteorology is taught by Empirical Studies Project leader Chester Newton (left); the
students are (left to right) Gregory Battle, Carol Clark, Carl McCalla, Margaret Phillips-
McCalla, Domingo Rocha, Jeannette Wright, Clayton Bell, and B. Scott johnson.

Scott johnson (left) worked with C. S. Kiang of the Aerosol Project and with Gerald
Grams (Upper Atmosphere Project) on thermodynamic properties and nucleation theory
in sulfuric acid/water systems.

Lennart Bengtsson of the European Centre
for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts was a
principal lecturer during the NCA R Summer
Colloquium of 1976, which was sponsored
by ASP, NWP, and ESIG. Bengtsson dis-
cussed the problems of obtaining and
analyzing initial data for large-scale
numerical weather prediction.
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Part of the program is designed for
faculty members at colleges with
significant ethnic minority enroll-
ments. The educators spend part or all
of a summer at NCAR studying atmo-
spheric science and developing their
own atmospheric research interests in
order to influence more minority
students to consider careers in the
atmospheric sciences. In 1975 one
faculty member each from Del Mar
College, Spelman College, and Metro-
politan State College, Denver, Colo-
rado, took part in the program. There
were four participants in 1976: one
from Morehouse College; two from
Texas A&l University, Kingsville; and
one from Atlanta University.

In addition to its fellowship programs,
ASP has organized a group whose
purpose is to conduct scientific evalua-
tions of the impacts of science. The
Environmental and Societal Impacts
Group (ESIG) examines the impli-
cations of large, continuing atmo-
spheric research programs. ESIG
scientists collaborate with scientists in
other NCAR projects and with phys-
ical and social scientists in universities
and other institutions to carry out
interdisciplinary studies.

ESIG's primary activity has been an
assessment of the economic, ecolog-
ical, legal, political, and social impacts
of hail suppression in northeastern

Colorado. This is being done in con-
junction with NCAR's National Hail
Research Experiment.

ESIG scientists are also involved in a
number of studies concerning the
relationship between atmospheric
research and the activities of human
societies. One such study examines the
impact of alternative energy systems
on climate, concentrating on the
effects of waste heat. Another is being
done in collaboration with the Univer-
sity of Colorado, on demands for
residential electricity in Colorado. The
data base consists of 15 years of
annual data for 33 communities,
including residential rate schedules. In
order to deal successfully with
problems posed by dwindling energy
supplies, concerns for environmental
quality, and the need to use both
natural and capital resources effi-
ciently, decision makers at local
planning levels require specific local
information; however, past studies of
this kind have typically been based on
national or state aggregate data.

A study has been completed of the
value and use of forecasts of strong
downslope windstorms like those
affecting Boulder, Colorado. Studies
are continuing on the formulation and
evaluation of probability forecasts and
the application of decision analysis to
decision-making problems related to

The NCA R Research Associate appointment is given on rare occasions to distinguished
members of the scientific staff when they retire or leave NCA R; these are individuals
whose continuing association with the NCA R staff is thought to be of greatest benefit to
the scientific programs of NCA R. Currently holding this appointment are Walter Orr
Roberts (left) and Bernhard Haurwitz (right). Haurwitz was the chairman of ASP from
1967 to 1969; he now teaches at Colorado State lniversity and at the Geophysical Insti-
tute of the University of Alaska. Roberts is chairman of the program in Science, Tech-
nology, and Humanism of the Aspen Institute for Humanistic Studies.

weather forecasting. A sensitivity
analysis of food-climate models was
conducted, and results have indicated
some of the limitations in using such
models to assess the impact of climatic
change on food production.

Finally, ESIG has begun a major study
of the value and use of weather fore-
casts. This study has been concerned
initially with forecasts of a specified
range (for example, 30-day and season-
al forecasts) and with selected user
groups, and it involves university and
governmental scientists from both the
physical and social sciences. Prelimi-
nary results show that the expense
associated with completely reliable
probabilistic forecasts is less than or
equal to the expenses associated with
the corresponding climatological and
categorical forecasts; however, unreli-
able probabilistic forecasts can result
in greater expense than climatological
or categorical forecasts for at least
some activities.

Postdoctoral Research

Each year ASP awards approximately
18 postdoctoral fellowships and serves
as host for a few other long-term
visitors. A description of some of their
activities in the past year shows the
range and breadth of their interests.

In the area of planetary-scale dynamics
and climate, Robert Pratt (University
of Washington), in collaboration with
John Wallace (University of Washing-
ton), studied the zonal propagation
characteristics of large-scale waves in
the midlatitude troposphere. They
found that the low-frequency, long-
wave component of the 500 mb
geopotential is dominated by west-
ward wave propagation. The same
component of the 500 mb temper-
ature is dominated by eastward
propagation. Pratt has compared his
observational work with numerical
simulations of general circulation
models and finds that the models give
low-frequency long waves with too
little energy; and the propagation
direction is also wrong. Richard
Temkin (State University of New
York, Buffalo) worked on climate
models that include cloud feedback
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and is also developing a low-order
spectral climate model with latitudinal
and longitudinal variation. Mary Alice
Rennick (University of Illinois,
Urbana) developed a relationship
between surface temperature and lapse
rate that can be used to generate a
zonally averaged temperature structure
for the troposphere in good agreement
with the observed structure. The
parameterization is suitable for use in
a climate model based on either radia-
tive equilibrium or zonally averaged
energy balance calculations.

In astrophysics, Jean Latour
(Observatoire de Nice, France) worked
on stellar compressible convection and
collaborated with Jackson Herring
(ASP) on a turbulent approach to
stellar convection. Richard Klein
(Brandeis University) studied radiating
shock waves in stellar atmospheres and
the energy deposition of shock waves
and heating of the solar
chromosphere-corona. Robin Stebbins
(University of Arizona) continued a
collaborative effort with Henry Hill
(University of Arizona) and Timothy
Brown (High Altitude Observatory) on
the shape of the sun and solar vari-
ability. Their measurements of static
solar oblateness have established an
upper limit on the internal rotation
rate of the sun that precludes resolu-
tion of the solar neutrino paradox by
appeal to a rapidly rotating interior.
The Brans-Dicke theory of gravitation
also appears to be excluded. In addi-

tion, they discovered minute periodic
variations of the solar diameter, which
they believe are identified with normal
modes of oscillation.

Two fellows worked on projects with
both meteorological and agricultural
components. Stella Coakley (Unive-
rsity of Denver) studied the correla-
tion between anomalies of standard
meteorological variables, such as
monthly mean temperatures, and the
incidence of striped wheat rust in the
Pacific Northwest. She found the
epidemic years of rust to be strongly
correlated with warm winters and
February mean temperatures about
2° C above normal, followed by springs
that are cooler than normal. Richard
Katz (Center for Climatic and Environ-
mental Assessment, NOAA, Columbia,
Missouri) conducted a sensitivity
analysis of some statistical models of
food production that use climatic
variables in order to test the accuracy
of these models. Since the models use
parameters that are statistically
derived, the sensitivity study is
necessary for understanding the reli-
ability of the crop yield forecast when
there is a climatic anomaly.

In various other fields, George
Platzman (University of Chicago)
developed a computer program that
calculates the normal modes of the
world ocean. Fernando Caracena
(Metropolitan State College, Denver)
investigated the surface airflow condi-

1976 Cooperative Theses

Graduate-student recipients of UCAR and NCAR fellowships frequently spend some of their time at NCAR
working on thesis research projects under the supervision of NCAR scientists. Theses published during 1976
as a result of such collaboration are listed here.

Degree-Granting
Author Title Institution NCAR Advisor

Ellsworth Frank Physical Mechanisms Responsible for the University of Colorado Takashi Sasamori
LeDrew Major Synoptic Systems in the Eastern Department of Geography

Canadian Arctic in the Winter and
Summer of 1973

Glenn R. Nonrelativistic Electron Stream Propaga- University of Colorado Dean Smith

Magelssen tion in the Solar Atmosphere and Solar Department of Astro-

Wind: Type II /Bursts Geophysics

Charles Henry Nonlinear Interaction of Internal Johns Hopkins University Francis Bretherton

McComas III Gravity Waves Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences

William Brechner A Numerical Study of Mid-Ocean Meso- Johns Hopkins University Francis Bretherton

Owens scale Eddies Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences

Robin T. Stebbins An Observational Investigation of the University of Colorado Grant Athay

Solar Oblateness Department of Physics and
Astrophysics

Paulette Middleton, ASP postdoctoral
fellow in 1975 - 76, talks about a model she
constructed with members of the Aerosol
Project to simulate gas-to-particle conver-
sion and growth of sulfuric acid aerosol
particles in smog chamber experiments and
in the atmosphere. The model incorporates
the mechanisms of heteromolecular nuclea-
tion, heteromolecular condensation, and
thermal coagulation. It uses various atmo-
spheric and chamber conditions to simulate
the evolution of the particle size
distribution over time.

tions at the time of the crash of
Continental Flight 426, on 7 August
1975. He found that the aircraft, on
take-off, passed just to the east of the
center of a downdraft that generated a
strong horizontal wind shear along the
length of the runway. Clive Rodgers
(Oxford University), a visitor with a
joint appointment in ASP and the
Upper Atmosphere Project, developed
an improved method for determining
atmospheric temperature by using re-
mote sensing. Rodgers also discovered
evidence for a westward-propagating
five-day temperature wave in the
upper stratosphere. Paulette Middleton
(University of Texas, Austin) devel-
oped a simple model of urban aerosol
pollution in collaboration with James
Brock (University of Texas, Austin).

The permanent staff of ASP has also
been active in different areas of re-
search. David Atlas has examined the
present status of hail suppression tech-
nology, focusing on the diverse results
and conclusions reported by various
scientists around the world. The con-
flicting results of hail suppression
experiments have been attributed
either to differences in seeding tech-
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niques or to significant physical varia-
tions in the storms. Atlas demon-
strated that there are substantive
physical reasons for the variable
response to seedings so that positive
effects (suppression) under one set of
conditions are not necessarily incon-
sistent with negative effects
(enhancement) under other
conditions.

ASP chairman Maurice Blackmon, in
collaboration with John Wallace
(University of Washington), completed
an observational study on the effects
of topography on the atmospheric
general circulation. The study
examined the behavior of a wide range
of atmospheric variables, for example,
sea-level pressure, 850 mb temper-
ature, 300 mb geopotential height, and
500 mb winds. Each field was parti-
tioned into low-frequency components
(fluctuations with periods of 10 - 90
days) and medium-frequency compo-
nents (fluctuations with periods of
307 days). Significantly different
vertical structure was found between
the low- and medium-frequency
fluctuations.

During the last year, Jackson Herring
completed three projects in turbulence
research. First, in collaboration with
ASP visitor Ulrich Schumann, Herring
completed a detailed study of the
decay of anisotropy, comparing
numerical simulations with the direct
interaction approximation. Although
their theory gives a quite satisfactory
account of nearly all aspects of the
decay, they found that an accurate
account of the rate of return to
isotropy requires an unexpectedly
detailed description of the anisotropic
spectra. As a consequence, the numer-
ical simulations require ensemble
averaging and the theory needs a rela-
tively large number of angular har-
monics for accuracy. A second effort
completed by Herring was a determi-
nation by theoretical calculations (the
test field model) of certain rate coeffi-
cients entering single-point closures.
These coefficients were found in satis-
factory agreement with observation,
but their precise values depended on
the initial shape of the turbulence
spectrum to a degree not usually
assumed by other theorists of single-
point closures. Another aspect of this
problem, studied in collaboration with
visiting student Gary Newman of
Pennsylvania State University, was an
extension of the theory to the passive
scalar problem. Results were in good
agreement with experiments of Charles
Van Atta. The third investigation was
a treatment of barotropic turbulence
above topography. Modifications of
the inertial range due to effects of
topography were investigated; the
theory indicated a 1/k limit to the
energy spectra if topographic effects
were strong, but limited to the
energy-containing range.

Advanced Study Program Staff

as of 30 September 1976

David Atlas
Maurice Blackmon (Chairman)
Henry Gertzman
Bernhard Haurwitz
Karen Herhold
Scott Johnson
Jackson Herring
Betsy Holdsworth
Richard Katz (ESIG)
Allan Murphy (ESIG Leader)
Gloria Parker (ESIG)
Judith Prangley
Ursula Rosner
John Snyder (ESIG)
Betty Wilson

Advisory Committee, Environmental
and Societal Impacts Group

James Crutchfield
University of Washington

Paul Julian
Empirical Studies Project, NCAR.

Dean Mann
University of California at Santa
Barbara

Eldon Weeks
U.S. Department of Agriculture

Maurice Blackmon, chairman of the
Advanced Study Program, was himself an
ASP visitor from Syracuse University.
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High Altitude Observatory

NCAR's High Altitude Observatory
(HAO) plays a national role in con-
ceiving, managing, and sharing with
others a variety of research projects on
the physics of the sun and the solar-
terrestrial environment, combining
observational, theoretical, and numer-
ical modeling methods.

In recent years, solar physics as a
discipline has acquired a variety of
new observational tools. Satellites have
carried solar telescopes of high spec-
tral, spatial, and temporal resolution
far above the scattering and absorption
of the earth's atmosphere. Ground-
based telescopes of great sophistica-
tion have been built to do advanced
spectroscopy and polarimetry under
computer control. And another
tool--the computer itself--has
greatly enlarged the theoretical capac-
ities of solar physics, enabling scien-
tists to model and to test their

observations quantitatively. Thus solar
physicists have recognized and begun
to attack a number of problems that
were thought to be beyond reach a
scant decade ago, problems that are
basic not only to solar science but also
to astrophysics and physics in general.

Perhaps the best-known example of
such a problem is the "neutrino
deficit." The energy source for the sun
is considered to be nuclear fusion
taking place in the solar core, and
scientists have predicted that one by-
product of solar nuclear reactions
ought to be a flux of neutrinos
(essentially massless fundamental
particles of the class called leptons).
Several years ago, a delicate experi-
ment to measure the neutrino flux
from the sun was begun. if the
experimental results to date are
correct, there are far fewer solar
neutrinos than scientists expected to

Some of the most spectacular events in solar astronomy are the sprays of matter ejected
outward from the sun in association with eruptive prominences or solar flares. This large
flare-associated spray was observed on 12 March 1969; at its peak, it extended outward to
an altitude greater than two solar radii. The picture was taken at the University of Hawaii's
Mees Solar Observatory at Haleakala on Maui, by Richard Fisher of HAO.

see--by as much as a factor of five.
The hypotheses that have been ad-
vanced to explain the neutrino deficit
include competing theories of the
structure and dynamics of the solar
interior; some of these theories rest on
fundamentally different conceptions
of the basic laws of physics.

The new observational and theoretical
tools have helped solar scientists to
begin testing these theories. An inter-
esting set of experiments was carried
out over the past few years under the
direction of a scientist from the
University of Arizona who worked
with scientists from the University of
Colorado and HAO. They used a
computer-controlled telescope to
make precise measurements of the
solar oblateness (the flattening at the
poles and bulging at the equator char-
acteristic of rotating nonrigid masses).
They found an oblateness of about
18 arc ms, practically negligible, in
contradiction to one theory of the
solar interior that predicts a large solar
oblateness.

The neutrino dilemma is not the only
exciting new question in solar physics.
HAO scientists and their colleagues
study a large number of complex and
perplexing problems, often integrating
a variety of disciplines and
techniques--particle physics, plasma
physics, geomagnetic studies, magneto-
hydrodynamics, spectroscopy,
photometry, polarimetry--in their
effort to answer questions not only
about the solar interior (which is not
directly observable) but also about the
mechanisms by which energy, mass,
and momentum are transferred out-
ward from the interior to create
conditions that are observable on the
solar disk (photosphere), in the lower
solar atmosphere (photosphere,
chromosphere, and transition region
between chromosphere and corona),
and in the corona and solar wind.
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Subsurface solar dynamics. The sun is
a rotating star with a 22 - year
magnetic cycle and a complex and
varying magnetic field structure. Part
of the HAO effort is devoted to
modeling the sun's thermal convection
zone, beneath the solar surface, in
order to see what convective regime
would produce the observed magnetic
cycle and other phenomena that are
clues to the solar interior: the inter-
actions between the sun's rotation, for
example, and convective motions that
result in the structures called super-
granules or that may produce "giant
cells," structures indicated by some
solar observations.

The theory of convection in a rotating
spherical shell, as applied to the sun,
must satisfy several broad constraints.
A model of such convection should
produce a radial heat flux like that of
the sun, not varying significantly with
latitude; it should produce the equa-
torial acceleration characteristic of the
sun's differential rotation; and it
should yield the right dynamo action
to reproduce the gross features of the

solar magnetic cycle. Complete model-
ing of convection in a deep, rotating,
compressible layer of fluid is extreme-
ly difficult as a result. One HAO
scientist is attacking the component
problems of this task. He has devel-
oped a spherical-shell convection
model for an incompressible fluid to
learn under what circumstances an
equatorial acceleration is produced. In
experiments with this model during
the past year, he found that it would
produce an acceleration of about the
right magnitude when the convection
itself was strongest near the equator,
but that this convection would then
produce too great a variation of the
heat flux with latitude. Subsequent
calculations using somewhat changed
boundary conditions have improved
the model's ability to produce both
the heat flux and the acceleration
observed on the sun, and the model
will be extended to include magnetic
fields during the coming year.

An HAO visitor from the University of
Gottingen worked on another problem
related to differential rotation in the

A model of convection in an incompressible, deep, rotating, spherical shell constructed by
HA O scientist Peter Gilman exhibits this typical radial flow pattern, viewed from above
near the top of the convective layer, when the equatorial acceleration is near its peak
model value. The model is a preliminary representation of the solar convection zone used
to study the way in which the distribution of angular velocity is maintained by convec-
tion. Solid contours indicate upward motion, toward the top of the layer, and dotted
contours indicate downward motion, toward the interior. There is considerable coherence
in the radial motion with latitude, with "fingers" of upward or downward motion reaching
from the equator to about 50 N. At higher latitudes, the orientation of the convection
cells is more east-west than north-south, corresponding to the low wave numbers stretched
out on the projection used.

sun's convection zone. Most theoret-
ical models of differential rotation
predict that the angular velocity of the
gas decreases with increasing depth,
but most models of the solar magnetic
cycle (dynamo models) predict the
opposite. The visitor studied the phase
relation between the poloidal and
toroidal components of the sun's mean
magnetic field, using observations
made at the Hale Observatories
(Mt. Wilson, California). He found that
only dynamo models having an angular
velocity increasing with depth can
produce the observed phase relations,
a finding which implies either that a
number of models of differential rota-
tion must be ruled out or that the
dynamo models are too highly
parameterized.

Lower solar atmosphere. HAO studies
in the lower solar atmosphere focus on
the structure and energy balance of
the photosphere, chromosphere, and
transition region between chromo-
sphere and corona. In addition to
studying the average ("steady-state")
behavior of these regions, HAO scien-
tists investigate the short-lived
phenomena occurring in the solar
atmosphere--active regions, sunspots,
prominences, and flares are examples
of these.

The signatures of the sun and other
stars are written in the spectrum of
radiation they emit. Much can be
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learned about the distribution of the
physical properties of the sun from
studies of the emission, absorption,
and scattering of radiation within the
solar atmosphere. HAO scientists are
engaged in a number of numerical
modeling efforts to elucidate the
theory of radiative transfer in expand-
ing atmospheres. Recently, they have
developed a model of radiative energy
transfer in a typical hydrogen atmo-
sphere as a test model for comparing
new methods of solving the equations
of radiative transfer and calculating
the detailed state of the atmosphere.
New methods have been developed for
solving radiative transfer problems in
atomic populations that are not in
local thermodynamic equilibrium, and
studies of radiative transfer problems
in the "comoving frame"--that is, in
the coordinates of the expanding gas
itself--have been carried out. These
last were done in collaboration with
scientists from the University of
Colorado's Laboratory for Atmo-
spheric and Space Physics (LASP) and
the University of Colorado/National
Bureau of Standards Joint Institute for
Laboratory Astrophysics. A model of
the radiative hydrodynamics of tran-
sient phenomena in the solar chromo-
sphere was constructed by an HAO
scientist in collaboration with a scien-
tist from the Fraunhofer Institute in
the Federal Republic of Germany. A
collaborative study with scientists at
Kitt Peak National Observatory
includes the modeling of quiescent
prominences to learn how prominence
spectra are formed and to determine
what nonradiative inputs of energy
may be necessary to maintain promi-
nence structures. Finally, HAO scien-
tists have worked on a statistical
theory to explain the brightness dis-
tribution of the "network" structure
of the solar chromosphere that is so
prominent when the sun is viewed in
the light of ionized calcium.

In addition to these modeling efforts,
HAO scientists have participated in
two major observational programs, the
first using the ground-based Stokes
polarimeter and the second using the
eighth satellite-borne Orbiting Solar
Observatory (OSO -8).

Stokes polarimeter. The Stokes polari-
meter, a joint project of HAO and the
Sacramento Peak Observatory (SPO)
in southern New Mexico, has been
used during the past year for intensive
observations of three large sunspots.
The polarimeter is a computer-
controlled instrument built to make
measurements that are used in the
determination of vector magnetic
fields on the sun.

The role played by magnetic fields in
solar activity is one of the most diffi-
cult and important questions in
contemporary solar physics. The
structure and dynamics of solar
magnetic fields and the way in which
these fields interact with the solar
material have been the subjects of
much study. Field strength has cus-
tomarily been measured only along the
line of sight from the sun to the
magnetograph; deriving components of
the field in directions transverse to the
line of sight has been a very difficult
task. In some portions of the outer
layers of the solar atmosphere, where
the solar plasma is very tenuous, the
structure of the magnetic field may
dominate the shape of the material or
govern it, and the structure of the field
may thus be visibly "mapped" by the
gas itself. But in the lower solar atmo-
sphere, the dynamics of the gas are
considered to dominate, and the
three-dimensional structure of the
magnetic field has thus been obtained
by taking successive measures of the
line-of-sight field as the sun rotates
and using computer methods to recon-
struct a three-dimensional field. This
process cannot resolve changes in the
field occurring over time scales shorter
than half a solar rotation (approxi-
mately two weeks). Thus the Stokes
polarimeter was built to help obtain
vector magnetic fields over shorter
time scales.

The instrument is named for the
19th-century British physicist Sir
George Gabriel Stokes, who first
formulated the parameters needed to
describe the polarization of light
completely. If the direction of vibra-
tion of a light wave is not random, the
light is said to be polarized. The polari-

zation may be linear (in a fixed plane)
or circular (propagating in a helical or
corkscrew fashion). Light propagating
through a medium (the solar atmo-
sphere) in the presence of a magnetic
field becomes polarized, and knowl-
edge of the values of the four Stokes
parameters (the intensity, two kinds of
linear polarization, and circular polari-
zation) permits deduction of the
magnetic structure traversed by a
beam of light.

The Stokes polarimeter measures all
four Stokes parameters simultaneously
for light in any region in the visible

HA O scientists Thomas Baur (left) and
David Elmore put the Stokes polarimeter
analyzer package in place at the prime focus
of the Sacramento Peak Observatory 40 cm
coronagraph.

Reduction of data from the Stokes polari-
meter for the sunspot shown in this picture
(SPO Balmer-alpha photo) yielded the
magnetic field configuration shown in
white; this large sunspot was associated with
extremely strong magnetic fields. This
photo is a two-dimensional projection of a
stereo view; a series of such views was made
by HAO scientist Lewis House to depict the
way in which the sunspot field evolved as
the spot rotated on the sun. He found that
the field lines appeared to "'untwist" as the
spot evolved.
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spectrum (from about 4000 to
7000 A). The instrument train consists
of the SPO 40 cm coronagraph, a
modulation and calibration package,
SPO's 13 m Littrow spectrograph,
photomultiplier detectors, and a mini-
computer for control and data taking.
Within the modulation package, two
electro-optic crystals and other optical
elements modulate the incoming light
from the sun in a manner dependent
on the polarization of the incoming
light.

The measurements are interpreted
with the aid of a hierarchy of
computer models that represent the
interaction of radiation with matter in
the solar atmosphere.

OSO - 8. The eighth Orbiting Solar
Observatory was launched from Cape
Canaveral on 21 June 1975. Since the
launch, a number of HAO scientists
have been participating in the science
teams for two major instruments
aboard the satellite.

The instruments are both ultraviolet
spectrometers. One is a spectrometer
that can scan in wavelength, developed
at LASP; the other is a spectrometer
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that makes high-resolution measure-
ments of six strong ultraviolet spectral
lines originating in the solar chromo-
sphere. It was developed by a team
based at the Laboratoire de Physique
Stellaire et Planetaire in France.

The ultraviolet spectrum is the prin-
cipal tool available to the solar phys-
icist for understanding the very thin
layer that lies between the chromo-
sphere and corona, a complex region
in which the temperature of the solar
atmosphere rises by two orders of
magnitude (from 20,000 to 1 or
2 X 106 K) in a very short distance
(less than 2,000 km, about 1/350 of a
solar radius). Before OSO - 8, ultra-
violet observations were limited either
in time (rocket-borne experiments) or
spectral resolution; the preliminary
results from OSO - 8 are thus
extremely interesting contributions to
solar research.

Analysis of the spectral line profiles
obtained from the two spectrometers
is revealing new information about the
temperature gradient in the
chromosphere-corona transition
region. The time variation in the
profiles is yielding a great deal of data

on flows and oscillations throughout
the upper chromosphere. The 5 min
oscillation known in the photosphere
and low chromosphere was also
observed in these ultraviolet spectral
lines, which originate higher in the
solar atmosphere; in addition, oscilla-
tions of both shorter and longer
periods (35, 90, and 900 s) have been
observed. These are of interest because
they may arise from acoustic waves
(short-period oscillations) or gravity
waves (long-period oscillations), and
waves of this sort are thought to
provide much of the energy for the
heating of the solar corona. Finally,
spatial shifts in the line profiles
measured by the OSO - 8 instruments
are being studied for information on
flows of the solar material and the
correlation of these flows with struc-
tures in the chromospheric network.
The OSO - 8 data are yielding a new
picture of the dynamics of the gas in
this region.

Coronal dynamics. Studies of the solar
corona have long been an HAO
specialty, and this year saw the for-
mation of a coronal dynamics program
embracing a number of observational
developments. Under this rubric come
the continuing analysis of data from
HAO's white-light coronagraph flown
on the Skylab satellite, preparations
for a joint rocket experiment with

WAVELENGTH (arbitrary scale, increasing to the left)

Four spectral line scans from the French ultraviolet spectrometer aboard OSO-8 are shown
here: (a) Lyman-beta (1025 A); the two peaks ale oxygen lines; (b) Lyman-alpha (1216 A),
showing absorption by the terrestrial atmosphere at the center; (c) magnesium II K line
(2796 A); and (d) calcium /I H line (bottom, 3968 A) and K line (top, 3933 A). Changes
over time in the shapes of these line profiles indicate motions of the gas and other changes
in the physical conditions at various heights in the solar chromosphere where the lines
are produced.

An enormous coronal transient on 21 June
1973 was seen to move outward through the
corona in pictures taken by astronauts
aboard Skylab using HA O's white-light
coronagraph; this picture is one of the
series. Studies of the Skylab pictures are
yielding information on the velocity,
volume, and density of material contained
in these giant ejections of mass from the
solar atmosphere.
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scientists from the Harvard/
Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics
(HSCA), preparations for the flight of
a coronagraph/polarimeter aboard the
Solar Maximum Mission satellite in
1979, and the development of new
ground-based instrumentation for
observing the corona and solar
prominences.

The coronagraph flown aboard Skylab
opened a new era in coronal studies.
Creating what was in effect a nine-
month-long solar eclipse, HAO scien-
tists obtained 36,000 high-resolution
pictures of the solar corona. The most
general result from the experiment was
the observation that the occasional
coronal transients seen by radio-
telescopes and ground-based corona-
meters operating in the visible region
of the spectrum were not occasional at
all, but rather quite frequent. They
represent enormous ejections of mass
from the region of the corona, and
much of the data analysis by HAO's
Skylab team has focused on the
coronal transients.

in one study, a strong correlation was
obtained for more than 100 coronal
transients between the solar longitude
at which they originated and the sun-
spot number for the quadrant of the
sun through which the meridian ran,
suggesting a correlation between solar

activity and coronal transients. Since
the Skylab experiment was conducted
as the sun was approaching a mini-
mum in activity, the HAO scientists
expect to see three or four times as
many coronal transients at the time of
the upcoming solar maximum if their
correlation proves correct.

Other studies were directed at finding
the source of the material in the tran-
sient (one study suggests that the
material comes from the low corona,
but no lower in the solar atmosphere),
at correlating the Skylab observations
of transients and the same transients
observed from the ground by radio-
astronomers (the study was a collabo-
ration among scientists from HAO; the
University of Colorado; the Common-
wealth Scientific and Industrial
Research Organization [CSIRO] of
Australia; and the University of Berne,
Switzerland), and at determining the
velocity of various mass ejection
events. A study established a connec-
tion between coronal transients and
electron density enhancements in the
solar wind, and another study related
an eruptive prominence to a transient
observed from Skylab.

In addition to continuing their analysis
of the white-light coronagraph data,
HAO's Skylab team participated in the
Skylab Solar Workshops along with

scientists from the teams for the other
Skylab solar instruments and other
solar physicists from around the
country. The workshops, discussed
further below, have been applying data
from the Skylab experiments to
selected important questions in solar
physics.

Preparations have gone forward during
the past year for the joint rocket
experiment of HAO and HSCA. Two
instruments will be combined in a
single payload to make simultaneous
observations of the intensity and pro-
file of the Lyman-alpha (1216 A) line
in the corona and the intensity and
polarization of the white-light corona.
HSCA is contributing the Lyman-alpha
instrument, and HAO is building the
white-light coronagraph. The simul-
taneous observations should enable the
scientists to determine the temper-
ature and density of the coronal
material and possibly the velocity of
the solar wind at its base in the low
corona. The experiment is being
designed for possible future applica-
tion in a synoptic mode on the Space
Shuttle.

In March 1976, HAO received notifica-
tion from NASA that a proposed
coronagraph/polarimeter had been
chosen to fly as part of the instrument
package on NASA's Solar Maximum
Mission (SMM) satellite, which is
scheduled for launch in late 1979. The
HAO instrument will observe the
corona in white light, just as its
predecessor aboard Skylab did. But it
will also have filters for wavelength
discrimination. Observations will be
made in the light of the Balmer-alpha
line of hydrogen (6563 A), the "green
line" (the light emitted by highly
ionized iron atoms in the corona-
Fe XIV at 5303 A), a broad con-
tinuum (3800 - 4800 A), and at 4000,
5000, and 6000 A. In addition,
polarizing filters will be used to
determine the linear polarization of

HA 0O scientist William Wagner is in charge of
instrument development for HA O's
coronagraph/polarimeter to be flown on the
NASA Solar Maximum Mission satellite.
Here he gives an HA O colloquium lecture on
the relationship of coronal holes to solar
magnetic sector structure.
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incoming light. The coronal image in
any of the modes afforded by this
array will be focused on a vidicon
tube, and data will be stored in the
SMM on-board computer for
"dumping" as the satellite passes over
ground stations.

The SMM instrument will thus be the
most sophisticated instrument yet
launched for study of the corona at
visible wavelengths. The HAO scien-
tists hope that the high spatial,
spectral, and time resolution of the
instrument will aid in capturing the
fast-moving solar events characteristic
of the period of maximum solar
activity.

The science team for the
coronagraph/polarimeter also includes
scientists from the University of
Colorado, the Max Planck Institut in
Munich, and the CSIRO Division of
Radiophysics.

Complementing the space instrument
will be a new ground-based corona-
meter and prominence monitor now
under construction at HAO and slated

to begin operating from HAO's
observing station at Mauna Loa,
Hawaii, in 1979. These instruments
will be able to view the corona closer
to the solar disk than the space-borne
instrument, and they will provide real-
time data for guidance in the opera-
tion of the SMM instrument. The
coronameter is a 23 cm photoelectric
coronagraph that will use a line array
of silicon diode detectors; it will be

capable of taking five channels of data
simultaneously. A minicomputer will
control the observations and both
record the data on nine-track magnetic
tape and make real-time data available
to the scientist. The prominence
monitor will be a 12.5 cm full-limb
coronagraph with a field of view of 2.0
solar radii when centered on the sun
but capable of offset pointing to
increase the field to 3.5 solar radii. It

The new HA O prominence monitor under
construction in HAO's machine shop.

The prototype of the new K-coronameter to
be installed at the HA 0 observing station on
Mauna Loa is seen here in back of HA 0's
building on the University of Colorado
campus.
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will feed a video data processing
system for both real-time and recorded
observation; it will also be able to feed
photographic equipment. In addition
to its role in detecting short-term
coronal activity, the double instru-
ment package will help scientists to
document the morphology,
kinematics, and evolution of the
corona over the long term.

A solar event of geophysical significance occurred on 30 April 1976. This event, a Class 2
flare, was followed by a ground-level proton event at the earth as well as by an auroral
display visible at low latitudes--a surprising degree of activity for this time at the mini-
mum of the solar cycle. The satellite Helios B, launched by the Federal Republic of
Germany, was located in a favorable position for observation of one of the largest petur-
bations of the interplanetary medium seen during its mission. The flare event is seen here
in these observations from the SPO diode array and vacuum tower telescope. The instru-
ments were used to produce digital spectroheliograms of the photospheric intensity
distribution, velocity fields, and magnetic fields as well as the chromospheric intensity
distribution and velocity fields. The two-ribbon flare is centered within the field of view in
each of these pictures (the field is 3 arc min on a side). At left margin is identification of
wavelength in angstroms and notation about the kind of picture in each row; top line gives
data for the left-hand picture, middle line for middle picture, and bottom line for right-
hand picture (B = magnetic field spectroheliogram, V = velocity field spectroheliogram,
D = image produced by subtracting two spectroheliograms). The new K-coronameter and
prominence monitor being built at HA 0 will complement the lower atmosphere observa-
tions and the satellite observations; events like the one shown here can then be studied on
the basis of an assemblage of high-resolution data that should be available from the solar
surface to the distance of the earth. (Courtesy of SPO and Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory.)
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Studies of the corona and solar wind.
In addition to the coronal dynamics
program, individual HAO scientists are
engaged in a variety of observational
and theoretica studies of the corona
and the solar wind that streams out-
ward into interplanetary space. And
HAO's coronal emission line polari-
meter (called KELP) at SPO was used
to make successful observations of
polarization in the 10747 A line in the
corona. These are discussed further
below,

More than 20 theoretical studies were
completed during the year. Scientists
from HAO and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) correlated K-coronameter
measurements made by HAO at Mauna
Loa, Hawaii, during 1973 - 74 with
measures of geomagnetic activity.
They found long-lived patterns well
correlated in both sets of measure-
ments, consonant with the findings of
a group at Los Alamos Scientific
Laboratory that the solar wind at this
period exhibited a pattern of two
high-speed streams of alternating
magnetic polarity. The measurements
formed part of the observational back-
ground for the description of the role
of coronal holes at solar minimum,

developed in the Skylab Solar Work-
shop series, which is discussed below.

A model of the corona and solar wind
was improved by the addition of a new
method of computing coronal mag-
netic fields. A collaborative study of
the way in which the galactic cosmic
ray flux is modulated by the solar
cycle was extended to the ascending
phase (1964 - 67) of the last solar

HAO scientist Gerald Pneuman and John
Adams (Computing Facility) worked out a
new way of calculating coronal magnetic
fields in a three-dimensional model of the
corona and solar wind. The modeling work
is producing results that help to predict,
confirm, or explain observed properties of
the solar wind. Using the model, Pneuman
found an association between coronal holes
and high-speed solar wind streams that was
later confirmed by evidence from Skylab
and ground-based observations.

cycle. Another collaboration among
scientists from HAO, HSCA, the
University of Gottingen, and Kitt Peak
National Observatory resulted in a
program to calculate and construct
high-resolution maps of magnetic
fields in the corona using Kitt Peak
synoptic magnetograms. Numerous
models of various coronal and solar-
wind phenomena were designed,
constructed, or improved during the
year: a model of the acceleration of
particles by electron plasma waves
under the influence of a magnetic
field, a model of magnetic field- ine
reconnection in a viscous conducting
fluid, a model of the formation and
disappearance of loop prominences
after a coronal transient, a model of
the influence of coronal magnetic field
geometry on the solar wind incorpo-
rating the latitude dependence of solar
wind streams, a model of the effects of
heat and momentum addition in solar
and stellar winds, and a model of the
temperature and density structure of
the corona.

Magnetosphere and ionosphere.The
solar wind--the streams of electrons,
protons, and alpha particles thrown
off by the sun into interplanetary
space-interacts with the earth's
magnetosphere in a number of ways;
these interactions are a subject of
research at HAO. During the past year
a major study was completed of
ionospheric and thermospheric
responses to the major solar flare of
August 1972, which was followed by a
severe geomagnetic storm. A study was
also completed of geomagnetic and
ionospheric variations caused by the
interaction of magnetic and electric
fields in the earth's upper atmosphere
with tidal lunar and solar-wind effects.
The mechanisms by which electric
currents and fields are produced in the
ionosphere were studied with the aid
of satellite data on the electric field of
the ionosphere and plasmasphere on
solar "quiet" days.

Shirley Hansen of HA 0 discusses what
long-term observations of the solar corona
reveal about the relationship of differential
rotation to coronal evolution and transient
changes in the corona.

HA 0 graduate assistant Victor Pizzo
constructed a computer model to study the
projection of solar features out into the
solar wind.
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An HAO scientist served as the official
representative of the International
Union for Geodesy and Geophysics at
the Fifth International Symposium on
Equatorial Aeronomy, where he was
also chairman of the symposium
organizing committee. The symposium
was held in August 1976 in Australia
and was attended by 60 scientists from
14 countries.

Observatory activities.As part of its
research program, HAO maintains an
active visitor program. Long-term
visitors come from many institutions
to study with colleagues at HAO. A
special summer visitor program is
intended to afford research opportu-
nities to solar scientists whose home
institutions may lack needed research
facilities. Many HAO scientists have
lectureships or affiliate professorships
at the University of Colorado and
other institutions; they thus partici-
pate in the education of the next
generation of solar physicists. Under

NCAR's graduate assistant program,
several students are able to study and
work at HAO while obtaining their
degrees.

A regular series of colloquia, held
every Thursday morning, brings astro-
physicists from institutions in the
United States and around the world to
discuss their work with HAO scientists
and their colleagues in the large
Boulder astrophysical community. The
HAO colloquia are famous for their
rough-and-ready scientific interchange.

As individuals, HAO scientists have
served in a variety of posts during the
past year in the International Astro-
nomical Union and the American
Geophysical Union (AGU). One HAO
scientist was a member of a National
Academy of Sciences panel on helio-
sphere hydromagnetics; another serves
on NASA's Physical Sciences Commit-
tee. Observatory director Gordon
Newkirk served on the organizing
committee for the International
Symposium on Solar-Terrestrial
Physics sponsored by the AGU, and
HAO helped to host the symposium,
which was held in Boulder in June
1976 and attended by several hundred
scientists from around the world.

Soviet cosmonaut V. Sebastyanov (right,
with translator I. Zhulin) discussed his
63 - day sojourn in space at the Inter-
national Symposium on Solar-Terrestrial
Physics held in Boulder in June 1976.

KELP

A highlight of the past year has been
the receipt of the first sets of observa-
tions of the solar corona made using
HAO's coronal emission line polari-
meter (abbreviated KELP for ease of
pronunciation and association) at SPO.

In recent years, it has become increas-
ingly apparent that the density,
temperature, and velocity structure of
the solar corona are largely determined
by the coronal magnetic field. Mea-
surements made with KELP can be
used to derive the direction of coronal
magnetic fields and ultimately to
produce three-dimensional maps of
coronal magnetic field configuration.

What is now known about coronal
magnetic fields has been determined
from three sources of information.
Magnetic fields are inferred from the
density structures seen in white-light
coronal pictures, such as the photo-
graphs taken by the HAO coronagraph
aboard Skylab; theory says that the
material "maps" the field. Magnetic
fields are also inferred from radio
burst measurements, since the way in
which radio frequency emission inter-
acts with magnetic fields is known.
And magnetograms of the much
stronger fields on the disk of the sun
have been used together with a mathe-
matical extrapolation called the
"potential field approximation" to
guess at the shape of the field between
the solar surface and about 2.5 solar
radii.

There are problems associated with
each of these methods. Radio burst
measurements give a very limited,
low-resolution picture. Asymmetries in

Two telescopes sit side by side on the 8 m
spar in the Big Dome at SPO. The telescope
sitting higher in the picture is the SPO
40 cm coronagraph; the box with a tetra-
hedral extension at its base gives scientists
access to the prime focus. The telescope
that sits lower in the picture is HA 0 's
coronal emission line polarimeter. It uses a
40 cm coronagraph lens (mounted near the
top or far end); the detector package is
suspended at the base, which contains two
nested eccentric rings used to guide scanning
of the solar limb while the telescope is
pointed at disk center.
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the lines used for longitudinal (line-
of-sight) measurements may be caused
by a variety of phenomena-motions
of the gas and changes in field configu-
ration both cause asymmetries, but
present techniques cannot distinguish
between them. Moreover, the approxi-
mation under which fields are extrapo-
lated from the surface into the corona
assumes a current-free corona--but
currents do exist in the corona and on
the surface of the sun.

The KELP observations are more
directly related to magnetic fields, as
they measure properties directly
influenced by the fields. They should
help to answer many questions about
coronal fields, including the question
of how appropriate an approximation
the potential field approximation
really is. Another question that KELP
measurements can help to answer is
that of the temperature structure of
the corona. To work on this problem,
KELP scientist Charles Querfeld of
HAO is planning a series of collabora-
tive research projects with scientists at
SPO, at Haleakala in Hawaii, and at Pic
du Midi in France, checking results
back and forth between the KELP and
other coronal telescopes.

KELP consists of a telescope and
polarimeter-detector package. The
telescope, which is mounted on the
8 m spar at the SPO Big Dome, is an
on-axis coronagraph with a 40 cm
objective. The telescope can make
observations at projected altitudes
between 1.0 and 3.2 solar radii. The
polarimeter detects the intensity and
linear polarization of the spectral
emission line of Fe XIII (ions of iron
that have had 12 electrons stripped
off) at a wavelength of 10747 A in the
infrared portion of the spectrum. The
polarimeter also detects the 10798 A
line of Fe XIII and the continuum
(K-corona) at 10690 A. The K-corona
data are needed to subtract sky and
K-corona intensity and polarization
from the emission line measurements.

The design for the telescope was
drawn up about six years ago at the
request of HAO by Richard Dunn of
SPO. The instrument was built in
HAO's shops by Robert Wendler and

Loren Laramore of the HA 0 machine shop HA O scientist David Elmore balances
(left) and KELP scientist Charles Querfeld amplifiers in the electronics module of the
work on the detector package of the KELP KELP detector package; he uses communi-
as it sits on a rail-like optical bench. Light cations equipment to talk to Charles
from a ruby laser mounted at the far end of Querfeld, who is monitoring signal output in
the bench (not shown) is used to align the the SPO control room.
optical train in the KELP.
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First data from the KELP show the polarization brightness of the Fe X/II solar coronal
emission line on 25 October 1976. The scans go out from 1.10 to 1.45 solar radii in incre-
ments of 0.05 of the radius; they are not plotted to scale. The vectors show the direction
and magnitude of the plane-polarized component of the emission line brightness, in units
of the disk brightness, where one radius on the central disk denotes.one millionth of the
disk brightness. The direction of the vectors maps the coronal magnetic field projected
onto the plane of the sky. The large-scale structure of the coronal field is clearly
represented in the polarization map.

Loren Laramore. The electronic hard-
ware and computer interface were
designed by a group from HAO's elec-
tronics shop that included Robert Lee,
Howard Hull, Edwin Harper, Victor
Borgogno, Stephen Rogers, Philip
Kuhn, and Frank Melchior. The tele-
scope pointing, data-taking programs,
and preliminary data processing are all
under computer control, and KELP
shares a Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion PDP/11 minicomputer with the
Stokes polarimeter. Observing

programs are written by Querfeld,
Harper, and HAO's resident observer
at SPO, David Elmore.

The first observations clearly show the
amount and direction of polarization
in the emission line at 10747 A. The
fundamental theory whereby the
polarization information can be con-
verted to information on the direction
of magnetic fields in the corona has
been developed by HAO scientist
Lewis House; Querfeld, House, and
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Lawrence Auer are working on theo-
retical models that will be used to
interpret KELP data. House's mathe-
matical description of the interaction
of radiation and matter in the presence
of magnetic fields is the basis for the
hierarchy of models that will be used.
Magnetic fields derived from KELP
observations will be compared with
fields derived according to the
potential field approximation.

During the next year, new detectors
will be installed to replace the silicon
detectors currently used in the KELP.
The new detectors will be cooled pairs
of gal ium-arsenide-antimonide cels;
they are expected to improve the tele-
scope sensitivity greatly.

Sky ab Solar Workshops

Results from the battery of solar tele-
scopes operated by astronauts aboard
Skylab have contributed greatly to the
understanding of a number of prob-
ems in solar physics. HAO's white-
light coronagraph was one of six tele-
scopes flown on the spacecraft. Using
Skylab data, solar scientists are
clarifying the relationships between
events in the sun's tenuous outer
atmosphere--the corona--and the
structure and dynamics of the inter-
planetary medium. The most general
result from Skylab is the changed
scientific picture of the corona: what
was thought to be always a relatively
quiescent outer atmosphere proved at
the time of Sky ab (near a minimum in
the solar activity cycle) to be a highly
dynamic and structured region.

One puzzling structure is the "coronal
hole." Coronal holes are regions where
the density of the corona is dramati-
cally reduced. During the Skylab era
(1973 - 74) and afterward, large
coronal hoLes were observed above the
solar north and south poles of rotation
and extending over solar middle lati-
tudes, sometimes even crossing the
solar equator.

Coronal holes had been observed prior
to Skylab by HAO scientists and other
observers. Their recognition as a
distinct phenomenon came with the

first photographs of the X-ray
emission of the sun, a few years before
Skylab. But with the Skylab observa-
tions, interest in coronal holes rose
sharply. The space-borne telescopes
yielded a long-term record of coronal
hole behavior and gave a firm basis for
the theory that coronal holes are the
source regions for the high-speed
streams of plasma (solar wind streams)
expelled by the sun into interplanetary
space.

Coronal holes became the topic of the
series of three Skylab Solar Workshops
held at NCAR in 1975 and 1976. The
series was conceived and managed by
HAO and funds for it came from
NASA. The format of the workshop
series had been proposed as a way of
responding to the hopes expressed by
NASA and many in the scientific
community that the analysis effort

applied to the Skylab data be
commensurate with the potential
offered by the wealth of data. The
workshops, held in October 1975,
February 1976, and August 1976,
were thus an experiment in scientific
management; the idea was to focus the
year-long efforts of a segment of the

Edmond Reeves of HSCA talks about results
obtained by HSCA 's ultraviolet spec-
trometer aboard Skylab as colleague Robert
Noyes (HSCA) looks on, at a session of the
Skylab Solar Workshops.

CORONAL HOLE APPEARANCE DURING ACTIVE REGION GROWTH

Coronal holes are the dark areas seen in these X-ray pictures of the solar corona taken by a
telescope aboard Skylab. Principal investigators for the telescope were James Underwood
(Stanford University) and Einar Tandberg-Hanssen (NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center).
The Aerospace Corporation is also involved in the data analysis. (Photo courtesy Joan
Vorpahl, Aerospace Corporation.)
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solar physics community to extract
from Skylab and other data a full
picture of coronal holes and their
behavior.

Sixty scientists, from HAO, a dozen
universities, and a variety of other
institutions in the United States and
abroad, were workshop participants.
Between meetings, they pursued
specific lines of research suggested at
the meetings. Overall workshop
director was John Zirker of SPO.
There were three working groups. One
concentrated on the morphology and
evolution of coronal holes, a second
worked on describing coronal holes
quantitatively for incorporation into
numerical models of the corona and
solar wind, and the third studied the
relationship of coronal holes to the
interplanetary medium. Group leaders
were Allan Krieger (American Science

Adrienne Timothy, solar physicist at NASA
headquarters, takes notes at the Skylab
Solar Workshops.

and Engineering Corp., Boston), Frank
Orrall (LASP visitor from the Univer-
sity of Hawaii), and Arthur
Hundhausen (HAO).

The collaborative workshop format
devised at HAO proved extremely
successful, both as a model of an
approach to interdisciplinary scientific
studies centered on a specific problem
and as a stimulant to scientific investi-
gation. New calculations, new
assemblies of data sets, new correla-
tions, and a "real-time" interaction
among the theoreticians and the
Skylab investigators produced an array
of new scientific results. Much more is
now known about coronal holes as a
result of the workshop series.

The scientists achieved an operational
definition of coronal holes; descrip-
tions of their morphology, evolution,
and rotation characteristics (most
coronal holes have been observed to
rotate more "rigidly" than the solar
surface, which exhibits differential
rotation); an integrated model of a
coronal hole including features that lie
beneath the typical hole on the solar
surface and in the chromosphere above
it and the transition region between
the chromosphere and corona; a study
of the correlations between coronal
holes and fast solar wind streams; a
description of the implications of
coronal hole behavior for the
dynamics of the solar interior; and a
description of the implications of
coronal hole behavior for solar/
terrestrial relations.

Some of these results may be briefly
summarized. Coronal holes are usually
located above "unipolar" magnetic
field regions on the solar surface. Such
regions favor the creation of an
"open" magnetic field, so called
because the lines of magnetic force do
not form closed loops in the corona
but rather open outward into the
interplanetary medium. Such a field
geometry permits the solar wind
streams to escape into interplanetary
space and is thus a crucial factor in the
birth of coronal holes. Holes form and
grow in the presence of a diverging
magnetic field geometry. In the
coronal holes observed during the
Skylab era, the area of the magnetic
field expands from five to seven times
faster than a radial expansion between
the base of the corona and about 2.0
solar radii.

A typical low-latitude coronal hole
gradually expands toward one or the
other of the polar holes (conditions
over the solar poles during the Skylab
era matched those of coronal holes
most of the time), connects with the
polar hole, and ultimately decays and
disconnects from the polar region.

The evidence points toward the forma-
tion of a few very large, long-lived
coronal holes during the descending
phase of the solar cycle, and these are
thought to be the source regions for
the large-scale, high-speed solar wind
streams observed to recur regularly as
solar activity approaches a minimum.
During the next year, as the sun enters

Gesturing at Skylab Solar Workshops are HA 0 director Gordon Newkirk (left), HA 0
scientist Richard Hansen (center), and University of Hawaii scientist Frank Orrall.
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an ascending phase of activity, the
spatial extent of the coronal holes is

expected to diminish, and the asso-
ciated solar wind streams should recur
less regularly and exhibit lower
velocities.

One particularly important result was
a study done by Richard Munro and
Bernard Jackson of HAO. They
derived an empirical density distribu-

HAO Skylab team scientist Richard Munro
explains calculations of density distribution
in a coronal hole that he made in conjunc-
tion with Skylab Workshop postdoctoral
appointee Bernard Jackson.

tion for a north polar hole that
appeared in July 1973, and their
quantitative study formed the basis for
much of the modeling work done by
other workshop participants.

The results of the modeling studies
suggest new tests of coronal heating
mechanisms and acceleration mech-
anisms for the solar wind proposed by
various theorists. A close relationship
between coronal holes and fast solar
wind streams was found by the scien-
tists, who compiled a catalogue of
holes appearing in 1973 and 1974 in a
band of 600 of latitude about the solar
equator. The passage of large coronal
hole areas over the sun's central
meridian corresponded with peaks in
the speed of the solar wind as observed
a few days later at the distance of the
earth. As coronal holes grew larger
over the period studied, the streams of
high-speed (approximately
650 - 700 km/s) solar wind became
larger in longitudinal extent and
recurred more regularly. The streams
corresponded in magnetic polarity to

the polarity of the holes from which a
"mapping back" process showed them
to originate. About 90% of the
observed holes could be connected
with high-speed solar wind streams, a
high correlation for any pair of solar/
interplanetary phenomena.

The scientists estimated that the solar
wind appears to be able to carry off
half the total energy flux of the
corona. Previous to the workshops, it
was thought that only a small fraction
of the coronal energy flux was
required to drive the solar wind.

These and numerous other results and
suggestions for future research will be
incorporated in a monograph to
appear in 1977 that will sum up the
gains in understanding made by the
Skylab Solar Workshop participants. A
second workshop series, devoted to
the study of solar flares using Skylab
data, began in September 1976.
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HA 0 scientist Arthur Hundhausen
compared ground-based observations of
coronal brightness (left) with satellite
observations of solar wind speed (right). The
shaded parts of the solar maps (left) are
coronal hole areas; north polar regions have
one polarity, south polar regions the other.
Shading in the velocity diagrams at righ t
shows the corresponding polarity of the
solar wind streams. (Unshaded areas repre-
sent data in which polarity was mixed;
breaks are times when data are missing.)

The comparisons are from three solar
rotation periods (approximately 27 days
each) in 1972, 1973, and 1974. In the 1972
set, the coronal holes do not cover a large
area and the corresponding solar wind
velocities are low--but note that the
passage of a larger hole area in the north
corresponds with a peak in the wind speed.
As the polar holes grow larger, the streams
of fast solar wind become larger and recur
more regularly. The simplicity of solar wind
structure and propagation during 1973 - 74
is striking; this pattern has continued into
1975 and 1976, and scientists think that it
may be typical of the solar wind structure at
solar minimum.

The coronal brightness data were obtained
by HA 0 scientist Richard Hansen using the
K-coronameter at Mauna Loa; the solar
wind speed data were taken by a group at
the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory using
instruments aboard earth-orbiting satellites.
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A New View of Solar History

In the last two years the work of John
Eddy of HAO has helped to construct
an entirely new view of the history of
the sun, of solar variability, and of the
possible impact of a varying sun on the
terrestrial climatic record.

The work began when Eddy became
interested in an apparent historical
hiatus in the sun's 11 - year sunspot
cycle. It occurred shortly after the
invention of the telescope, during the
years from 1645 to 1715. During this
period, few observers noted sunspots;
for one 32 - year period, there were no
reports of sunspots in the sun's
northern hemisphere. This absence of
observations was noted in the 1 890s
by E. W. Maunder (director of the
solar division of the Royal Observa-
tory at Greenwich) and by Gustav
Sp6rer, a German astronomer. For a
variety of reasons, neither Sporer's nor
Maunder's papers on the subject
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stimulated any rethinking of the ques-
tion of the permanence of the solar
cycle, and early 20th-century measure-
ments of the sun's energy output--
the "solar constant"--contributed
also to the view that the sun must be a

John Eddy explains solar history at a
conference on the physical outputs of the
sun.
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The 11 - year sunspot cycle is charted here as reconstructed by John Eddy back to
1600 A.D., showing the period of missing sunspots called the Maunder Minimum.

uniform and unvarying star apart from
the 11 - year drumbeat of the solar
cycle.

Eddy went over the evidence given by
Maunder and Sporer for the sunspot
hiatus and added much new evidence
of his own, in the form of observa-
tional records unknown to Maunder
and Spbrer, including such items as
records of the appearance of aurorae
and naked-eye observations of sun-
spots compiled by Chinese, Korean,
and Japanese observers. All the records
he could assemble appeared to confirm
(and none denied) the existence of
what he called the "Maunder
Minimum" in solar activity. Further-
more, the long-term records compiled
in the Orient suggested that other,
similar minima had occurred in
historic time.

One of the pieces of evidence Eddy
had used was the radiocarbon record
from tree rings. The relationship
between radiocarbon in tree rings and
solar activity is complex; nevertheless,
it is fairly direct. Briefly, the radio-
isotope carbon - 14 is produced in the
earth's upper atmosphere as a result of
bombardment of this layer by galactic
cosmic rays. The cosmic ray flux
reaching the upper atmosphere is in
turn modulated by two solar system
effects: one is solar activity, and the
other is the changing strength of the
earth's dipole magnetic field. Solar
activity affects the production of
carbon - 14 inversely: when solar

Aurorae:
Reports per decade in Europe,
south of the Polar Circle

Oriental Reports of Sunspots & Aurorae
(70 year sums)

ALa.ib aU --
1100 1200

(a)

1300 1400 150

(b)

The Maunder Minimum is evident in Eddy's compilation of European reports of
aurorae (a), and the Maunder Minimum and an earlier minimum that Eddy calls the Sporer
Minimum (labeled M and S, respectively) can also be seen in the Oriental reports of sun-
spots and aurorae (b). In (b) the grand solar maximum near 1200 A.D. can also be seen
(unlabeled arrow).
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R. An This diagram shows the measured
carbon - 14 deviation (relative atmospheric
concentration from tree-ring analyses) in
parts per million since about 5000 B.C.,

-25 together with the smoothed curve of
sinusoidal variation in the earth's magnetic

Smoment. Excursions in carbon - 14 concen-
trations attributed to solar causes are
marked GM (grand solar maximum), S

+25 Ac
'4  (Sporer Minimum), and M (Maunder

Minimum). The sharp negative (upward)
excursion of the curve in modern times is

5o the result of fossil fuel combustion.
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activity is high, the earth is shielded
from the cosmic ray flux and thus
carbon - 14 production is lower, and
vice versa. On a much longer time
scale, the cosmic ray flux reaching the
upper atmosphere is governed by the
earth's magnetic field, which varies by
a factor of about two over a period of
about 10,000 years. When the field
strength is low, the shielding it
provides against the cosmic ray influx
is low, and carbon - 14 production
would thus be higher--and vice versa.

The carbon - 14 produced in the upper
atmosphere finds its way into the
biosphere after a lag of 10 - 50 years.
Given this amount of "time-smearing,"
however, the carbon - 14 record exists
for us to read. The record is particu-
larly apparent in the rings of the
bristlecone pine, an extraordinarily
long-lived tree. The record can be read
in living bristlecones back to
3000 B.C.; well-preserved dead bristle-
cone wood carries the record back to
5000 B.C.

Two things have kept scientists from
reading this record clearly and un-
ambiguously: the possible dominance
of other, nonsolar effects, and the lack
of an adequate yardstick of solar
behavior. The Maunder Minimum
provided the yardstick Eddy needed; it
is clearly present in the radiocarbon
record. (The compilation and inter-
pretation of the bristlecone pine
carbon - 14 record was the work of

AC'4%
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Carbon -14 variation since 1050 A.D. (open circles and heavy curve) is compared with

other indices of solar activity. Curve at lower right is sunspot number; dark circles are
naked-eye sunspot observations. Times when carbon - 14 deviation exceeds ±10 parts per
million are shaded.

Paul Damon and his colleagues at the
University of Arizona.)

Eddy used the Maunder Minimum to
"calibrate" the radiocarbon record to
define quantitative solar changes and
to give more exact dates to the excur-
sions in the curve of the ratio of
carbon - 14 to carbon - 12 in tree
rings. He was thus able to put together
a roughly quantitative course of solar
history since the early Bronze Age,
about 5,000 years ago. He found
indications of 12 major solar excur-
sions equivalent in severity to the
Maunder Minimum, some of very
depressed solar activity and some of
very high activity. The minima and
maxima exhibit no clear and persistent
cycle. Eddy compared the solar
extremes with the climatic history of
the earth, as well as it is known, and
found a remarkable correspondence
between cold periods and lowered
solar activity and warm periods and
solar maxima, suggesting a dominant
solar-climate relationship.

Eddy suggests that the simplest and
most straightforward mechanism for

such a relationship is that the total
radiative output of the sun (the solar
constant) is slowly and ponderously
changing and that its possible mean-
dering changes are reflected in sign and
magnitude in the overall envelope of
solar activity. The overall amplitude of
the change might be 1% of the total
output--an amount sufficient in
climate models to produce changes in
terrestrial surface temperature of 1 or
2K. Such a long-term change in the
solar constant would be extremely
difficult to detect directly, but Eddy
points out that a preliminary study of
the 20th-century measurements of the
solar constant showed an increase in
its average value of about 0.25% over
the first half of the century, an
amount sufficient to explain the
established increase in world temper-
ature over the same period.

Eddy notes that his hypothesis
requires no connection between the
11-year solar cycle and terrestrial
climate and, indeed, that it may
explain why solar-weather research
seeking such short-term relationships
has thus far succeeded in telling us
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little of changes in the solar output
and has predicted almost nothing of
consequence in terrestrial
meteorology.

The Solar Output and Its Variation

Climatologists, meteorologists, and
solar physicists share an abiding
interest in the amount and form of the
solar output of radiation and particles.

The need for a quantitative description
of solar radiation at all wavelengths
and for a predictive capability with
regard to variations in solar output is
strongly felt in many related physical
science disciplines.

A summary of the most authoritative
information and a projection of the
measurements still needed will be
published as a book in the spring of
1977. The book, titled The Solar
Output and Its Variation, is the result
of a conference held at NCAR in April
1976 under the joint sponsorship of
SPO, NOAA, NASA, and NCAR's
Atmospheric Analysis and Prediction
Division (AAP), Advanced Study
Program, and HAO. The conference
was attended by about 60 solar
physicists, aeronomers, and clima-
tologists representing 14 universities, a
number of government laboratories,
eight foreign institutions, and several
private corporations.

The book will begin with a discussion
of solar variability and the terrestrial
response to the solar output. Suc-
ceeding chapters will cover the histor-
ical and paleological evidence for solar
variability, the integrated solar flux,
the solar spectrum, the solar plasma
and energetic particles, theories of
solar variation, and the relationship of
solar variation to stellar variability.
The book will be published by the
Colorado Associated University Press.
Chief editor is Oran White of HAO,

A page of drawings of the sun, showing spots, from Galileo's notebooks. Using historical
drawings of the solar disk like these, John Eddy, Peter Gilman, and Dorothy Trotter of
HA 0 looked for changes in the nature of solar rotation at the time of the Maunder Mini-
mum. Many of their data came from drawings made by the Polish astronomer Johannes
Hevelius about two years before the onset of the minimum. His sunspot observations,
plotted for several days at a time on a single disk, allowed the HAO group to determine
solar surface rotation as a function of latitude. They concluded that at that time, the sun
rotated at its equator approximately one day faster than it does at present; at higher lati-
tiut/r fho ronttinn rato wan m rmnnrahlo t th o mnodrn vanlhi Thus¢ thofP found diffronftinl

rotation considerably enhanced compared to present values, again adding weight to the new HA 0 scientist Oran White is editor of a
view that the sun has changed significantly in historic time. volume on the physical outputs of the sun.
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and associate editors for the volume
are Richard Donnelly of NOAA,
Donald Heath of NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center, Julius London of
the University of Colorado, A. Keith
Pierce of Kitt Peak National Observa-
tory, Stephen Schneider of the NCAR
Climate Project (AAP), Adrienne
Timothy of NASA headquarters,
Roger Ulrich of the University of
California at Los Angeles, Harold Zirin
of the California Institute of Tech-
nology and Big Bear Observatory, and
John Eddy, Arthur Hundhausen, and
Gordon Newkirk of HAO.

The book will serve as a reference
volume for scientists in several fields
who need summaries of our current
knowledge of the solar output in order
to make the more refined measure-
ments that are relevant to immediate
problems in climatological,
aeronomical, and solar research.

Solar scientists Arthur Walker (left) and
Robert Lin (both of Stanford University)
listen to discussion at the conference on the
solar output.
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Aerosol Project

Atmospheric aerosol particles influ-
ence the earth's weather and climate
patterns in numerous ways, and the
complex interactions of aerosols of
various types with the earth's wind,
moisture, and radiation fields are the
subjects of study for the scientists in
NCAR's Aerosol Project and their
collaborators at universities and other
institutions.

Aerosols in the boundary layer and
troposphere can modulate the weather
by providing the nuclei for condensa-
tion and freezing; the size and number
distributions of aerosols present in a
given region of the atmosphere may
determine the number of water drop-
lets or ice crystals that form and the
way in which these grow to become
hydrometeors. Aerosols resident in the
stratosphere may influence the climate
through absorption, scattering, and
reemission of solar radiation. Project
scientists must thus study aerosol
behavior in a dynamic context,
combining field and laboratory investi-
gations with theoretical modeling.

Some studies focus on the particles
themselves, addressing such questions
as the mechanisms by which they are
formed and transported upward into
various layers of the atmosphere; their
chemical composition, optical prop-
erties, shapes, sizes, and number distri-
butions under a variety of conditions;
and the ways in which they are
ultimately removed from the
atmosphere.

Aerosol samples and data on the
behavior of aerosols in a dynamic
context come from laboratory and
field experiments. Project DUSTORM
was a combined aircraft and ground-
based experiment to determine the
influence of soil-generated aerosols on
the convective storms that typically
develop over the midwestern United
States in the spring. The field opera-
tions of the experiment took place in
early 1975; many project efforts
during this fiscal year have been
devoted to the reduction and interpre-
tation of data gathered during
DUSTORM field operations. The

This air sampling system was flown on an
NCA R twin-engine Queen Air aircraft in a
cooperative experiment between project
scientists and scientists at the University of
Maryland. A gas-particle filter system (white
objects at upper left) is combined with two
high-volume cascade impactors (conical
structures). Black tubing is intake, white
tubing exit hose.

Part of the panoply of aerosol sampling and
measuring equipment flown aboard NCA R's
four-engine Electra aircraft during Project
DUSTORM is shown here. Foam-shrouded
tubing for the "Samovar" high-volume air
sampling system runs across top of picture.
The small canister with tubing at center
behind the Samovar tubing is part of a
cascade particle impactor system. The
cabinet contains the control system for a
laser aerosol spectrometer developed by
Robert Knollenberg of Particle Measuring
Systems, Inc.

experiment involved scientists from
several NCAR projects and facilities,
the Illinois State Water Survey, the
National Severe Storms Laboratory of
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), the National
Severe Storm Forecasting Center of
NOAA, the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, the University of
Wyoming, the State University of New
York at Albany, and the University of
Denver. Data gathering flights were
made in DUSTORM when the typical
precursors of severe storm outbreaks
appeared--a midtropospheric jet of
dry air with low stability flowing from
the west or southwest over a low-level
jet of moist air moving northward
from the Gulf of Mexico. The scien-
tists verified that large-scale severe
storm outbreaks associated with dust
storms can be predicted two to three
days ahead, and they were able to
position the experimental aircraft to
measure weather parameters and
gather aerosol samples in the vicinity
of subsequent severe convective
storms.
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In particular, DUSTORM measure-
ments appear to confirm the phenome-
non of "tropopause folding." Analysis
of the aircraft gust-probe data
(discussed further below) and ozone
measurements made with a fast-
response sensor both yield a picture of
the regions where stratospheric and
tropospheric air are exchanged. The
phenomenon of folding appears to be
associated with major cyclonic devel-
opments and to play a significant role
in removal of aerosols from the strato-
sphere. The data are being analyzed to
discover the meso- and microscale
wave structures within the larger scale
folded structure and to determine the
amount of air exchanged in one event,
seasonally, and on a yearly basis.

Soil-generated aerosols. A group of
project scientists has made intensive
aerosol studies at ground stations in
Texas and Oklahoma during Project
DUSTORM. They have also measured
the size and number distributions at
various levels under a variety of wind
conditions. In one study, they were
able to establish a relationship
between aerosol loading at a given size
distribution and the degradation of
visibility at the ground, and they out-
lined a means by which visibility
measurements could serve as a check
on the aerosol size distributions deter-
mined by other techniques. Accurate

size distributions are needed for calcu-
lations of the optical and radiative
effects of soil-derived aerosols. In
another study, the scientists looked at
aerosol size distributions measured
under a variety of conditions by many
different investigators, finding
common properties that enabled some
generalizations to be made about the
important components of the size
distribution under varying conditions
(heavy, moderate, or light aerosol
loading, for example). They found
that measurements of aerosols in

which soil-derived particles are an
important component typically show
two soil-derived modes. One is com-
posed of particles whose size distribu-
tion is characteristic of the soils from
which the aerosols are derived, and
another consists of particles produced
from the parent soil by sandblasting.
The second mode appears to predomi-
nate in most experimental measure-
ments. A third mode appearing in
some measures is composed of anthro-
pogenic secondary aerosols rather than
soil-derived aerosols.

Project scientist Dale Gillette stands beside a
high-volume dust sampler set up to run at
Abernathy, Texas, during Project
DUSTORM. Air is pumped into the conical
device at the same speed as the ambient
wind, and dust is collected on a filter at the
back of the cone.

Scanning electron microscope pictures of aerosol particles are compared with X-ray
spectra of the same particles. Top, a soil particle; in the middle, smaller particles that con-
tain sulfur; bottom, a composite particle (complex conglomerate) including some material
containing chlorine (large peak in X-ray spectrum), possibly of maritime origin. Project
scientist Dale Gillette found that aerosols with radii greater than 0.05 Im include two
distinct populations, differing in shape, elemental composition, and origin. The larger par-
ticles like that at the top are complex aggregates of irregular plates, predominantly clays
containing silicon, aluminum, magnesium, and traces of iron, calcium, and other minor
constituents. These are generated by soil erosion. Small spheres like those in the middle
picture are formed from gases by combustion or photochemical processes. Both large and
small particles may act as condensation nuclei; the large clays are particularly good ice
nucleants and may serve as hail embryos.
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Direct measurements of the optical
properties of various soil-derived aero-
sols also occupied project scientists
during the year. The complex indices
of refraction were measured for
Saharan aerosols as a function of wave-
length in the visible region of the
spectrum. Saharan aerosols are crustal
aerosols generated by erosion pro-
cesses in northwestern Africa and then
transported westward across the
Atlantic; samples were gathered at
various places during the Global Atmo-
spheric Research Program (GARP)
Atlantic Tropical Experiment. Mea-
surement of their radiative and optical
characteristics is important in deter-
mining their influence on climatic
processes.

Model development. A new dimension
was added to the project's work by the
development of a number of theoreti-
cal and numerical models of particle
formation from gas-phase trace
constituents.

A project scientist and a visitor devel-
oped a numerical kinetic aerosol
model to study the conditions under
which secondary sulfuric acid aerosols
may be formed in an urban atmo-
sphere. Urban smog particulate sources
are classified as either primary
(emitting particulate matter directly
into the atmosphere) or secondary
(sources of substances that lead to the
formation of aerosols in the atmo-
sphere through processes of gas-to-

i' I

studies will focus on the life cycles of
these secondary aerosols once they are
produced.
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~I _ I Soil particle motions during wind erosion
are depicted here: (a) creeping motion of a
particle moving with wind speed slightly
greater than the threshold for motion; (b) a
coarse particle lifted into the air by turbu-
lent fluctuations; (c) an airborne particle
collides with the surface and bounces in a
process called saltation; (d) an airborne
particle collides with the surface, rolls, and
is then lifted again by air fluctuations;
(e) particle collision followed by breaking
off of smaller particles encrusted on the
surface of the colliding particle; (f) particle
collision followed by "splashing" of the soil;
(g) combination drawing of processes in c,
d, e, and f; (h) a nonerodible element gives
protection to the soil downwind.

particle conversion). Urban aerosols
produced by secondary processes may
contain significant amounts of organic
material, sulfates, and nitrates; al-
though the total mass of such aerosols
in an urban atmosphere may be small
in comparison with that of primary
particulates, the secondary aerosols
may contribute significantly to visi-
bility degradation, adverse effects on
health, injuries to crops, and inadver-
tent weather modification. The model
incorporates the mechanisms of photo-
chemical reactions, heteromolecular
nucleation, heteromolecular condensa-
tion, and thermal coagulation; it has
been used to calculate the degree to
which the production rates for sec-
ondary acid aerosols depend on
various parameters.

The scientists concluded that higher
relative humidity generally provides
more favorable conditions for the
formation of new sulfuric acid aero-
sols. Initial size distribution affects the
number of gas-to-particle conversions
by modulating competition between
condensation and nucleation; the
scientists found more conversions
occurring in a cleaner environment
(one in which the total surface area of
aerosols is lower). They also found
more aerosols forming at lower tem-
peratures, indicating that nucleation
processes are more sensitive to temper-
ature than condensation or coagula-
tion. More new secondary aerosols are
produced when more sulfuric acid is
present in the gas phase. Further



In a more theoretical study, project
scientists collaborated with scientists
from the State University of New
York at Albany and a scientist from
Clark College (Atlanta, Georgia) to
investigate atmospheric aerosol forma-
tion involving multicomponent
gaseous species (e.g., ternary
nucleation). As a prerequisite for the
formation of such chemically pro-
duced aerosols, reactant products of
low volatility must be generated or
exist in the atmosphere. Free radicals,
such as molecular oxygen and hy-
droxyls, are always present in the
atmosphere, as are gases like ozone or
nitrous oxide that react with trace
gases (sulfur dioxide, hydrogen sulfide,
nitrogen dioxide, ammonia) to form
products with low vapor pressures
(sulfuric acid, for example). Some of
these products may mix with water
vapor and undergo heteromolecular
nucleation to form binary solution
droplets and, ultimately, aerosol par-
ticles. Similar processes operate in
ternary nucleation, and chemical reac-
tions are more likely to occur in a
ternary system. However, the forma-
tion of ternary aerosols depends more
critically on the concentrations of the
components, and on temperature. The
scientists concluded that more experi-
mental measurements of thermo-
dynamic parameters involved in
ternary nucleation are needed in order
for quantitative studies of multi-
component aerosols to be made.

Homogeneous and heterogeneous
heteromolecular nucleation of binary
sulfuric acid/water droplets under
stratospheric conditions was studied
by project scientists in collaboration
with a scientist from NASA/Ames
Research Laboratory. They deter-
mined the relative importance of
various nucleation mechanisms for
conditions at 18 km in altitude.
Heterogeneous nucleation onto insol-
uble particles seems to be the domi-
nant mechanism of aerosol formation
at this altitude; it occurs at a rate
many orders of magnitude faster than
homogeneous nucleation or nucleation
onto ions.

A physical model of stratospheric
aerosol particles was constructed by
scientists from NASA/Ames in col-

laboration with project scientists. The
model assumes that sulfuric acid vapor
is produced from sulfur dioxide in the
stratosphere by gas-phase photo-
chemical reactions. The vapor nucle-
ates onto particles mixed up from the
troposphere or injected into the strato-
sphere by volcanoes or meteors. The
particles in the model grow by con-
densation of sulfuric acid and water
vapor and by coagulation with each
other, and they are removed from the
stratosphere by evaporation, gravita-
tional sedimentation, and downward
mixing into the troposphere. The
model gives a satisfactory explanation
for the observed location of the strato-
spheric aerosol layer (Junge layer) and
reproduces well the observed composi-
tion of the particles, their sizes, and
the vertical mixing ratios of tiny nuclei
and larger particles.

A broader group of collaborators
developed one- and two-dimensional,
time-dependent models of the forma-
tion of stratospheric sulfate aerosols
that also reproduce observed size dis-
tributions, mass and number mixing
ratios, and the altitude and vertical
extent of the aerosol layer. In another
development, a project scientist and
collaborators from the State Univer-
sity of New York at Albany developed
a theoretical model to describe gaseous
interactions leading to the formation
of hydrochloric acid in clouds. Finally,
project scientists have completed the
development of a three-dimensional,
dynamic, regional model, discussed
further below, that is being used in the
study of regional pollution problems.

Experimental planning and design.
Aerosol project scientists were in-
volved in the shakedown flights con-
ducted in July 1976 for GAMETAG
(Global Atmospheric Measurements
Experiment on Tropospheric Aerosols

and Gases), a multiyear sampling and

measurement program under the direc-

tion of Douglas Davis of the Georgia
Institute of Technology. The NCAR
Electra will be used as the sampling
platform in this program, and two
major flights per year are to be sched-
uled. A major objective of the first
phase of the GAMETAG effort, sched-
uled to last two years, is the elucida-
tion of the role of the hydroxyl free

radical in tropospheric chemistry.
Other objectives include an assessment
of global tropospheric budgets for
halocarbons, ozone, sulfur, carbon,
and nitrogen species and an assessment
of the levels and types of natural
tropospheric aerosols.

About 15 investigators from NCAR,
NOAA, Georgia Tech, Drexel Univer-
sity, York University, Washington
State University, the University of
Denver, and possibly other institutions
are expected to participate in
GAMETAG flights. The four shake-
down flights in July 1976 included
two major sampling profile flights
totaling 10 h that successfully demon-
strated the workability of the instru-
mental configuration to be used in
flights scheduled for 1977. The shake-
down flights were also used to estab-
lish the basic sampling profile. The
flights during the actual experiment
are expected to span latitudes from
750 N to 550 S and longitudes from 30
to 1650 in the western hemisphere.

Scientists from the Aerosol Project
and Upper Atmosphere Project will
take both grab and filter samples to be
analyzed for trace species. Observa-
tions will be made with an airborne
laser particle probe, an airborne lidar,
a polar nephelometer, and a condensa-
tion nucleus counter. Preflight analysis
and predictions of winds, pressure, and
moisture to be encountered will be
made with an objective analysis
scheme developed by Aerosol Project
scientists.

Another experimental program in the
planning stages is called the Global
Research of Atmospheric Volcanic
Emissions (GRAVE) experiment.
When Mt. St. Augustine in Alaska
erupted in January 1976, instrumenta-
tion aboard the NCAR Electra was
rapidly augmented by project scien-
tists to allow a prototype GRAVE
mission to be flown. An aerosol exper-
iment less dependent on "targets of
opportunity" was also carried out
early in the year in collaboration with
scientists from the University of Mary-
land, Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tories, and NOAA. This was a study of
the plume emanating from the large
power plant at Four Corners (the junc-
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tion of Colorado, New Mexico,
Arizona, and Utah). Sampling was
coordinated by a project scientist, and
samples were taken throughout the
power plant, in the stack, and in the
plume at distances of up to 100 km
from the plant.

Another pollution experiment was
conducted in July and August of 1976
by members of the project in coopera-
tion with scientists from a number of
institutions. This was a series of
coordinated aircraft and ground
sampling measurements of Denver's
"brown cloud" of air pollution. The
experimenters sampled ozone, nitric
oxides, carbon monoxide, hydro-
carbons, and particulate materials to
the north of Denver, using two fixed
ground stations and one mobile
sampling unit. Aircraft took measure-
ments of the cloud from above.
Results thus far have shown that
Denver's pollution is regional in scope,
extending 80 km north to Greeley and
westward to the Front Range of the
nearby Rocky Mountains. The Aerosol
Project experimenters were joined by
scientists from NOAA, the Colorado
State Air Pollution Control Division,
Colorado State University, and the
University of Denver. The group plans
to make more measurements during
1977.

Radioactive aerosols. A group within
the project continued investigations of
radioactive aerosols begun several
years ago, with particular emphasis on
respirable, insoluble particles. To-
gether with several medical researchers
the group has studied the possible
deleterious effects on health of
inhaling insoluble radioactive particles
such as those formed on tobacco
during the curing process. Preliminary
results of experimental studies made
this year indicate that natural airborne
radioactivity rather than chemical
mutagens may account for most spon-
taneous mutations in fruit flies
(Drosophila) and other small orga-
nisms and vegetation. The contribu-
tion of airborne radioactivity to
mutations in living cells that may

to assess the mechanisms by which
natural radioactivity may affect
cellular development.

DUSTORM Flight Data Analysis

Project leader Edwin Danielsen com-
pleted a set of large-scale analyses
based on radiosonde data taken at the
time of DUSTORM flights; the set
includes pressure map analyses,
isentropic analyses, and vertical cross
sections of various parameters. These
correlate closely with synoptic-scale
aircraft data on both ozone and
meteorological parameters obtained as
the Electra flew in and out of the
folded tropopause layers. An excellent
correlation was obtained among
perturbations in potential temper-
ature, wind speed, and ozone mixing
ratio, permitting identification of
some of the important wave modes in
the folded region and the slope of the
wave fronts relative to isentropic and
ozone surfaces.

Correlation and intercomparison of
the aircraft data, in particular the data
from the gust probe and the inertial
navigation system, are enabling
Danielsen and project scientist Dennis
Deaven to identify inertial, gravity,
and acoustic wave modes and their
modification in tropopause folding.
Together with support scientist Nancy
Martin and visitor John Trischka
(Syracuse University), they have

Aerosol Project leader Edwin Danielsen
discusses results from Project DUSTORM at
a seminar.

developed and tested several Fourier
filters to smooth the data without
aliasing effects. Using combinations of
filters, they can detect large-scale
structure, mesoscale effects, and the
microscale response of the atmosphere
in tropopause folding; measures of
upward heat fluxes can also be derived
from their filtered data. When the
aircraft data have been completely
analyzed in this fashion, the scientists
expect to be able to identify wave
modes generated inside or outside of
the tropopause fold and to assess their
contribution to the formation of the
folded structure.
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Top, the high-resolution trace of potential
temperature in degrees Kelvin observed
during Project DUSTORM as the NCA R
Electra passed through the warm boundary
of a folded tropopause into stratospheric
air. Upper middle, alow-pass filter with a

frequency cutoff of 6 min is applied to the
top trace, depicting the synoptic-scale
variability of potential temperature. Lower
middle, a band-pass filter (1 - 6 min) applied
to the top trace reveals the mesoscale
structure of the air through which the air-
craft is flying. Bottom, the high-frequency
residual that resulted from the subtraction
of the low-pass and band-pass filtering from
the original data. The scale at bottom is
expanded, displaying only half the time
shown in the top three pictures. The
residual is an expression of microscale
turbulence observed in the region.

-8

transmit genetic effects could be very
significant, and studies are continuing
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Regional Model

Project scientist Dennis Deaven
completed the development of a
three-dimensional numerical model of
atmospheric dynamics that will be
used in the study and diagnosis of
regional pollution problems. The
model assumes a dry hydrostatic atmo-
sphere and is built on a 10 X 10 km
grid (30 X 30 horizontal grid points)
with a vertical resolution of about
1 50 m in the lower boundary layer.
The vertical coordinate is a [(p - Pt)/
(Po - Pt), where po is pressure at the
earth's surface and pt is pressure at the
coordinate interface] in the boundary
layer and 0 (potential temperature)
above the boundary layer.

The primitive-equation model
produces diagnoses of winds, mixed-
layer depths, diffusion statistics, and
pressure patterns (external forcing is
specified). Results from an initial test
in which a temperature excess was
introduced at the surface of the earth
are depicted in the accompanying
figures. The lateral boundary condi-
tions for this test were cyclic in the
west-to-east direction and used rigid,
free-slip walls at north and south. The
initial value of momentum was a
westerly current with a cyclonic shear
of 3 X 10- 5 /s across the channel. A
surface temperature excess of 10K was
introduced at the four central grid
points of the model, and the figures
thus show the deformation of the
initial zonal current by the thermal
forcing at the surface. A region of
surface convergence develops in the
model over the "hot spot," with an
associated low-pressure area and up-
ward vertical velocities.

Deaven's model can be used to predict
flows forced by heating and topog-
raphy, and a current project is the use
of the model to determine the flows of
Denver's "brown cloud" of pollution,
which sloshes northward at night and
southward under heating conditions in
the afternoon. Ultimately, Deaven
hopes to link his model with a
chemical pollution model.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Results from the regional model constructed by Dennis Deaven are shown here in three-
dimensional projections. In (a), the surface pressure in millibars is combined with a west-
to-east cross section depicting vertical velocity (in cm/s X 100) down the center of the
cyclic channel. The vertical extent of the cross section is 5 km. Part (b) shows a south-to-
north cross section and surface contours of the v component of the wind velocity (m/s).
There is a surface convergence region over the central "hot spot" and a region of upper
level divergence at a height of about 2 km. Part (c) shows a west-to-east cross section and
surface contours of the u component of wind velocity (m/s). The initial value of u was
8 mis at the south wall and zero at the north wall.
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Aerosol Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Fausto de Almeida
Laura Cardamon
Edwin Danielsen (Project Leader)
Dennis Deaven
Anthony Delany
Roger Dennett
Gerald Dolan
Veryl Frahm
Dale Gillette
Sonia Gitlin
Frank Grahek
Philip Haagenson
C.S. Kiang
Edward Martell
Nancy Martin
Fuku Murphy
Stewart Poet
Arthur Wartburg

Advisory Committee

Joost Businger
University of Washington

James Friend
Drexel University

Marion Jackson
University of Wisconsin

Volker Mohnen
State University of New York at
Albany

Alfred Woodcock
University of Hawaii

Seymour Zenchelsky
Rutgers University
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Uppe Atmosphere Project

The chemical, physical, and dynamical
processes occurring in the earth's
atmosphere above the tropopause are
the subjects of study for the scientists
in NCAR's Upper Atmosphere Project
(UAP) and their colleagues in other
institutions. The scientists want to
understand both the processes them-
selves and the ways in which they are
linked to solar variability and to
processes occurring in the lower atmo-
sphere. In their research, UAP scien-
tists combine remote and in situ
atmospheric measurement with numer-
ical modeling to extend their knowl-
edge of the upper atmosphere.

The controversy over possible delete-
rious effects upon the ozone layer
from the supersonic transport and the
use of fluorocarbons has underlined
the importance of studying this region
of the atmosphere, and part of the
work of NCAR scientists has been
directly applicable to the ozone ques-
tion. But aside from anthropogenic
changes in the stratospheric balance,
the scientists are interested in natural
stratospheric variability. Separating
the natural background variability
from anthropogenic change can often
be a difficult task, and much project
research is devoted to ways of
accomplishing it,

Many methods of observing and
making measurements in the strato-
sphere have been available only in the
last few years. UAP measurement tech-
niques are often pioneering efforts,
and they extend from ground-based
through satellite observations. Once
the measurements have been obtained,
they frequently must be incorporated
into models in order to be interpreted.
Atmospheric measurements are also
compared with theoretical predictions
in order to define, quantitatively, the
interactions between dynamics and
chemistry (and photochemistry in
particular) in the upper atmosphere.

Filter sampling. For the past two years
a group of UAP scientists has been
cooperating with the Energy Research
and Development Administration
(ERDA) and NASA in a project to
obtain stratospheric inventories of
numerous critical trace constituents.
Using a WB57F aircraft operated by
NASA/Johnson Space Center and
balloons flown by ERDA, the UAP
scientists take stratospheric samples on
treated filters. These are analyzed for
nitric acid, hydrochloric acid, hydro-
fluoric acid, hydrobromic acid,
bromine ions, and ionic aerosol
constituents--sulfate, chlorine,
ammonia, and sodium ions.

The WB57F flights extend up to
14 km and cover latitudes between
1 0°S and 750N; samples have also
been taken between 21 and 36 km on
balloon flights made from Panama,
New Mexico, and Alaska. The mea-
surements taken from both platforms
are being used to reduce the uncer-
tainties in models dependent on
isolated concentration profiles
obtained without latitudinal cross
sections. An important goal is the
compilation of hemispheric inventories
of critical stratospheric constituents.
Over time, the scientists expect to be
able to see secular trends in the inven-
tories as well as the effects of episodic
perturbations (for example, the effects
of volcanoes). The flights are yielding
information on natural or background
sources of various constituents and on
their fluxes out of the stratosphere.

The profiles of hydrochloric and
hydrofluoric acid obtained by the
UAP scientists helped to confirm the
mechanism of ozone destruction by
halogens and thus reduced the uncer-
tainties in modeling studies. They have
formed the basis for deriving halogen
fluxes across the tropopause, and these
in turn are used in determining four
other factors. The flux of inorganic

chlorine out of the stratosphere is used
to check the estimated amounts of
halocarbons entering the stratosphere.
The ratio of sodium to chlorine gives
an upper limit for the presence of
chlorine from sea salt. The ratio of
hydrofluoric acid to chlorine helps to
ascertain the amount of chlorine
resulting from the chemical breakup of
fluorocarbons. Finally, the ratio of
particulate chlorine to total chlorine
yields the effect of aerosol formation
as a sink for chlorine.

Future flights in the series will obtain
profiles and inventories of several
other species, and the scientists will
attempt to determine the nitrous
oxide flux into the stratosphere.

Cryogenic sampling. An experimental
development begun several years ago is
devoted to sampling the stratosphere
from balloons. Several instruments
have been built at NCAR for this kind
of sampling; they work by cooling the
sampled air to the temperature of
liquid neon in order to compact a large

Preparations for the lauhch of a balloon
carrying the cryogenic sampler developed by
UAP scientist Leroy Heidt and his trace gas
measurements group. The launch was done
by NCA R's National Scientific Balloon
Facility.



volume of air (at standard temperature
and pressure) into a small sampling
device. NCAR's cryogenic samplers
have obtained some of the first mea-
surements of fluorocarbons, carbon
tetrachloride, sulfur hexafluoride,
nitrous oxide, and water vapor in the
stratosphere, and a series of flights
made this year is discussed in more
detail below.

Infrared sensing. One UAP group has
made a number of flights in the NCAR
Sabreliner with a computer-controlled
near-infrared interferometer/
spectrometer that has obtained high-
resolution profiles of stratospheric
trace species whose concentrations are
measured in parts per billion or tril-
lion. These measurements are also
discussed below.

Volcanoes. Volcanic eruptions can
inject particles and gases into the
upper atmosphere and contribute
significantly to the concentrations of
many stratospheric constituents.
Scientists in UAP and in the NCAR
Aerosol Project are collaborating with
colleagues at a number of institutions
to make measurements of volcanic
eruptions, as opportunity permits.
When Mt. St. Augustine in Alaska
erupted in January 1976, the scientists
made several flights through the vol-
canic cloud, and their instruments
aboard the NCAR Electra were used to
gather information about volcanic
emissions. One UAP scientist used an
impactor that deposited particles on
electron microscope grids, which
permitted them to be examined by
both transmission and scanning elec-
tron microscopy. The particles from
the volcanic fume proved to be largely
impure sulfuric acid droplets; the
impurities were thought to be volcanic
ash. Both transmission and scanning
electron micrographs suggested that
many particles may have been coated
with organic material.

Satellite measurements. When the
Nimbus 6 satellite was launched in
June 1975, it carried an experiment
developed by members of the project
in collaboration with scientists at
Drexel University and Florida State
University. Called the Limb Radiance
Inversion Radiometer (LRIR), it

measured infrared radiation originating
in the stratosphere by scanning tangen-
tially across the earth's horizon. The
instrument took global measurements
until its cryogenic cooling system
failed (as planned) in January 1976
after 2,810 orbits.

The LRIR differed from most satellite
instruments, which operate by looking
directly downward through the atmo-
sphere. The limb-scanning method of
the LRIR gave it higher vertical resolu-
tion, eliminated the need to subtract
background radiation, and enabled
sampling to higher altitudes. The
instrument measured four channels
simultaneously: two in the 15 Lpm
carbon dioxide band, one in the
9.6 jm ozone band, and one in the
rotational water vapor band between
23 and 25 m.

The experiment team spent much of
1976 reducing the data gathered by
the LRI R and devising computer
methods of analyzing them. Although
this task is not yet complete, numer-
ous first measurements have been
studied, and preliminary profiles of
temperature, water vapor, and ozone
have been incorporated into the first
global maps of these parameters in the
stratosphere. There appears to be good
agreement between LRI R profiles and
profiles obtained by sampling rockets,
and LRIR data appear valuable for
studying the phenomenon known as
"sudden stratospheric warming."

Other measurements. Project scientists
used a variety of instruments to make
stratospheric measurements during the
year. One scientist participated in a
joint program called the Correlation
Interferometry for Measurement of
Atmospheric Trace Species (CIMATS)
program. CIMATS participants include
scientists from NASA/Langley Re-
search Center, Old Dominion Univer-
sity, and the General Electric
Company. The UAP scientist worked
on computer algorithms for reducing
the measurements that will be made
with the CIMATS instrument. Other
project scientists put together a lidar
system with a real-time display, a polar
nephelometer, and optical sizing
apparatus, all housed in a trailer for.
portability; the instrumental array was

used in September 1976 in Haswell,
Colorado, in a joint NCAR/National
Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration/university experiment
for measurements of upper atmo-
sphere aerosols from the ground. One
member of this group worked with
colleagues from the University of
Rome to combine lidar and other
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LRIR data are processed in three stages:
voltage outputs are converted to radiances;
the radiances are inverted to give profiles of
ozone, temperature, and water vapor; and
global maps of those parameters on surfaces
of constant pressure are produced. Here is a
preliminary LRIR ozone profile, compared
with rocket soundings from two NASA
rockets (circles and crosses) launched from
Wallops Island, Virginia. The data were
taken on 29 July 1975. The difference
between the LRIR data and the rocket data
is about 14%, within the accuracy claimed
for the rockets.

Preliminary map of LRIR ozone data at
1 mb, from data taken 29 July 1975 over
the southern hemisphere (South Pole is at
center) in winter. Ozone concentrations are
given in parts per million. The ozone
exhibits typical low wave-number patterns,
suggesting either that dynamics may have
been stronger or photochemical relaxation
times longer than anticipated in theory.
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Satellite photographs of the aurora borealis
over Canada (a, b, and c) also show the
continental outline of the United States
etched in city lights. The intensity and
extent of the optical emissions vary as
changes take place in the enormous amounts
of energy being transferred into the atmo-
sphere from our near-space environment.
UAP scientist Raymond Roble studies the
aurora and other energetic phenomena in
the thermosphere and ionosphere in an
effort to ascertain their effects on the
dynamical meteorology and energy budget
of the region above 100 km in altitude.

In (a), the aurora is shown under conditions
of quiet geomagnetic activity. Photo (b),
taken by the same satellite one orbit before
it took (a), shows a magnetic substorm in
progress, a burst of energetic activity that
produces the enhanced auroral brightness
and extent. Photo (c) is a composite of
satellite pictures taken after a solar flare had
generated a full-scale geomagnetic storm;
the flare occurred in the white plage region
on the solar disk four days before the
satellite photo was taken.

The schematic diagram (d) shows the zonal
mean circulation in the earth's thermo-
sphere during solstice conditions for various
levels of auroral activity. The diagram is
based on modeling results obtained by
Roble, Cicely Ridley (NCA R Computing
Facility), and Robert Dickinson (Climate
Project). The top panel shows the circula-
tion under conditions of quiet geomagnetic
activity, corresponding to the auroral condi-
tions in photo (a). The circulation runs from
the summer to the winter hemisphere and is
forced largely by solar heating. The heating
effect of the aurora itself--the precipita-
tion of energetic particles into the thermo-
sphere and the currents associated with the
aurora--enhances the circulation in the
summer hemisphere but produces an actual
reversal in the circulation in the winter
hemisphere; this effect is shown in the
middle panel of (d). A small reversal in the
circulation can be accomplished by such
phenomena as the brief magnetic substorm
of photo (b). A geomagnetic storm of the
type caused by a solar flare can result in the
thermospheric circulation shown in the
bottom panel of (d), in which both the
summer circulation and the reversal in the
winter hemisphere are very pronounced.

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)
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measures of aerosols with a theoretical
model to ascertain the heating effect
stratospheric aerosols may exert upon
the atmosphere, and this is discussed
further below.

In addition to engineering modifica-
tions and improvements of existing
instruments, UAP scientists plan to
develop two new sensing instruments
in the next year or two. These are a
rocket-borne sampling device and a
balloon-borne gas chromatograph that
would telemeter air sample analyses to
the ground.

Modeling. The UAP one-dimensional
model of stratospheric chemistry was
modified by its developers during the
year, but the basic results concerning
the impact of fluorocarbons on the
earth's ozone layer remained valid. A
collaboration between the model
developer and a scientist from the
NCAR High Altitude Observatory
resulted in a measure of the natural
effects of such events as solar flares
upon the ozone layer. And a study
using the model to predict the effects
of the fluorocarbon industry on the
ozone layer estimated that the indus-
try may already be responsible for a
reduction in total ozone of about 2%,
a greater effect than that estimated for
naturally produced methyl chloride.

Numerical modeling of the dynamics
of the upper atmosphere is being
carried on by a UAP scientist, and
model development was checked early
in the year by a comparison of the
model's calculations of a stratospheric
warming with a visiting scientist's
satellite observations.

A modeling study by another project
scientist explored a mechanism for
sudden stratospheric warmings by the

vertical propagation of large-scale
planetary waves into the stratosphere.

One project scientist has carried on
theoretical work on the region above
the stratosphere--the thermosphere.
A combination of measurement and
modeling has resulted in a series of
interesting conclusions about thermo-
spheric circulation and its modulation
by the aurora borealis.

A two-dimensional model of the
dispersion of clouds produced by
volcanic eruptions was constructed by
UAP scientists together with scientists
in the Aerosol Project. They compared
the model's predictions of the mass
concentrations of particulate material
with direct measurements made by
lidars in Hawaii and Boulder following
the eruption of Volcan de Fuego in
Guatemala in 1974. The model
appears to make consistent predictions
for particulate matter.
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Stratospheric Measurements of
Fluorocarbons and Nitrous Oxide

UAP scientist Leroy Heidt and col-
leagues Walter Pollock and Richard
Lueb continued a program begun at
NCAR in 1973 to sample the upper
stratosphere using a cryogenic sam-
pling device flown from a balloon.

Vertical profiles of fluorocarbons
(CF2 CI2 and CFCI 3 ) and nitrous oxide
(N2 0 ) have been completed up to

The concentration of fine ash particles in
the stratosphere by latitude nearly a year
after the Agung eruption was calculated
using a model developed by Richard Cadle
(UAP), C. S. Kiang (Aerosol Project), and
jean-Francois Louis (European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasting,
Bracknell, England). The concentrations are
in parts per billion.
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Average winter values of the planetary albedo obtained by satellite observation were used
in the calculations of the heating effect of stratospheric aerosols. This is a map of those
values. (Data used to make the map were from T. H. Vonder Haar and J. S. Ellis, 1974,
Atlas of Radiation Budget Measurements from Satellites, 1962 - 1970, Colorado State
University Atmospheric Science Paper 231.)
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Daily average heating rates in degrees Kelvin per day at 19 km for the distribution of fine

ash particles and impure sulfuric acid droplets obtained by Cadle and co-workers. A
heating effect of as much as 0.4K per day can be seen over the areas of heaviest particle
concentration; such an effect could have considerable influence on stratospheric
conditions.
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These three diagrams show the results of
balloon flights of the cryogenic sampler and
aircraft sampling flights made at nearly the
same times for three trace species:
(a) nitrous oxide, N2 0; (b) the fluoro-
carbon CFCI3 ; and (c) the fluorocarbon
CF2 C 2/. In each case, the heavy line repre-
sents the results of chemical modeling by
Paul Crutzen of UAP. Balloon flights were
made from Palestine, Texas (32 N), or
Yorkton, Saskatchewan (52°N). UAP scien-
tist Heidt and his team plan to extend the
sampling program to other latitudes to
obtain global, seasonal, and interannual
variation in these important species, all of
which are the sources of molecules that act
to reduce ozone.

The N, 0 data represent one of the first
collections of vertical profiles from the same
latitude at different seasons. Heidt notes
that the influence of horizontal advection
and vertical motions on the profiles can be
seen in all three sets of measurements. The
strength of these gradients and the time
variation in the gas concentrations will
affect the number of profiles required to
obtain reliable geographical and time
averages for each gas.

LEGEND

SYMBOL BALLOON
FLIGHT
DATE

O 9 Sep 1973 32 N

O 2 Jun 1975 32°N

x 14 Aug 1975 52°N

+ 27 Jan 1976 32°N

LATITUDE TROPOPAUSE AIRCRAFT
HEIGHT (km) FLIGHT

DATE

15.0 10Sep1973

16.2-18.6 16 May 1975

9.9-15.2 8 Aug 1975

16.0-18.9 25 Feb 1976

41 km in altitude by means of these
measurements. An early version of the
sampler, designed to collect eight
samples, was flown in August 1975
from Yorkton, Saskatchewan (520 N).
A larger version, collecting 16 samples,
was flown to 34 km on 2 June 1975
and 27 January 1976 from Palestine,
Texas (320N). A third sampler, col-
lecting four samples, was flown to
41 km on 27 February 1976, to
extend the January profile.

The sample containers in the systems
are immersed in liquid neon. At the
temperature of liquid neon, most gases
in the air are condensed into solids
with low vapor pressure; thus a 10 9
sample at standard temperature and
pressure can be collected in a volume
of only 0.75 V. The containers are
stainless steel cylinders 70 cm long and
3.8 cm in diameter, with a system of
valves that assures opening or closing
according to a preset program. The
sampling system, with battery power
supply and telemetry system, is
housed in a gondola suspended 70 m
below a large scientific balloon. The
system floats at its maximum altitude
for several hours before beginning to
take samples. The first sample serves as
a monitor for possible contamination
by the balloon or gondola. Succeeding
samples are collected as the balloon
descends slowly (50 m/min).

When the samples are returned to the
laboratory at NCAR, the various atmo-
spheric constituents are measured. The
fluorocarbons and nitrous oxide are
measured with a gas chromatograph
equipped with a column of silica beads
and an electron capture detector. The
various profiles obtained in the experi-
ments have shown reasonable agree-
ment with model calculations made by
UAP scientist Paul Crutzen using a
one-dimensional model of strato-
spheric chemistry. The cryogenic
system will be used to obtain further
profiles of these suspected contrib-
utors to ozone depletion at different
latitudes and seasons; in addition,
average profiles will be obtained for
other gases measured by the system,
including methane, carbon monoxide,
carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and water
vapor.
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The cryogenic sampling system is shown
here in the frame (gondola) in which it is
launched aboard a large scientific balloon.
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High-Resolution Infrared
Spectra of Trace Gases

UAP scientist William Mankin con-
ducted a number of measurement
flights with his near-infrared
interferometer/spectrometer during
the year. An engineering test flight in
August 1975 was followed by a series
of three data-gathering flights in
September 1976. The instrument was
flown aboard the NCAR Sabreliner
from Reno, Nevada, to Seattle, Wash-
ington; from Yakutat, Alaska, to
Fairbanks; and from Fairbanks to
71°N.

A schematic diagram of the instrument
is shown here; data taking is accom-
plished by a Digital Equipment Corpo-
ration PDP - 8/L computer that
records 2,000 points per second on
magnetic tape. The interferograms
produced are analyzed using NCAR's
Control Data 7600 computer. The
trace species measured include carbon
dioxide (typically in concentrations of
320 parts per million); water vapor,
ozone, methane, and carbon monoxide
(all in parts-per-million concentrations
or fractions thereof); nitrous oxide
(about 220 parts per billion); nitrogen
dioxide and nitric acid (four or five
parts per billion); and hydrochloric
acid, CF2 Cl2 , and CFCI 3 (seen in parts
per trillion). The average altitude at
which the measurements were taken
was 12 km (39,000 ft); the instrument
viewed the earth's limb at sunset,
which yielded the longest possible
path length and the greatest volume of
gas through which to measure. Some
of the results are illustrated here.

Mankin is planning to complete the
northern hemisphere profiles he has
obtained through additional flights to
low latitudes. The latitudinal and
seasonal variation of the species can
then be constructed.

Heating Effect of Stratospheric
Aerosol Particles

Small aerosol particles are contin-
uously being transported into the
earth's upper atmosphere from a
number of sources. One significant
source of fine particles and droplets in
the stratosphere is volcanic eruptions.
An eruption of Mt. Agung on the
island of Bali in 1963 created a signifi-
cant aerosol loading of the strato-
sphere that gradually diminished over
the course of the next few years; the
loading was increased again by the
eruption of Volcan de Fuego in
Guatemala in October 1974. Any
significant eruption can inject aerosols
into the upper atmosphere, and the
burden is dissipated only very
gradually.

Dynamical models of the circulation in
the upper atmosphere and models
concerned with the radiative balance
in the same region can be improved by
consideration of information derived
from studies of aerosol transport and
the radiative effects of aerosols.
Integrating information developed in
such studies into an overall upper
atmospheric modeling effort is one
part of the work of UAP.

Last year Gerald Grams of UAP and
his colleagues Giorgio Fiocco and
Alberto Mugnai of the University of
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The observed spectrum of nitrogen dioxide
(NO2 ), taken by the interferometer/
spectrometer aboard the NCAR Sabreliner,
The difficulty in resolving the measurements
is shown by the complex interweaving of
NO, lines and lines of water vapor (H, 0).
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Spectra of the R 1 and R2 lines of hydrochloric acid, which can be detected by the
interferometer/spectrometer although concentrations are only in hundreds of parts per
trillion. Different chlorine isotopes appear at different points in the spectrum. (The letter
R refers to spectral lines produced by an increase in rotational molecular motions.)
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UAP scientist Gerald Grams (right) and
visitor Alberto Mugnai from the University
of Rome inspect microfilm containing
results of their modeling experiments to
determine the heating effects of
stratospheric aerosols.

Heating rates modeled by Grams and his
co-workers are shown here in degrees Kelvin
per day at 19 km as a function of latitude
and planetary albedo (A). Calculations were
made for aerosol particles with a mass
mixing ratio of one part per billion and a
power-law size distribution. Graph (a) is
calculated for impure sulfuric acid droplets;
graph (b) is for fine ash particles. The differ-
ences arise because the species have differing
complex indices of refraction.
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The difference in temperature between
January 1963 and January 1964 at 19 km is
mapped here; the warming of stratospheric
air after the eruption of Mt. Agung is
distributed unevenly with foci (+8K) over
West Irian/New Guinea and over eastern
Africa. (Picture from R. E. Newell, 1971,
The global circulation of atmospheric
pollutants, Scientific American 224, 42.)

LATITUDE

Rome, Italy, developed a model of the
heating effects of aerosols on the
ambient gas in the region between 50
and 110 km. During the past year,
they extended their analysis of the
energetic equilibrium of these small
particles (less than 1 pm in radius) to
the region between 0 and 60 km.

Their model establishes a balance
among the energy absorbed by the
particles from solar and planetary
radiation fields, the energy radiated by
the particles, and the sensible heat
exchanged through collisions with the
ambient gas. The rate at which the
aerosols heat the air around them
during the day depends on the size
distribution of the particles, the
composition of the particles, the alti-
tudes and latitudes at which they are
concentrated, diurnal and seasonal
variations of insolation, and variations
in the value of the planetary albedo.
Using the model, the scientists estab-
lished daily average heating rates for
various particle size distributions
under various conditions.

They checked their work by using data
developed over a number of years,
including, for example, the measured
difference in stratospheric temperature
at 19 km between January 1963
(before Agung) and January 1964
(after Agung), which was in some
regions as large as +8K. Their model
gives some explanation for the way in
which the temperature effect varied
with latitude and longitude, and the
typical heating rates produced in the
model are of the same magnitude as
the temperature differences seen
between the two anuaries.
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Upper Atmosphere Project Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Ronald Blatherwick
Joseph Bonelli
Richard Cadle
Peter Crooimans
Paul Crutzen
Ilona Foster
Bruce Gandrud
Rolando Garcia
John Gille (Project Leader)
Gerald Grams
James Greenberg
Leroy Heidt
William Kohri
Agnes Kosinski
Thomas Kyle
Allan Lazrus
Richard Lueb
William Mankin
Edward Patterson
Walter Pollock
Raymond Roble
Donna Sanerib
Takashi Sasamori
Claire Shelden
Bruce Stockton
Clyde Wyman

Advisory Committee

Sidney Bowhill
University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign

A. William Castleman
University of Colorado

Harold Johnston
University of California at Berkeley

Conway Leovy
University of Washington

David Murcray
University of Denver
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Computing Facility

The NCAR Computing Facility pro-
vides a computing resource for
NCAR's research and extends the
computing resources available to the
university atmospheric science
community. Last year, the facility
provided service to nearly 500 investi-
gators at NCAR and other institutions
throughout the world. The facility's
Control Data computers, a 6600 and
7600, in combination with remote
terminals, are flexible enough to
handle a wide variety of jobs, ranging
from small computations to the
processing of large-scale data sets.
Upon completion of the planned hard-
ware augmentation in 1977 (discussed
further below), the facility will have
one of the largest computing systems
available to university atmospheric
researchers.

The increased complexity and
expanded use of field observing
systems has led to the generation of
giant data sets, and the high speeds of
today's computers have permitted
development of more and more com-
plex codes. Thus, the volume of scien-
tific computing at NCAR has increased
tremendously over the past few years.
In response to this demand, a new
scheduling algorithm and allocation
procedure for the Control Data 7600
was devised. At present, 90% of the
system's time is allocated to users in
advance. In a typical month, 28,000
jobs are submitted and run. Forty
percent of the scientists who used the
Computing Facility services over the
past year were university users, and
another 1 5% used the facility in joint
NCAR/university research.

The Remote Job Entry (RJE) system
presently encompasses 48 links to
NCAR's computers from remote ter-
minals in institutions across the coun-
try. In 1975, approximately 300
jobs--a tiny percentage--were

Computing Facility manager Stuart
Patterson shows a group of visiting Egyptian
scientists around the facility's machine
room.

completed from remote terminals.
Over the past year, about 11% of the
job load on the Control Data 7600 has
been submitted through terminals. The
system includes high-speed asynchro-
nous transmission, as well as synchro-
nous transmission, to permit users
with less expensive terminals to take
advantage of RJ E.

Programmers of the Applications Sec-
tion of the facility assist NCAR scien-
tists in designing, coding, and testing

scientific and utility programs. These
programmers are also available for
consultation with scientists from
universities and other institutions. The
Systems Section is responsible for the
development and maintenance of the
systems software. The Data Analysis
Section procures and maintains many
of the data sets necessary for meteoro-
logical research at NCAR. The Opera-
tions Section operates the equipment;
services include film processing and
keypunching. The Advanced Methods
Group consists primarily of consul-
tants and visitors to the Computing
Facility who have expertise in numer-
ical analysis and computer sciences.
The University Liaison and Informa-
tion Services Section maintains the
RJ E system and provides consultation,
documentation (such as user manuals),
and training for NCAR and university
users.

The Computing Facility helps its users
keep abreast of the latest develop-
ments in computer science by pro-
viding educational seminars and
lectures for users, employees, visitors,

Rob Gerritsen of the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania taught a summer
course in data-base management. Here he gives an on-line demonstration of WAND,
Wharton's interactive data-base management system.
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and students. This year, the facility
conducted a joint computing science
seminar with the University of Colo-
rado Computer Science Department.
NCAR's Atmospheric Technology
Division, which includes the Com-
puting Facility, also cosponsored a
series of seminars. About 60 lectures
on various features of the Computing
Facility and on general computing
methods were given at NCAR during
the year. Classes in basic computer
science are given regularly for staff and

visitors. During the summer, two
groups of students attended work-
shops sponsored by the Computing
Facility. The Summer Fellowship
Program in Scientific Computing,
which began in 1966, was attended by
eight graduate students planning
careers in the atmospheric sciences.
Each student had a particular research
project to complete at NCAR under
the supervision of an NCAR scientist.
The summer fellows attended a two-
week FORTRAN review class and a

seminar on input/output techniques
for large programs. At the end of the
summer, they wrote technical papers
on their projects. The Computing
Facility Internship Program for Minor-
ity Students, which was established in
1974, was attended by three students.
They took three courses taught by
Computing Facility staff and partici-
pated in the NCAR Software Support
Library (NSSL) Testing Project. The
minority interns also wrote papers on
their projects and received university

Classes and lectures in all facets of computing science are given year round by members of
the Computing Facility staff and visitors.

Marie Working, Systems Group, gives a class
in machine language.

Bernard O'Lear, Systems Group, talks about Cicely Ridley, Applications, gives a lecture
plans for operating links among the new on processing university requests for
computers and peripheral equipment, computer time.

Roland Sweet (University of Colorado at Russell Rew, University Liaison and Infor-
Denver), a Computing Facility consultant, mation Services Section, discusses the NSSL
lectures on efficient FOR TRAN subroutines Testing Project.
for the solution of elliptic partial
differential equations.

Thomas Wright, Applications, talks about
graphics that will be available from
terminals in the new front-end system.
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credit for their work at NCAR. NCAR
cooperated with a local high-school
vocational training program by pro-
viding several short-term appointments
to students as computer operator
aides.

Computing Facility Augmentation

The Computing Facility is in the midst
of a multiyear plan to increase its
capabilities. Four major subsystems,
each serving a specific logical purpose,
are being put together not only to
augment raw computing power, but
also to form an interdependent, inter-
active computational system capable
of filling the scientific computing
needs of the next decade.

By the time the plan is completed, the
Control Data 6600 computer will be
retired. Taking its place will be two
large computers, the Control
Data 7600 (acquired in 1971 and
converted to purchase in May of this
year) and a new fifth-generation com-
puter, the Cray 1, which is scheduled
for delivery on 1 July 1977. The Cray
system will consist of a central pro-
cessing unit, memory, and high-
performance disk files. It will repre-
sent a massive increase in computing
power and is expected to be five times
faster than the 7600 for NCAR's
estimated job mix.

A new "front-end" system will be
necessary to handle scheduling of the
large computers; to provide tape,
reader, printer, and graphic services;
and to act as a modern user interface
through an interactive remote terminal
system. The front-end system will
provide the user with flexible and
powerful tools for editing and file
management. This system will consist
of a set of "satellite" minicomputers
linked to the Control Data 7600 and
the Cray 1 through a small computer
that will serve as the network control
computer for the various satellites.
Each satellite can be custom-
configured to match specific needs.
The first part of the front end, the
MODCOMP II computer to handle the
RJE system, was installed in June
1974, and the first satellite computer,
a PDP 11/70, will be installed by the

Computing Facility summer interns worked on the NSSL Testing Project. Left to right,
Campanella Tones (Prairie View A&M University, Texas), Richard Valent (Computing
Facility), Karen Kendrick (Spelman College, Atlanta, Georgia), Arleen Kimble (Prairie
View), and Jeanne Adams (head of the facility's University Liaison and Information
Services group), posed outside the Mesa Laboratory.

Representatives of NCA R and Cray Research, Incorporated, watch Francis Bretherton sign
the contract for the Cray 1 computer. Standing are (left to right) Lionel Dicharry (NCA R
Contracts Office), Paul Rotar (head of the Computing Facility's Systems Group), Stuart
Patterson (Computing Facility manager), Clifford Murino (director of the NCA R A tmo-
spheric Technology Division), and John Firor (NCA R executive director). Seated are Noel
Stone, assistant secretary of Cray Research; Seymour Cray; UCAR president Francis
Bretherton; and Harriet Crowe of UCA R.

High Altitude Observatory in early
1977. The Computing Facility expects
to acquire the balance of the
equipment before 1982.

A fourth component of the system is
an Ampex Terabit Memory System
(TMS - 4), which serves to store and
retrieve data from massive data sets
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and to accommodate data produced
by very large computer codes. The
device will allow much greater

capacity for on-line storage of often-
used data sets and program libraries.
The TMS - 4 is based on videotape

Left, jesse james of Ampex operates the controls of the mass storage system tape drives;
right, Rick Baumgartner of Systems Development Corporation (operating software for
Ampex) changes a disk pack in the system.

After the contract signing came plans for an addition to the machine room to house the
new computer and its associated peripherals, a ground-breaking ceremony (Boulder mayor
Frank Buchanan and UCA R president Francis Bretherton with picks), the big "cat" that
moved earth, the building of forms for concrete walls (construction workers William Cole
and Steven Smith are putting in reinforcing rods for the concrete), and the pouring of
wal/s. The addition to the Mesa Laboratory will be complete by 1 july 1977, when the
Cray will be ready to move in.
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technology and can store user infor-
mation on one videotape that would
be equivalent to several hundred reels
of conventional magnetic tape. This
machine was delivered to NCAR on
8 March 1976 and is undergoing
check-out and testing prior to
becoming available for facility users.

Augmentation of the computing
capability will enable NCAR to pro-
cess effectively the data expected from
such large projects as the Global
Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP) First GARP Global Experi-
ment to be conducted in 1978 - 79
and the Solar Maximum Mission to be
conducted in 1979, while maintaining
the high quality of service to other
university and NCAR projects. Global
atmospheric circulation modeling,
cloud modeling, turbulence modeling,
climate modeling, ocean modeling, and
modeling of the solar/interplanetary
medium are examples of such ongoing
computing tasks.

Construction of an addition to the
Mesa Laboratory to house the Cray 1
computer and its peripheral equipment
began in July 1976. The addition will
be largely underground, to preserve
the handsome natural surroundings.
The new wing will extend 85 feet from
the present computer room and
enlarge it by 680 m2



User Services

This year the staff of the Computing
Facility continued to provide several
unique services to computer users in
the atmospheric sciences.

The University Liaison and Informa-
tion Services Section continued to
document and test an extensive library
of utility and special-purpose software.
Programs for the NCAR Software
Support Library (NSSL) have been
produced by NCAR or acquired from
commercial software vendors. A major
undertaking for the library service is
the NSSL Testing Project, now under
way. Staff members are testing and
certifying approximately 100 pro-
grams (or packages) contained in ULIB
(the utility library). Testing of reli-
ability is followed by improvement of
documentation; attempts are made to
make the programs completely
portable so they can be run on any of
the machines at NCAR.

The first step in the testing procedure
is to construct a "demonstration
driver" for each package. The demon-
stration drivers are programs that
instruct the appropriate subroutines in
a package to solve one well-
conditioned problem. They are written
in a standard format and are docu-
mented well enough to serve as an
example of the use of the package.
Since the demonstration drivers are
portable, they provide a means for
verifying the correct use of the library
routines on other machines. The

Computing facility tape librarian Mary
Trembour at work among the more than
30,000 magnetic tapes in use at NCAR. The
acquisition of an Ampex mass storage
system using videotapes is expected to
consolidate this library considerably.

second step is to construct test decks
and data sets that will cause each state-
ment in the program to be exercised
and establish time and accuracy claims
made for the program. Finally,
changes to the code are suggested.
When the modifications are made, the
new version of the code is passed
through the extensive tests, placed in
the program library, and certified.
Demonstration drivers for about 30
programs were completed by the end
of fiscal 1976.

NCAR graphics specialists this year
collaborated to make it possible for
users to get more sophisticated
graphics from the Data Display 80
microfilm plotting unit. The new pack-
age will be portable for use with other
computer graphics machines. The
package is a simple modification of
current graphics routines; programs
with standard data formats can be
made to produce a contour map or
series of maps by the addition of only
three statements to existing cards.
Scientists can modify the package to
meet more specialized graphics
requirements by writing their own
subroutines.

The Data Analysis Section of the
Computing Facility this year made
several additions and improvements to
its collection of meteorological data
sets. These data constitute the basis of
many weather analysis and modeling
studies at NCAR and elsewhere.

The section began distributing tapes of
world monthly surface data (inrcluding
temperature, precipitation, and pres-
sure) in the summer of 1975. This data
set contains nearly 1,000,000 station
months of rainfall information.
Eighty-four of the stations have com-
plete weather data dating back to
1850. Copies of this set were sent to
the USSR as part of a Soviet-U.S.
exchange. The data were recently up-
dated through 1974 and include infor-
mation provided by China. Most of the
data for this set were collected at the
National Climatic Center (NCC) in
Asheville, North Carolina, and sent to

Monthly rawinsonde data from about
750 stations around the world were
made available in August 1976. They
are being used for a tropical atlas being
prepared at NCAR.

Satellite data for GATE were collected
during 1974 by several satellites,
including a Stationary Meteorological
Satellite (SMS -1) positioned over the
Atlantic Ocean. The satellite covered a
broader area in latitude than GATE,
and so Colorado State University and
NCAR worked together to extract 84
pertinent tapes from 2,400 that were
acquired from NOAA. Aircraft data
for GATE were processed by NCAR's
GATE Aircraft Data Management and
Analysis Program with support from
Data Analysis Section and Applica-
tions Section staff members. Steps in
the processing included calibration and
editing, computer and manual quality
control, creation of time-series plots,
reformatting to the GATE format, and
making multiple copies of tapes for
shipment.

The Data Analysis Section routinely
updates its archives of observational
data from the National Meteorological
Center. The section is currently
acquiring another set of surface data
from the U.S. Navy.

The NCAR data sets are frequently
used by staff members at NCAR and
by university visitors. Use of the data
sets in programs submitted through
the RJE system is also increasing.
Many data requests are met by mailing
tapes. This year, 300 tapes were sent
out to fill 120 data requests. In addi-
tion, about 525 tapes of GATE air-
craft data have been shipped.

An NCAR Technical Note published
this year, Data Sets for Meteorological
Research (TN/IA - 111), includes
information on the major sets of data
held in the United States, many of
which give global coverage. It has
already been distributed to 650
researchers.

NCAR to be converted to standard
formats, checked, sorted, and
archived.
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Computing Facility Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Jeanne Adams
John Adams
Gary Aitken
Daniel Anderson
Frank Banks
Julia Bartram
Linda Besen
Robert Biro
Gerald Browning
Mary Buck
Beverley Chavez
Betsey Chen
Celia Chen
Bang-Yaw Chin
Frederick Clare
Gaynez Connell
Ann Cowley
Astrik Deirmendjian
Russell Dent
Benedict Domenico
John Donnelly
Margaret Drake
Gregory Eitzen
Salvador Farfan
Dean Frey
William Frye
David Fulker
Sandra Fuller
Bonnie Gacnik
Gilbert Green
Kenneth Hansen
Lofton Henderson
Stuart Henderson
Michael Hendrickson
Darrell Holley
Candace Holzman
Roy Jenne
Dennis Joseph
David Kennison
David Kitts
Robert Lackman
Sara Ladd
Richard Lindenmoyer
Jack Martindale
Darrell McDowell
Amber McEwen
Jack Miller
Robert Mitchell
Donald Morris
Paul Mulder
Robert Niffenegger
Bernard O'Lear
Richard Oye
Harsh Passi
Stuart Patterson (Manager)

Kelton Penner
Gary Pierce
Vickie Pinedo
Russell Rew
Cicely Ridley
Andrew Robertson
David Robertson
Paul Rotar
Richard Sato
Susan Schemel
Eugene Schumacher
Larry Scott
Wilbur Spangler
David Strayer
Paul Swarztrauber
Joyce Takamine
Linda Thiel
Ruth Toutenhoofd
Mary Trembour
Alfonso Trujillo
Richard Valent
Suzanne Van Scotter
Colleen Velie
Fred Walden
Jo Walsh
Gregg Walters
Gloria Williamson
Marie Working
Thomas Wright

Harold Orville
Institute of Atmospheric Sciences
South Dakota School of Mines &
Technology

Peter Rhines
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

Giorgio Tesi (Observer)
National Science Foundation

Computing Facility Advisory Panel

Robert Carovillano
Boston College

Lewis House
High Altitude Observatory, NCAR

Eugene Isaacson
Courant Institute of Mathematical
Sciences
New York University

John Killeen
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
University of California

Carl Kreitzberg
Drexel University

Cecil Leith
Numerical Weather Prediction Project,
NCAR

Yoshimitsu Ogura
Laboratory for Atmospheric Research
University of Illinois, Urbana
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Research Aviation Facility

NCAR's Research Aviation Facility
(RAF) serves the needs of the nation's
atmospheric science community by
providing project support and special-
ized services not easily available from
or within individual agencies or univer-
sities. RAF's fleet comprises four fully
equipped research platforms with a
variety of capabilities. Aircraft plat-
forms such as these are invaluable for
measuring atmospheric variables in
many kinds of experiments designed
to further our understanding of the
atmosphere.

Over the past year, RAF supported 27
major research projects, which in-.
cluded 12 for universities, eight for
NCAR scientists, and seven for joint
NCAR/university programs. About
1,300 research hours were flown.
Major support was given to an expedi-
tion to take measurements of the
atmosphere around the erupting
Alaskan volcano Mount Saint
Augustine; the Arctic Ice Dynamics
Joint Experiment (AIDJEX), also
conducted in Alaska; STRATEX, a
marine stratocumulus experiment off
the California coast; the National Hail
Research Experiment; and JOINT 11, a
cooperative effort of the United States
and Peru to study the upwelling of
nutrient-rich water along the Peruvian
coast.

Research programs such as these
require a variety of highly sophisti-
cated aircraft measurement systems,
equipment for sensing atmospheric
variables and recording data. RAF
systems are capable of taking such
measurements as detailed spatial and
temporal observations of winds, tem-
perature, and moisture fields; the dis-
tribution of solar and terrestrial
radiation; distributions of natural and
artificial atmospheric constituents; and
turbulent fluxes of momentum, heat,
and moisture. These systems are con-

tinuously upgraded, and RAF often
carries out aircraft modifications to
enhance its research support
capabilities.

A remote terminal connected to
NCAR's Control Data 7600 computer
was installed this year in the calibra-
tion laboratory at RAF headquarters
at the Jefferson County airport near
NCAR. RAF staff used the terminal to
store and classify calibrations of
approximately 20 instruments aboard
the RAF aircraft that measure pres-
sure, temperature, and dew point, with
standards traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards.

RAF's four-engine Lockheed Electra is
equipped with a gust probe, an inertial
navigation system, and instruments to

measure air temperature, pressure, and
humidity; the liquid water content of
clouds and water droplets; the size of
cloud droplets; visible and infrared
radiation; and air motions (winds).
Instrumental outputs are fed into the
minicomputers contained in the on-
board data management system, which
provides real-time recording, computa-
tion, and display of meteorological
and flight data. Under a normal load,
the Electra can cruise at speeds around
480 km/h and climb as high as 8.7 km
(28,400 ft). Flying between 3 and
7 km in altitude, it has a range of
about 3,700 km. Thus, it is well-suited
to carrying a scientific payload on
long-range flights.

In the AIDJEX/Mount Saint
Augustine expedition to Alaska

M. Norman Zrubek, Neil Kelley, Donald
Lenschow, and Karl Danninger (Research
Systems Facility) inspect the air motion
sensors on the gust probe of the Electra
aircraft.

Richard Taylor checks computer console
aboard the Electra.
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(31 January through 18 February
1976), the Electra flew 70 research
hours. During AIDJEX the Electra
made four 6 h research flights, three of
which were conducted in the bound-
ary layer to study the interaction of
ice and atmosphere over the Arctic
Basin. The fourth mission was flown
to measure the radiation budget of a
stratus cloud deck over the Arctic
Basin. The Mount Saint Augustine
expedition is discussed further below.

RAF also has two Beechcraft Queen
Air twin-engine aircraft with a maxi-
mum range of 1,000 km and a maxi-
mum flight altitude of 9 km. Both
aircraft are or can be instrumented to
measure air temperature, humidity,
pressure, cloud liquid water, hydrome-
teor liquid water content, radiometric
surface temperature, and other mete-
orological and flight variables. One of
NCAR's Queen Airs provided the air-
craft support for JOINT II, conducted
in March and April 1976. The aircraft
flew over the ocean to measure sea
surface temperatures and flight winds
and also measured land-sea breezes
along the coast. One of the Queen
Air's primary purposes in the experi-
ment was to measure horizontal winds
and sea surface temperatures associ-
ated with wind-driven upwelling
systems such as those off the Peruvian
coast. RAF staff members are return-
ing to Peru in spring 1977 for the
second field phase of JOINT II.

During the past year a new nose boom
was installed on one Queen Air for
improved capability in measuring
high-frequency turbulence. The new
boom is more rigid than its prede-
cessor and has enabled the bandwidth
of measured velocity fluctuations to
be increased. Next year RAF plans to
install a similar air motion sensing
capability on the other Queen Air. In
addition, one Queen Air will receive
upgraded data recording and display
systems, and similar equipment will be
installed on the other Queen Air the
following year.

The RAF North American Rockwell

measure thermodynamic variables as
well as cloud particles. It has a maxi-
mum flight altitude of 13.7 km and a
range of about 2,000 km.

Successful Research Mission
to Mount Saint Augustine

Violent volcanic eruptions can greatly
enhance concentrations of strato-
spheric trace constituents, including
both fine particles and gases, and these
perturbations can last for years. The
eruption products may be dispersed
over much of the globe and may pro-
duce spectacular optical effects,
including especially colorful sunsets
and unusual colors imparted to the sun
and moon.

A major reason for studying volcanic
eruptions and the particulate material
that they inject into the stratosphere is
to determine the possible effects of
that material on the earth's climate.
The total amount of material in the
stratosphere above a given region of
the earth's surface is of more interest
than the peak concentration, which
generally occurs shortly after an erup-
tion at a few kilometers above the

tropopause. The material injected into
the troposphere is of less interest than
that in the stratosphere, since most of
it is removed by precipitation within a
few days.

On 22 January 1976 explosive activity
began in Mount Saint Augustine,
located on Augustine Island (590 N)
near the entrance of Cook Inlet in
Alaska. The volcano had been dormant
since 1964. Its recorded eruptions had
typically been explosive, culminating
in the formation of a dome. During
the four days after initial activity on
22 January, several major explosive
eruptions occurred, followed by a
relatively quiet period of strong
fuming. From 6 to 16 February the
volcano erupted several more times,
with ash clouds reaching as high as
14 km, and a new lava dome was
extruded.

While Augustine's explosive activity
was occurring, NCAR researchers
Richard Cadle, Edward Patterson,
Clyde Wyman (Upper Atmosphere
Project), and Anthony Delany (Aero-
sol Project) and the flight crew of the
NCAR Electra began making swift
preparations for a research mission to

NCA R's Lockheed Electra (left) and two Beechcraft Queen Air aircraft take to the air at
once. The Electra's large load-carrying capability and long range give investigators the
opportunity to combine several experiments in one flight program. The Queen Air at
lower right was recently re-instrumented with an inertial navigation system, a new nose
boom, and a new gust probe mounted at the end of the boom.

The NCA R Sabreliner jet aircraft is
equipped to monitor standard meteoro-
logical and flight data. The craft also has an
inertial navigation system and gust probe.

twin-jet Sabreliner is also fully instru-
mented with a gust probe and inertial
navigation system and instruments to
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measure the volcanic emissions in the
atmosphere around Augustine Island.
Members of the flight crew were
Harold Barber, James Covington,
Kathy Klasek, James Lundahl, Loyd
Newcomer, Matthew Reynolds,
Richard Taylor, and James Smith.
Joining them on the expedition were
scientists Randy Borys (University of
Rhode island), Jarvis Moyers (Univer-
sity of Arizona), Karen Stefasson
(University of Maryland), Robert
Stordeur (Washington State Univer-
sity), and William Zoller (University of
Maryland).

Vulcanologists had given Augustine a
50% chance of erupting during 1976
and an 80% chance of erupting before
1979, so the eruption came as no
surprise to the researchers. Neverthe-
less, preparing for an airborne research
mission and reaching the distant
volcano within one week of its first
eruption necessitated a highly orga-
nized effort, especially on the part of
RAF.

The scientists and flight crew had been
preparing to depart for Point Barrow,
Alaska, on 2 February to participate in
the Arctic ice Dynamics Joint Experi-
ment (AIDJ EX) during 3- 18 Febru-
ary, but the early departure date
required a redoubling of their efforts.
(Al DJ EX is a long-term project under
the direction of the Division of Marine
Resources, University of Washington,
designed to study boundary-layer
meteorology over the arctic ice.)

Preparations for the assignment on the
part of RAF involved carefully exam-
ining the various scientists' require-
ments for measuring atmospheric
parameters, planning space and power
requirements, and interfacing the
equipment with the Electra's on-board
data system. For the Augustine/
AIDJ EX trip, the scientists used a
variety of instruments and techniques
to take measurements, including a
Knollenberg laser aerosol spectrom-
eter, laser radar (lidar), a polar nephe-
lometer, impactors, small filters for
electron microscopy samples, and the
Samovar--a bulk filter system that is
used to collect samples on chemically
impregnated filters and on more con-

ventional Whatman and fiber glass
filters.

On 1 February, the crew and scientists
flew around Mount Saint Augustine
for about 6 h, making 34 passes
through the plume at 1.5 - 1.8 km.
Probes mounted on the aircraft per-
mitted sampling of outside air, in spite
of the pressurization of the aircraft.
Yellowish deposits collected on the
windshield and other parts of the air-
craft. The next day was cloudy, so
return trips to the volcano were post-
poned until after the AIDJEX flights.
Weather predictions were made by the
participating scientists and staff from
the U.S. Air Force in Alaska. After
four 6 h research flights in AIDJEX,
the Electra returned to Mount Saint
Augustine for an additional 8.5 h of
research flight time on 18 and
19 February.

The particulate matter from violent
volcanic eruptions, such as
Augustine's, is largely volcanic ash
(finely divided lava), and the
Augustine field trip confirmed
previous indications that large
amounts of sulfates, especially impure
sulfuric acid droplets, are also present.
The gases are largely water vapor,
carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, carbon

Mount Saint Augustine in Alaska, photo-
graphed from the NCA R Electra during
February eruption.

monoxide, hydrogen, and halides,
especially hydrogen chloride. The par-
ticulate material can affect the radia-
tion balance of the earth and may
catalyze various chemical reactions
occurring in the stratosphere. Also,
much of the sulfur dioxide will be
oxidized and hydrated to form addi-
tional sulfuric acid. The gaseous
chlorine undergoes chemical reactions
in the stratosphere that can lead to a
decrease in the concentration of
stratospheric ozone.

Measurements were taken of
Augustine's plume in the troposphere
up to 2.6 km, between explosive
phases of eruption. During explosive
phases, the plume rose to a maximum
height of 13.7 km. As the samples are
analyzed, the amounts of particles and
gases that reached the stratosphere are
also being estimated with the use of
lidar data, infrared satellite pictures,
and computer transport models.

A joint NCAR/university proposal is
currently being drawn up for a con-
tinuing investigation of the effects of
violent volcanic eruptions on the
nature of the stratosphere.
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A New Processor for Aircraft Data

Over the past several years, the
amount of data collected by RAF has
increased exponentially, from about
75 million words of output in fiscal
year 1971 to more than 1.3 billion in
1976. This rapid growth is related in
large part to RAF's ongoing program
to meet the growing needs of the
atmospheric science community for
collecting wideband data in support of
turbulence research.

To help ensure prompt and efficient
reduction of these data and to improve
their quality, RAF formed the Data
Management Group this year and
began use of a new dynamic data
processor called GENPRO. GENPRO,
which has been under development
since 1972, maintains the dynamic
integrity of data by preserving the
unique temporal relationship of the
parameters that it processes--a
capability that its predecessor did not
have.

Before the Data Management Group
was formed, RAF data had been
processed by four full-time program-
mers who worked with the RAF Pro-
ject Support Group. The group now
numbers ten--two RAF engineers
and eight programmers from the
NCAR Computing Facility. One of
their major efforts has been to stan-
dardize and categorize output
according to complexity and project
type, a system which leads to fewer
errors or delays in processing. This
new approach, together with the avail-
ability of increased manpower to
process data, has shortened the average
turnaround time for users to 10 - 12
weeks. The group hopes to reduce that
time further through increased auto-
mation of the reduction process,
lessening the time needed to set up
and check out processing decks.

Research Aviation Facility Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Harold Barber
Carl Beck
Edward Brown
James Brown
Robert Burris
Robert Carl
James Covington
Charles Cullian
John Dee
Richard Friesen
Richard Garrelts
Neil Kelley
Donald Lenschow
James Lugo
James Lundahl
Thomas McQuade
Loyd Newcomer
Clay Orum
Janice Osborne
Matthew Reynolds
Annabelle Robinson
Alfred Rodi
Ronald Ruth
James Smith II
Paul Spyers-Duran
John Stone
George Tate
Richard Taylor
Harry Vaughan III (Manager)
Lester Zinser
M. Norman Zrubek

Advisory Panel

Robert Cunningham
Air Force Geophysics Laboratories

Edwin Danielsen
Aerosol Project, NCAR

James Fankhauser
National Hail Research Experiment,
NCAR

Gerald Grams
Upper Atmosphere Project, NCAR

Peter Sinclair
Colorado State University

James Telford
Desert Research Institute
University of Nevada

Dennis Thomson
Pennsylvania State University
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Field Observing Facility

The Field Observing Facility (FOF)
provides scientists with technical
expertise and instruments for the
operation of field programs and de-
velops new observational systems for
atmospheric research, often in collabo-
ration with the Research Systems
Facility (RSF).

FOF equipment is used to support
research on severe storms, mesoscale
weather events, boundary-layer
phenomena, and the composition of
the upper atmosphere. The facility's
inventory also includes equipment for
the calibration and intercomparison of
meteorological instrumentation. FOF's
development programs emphasize that
each new generation of meteorological
equipment should make more useful
measurements--measurements that
are more precise, accurate, and un-
ambiguous and that are readily avail-
able to the scientist, preferably in
engineering units in real time. FOF
scientists, engineers, and technicians
assist other NCAR scientists and their
university colleagues in obtaining use-
ful measurements of a variety of atmo-
spheric parameters under a variety of
conditions.

A highlight of the past year, discussed
further below, was the deployment of
a completely new system, the Portable
Automated Mesonet (PAM), during
the field season of the National Hail
Research Experiment in May, June,
and July 1976. PAM, a joint develop-
ment of FOF and RSF, is a network of
weather stations that telemeter infor-
mation simultaneously to a base
station, where the measurements are
displayed in real time and recorded for
postanalysis.

Radars. This year saw the completion
and deployment of the second of
FOF's coherent-pulsing C-band
(5.5 cm wavelength) doppler radars.
Both radars are trailer-mounted, and

they have been transported from one
end of the country to the other in
support of numerous experiments
during the past year.

The development of the two radars
was begun in 1974. The C-band was
chosen as a desirable compromise
between the signal attenuation inher-
ent in X-band (3.2 cm wavelength)
radars and the size and expense of the
antenna required for S-band (10.7 cm
wavelength) radars. Thus, although the
radar systems are still large and com-
plex, they are portable and versatile.
The C-bands can be used separately,
together for dual-doppler work, or in
combination with other radars for
multidoppler measurements.

Radars produce enormous amounts of
data, and FOF, RSF, and the NCAR
Computing Facility are cooperating in
a number of efforts to simplify both
preprocessing and final processing of
radar data of all types. In real time,
the raw radar data are preprocessed by
a special-purpose digital processor that

computes reflectivity and doppler
velocity values in each of 512 range
intervals simultaneously. These data
are recorded permanently on magnetic
tape and displayed on a color video
display. The real-time color display
associated with each C-band radar is
proving to be a far more sensitive tool
than even its developers originally
imagined; an example of its capabil-
ities is discussed below. Because the
color display enables scientists to
visualize weather processes in real
time, it has helped to reduce the data
glut; scientists can select weather
events of interest as they happen. The
Research Data Support System
(RDSS), under development by RSF
and FOF and described more fully in
the section on RSF, will enable off-
line processing of radar data. Like the
color display, the RDSS is planned to
be an interactive system. The Com-
puting Facility has several pro-
grammers assigned to work on radar
data handling, and new software
packages have been developed for the
final processing of radar data.

FOF's C-band radars are mounted on trailers A t the site, the C-band radars are protected
and can be transported over highways by portable radomes. This one is being
anywhere in the country. erected by FOF technicians.
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In August 1975 one of the C-band
radars traveled to Miami, Florida,
where it was used in a multidoppler
array to study thunderstorms. It went
to Tacoma, Washington, in December
1975 to support a university program
investigating extratropical mesocy-
clonic activity. In May 1976 it was
taken to Grover, Colorado, for the
field season of NHRE. The other radar
was completed in December 1975 and
spent the months of January, Febru-
ary, and March 1976 at Port of
Indiana, near Gary, supporting a joint
university program to investigate
fronts and lake-effect snowstorms.

The Indiana program provided an
excellent test run for the new radar.
The principal advantage of the dual-
doppler radar technique is its ability to
measure vector wind fields in convec-
tive storms, snow, rain, and heavy
clouds. These measurements are
important in the detection of weather
fronts in formation, in motion, or in
decay. A case in which turbulent trans-
port in the vertical plays a decisive role
occurs in the production of lake-effect
storms; the heavy snowfalls that some-
times occur on the lee shores of the
Great Lakes during cold air outbreaks
are examples of these. The C-band
radar was used in conjunction with a
radar operated jointly by the Univer-
sity of Chicago and the Illinois State
Water Survey and another operated by
the Illinois Institute of Technology to
study several winter storms.

The new radar then joined the NHRE
field program in June, when it was
stationed 24 km north of Stoneham,
Colorado, in the NHRE experimental
area. The two C-band radars were part
of a multidoppler array that included
two X-band radars supplied by the
Wave Propagation Laboratory of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA).

Lidar. FOF maintains a lidar (laser
radar) system consisting of a 5 J ruby
laser (6943 A) and a 1 50 cm receiver.
Signal returns are detected by photo-
multipliers feeding a high-speed digital
data acquisition system. Laser radar is
becoming an important tool for
studying the atmosphere; it could
become to clear-air probing what

meteorological radar is to the inves-
tigation of storms. Because of the
short wavelength, backscatter cross
sections are high for the very small
aerosol particles that have extended
atmospheric lifetimes, and lidar is
extremely sensitive to the numbers
and sizes of these particles.

The FOF lidar is used in a vertically
pointing mode to detect and monitor
aerosol loading in the atmosphere. The
night range of the system is 60 km; by
day, the range is 25 km. It was used as
ground support during the Apollo-
Soyuz mission. The American-Soviet
satellite experiment included a limb-
monitoring instrument for detecting
dust in the atmosphere, and the space-
craft measurements were compared
with the FOF ground measurements
and measurements made with a lidar at
NASA/Langley Research Center. The
NASA and FOF measurements agreed
well, providing a good basis for the
comparison.

The lidar has also been used since
October 1974 to monitor aerosol
concentrations in the stratosphere
from Volcan de Fuego in Guatemala,
which erupted at that time. Back-
scatter from the sulfate layer
(15 - 18 km) rose sharply after the
eruption; it is now down near pre-
eruption levels. Routine biweekly
monitoring of stratospheric aerosols
has been carried out by the lidar
throughout the year for scientists at
NCAR, NASA, and the University of
Denver.

Boundary-Layer Profiler. FOF main-
tains two complete boundary-layer
profiling systems. Each profiler con-
sists of a lightweight, portable tethered
balloon carrying a sensor package and
telemetry transmitter. The sensors
register wind direction, wind speed,
wet- and dry-bulb temperature, and
pressure as the balloon and package
are paid out on a light line from a
winch up to 600 m above ground level.
A ground station records the meteoro-
logical parameters on strip charts or
magnetic tapes or both for later
analysis. Although it cannot be flown
under windy conditions, the profiler is
useful in studies of low-level air pollu-
tion under strong temperature inver-

FOF's boundary-layer profiling system uses
sensors suspended from a tethered balloon.
Weather data are telemetered to a base
station on the ground.

sions. The systems were used
extensively in a university program at
Lincoln, Nebraska; a joint NCAR/
NOAA/university program at Haswell,
Colorado; a Colorado State
University/Utah State University/U.S.
Forest Service program at Vail, Colo-
rado; a second program at the Univer-
sity of Nebraska; and a study
conducted by the Desert Research
Institute of the University of Nevada
to investigate boundary-layer phe-
nomena over the Farallon Islands off
San Francisco.

Calibration Equipment. FOF's
computer-controlled environmental
chamber is useful for testing or cali-
brating meteorological instruments
under a variety of environmental con-
ditions. A NOVA 1200 minicomputer
regulates conditions in the chamber,
enabling real-time observation of
instrumental response over a wide
range of temperatures (-750 C to
100°C by increments of 0.5°), pres-
sures (10 to 1,000 mb in 1 mb steps),
and humidities (dew points from
-50 0 C to saturation, by degrees). FOF
also maintains a small wind tunnel in
which wind speed can be controlled
automatically.

Other Equipment. The facility main-
tains two GMD - 1A rawinsonde
stations. One is at the facility's shops
and equipment-testing site at Marshall,
near Boulder. The other has been used
in a number of experiments--in
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A weather balloon carries an FOF
rawinsonde into the sky over Grover,
Colorado, during the field season of the
National Hail Research Experiment.

NHRE; at the University of Washing-
ton; and at Haswell, Colorado, for a
joint NCAR/NOAA/university experi-
ment. A large inventory of standard
meteorological sensors is available for
loan to research groups; about two
dozen universities and other institu-
tions used FOF equipment last year.

Research. During the past year, FOF
scientists and engineers have published
the details of instrumental develop-
ments and testing programs in the
scientific literature and through papers
given at conferences. The literature
covers subjects ranging from the
accuracy of anemometers to new
methods for taking lidar observations
in the daytime. In addition, under the
NCAR graduate assistantship program,
FOF scientists have aided the research
program of a graduate student at the
University of Chicago. Under an affil-
iate professorship with the University
of Oklahoma, one FOF scientist is
teaching a graduate course in atmo-
spheric measurements. Such inter-
actions help to produce better
experimental design, better commu-
nication among engineers and scien-
tists, and a better understanding on
the part of scientists of the possibil-
ities and promise of new
developments.

JMOF. During the year, plans for a
Joint Meteorological Observing Facil-
ity (JMOF) to be operated by NOAA
and NCAR moved ahead. The partic-
ipants selected a site near Erie, 30 km
east of Boulder, and obtained per-
mission from the Federal Aviation
Administration for the construction of
a 300 m tower, and NOAA let a con-
tract for the construction. NCAR
participated in planning the scientific
uses of the new facility, at which FOF
plans to locate its laboratories. They
are now divided between rental space
in Boulder and temporary buildings at
a field site at Marshall, where equip-
ment testing is often complicated by
cramped quarters and dust in the air
from the dump and gravel pit opera-
tions nearby. An umbrella scientific
program for the J MOF, called the
Joint Meteorological Observing Plan,
has been laid out by NCAR, NOAA,
and university scientists, who hope to
begin intensive boundary-layer and
mesoscale studies using the facility
during the coming year.

Portable Automated Mesonet

A highlight of the past year for FOF
was the first full-scale field use of the
Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM), a
new system developed by RSF and
FOF that is assisting the investigations
of meteorologists studying severe
weather phenomena. PAM is a syn-
chronized, medium-scale surface
weather reporting network; it was first
used during the 1976 NHRE field
season.

Scientists have long been able to fly
instrumented aircraft around thunder-
storms, and new developments in radar
technology have helped them to
follow from the ground the progress of
storms as they develop aloft. But
getting the picture at the bottom of
the weather--at ground level--has
been more difficult. Scientists have
had to rely on such data as strip charts
or magnetic tapes retrieved from net-
works of field weather stations long
after the storms have passed by. PAM

PAM samples data at the same time at
each field network station, averages
the data locally, and transmits them
via a telemetry link to a base station so
scientists can "watch" surface weather
patterns across the entire network in
real time. PAM thus represents a
technological advance over a whole
previous generation of
instrumentation.

(a)

a' r3North

(b)

(a) Sketch showing the Portable Automated
Mesonet (PAM) base station in the trailer
and the telescoping antenna tower.
(b) Sketch showing a complete remote
station. Insets show the psychrometer (left)
and the battery box and electronics package
at the base of the station (right).

was designed to remedy that situation.

P.K. Govind (RSF, left) and Fred Brock
(FOF) inspect the electronics and sensors of
a PAM station in the field.
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The PAM system consists of a trailer-
mounted base station and a network
of portable, battery-powered remote
stations. The remote stations may be
arrayed in any pattern; the current
complement of 15 stations can be used
to sample the weather over an area as
large as 160 km in diameter. Each
remote station comprises an elec-
tronics and telemetry package that
looks like a large suitcase and a 12 m
mast on which the radio antenna and
weather sensors are placed. The bat-
teries in the electronics package can
operate for about 14 days before they
need recharging. The sensors measure
pressure, temperature, humidity, rain-
fall amount, wind speed, and wind
direction, 60 times a second. A pro-
grammable microprocessor in each
station controls data sampling, data
averaging, and communications. Aver-
aged data are reported to the base
station when the base station com-
puter interrogates the remote station
(typically, once a minute; a network
of 40 stations could be "polled" by
the base station in 17 s).

The base station uses a NOVA 840
minicomputer for polling remote
stations, logging data, checking data
quality, and displaying data. Displays
available to the scientist in real time
include tabular listings, time plots,
vector wind plots, and contour maps
of any parameter. The weather data
received from the remote network can
be subjected to preliminary analysis
and displayed immediately; they are

>ecific sensor con-
,stem, but the
general enough to
>rs, as long as their
"analog,"
v svtem allonw un

to 16 analog and eight event inputs.

simultaneously recorded on magnetic
tape in computer-compatible form for
later analysis. Scientists at the base
station console can look at instan-
taneous plots across the network area
or they can call up "historical" dis-
plays of the way in which one or more
items varied over a period of minutes
or hours.

The PAM system with 15 stations
went into the field for the first time in
1976 in support of NHRE, and it
turned out to be a boon to NHRE
scientists. The real-time data they
received at the base station, located in
Grover, Colorado, enabled them to see
large convective circulations in for-
mation over the NHRE experimental
area in northeastern Colorado. They
were sometimes able to look at PAM
plots of wind speeds and directions
and pinpoint the places where the first
radar echoes--signs of a large storm
building up-would appear overhead,
minutes or hours ahead of their
appearance on the NHRE radars. Using
PAM, the scientists could detect
whether the air was drying out, what
the convergence probabilities were,
how drylines were moving, and what
effects thunderstorms were having.
PAM's ability to "nowcast" local
weather developments gave scientists
in NHRE a better feel for the surface
patterns associated with the develop-
ment of severe weather.

PAM was designed and built by a team
of engineers and technicians from RSF

and FOF, directed by Fred Brock
(FOF); the design benefited from
many consultations with potential
users of the system in the university
community; and a conference of the
researchers interested in PAM was held
in 1975 to make final plans for the
development of the system. In Grover,
Brock and P.K. Govind (RSF) oper-
ated the system in the field and dis-
covered that troubleshooting for it was
surprisingly easy and inexpensive. The
remote stations let the base station
know the moment anything stopped
functioning properly. Routine ser-
vicing became unnecessary, and only
two people were needed to monitor

P.K. Govind at the operating console for the
PAM system in the base station trailer. The
minicomputer controlling the system is in
the foreground.

Block diagram of the PAM base station
showing the minicomputer and peripheral
equipment. Data are logged on magnetic
tape and a data file is maintained on the
disk for real-time display.
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Surface wind field, temperature, and dew point (oC) across the PAM array at various stages
of storm development on 2 June 1976. The storm is approaching from the west and is
centered over the array in part (d).

the system--one to stay with the
base station and one to visit the field
for infrequent repairs. At least two
more persons would have been
required to operate a conventional
mesonet and keep it functioning.

A wide range of mesoscale phenomena
can be investigated using PAM,
including not only hail and thunder-
storms, but also squall lines, sea
breezes, and regional air pollution.
Display formats and software design
will be updated to accommodate as
many as 60 remote stations. An
additional 15 stations are now being
constructed at NCAR. PAM remote
stations can also be used as stand-alone
loggers with the addition of digital
recording cassettes. A radio relay link-
is being built to enlarge the possible
area over which stations can be
arrayed beyond line-of-sight
communications.

Doppler Radar Observations of a
Supercell Storm

Among the more exciting cases
observed by radar during the field
season of NHRE last summer was the
supercell hailstorm of 8 June 1976.

The color photographs from the real-
time radar display indicate some of the
interesting features of this storm,
which dropped 10 - 15 cm of hail in a
10 km2 area near the town of
Briggsdale, Colorado, about 25 km
south and west of the C-band radar
site.

The photo at the top illustrates the
reflectivity field. The alphanumeric
characters at the far right indicate the
date (8 June 1976), time
(16:52:45 MDT), antenna elevation
angle (12.60), and other status infor-
mation. The reflectivity color code is
provided by the color stripe to the left
of the status information and is incre-
mented in 5.0 dB steps beginning at
green and increasing through white.
The actual reflectivity factor is ob-
tained by subtracting 15.0 from the
number printed in the color block.
Thus reflectivities range from -10.0
(green) to 60.0 (white) dBZ.

The radar is located in the upper right
corner of the display; the range rings
are 20 and 40 km distant from the
radar, and the azimuth spokes are 100
apart. The vertical spoke is directed
due south of the radar. An 8:1 magni-
fication in both x and y axes has been
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used in order to generate a high-
resolution display capable of showing
as much detail as exists in the data.
This zoom feature is available to scien-
tists in real time.

There are two important features to
note in this photograph. These are the
bounded weak echo vault region
(20 dBZ--violet surrounded by
yellow and brown) in the lower right
(southeast) that marks the main up-
draft, and the very strong reflectivity
region (65 dBZ--red, white, and
black) adjacent to it to the north and
west. (The strongest signals have
exceeded the range covered by white
and are thus indicated by black.) This
high-reflectivity region is undoubtedly
the region of maximum hailfall; hail
growth is occurring above the weak
echo region.

The bottom photo shows the simul-
taneous doppler velocity display. The
color stripe on the right indicates the
measured doppler velocity; each color
represents a range of 2 m/s, with
white, zero doppler velocity, con-
taining all velocities between -1 and
+1 m/s. Negative or approaching veloc-
ities are represented in dark green (1-)
through violet (7-) and positive or
receding velocities are coded brown
through red. The total unambiguous
velocity interval is thus ±15 m/s. If the
true air velocities have magnitudes that
exceed 15 m/s, velocity aliasing or
folding will occur--that is, a velocity
of +16 m/s would appear as violet
(-14 m/s). Because of spatial con-
tinuity it is usually possible to detect
where aliasing has occurred.

The second photograph is striking
because it provides clear evidence of
the mesocyclonic rotation around the
weak echo vault. This is indicated by
the strong velocities toward the radar
(aliasing has occurred) on the south-
east side of the vault. The maximum
velocity measured in this region is
24 m/s. The cyclonic shear is given by
simply measuring the velocity differ-
ence in the azimuth direction with
range held constant. Cyclonic shear
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A clue to the source of the cyclonic
rotation is obtained by observing that
the weak echo vault and the high-
reflectivity region are acting as obsta-
cles to the environmental flow aloft,
which is generally westerly. The
rapidly moving air is directed around
the core of the storm; thus we see
developing cyclonic rotation on its
lower right and anticyclonic rotation
on the upper left. These 8 June data
bolster the growing interest in a
nationwide doppler radar network for
short-term severe-storm warning and
forecasting. Color radar displays like
this one, developed by FOF engineer
Grant Gray, will be tested by the
National Weather Service and the
National Severe Storms Laboratory in
the spring of 1977, and scientists will
evaluate their potential for operational
deployment.

Field Observing Facility Advisory
Panel
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Research Systems Facility

The development of new instruments
and instrument systems to meet the
changing needs of atmospheric
research is the mission of NCAR's
Research Systems Facility (RSF),
whose scientists, engineers, techni-
cians, and machinists work at the
frontiers of modern technology.

As the atmospheric science commu-
nity defines needs for new and
improved methods of measuring atmo-
spheric phenomena, RSF responds
with improved sensing techniques,
data-acquisition methods, and real-
time analysis capabilities. The demand
for dense arrays of data-gathering
equipment grows steadily, and it is
only slightly ahead of the demand for
ways to process the data quickly and
compact them into intellectually man-
ageable portions. The equipment
developed by RSF usually becomes
part of the capability of other NCAR
facilities, and those facilities operate
the equipment in support of atmo-
spheric research programs.

The chief accomplishment of the past
15 months was the completion of the
Portable Automated Mesonet (PAM)
system by a team of RSF and Field
Observing Facility (FOF) engineers
and technicians. The development,
fabrication, successful testing, and
delivery of the system to FOF were
followed by a call to increase the
system capacity; in response, RSF is
building an additional 15 remote
weather stations, a radio repeater for
communications beyond the line of
sight, and a special van to hold the
system equipment. PAM was used in
the field for the first time during the
summer of 1976, when it was taken to
the experimental site of the National
Hail Research Experiment (NHRE) in
northeastern Colorado. A report on
the system and its performance is
given in the description of FOF, else-
where in this document.

The development of many other
instruments and instrument systems
was actively pursued during the year;
these projects are discussed in the
following paragraphs.

Digital barometer. The digital
barometer development was initiated
in response to the need for a high-
accuracy barometer with digital read-
out for PAM's digital data system. A
second stimulus was the need for a
barometer for the Global Atmospheric
Research Program (GARP) First
GARP Global Experiment (FGGE)
drifting buoy program, in which
approximately 300 buoys will tele-
meter ocean current and atmospheric
pressure data to a satellite as part of
the worldwide surface observing net-
work of FGGE. Both applications
require low cost, low power consump-
tion, digital output, and meteorologi-
cally useful accuracy (±1 or 2 mb);
moreover, the barometers aboard the
buoys must function unattended for
periods as long as a year.

RSF engineers used a newly designed
commercial aneroid capsule in which a

James Guenther and Michl Howard of the
RSF design group work on plans for the
PAM remote stations and van.

capacitance change is produced by
changes in atmospheric pressure; it
proved to be highly insensitive to
changes in temperature, a desirable
characteristic. To the capsule they
added a special circuit to encode very
small capacitance changes accurately
as frequency. Coupled with a stable
internal time base, the whole device
produces a 16-bit binary output and
achieves the required accuracy at low
cost and with low power consumption.

Achieving stable circuitry required
months of statistical experiments in a
long-term testing program. When
laboratory testing was complete, a
number of digital barometers were
installed in moored buoys to evaluate
their performance at sea. Initial indica-
tions are that the sensors are surviving
in the buoy environment and trans-
mitting accurate data that will meet
FGGE requirements.

Dropsonde for FGGE. The wind-
finding dropsonde developed by RSF
for use in the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment (GATE) has been chosen
for use in FGGE. The lead agency for
the FGGE dropsondes is the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA); RSF is cooperating with
NOAA scientists in modifying and
upgrading the original sonde for use in
FGGE; the development is discussed
further below.

Viking. One of the most interesting
developments in which RSF has par-
ticipated over the past few years is
that of the Viking lander missions to
Mars. An RSF engineer has been part
of the Viking meteorology team for
the past six years, and his work on the
meteorological sensors came to frui-
tion during the past year as the first
weather reports were received from
Mars. The Mars project is discussed in
greater detail below.
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Research Data Support System
(RDSS). RSF is developing a new data
preprocessing facility to help cope
with the tremendous data volume pro-
duced by modern research tools such
as FOF's doppler radars. Currently,
data of this type are being processed
by the NCAR Control Data 7600, in a
mode which does not permit inter-
active work with the data and which
can therefore be inefficient.

RDSS will be organized to provide fast
access to the data and powerful dis-
plays. With this tool, a researcher can
"replay a storm," selecting times and
events of interest and doing a first-
order analysis of the storm dynamics.
Then if he or she wishes, the selected
data can be subjected to the more
detailed analysis appropriate in the
7600 computing environment. Perhaps
as much as 95% of the original data
would not need further analysis.

RDSS is a minicomputer-controlled
system that will be able to play back
doppler radar digital tapes and video-
tapes, convert nonstandard data tapes
into computer-compatible formats,
display color pictures of radar reflec-
tivity and doppler velocity data rapid-
ly, and record the output in the form
of color slides, time-lapse movies, or
videotapes. In this process, it will be
possible to compress a typical whole
day's radar data, representing about 24
packed digital tapes, into a half-hour
videotape that a scientist can study at
leisure.

A RIS IV. A fourth-generation Aircraft
Research Information System
(ARIS IV) is under development in
RSF for use on NCAR's smaller air-
craft (the Queen Airs and the Sabre-
liner). The system will accept analog
or digital sensor inputs, record data at
a high rate, and process selected
channels of data for real-time display
in scientific units. It uses a Digital
Equipment Corporation LSI/11 pro-
grammable "microminicomputer,"
which is supplied with an extra inte-
grated circuit to do floating-point
arithmetic; the LSI/11 is comparable
in computing speed to much larger
machines. The processor feeds several
light-emitting diode displays that
permit scientists aboard the aircraft to
view four data channels
simultaneously.

The first of three ARIS IV systems is
scheduled for test during the spring of
this year; it will then be installed on
one of the Queen Airs. After the test
flights, RSF will start building two
more systems, for use on the other
Queen Air and on the Sabreliner.
Eventually, all Research Aviation
Facility (RAF) aircraft will be
equipped with systems that can log
data at high rates directly on
computer-compatible tapes and simul-
taneously produce real-time displays in
scientific units.

AIDME. RSF is developing an auto-
mated addition to the Distance Mea-
suring Equipment (DME) avionics
found on many aircraft. DME uses
radio signal measurements to help
establish aircraft position. RSF's

RSF engineer Victor Borgogno works at an RSF Engineer Michael Duncan works on the
RDSS tape drive. A RIS I V chassis.

Auto-Interrogating DME controller
(called AIDME) automatically searches
for and selects the nearest DME
ground stations. The system then mea-
sures the distance between the aircraft
and the stations to provide a "fix" on
the aircraft position.

AIDME is designed to operate auto-
matically, gathering range data and
logging them on the aircraft data
system. In postprocessing of the air-
craft data, the range information can
be used to compute the aircraft posi-
tion to within 305 m (1,000 ft).
Eventually all RAF aircraft equipped
with gust probes will have this type of
system.

Lyman-alpha hygrometer. A variable-
path Lyman-alpha hygrometer devel-
oped by RSF was delivered to RAF
early in the year and is now available
for use by researchers. It was devel-
oped to meet the need for a fast,
accurate hygrometer for use in air-
borne meteorological studies.

The Lyman-alpha (121.56 nm) source
is a uranium hydride lamp that emits
radiation through a sampling volume.
The radiation is absorbed by water
vapor, and the resulting degree of
attenuation in the Lyman-alpha beam
is a measure of humidity. Varying the
path length permits the instrument to
be self-calibrating. Data from the
hygrometer are recorded on magnetic
tape for later computer processing,
since the effects of ozone and other
absorbing trace gases in the volume
must be subtracted from the humidity
effects.

Air-motion sensing. An RSF team is
developing new air-motion sensing
instruments for installation on the
nose booms of RAF aircraft. A new
fixed vane assembly, now nearing
completion of laboratory and flight
testing, promises increased sensitivity,
better stability, and higher resonant
frequency than vanes previously used
for air-motion sensing.

Radar video recorder. The develop-
ment of a system to record doppler
radar signals on videotape is nearing
completion. In contrast to digital radar
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tapes, which normally record only
averaged data, the new system will
record the raw data in an analog mode
using frequency-modulation tech-
niques, thereby permitting subsequent
spectral analysis of the complete radar
return. Because the equipment is rela-
tively inexpensive, it also can be used
in adapting radars without sophisti-
cated data systems to research
applications.

Laboratory tests have indicated that
the system is capable of recording
wide-band data with excellent phase
coherence, which is needed for recov-
ery of the doppler information. Tests
with an FOF radar will be conducted
in 1977.

Machine shop and mechanical design
group. Two important parts of RSF
are the machine shop and the mechani-
cal design group, both of which work
in close cooperation with NCAR scien-
tists and engineers to produce the
mechanical portions of new equipment
for atmospheric research.

During the past year, the machine
shop and the mechanical design group

carried out several large projects and a
myriad of small projects. Their accom-
plishments include the second C-band
radar antenna system, a new high-load
launch spool and gondola roll cages for
the National Scientific Balloon Facil-
ity, a new gust probe for RAF, a
sampling apparatus for airborne chem-
ical research, a temperature scanner
for a laboratory turbulence simulator,
a mobile hail catcher, a "cyclone"
particle catcher for aerosol studies
aboard an NCAR Queen Air aircraft,
and hundreds of hailpad frames and
hail cubes for NHRE.

Documentation. All instruments and
instrument systems developed in RSF
are extensively documented so that
users will be able to operate systems
easily and make changes or field
repairs if needed. A full-time editor
and technical writer coordinates the
documentation effort.

Calibration and repair. RSF maintains
a calibration and repair capability to
keep electronic instrumentation for all
NCAR facilities in proper working
order. During the past year, pressure
and temperature standards were added
to provide the ability to calibrate
working standards used by other
groups and to carry out state-of-the-art
sensor development.

20 July 1976

"Light winds from the east in the late
afternoon, changing to light winds
from the southwest after midnight.

Maximum wind was 15 mi/h. Temper-
ature range from -122"F just after
dawn to -22 0 F, but we believe that
was not the maximum. Pressure steady
at 7.70 mb."

Viking project scientist Seymour Hess
of Florida State University read the
first weather report from Mars. The
report contained the familiar ingre-
dients of wind, temperature, and
pressure--except that the numbers
were a little different from those to
which earthlings are accustomed.
Although the meteorological experi-
ment aboard the Viking lander had
much in common with simple weather
stations back home, the technology
that brought it to rest on the Red
Planet and enabled it to relay informa-
tion more than 300 million kilometers

Martian weather reports, originating more
than 300 million kilometers away from
Earth, begin with Viking's meteorology
instrument. Mounted atop the extended
boom, the meteorology sensors face away
from the spacecraft. The cable parallel to
the boom is connected inside the spacecraft
body to the electronics for operating the
sensors, reading the data, and preparing
them for transmission to Earth.

Ivan Lee of the RSF machine shop at work
on helium valves for NSBF balloons.

Edges of hailpads manufactured in RSF
machine shop make an artistic pattern.

Lynn Post is RSF's technical writer and
editor in charge of documentation of
engineering developments.
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back to Earth was the result of years
of careful planning.

RSF engineer Harold Cole worked
half-time on the Viking meteorology
experiment for six years. Besides Hess
and Cole, co-investigators were James
Ryan (McDonnell-Douglas Corpora-
tion), Conway Leovy and James
Tillman (University of Washington),
and Robert Henry (NASA/Langley
Research Center). Cole served as the
team's liaison with the Martin-Marietta
Corporation of Denver, prime contrac-
tors for the Viking landers.

The instrument complex for the
meteorology experiment, which was
built by TRW Systems of Redondo
Beach, California, measures wind
speed and direction, temperature, and
pressure. Cole worked on the design of
the wind sensor, a hot-film anemom-
eter built specifically for the Viking
project. The meteorological experi-

ments were the same on both Viking
landers. Lander 1 touched down on
20 July 1976, on the lowland plains of
the western Chryse basin. Lander 2
settled onto the Martian surface in a
northern area called the Plains of
Utopia, on 3 September 1976.

The Viking spacecraft are two lander-
orbiter combinations, with the syn-
chronous orbiters providing communi-
cations support as well as conducting
their own scientific investigations.
With only two surface observation
points (Landers 1 and 2), it is not
possible to measure atmospheric
systems of all scales; the larger,
planetary-scale motion systems cannot
be seen, for example. A previous look
at Mars by Mariner 9 had revealed a
global dust storm, within which local-
ized convective activity was evident.
Mariner 9 also showed what appeared
to be the movement of cold fronts;
however, the scale of these systems is

Viking science team and model of lander at the jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena.
Standing, left to right, are Thomas Chamberlain (TR W Systems), Robert Henry (NASAI
Langley Research Center), Seymour Hess (Florida State University), Conway Leovy
(University of Washington), George Greene (NASA/Langley Research Center), and James
Mitchell (Florida State University). Kneeling, left to right, are james Tillman (University
of Washington), Richard Dutton (Martin-Marietta Corporation), and Harold Cole (NCA R).

too large to be detected by the Viking
landers.

Sensors on the Viking landers turn on
at 1.5 h intervals and operate for
periods varying from 9 to 39 min,
depending on instructions from their
Earth-based command center. Large-
scale winds and diurnal variation can
be evaluated by taking measurements
periodically during the day. The
Viking meteorology experiment
should also prove useful in estimating
the annual pressure variation and in
determining which of two Martian
pressure theories is correct: that the
variation is large because of polar-cap
condensation and sublimation of
carbon dioxide (CO2), or that the
variation is smaller and results from
the release of CO2 from the soil. (CO 2
is the chief component of the Martian
atmosphere.) Temperature, wind

Mars from 32, 000 km. The channels, which
were extensively photographed during the
orbital reconnaissance of Chryse Planitia for
a Viking 1 landing site, flow into the eastern
part of the basin. North is toward the upper
left-hand corner. White patches are thought
to be ice fogs.

Panoramic view of Mars from the Viking
Lander 1. The meteorology boom, which
supports Viking's miniature weather station,
cuts through the picture's center.
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speed, and wind direction measured in
the Martian boundary layer will yield a
better understanding of the vertical
transport of momentum and heat in
the daily cycle.

Early results from the Viking landers
showed a remarkable repetition of
diurnal patterns over periods from
four days (from a preliminary
Lander 1 study) to 36 days (from a
preliminary Lander 2 study). Wind
directions were also regular, which
scientists speculated might be asso-
ciated either with nocturnal down-
slope winds and gravitational oscilla-
tions or with tidal effects of the
diurnal pressure wave.

The Viking scientists expected the
repetitive diurnal patterns because it
was summer in Mars' northern hemi-
sphere, the regular radiation regime
dominated, and winds were too small
to support various forms of meteoro-
logical instability. By October, how-
ever, wind patterns seemed to be
changing, and Viking scientists looked
forward to studying what might be a
very different regime during the
Martian winter.

Wind-Finding Dropsonde

FGGE, scheduled to begin field phases
in 1978, will involve many nations in a
worldwide effort to obtain the largest
and most comprehensive sets of data
on the world's atmosphere ever
collected; FGGE aims are to improve
knowledge of the world's weather
systems and to improve forecasting. Of
the many observing systems to be used
in FGGE, one of the chief means for
obtaining wind and temperature mea-
surements in data-sparse tropical
regions will be the dropsondes
developed by RSF.

The dropsondes were conceived as
meteorological instruments to be
released from an aircraft, and the
development effort was begun in 1971
by RSF engineer P. K. Govind. They
were first used in the summer of 1974
in GATE, where they yielded good
measurements of horizontal winds,
pressure, temperature, and humidity
over the oceans off Dakar, Senegal.

A wind-finding dropsonde descending after
release from an aircraft. The wire extending
beneath the sonde itself is the Omega
antenna; it was originally wrapped around
the spool that now hangs at its end.

After their release, sondes descend on
parachutes, telemetering data from
their sensors to the base station aboard
the aircraft. Wind measurement is
accomplished by comparing phase
measurements of signals from the
system of "Omega" long-range, high-
frequency transmitters located around
the world as aids to navigation, as the
Omega signals are received and retrans-
mitted by the falling sondes. Pressure,
temperature, and humidity are regis-
tered by conventional sensors and
encoded as frequency-modulated sub-
carriers in the sonde signal.

On board the aircraft, the sonde signal
is processed to yield a real-time display
of wind and other data in scientific
units. The raw data are simultaneously
recorded on computer-compatible tape
for postanalysis.

RSF engineer Justin Smalley is leading
a current program aimed at improving
several characteristics of the drop-
sondes prior to their use in FGGE.

Smalley and his group are working to
improve the reliability of the para-
chutes, the exposure of the tempera-
ture and humidity sensors, and the
stability of the pressure sensor. The
development work should be complete
in 1977; a package of drawings will be
delivered to NOAA, which will pro-
cure the 6,000 dropsondes to be used
in FGGE.

Research Systems Facility Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Page Baptist
David Bargen (Manager)
Victor Borgogno
Harold Braidwood
Robert Brown
Jacques Brun
Arden Buck
Phyllis Carlson
Roger Clark
Harold Cole
Karl Danninger
William Dombrowski
T. Michael Duncan
Henry Geisert
P. K. Govind
Gilbert Granger
James Guenther
Alvin Helfrich
Marvin Hewett
Michl Howard
H. Paul Johnson
Robert King
Edward Lambdin
Dean Lauritsen
Bryan Lee
Ivan Lee
Hayden Mathews
Dale McKay
Earl Morrison
Carol Nicolaidis
Kenneth Norris
Julian Pike
F. Lynn Post
George Saum
Justin Smalley
Orvil Starr
Mark Wharton
Russell White
William Zelt
Frederick Zimmer
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National Scientific Balloon Facility

Palestine, Texas, the home of the
National Scientific Balloon Facility
(NSBF) is about 200 km south and
east of Dallas. There, NSBF provides
operational ballooning support to
scientific investigators from all over
the world and conducts a development
program to advance the state of the
science of ballooning and to increase
the effectiveness of operational
support.

Balloon flight support services include
balloon selection, launching, tracking,
payload recovery, data retrieval, and
engineering. During fiscal 1976 and
the transition quarter, NSBF con-
ducted 103 balloon launches in
support of programs in aeronomy,
astronomy, astrophysics, and atmo-
spheric science.

Balloons can lift instruments above a
large portion of the earth's atmo-
sphere, diminishing the problems of
atmospheric absorption, scattering,
and diffusion of radiation from phe-
nomena under study. Satellites, of
course, can lift instruments still higher
above the atmosphere; but for many
reasons, scientific balloons and satel-
lites must be considered complemen-
tary rather than competing systems.
Balloons are less costly than satellites,
and because balloon-borne instruments
do not have to be designed to with-

stand the stress of rocket launches,
balloons have often been used as test
vehicles for future satellite packages.
Balloon payloads can be recovered and
reused, and balloon-borne instruments
do not undergo the thermal cycling of
instruments aboard fast-orbiting satel-
lites. Satellites, of course, have longer
lifetimes aloft.

For the past two years, NSBF has been
engaged in a program to develop long-
duration balloon vehicles and tech-
niques, with the objective of
supporting heavy payloads (up to
250 kg) at high altitudes in the strato-
sphere (up to 40 km) for periods of
several weeks to several months. Such
vehicles would be particularly useful
for long-term monitoring programs--
for example, monitoring trace gases in
the stratosphere or solar activity. They
would also be useful for the detection
of rare events, such as the passage of
superheavy nuclei (cosmic rays) and
other infrequent high-energy
phenomena.

The long-duration effort involves the
parallel development of the balloon
itself and of electronics. During the
past year, four engineering flights were
made to test balloon characteristics.
Two of the balloons were super-
pressure balloons and two were zero-
pressure balloons. They were tested

An early morning launch at NSBF. The This massive balloon-launching vehicle was
truck carries helium canisters. specially constructed for NSBF; it has been

affectionately dubbed "Tiny Tim."

for load-line loading, skin strains,
temperature characteristics, response
to heating, and numerous other param-
eters that combine to determine a
scientific balloon's lifetime at float
altitude. A successful test of a super-
pressure balloon 38 m in diameter was
followed by the flight of a super-
pressure sphere 55 m in diameter,
which failed 3 h after reaching float
altitude. Balloon data telemetered to
the ground are being analyzed to
determine the cause of the failure. The
two zero-pressure flights were made in
August 1975 and June 1976 to gather
balloon performance data for use in
calibrating a computer model of
balloon dynamics. The first flight also
obtained useful data on the character-
istics of the balloon material used. The
second flight was undertaken during
severe weather conditions, and a
similar flight was planned for clear
skies to obtain comparisons of balloon
performance under differing weather
conditions. The ultimate long-duration
vehicle may combine zero-pressure and
superpressure balloons to obtain the
greatest height stability and load-
carrying capacity. Test flights of a
combined system are planned for the
coming year.

Long-duration electronics devel-
opment during the year centered on
design of the command system for the
airborne instrument packages and the
system for returning data from a long-
duration balloon to the ground. A
choice had to be made between high-
frequency direct data transmission and
systems involving balloon-to-satellite-
to-ground data paths. A study of high-
frequency links indicated that such a
system would prove too costly and
inefficient, and attention was focused

on possible satellite systems. A system
using the MARISAT satellite was
investigated intensively but discarded
as too costly; several alternatives are
now being studied. These include
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placing a recording system with "data
dump" capability on board the bal-
loon package, using the NASA geo-
synchronous Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System satellite scheduled for
launch in 1980, or a Synchronous
Meteorological Satellite now in opera-
tion. As a long-duration balloon drifts
around the world at float altitude, a
satellite link would acquire data at
each overpass and later transmit the
data to ground stations. In the coming
year, the long-duration development
should see the testing of a prototype
balloon as well as new electronics.

Long-duration development has been
aided during the past year by the
inauguration of a series of transatlantic
flights that take advantage of east-to-
west high-altitude wind conditions
during the summer. The first trans-
atlantic flight took place on 5 August
1975. A balloon more than half a
million cubic meters in volume carried
a cosmic-ray detector and a gamma-ray
experiment from Milo, Sicily, to a
location near Lexington, Kentucky, in
about 84 h. Two flights were made in
1976. One, in July, failed when a
user-supplied tracking system mal-
functioned. The second, in August,
was a successful flight from Sicily to
Worcester, Massachusetts. The trans-
atlantic flights are typically of longer
duration than most routine flights, and
they have enabled NSBF engineers to
test electronics developments.

NSBF electronics engineers began
using a new Consolidated Instrument
Package (CIP) this year. The CIP
combines many balloon command and
control functions with interfaces to
scientific instruments, and its modular
construction has simplified flight
engineering and made scientific bal-
loons more reliable. A new computer
for ground station use was acquired
during the year, and NSBF engineers
expect to have a new ground station in
operation in the spring of 1977.
improvements were made to the
pulse-code-modulated balloon com-
mand system; a new burst detector to
signal balloon failure was added to the
routine equipment; and highly reliable
lithium batteries were tested and
incorporated into the command
system. Other balloon support devel-

A Cessna 401 - A turbocharged twin-engine aircraft is used to chase balloons to gather data
and to locate balloon landing sites for later package recovery.

This new launch spool was built for NSBF
in the NCA R machine shop.

opments included the acquisition of an
all-terrain vehicle to aid in balloon
recovery from swampy areas, the con-
struction of a new launch spool to
accommodate heavier payloads, and
the development of a new ballast
valve.

The facility contracts the use of air-
craft for tracking balloons in flight,
and this year one of the two
Cessna 310 - J aircraft was replaced
with a Cessna 401 - A, also a light twin
but one that is turbocharged and
possesses oxygen equipment. The
401 - A also has a larger cargo
capacity.

NSBF engineers continued to collabo-
rate with a materials testing group at
Texas A&M University (TAMU) in
testing new balloon materials and
developing new apparatus for testing
purposes. New materials under test
include extruded resins, mostly of
low-density polyethylene, that may
prove to be satisfactory alternatives to
present balloon skin materials. The

TAMU group has worked on numerous
balloon problems for NSBF, and their
support to the facility has included
much theoretical work--calculations
of the thermal insulation required for
the gondolas used to carry scientific
equipment, calculations of balloon
thermodynamics for engineering test
flights, and calculations for the new
balloon system, to be tested in 1977,
that will combine a zero-pressure and a
superpressure balloon, with the latter
serving as a kind of sky anchor or "air
ballast" for the former.

A number of improvements were made
to buildings at Palestine to obtain
more space for flight staging opera-
tions. A new staging building will be
constructed in 1977, to solve an
extremely tight space problem.

The 103 flights made during fiscal
1976 and the transition quarter
included a number of engineering and
training flights for NSBF, about 30
flights for infrared detection, about 25
for atmospheric research, a dozen for
gamma-ray detection, ten each in the
fields of X-ray and cosmic-ray astron-
omy, and others in optical and ultra-
violet astronomy. One experiment to
detect meteorites was flown. Investi-
gators came from 14 U.S. universities,
seven government laboratories, and 11
foreign institutions.

Astronomy from Balloons

Two-thirds of the users of NSBF are
astronomers, and many of them are
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A weather briefing at Palestine is attended by scientists from the Naval Research Labora-
tory, the University of California at Berkeley, and the University of Liege, Belgium.
Scientists often stay at Palestine for many days or weeks to ready their flight packages and
test interfaces with NSBF data-gathering equipment.

Neil johnson of the Naval Research Labora- Technicians from the University of Califor
tory inspects the NRL X-ray telescope nia at Berkeley ready their submillimeter
package as it hangs suspended in a gondola radiation spectrum analyzer for a flight.
before a fligh t

interested in making observations in
regions of the electromagnetic spec-
trum that are difficult or impossible to
observe from the ground. Ultraviolet,
infrared, and hard X-ray astronomy
have benefited greatly from the use of
balloons, and numerous advances in all
areas of astrophysics have come from
instruments flown aboard balloons.

Analysis of data from a balloon-borne
instrument helped to confirm the
days-long lifetime of high-energy elec-
trons emitted by synchrotron radia-
tion processes from such sources as the
pulsar in the Crab Nebula. Balloon-
borne instruments operating at infra-
red wavelengths have mapped the
Milky Way galaxy and contributed to
the discovery of an infrared point
source at the galactic center as well as
to the observation of Seyfert galaxies
and quasars beyond our own galaxy.

Scintillation counters and spark cham-
bers have made gamma-ray maps of
the galaxy and probed the distribution
of cosmic rays. Balloon-borne instru-
ments are helping to contribute to
theories of stellar evolution, hypoth-
eses of nuclear synthesis, and the
study of the properties of those most
exotic and hard-to-detect objects,
black holes.

The first transatlantic flight carried an
experiment to detect ultraheavy
cosmic rays; the investigator, from the
University of Bristol, England, found
about 52 tracks with good geometry in
the emulsion layer of the detector. In
another experiment a large-area spher-
ical gas scintillation counter recorded
the passage of about 30 ultraheavy
nuclei. Two flights obtained high-
precision measurements of the chem-
ical composition and energy spectra of

primary cosmic-ray nuclei, data which
yield information on elemental abun-
dances in the cosmos. The two flights
spent a total of 100 h at float altitude,
and the data are being retrieved from
nearly half a million recorded events.
A transition radiation detector for
high-energy electrons was flown by an
investigator from the University of
Chicago, with good results. The shape
of the electron spectrum determined
by the instrument will yield informa-
tion on the origin and interstellar
propagation of cosmic rays.

Numerous gamma-ray and X-ray
experiments were flown during the
past year. A researcher from the Naval
Research Laboratory mapped the
energy spectrum of the galaxy above
10 MeV. Two investigators from the
University of California at San Diego
made X-ray observations of the
sources Cygnus X - 1 (suspected of
being a black hole) and Cygnus X - 3.
Another flight by an investigator from
the Naval Research Laboratory took
X-ray observations simultaneously
with the SAS - 3 satellite in a search
for hard X-ray bursts from the region
of the galactic center. X-ray "burster"
stars are a newly identified phenom-
enon of great interest to astro-
physicists. Two scientists from the
University of New Hampshire flew two
banks of liquid scintillation detectors
to measure the directional flux and
energy spectrum of neutrons and
gamma rays (2 - 100 MeV and
1 - 15 MeV, respectively). Their data
will provide information on the atmo-
spheric background of these particles
and enable them to evaluate the
albedo neutrons as sources for the
energetic protons in the belts of
trapped radiation around the earth.

Infrared experiments flown in the past
year included four flights of a 20 cm
low-background infrared telescope
developed by an investigator at the
University of Arizona. For two flights,
the telescope was modified to make
observations at 100 pm, and numerous
infrared sources were scanned. An
investigator from Leeds University in
England flew a liquid-helium-cooled
interferometer to measure the spec-
trum of the 3K cosmic background
radiation. Although the drive motor of
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the lamellar grating in the interfer-
ometer failed, many engineering and
technical data were obtained. An
attempt by collaborators from the
Harvard/Smithsonian Center for Astro-
physics and the University of Arizona
to fly a 102 cm far-infrared telescope
for high-resolution (1 arc min)
mapping of celestial sources resulted in
some useful mapping.

Two astronomers from University
College, Lnondon, and Queen's Univer-
sity, Belfast, recorded 14 high-
resolution spectra of interstellar
absorption lines in the near ultraviolet
that should yield new information on
elemental abundances and ionization
in interstellar clouds.

Atmospheric Research from Balloons

In addition to flights made for Leroy
Heidt of the NCAR Upper Atmo-
sphere Project, described elsewhere in
this report, more than 25 other flights
to detect atmospheric trace species
were made. An investigator from the
University of Calgary, Canada, flew

Robert Golden of NASA/johnson Space
Center (second from left, bottom row) and
a crew pose for a picture in front of the
cosmic-ray laboratory they developed for
balloon use. At about 2,300 kg, the lab is
among the heaviest packages flown at
NSBF; on 25 September 1975 it spent
nearly 13 h at a float altitude of 4.87 mb
(about 35 km), taking a variety of cosmic-
ray observations. The volume of the balloon
that lifted the laboratory aloft was more
than half a million cubic meters.

two high-resolution Michelson inter-
ferometers to measure stratospheric
absorption and emission spectra at
wave numbers between 20 and
120/cm. Limb observations made at
sunrise and sunset enabled the investi-
gator to determine concentrations of
water vapor, ozone, nitric acid, nitric
oxide, hydrochloric acid, and nitrogen
dioxide. Another flight of interest was
the Carrier Balloon System test flown
in July 1975 and described in this
report under the Global Atmospheric
Measurements Program. Finally, an
investigator from the University of
Michigan successfully detected and
measured the concentration of
hydroxyl radicals in the stratosphere
using balloon-borne instruments.

National Scientific Balloon Facility
Staff

as of 30 September 1976

Billy Blevins
Donald Brooks
Randy Brown
Charles Burris
Daniel Christianson
Grady Cole
Robert Collett
Oscar Cooper
Alice Cradler
Bruce Cunningham
C. E. DeFreece
Bettie Furman
Don Gage
Mack Gore
Arthur Gusa
Ralph Harju
William Harriman
Billy Harrison
Delbert Hoefling
Lawrence Huffman
Johnny Ingram
Lionel Johnson
Theo Johnson
Michael King
Robert Kubara
Lloyd Lasiter
Tommy Lumpkin
Della Lynch
Danny Masur
Nancy Miller

Bert Ricard
Marvin Riley
Alfred Shipley (Manager)
Earl Smith
1. Steve Smith
Jack Snider
John Sparling
Joe Taylor
Virgil Vice
Troylnn Wiggins
Emmer Woodard
Homer Woody
Nuel Woolverton
Boyce Worley

Advisory Panel

Robert Chasson
University of Denver

Giovanni Fazio
Harvard/Smithsonian Center
for Astrophysics

Robert Golden
NASA/Johnson Space Center

William Gordon (UCAR Observer)
Rice University

Donald Kniffen
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Walter Lewin
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Dietrich Mueller
University of Chicago

David Murcray
University of Denver

Michael Pelling
University of California, San Diego

Robert Moody
Charles Palmer
Robert Perrin
Spencer Petri
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Global Atmospheric Measurements Program

The Global Atmospheric Measure-
ments Program (GAMP) has been
primarily concerned with developing
atmospheric measurements systems
that use superpressure balloon plat-
forms. In particular, the program is
developing systems for the Global
Atmospheric Research Program
(GARP).

Last year, GAMP tested the Carrier
Balloon System (CBS), which is a
sophisticated synthesis of technologies
for obtaining atmospheric measure-
ments. It includes the Omega naviga-
tion system, a geosynchronous satellite
data collection system, superpressure
balloons, and multiple dropsondes.
Twelve test flights were made from
Kourou, French Guiana, in the fall of
1975. All electronic systems per-
formed well during this test, although
balloon life averaged 35 days rather
than the expected 60 days and some
dropsondes were unreliable because of
problems with the lithium batteries. A
number of important results came
from the system test; for example, it
was shown that balloon payloads of
50 - 70 kg can be carried for several

months at high altitudes. Representa-
tives of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
expressed a desire to use the CBS
technology to develop a shipboard
upsonde system for the First GARP
Global Experiment (FGGE).

Another balloon system was used
successfully last year. The tropical and
midlatitude phases of the Tropical
Wind, Energy Conversion, and Refer-
ence Level Experiment (TWERLE)
were completed last year with the
launch of 411 balloons. The scientific
team of TWERLE included investi-
gators from NCAR's GAMP and
Empirical Studies Project (ESP),
NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center,
and the University of Wisconsin.
Launch sites for TWERLE included
Christchurch, New Zealand; Accra,
Ghana; Ascension Island; and Pago
Pago, American Samoa. GAMP staff
members supervised all the launch sites
and trained special launch teams.
Results from the experiment are dis-

cussed in detail in the section on ESP,
earlier in this report.

After the success of TWERLE, the
U.S. GARP Committee Panel on
FGGE recommended that the aircraft
dropwindsonde program in FGGE be
supplemented by a constant-level
balloon program to measure winds in
the equatorial regions. The new pro-
gram, the Equatorial Wind Experiment
(EWE), has been funded by NOAA
and NSF. A project team has been
established within GAMP, and the
system design is under way. Three
hundred flights are planned for equa-
torial launch sites during FGGE.

GAMP is responsible for a second
program sponsored jointly by NOAA
and NSF: the development of the
"Safesonde" sounding system planned
for use in the Severe Environmental
Storms and Mesoscale Experiment.
The balloon-borne sonde, which was
developed by GAMP, provides wind,
temperature, humidity, and other data

The Global Atmospheric Measurements
Program is led by Vincent Lally.

GAMP technicians on Ascension Island load a TWERLE balloon onto a special launch
truck designed at NCA R. The vehicle is driven at the same speed as the wind, so that
fragile flight train components can be launched under "calm" conditions.
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from the lower stratosphere without
hazard to aircraft. On the ground, a
reference transmitter and four to six
remote stations are placed in an array
5 - 10 km broad; the ground stations
were developed by Control Data
Corporation. Each remote station
receives a signal from the Safesonde as
it rises. The doppler shifts in fre-
quency registered at each remote
station can be combined to provide
accurate tracking of the balloon. The
Safesonde system was tested at
Wallops Island, Virginia, over the
summer of 1976 by GAMP, NOAA,
and Control Data Corporation. Results
have been so favorable that the system
is now being seriously considered as a
future national radiosonde system.

Necks are craned as a balloon with
Safesonde is released from a launch pole in
preliminary testing. Watching are Vincent
Lally (left) and Michael Exner of GAMP.

Work on development of a Long-Lived
Atmospheric Monitoring Balloon
(LLAMB) continued last year with
successful test launches from Christ-
church. LLAMB is a superpressure
balloon (about 13 m in diameter)
carrying a 50 kg payload divided
between sensors located on top of the
balloon and a telemetry package
hanging beneath the balloon. It was
designed to float at the 100 mb level
(about 16 km), just above the tropo-
pause. Instruments can be placed on
top of the balloon to look upward
through the stratosphere without
background noise from the lower
atmosphere. During initial testing in
February 1976, a model LLAMB
balloon was towed to altitude by a
superpressure balloon. It flew for six
weeks, providing a complete set of the
performance data required for final
design. A lifespan of several years can
now be confidently predicted. The
first prototype will be flown early in
calendar year 1977.

Global Atmospheric Measurements
Program Staff

as of 30 September 1976

REGULAR STAFF

Neil Carlson
Michael Exner
Vincent Lally (Project Leader)
Nancy Leach
Ernest Lichfield
Claude Morel
Michael Olson
Ranjit Passi
A. Brewster Rickel
Aubrey Schumann
Sigvard Stenlund
Jack Tefft
Marcel Verstraete

SPECIAL PROJECTS STAFF
(NASA funding)

Eileen Borleis
Paul Howes
Robert Roarke
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NCAR Administrative Structure

This Annual Report has explained the
scientific work performed by NCAR
researchers and their colleagues in
other institutions and has illustrated
the engineering, computing, and other
facilities of NCAR that are maintained
and developed in support of the atmo-
spheric science community as a whole.
NCAR's own internal administrative
structure is briefly given here, for the
information of interested readers.
Special offices and divisions and the
functions they serve or the projects
they encompass are listed below,
together with the names of primary
administrators, managers, and project
leaders as of 30 September 1976.*

OFFICE OF THE EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR

BUDGET AND PLANNING
OFFICE

William Rawson

INFORMATION OFFICE
Diane Johnson

PERSONNEL AND EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

John Arnold

ADVANCED STUDY PROGRAM

Maurice Blackmon

ATMOSPHERIC ANALYSIS AND
PREDICTION DIVISION

John Masterson, GARP Coordinator
and Administrator
Barbara Hill, Assistant
Administrator

CLIMATE PROJECT
Robert Dickinson

EMPIRICAL STUDIES PROJIECT
Chester Newton

GARP ATLANTIC TROPICAL
EXPERIMENT (GATE) PROJECT

Edward Zipser

GCM COORDINATION AND
OPERATIONS GROUP

Warren Washington

NUMERICAL WEATHER
PREDICTION PROJECT

Richard Somerville

OCEANOGRAPHY PROJECT
William Holland

SMALL-SCALE ANALYSIS AND
PREDICTION PROJECT

James Deardorff

ATMOSPHERIC QUALITY AND
MODIFICATION DIVISION

John Gille, Acting Division Director
John Masterson, Administrator
Barbara Hill, Assistant
Administrator

AEROSOL PROJECT
Edwin Danielsen

UPPER ATMOSPHERE PROJECT
John Gille

HIGH ALTITUDE OBSERVATORY

Gordon Newkirk, Director
G. William Curtis, Deputy Director

NATIONAL HAIL RESEARCH
EXPERIMENT

Donald Veal, Director

DESIGN AND EVALUATION
GROUP

Peter Summers

MACROPHYSICS GROUP
G. Brant Foote

FIELD OBSERVING FACILITY
Robert Serafin

GLOBAL ATMOSPHERIC
MEASUREMENTS PROGRAM

Vincent Lally

NATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
BALLOON FACILITY

Alfred Shipley

RESEARCH AVIATION
FACILITY

Harry Vaughan III

RESEARCH SYSTEMS FACILITY
David Bargen

ADMINISTRATION DIVISION

Manley Bean, Assistant Director for
Administration

ADMINISTRATIVE COMPUTING
AND SERVICES

Richard Magee

COMMUNICATIONS SERVICES
Ronald Cox

FACILITIES PLANNING AND
DESIGN

Richard Gray

FINANCE OFFICE
George Hoke

OFFICE SERVICES
Rose Bridgewater

PLANT MAINTENANCE AND
OPERATIONS

Norman Gunderson

PROCUREMENT DEPARTMENT
Landis Parsons

MICROPHYSICS GROUP
Charles Knight

ATMOSPHERIC TECHNOLOGY
DIVISION

Clifford Murino, Director
William Jones, Deputy Director

COMPUTING FACILITY
G. Stuart Patterson

*At the time this report was printed, several
changes had occurred in this list: the direc-
torship of Personnel and Equal Employment
Opportunity became vacant upon the depar-
ture of John Arnold, C. S. Kiang became
leader of the Aerosol Project, and Patrick
Squires became director of the National Hail
Research Experiment.
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Key to Acronyms
and Initialisms

AA Atmospheric Aerosol Project
AAAS American Association for the

Advancement of Science
AAP Atmospheric Analysis and

Prediction Division
ADMN Administration Division
AQM Atmospheric Quality and

Modification Division
ASP Advanced Study Program
ATD Atmospheric Technology

Division
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount

CF Computing Facility
CIAP Climatic Impact Assessment

Program (U.S. Department of
Transportation)

CI RES Cooperative Institute for
Research in the Environmental
Sciences (University of
Colorado and NOAA, q.v.)

CP Climate Project
CRT Cathode Ray Tube
CSI RO Commonwealth Scientific

and Industrial Research
Organization, Australia

DST Data Systems Test (GARP)

ESIG Environmental and Societal
Impacts Group

ESP Empirical Studies Project

FAA
FGGE
FOF

Federal Aviation Administration
First GARP Global Experiment
Field Observing Facility

GADMAP GATE Aircraft Data
Management and
Analysis Program

GAMP Global Atmospheric
Measurements Program

GARP Global Atmospheric Research
Program

GATE GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment

GCM General Circulation Model
GCMCOG GCM Coordination and

Operations Group
GISS Goddard Institute for Space

Studies (NASA)

HAO High Altitude Observatory

RAF
RSF

Research Aviation Facility
Research Systems Facility

SESAME Severe Environmental Storms
and Mesoscale Experiment

SMS Synchronous Meteorological
Satellite

SSAPP Small-Scale Analysis and
Prediction Project

TWERLE Tropical Wind, Energy
Conversion, and Reference
Level Experiment

UAP Upper Atmosphere Project
URSI Union Radio Scientifique

Internationale

WHO World Health Organization
WMO World Meteorological

Organization

IAMAP International Association of
Meteorology and Atmospheric
Physics

INQUA International Association on
Quaternary Research

JILA joint Institute for Laboratory
Astrophysics (University of
Colorado and National Bureau
of Standards)

JMOF Joint Meteorological Observing
Facility (NCAR and NOAA)

JOC Joint Organizing Committee
(GARP)

MHD Magnetohydrodynamics
MODE Mid-Ocean Dynamics

Experiment
MONEX Monsoon Experiment (GARP)

NHRE National Hail Research
Experiment

NOAA National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration

NSBF National Scientific Balloon
Facility

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction
Project

OP Oceanography Project
OSO Orbiting Solar Observatory

PCM Pulse Code Modulation
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Directory of NCAR Scientific
and Technical Staff
Senior Scientific Staff

The senior scientific staff comprises a core
of individuals who have been appointed to
provide long-term scientific leadership. They
have been selected for their individual
competence in research and in a variety of
activities needed to maintain UCAR's
scientific reputation and to enhance
NCAR's interaction with scientists else-
where. Their judgments on research strategy
guide and shape the progress of NCAR.
General interest areas are denoted by a
single dagger and special interest areas by
double daggers.

R. GRANT ATHAY (HAO): tSolar
chromosphere; radiation transfer. ttEnergy
budget and hydrodynamic motions in the
chromosphere and chromosphere-corona
transition region.

DAVID ATLAS (ASP): fRemote atmo-
spheric probing; radar meteorology;
precipitation physics; severe storms; weather
modification. ttUse of all manner of
remote sensors to provide unique measure-
ments and a new view of atmospheric struc-
ture, along with the interpretation of those
observations in terms of atmospheric
processes; use of doppler radar techniques in
the study of air motions with special rele-
vance to severe storms and turbulence; use
of microwave and optical methods to
measure cloud and precipitation character-
istics.

EDWIN DANIELSEN (AQM/AA): tAtmo-
spheric analysis; air quality. ttObjective
analysis methods; stratospheric-tropospheric
exchange; large-scale cyclogenesis; mesoscale
modeling; cloud modeling; severe storm
modeling; chemical-microphysical modeling;
gas and aerosol instrumentation; data
processing.

JAMES DEARDORFF (AAP/SSAPP):
tTurbulence. ttTurbulence and diffusion in
the planetary boundary layer; parameter-
ization of boundary-layer turbulence for
large-scale prediction models; laboratory
modeling of atmospheric boundary-layer
turbulence and diffusion.

ROBERT DICKINSON (AAP/CP):
tAtmospheric dynamics; climate; upper
atmosphere; planetary atmospheres.
ttPlanetary wave propagation; statistical-
dynamical climate models; infrared-radiative
transfer; coupling between chemistry and
dynamics.

JOHN FIROR (NCAR): tSolar physics;
science administration; environmental
improvement. ft Radio and infrared
emission from the sun.

JOHN GILLE (AQM/UAP): tUpper
atmosphere; radiative transfer; remote
sensing. ttlnversion of satellite limb scan-
ning measurements; remote sensing,
especially of the stratosphere, mesosphere,
and thermosphere, with infrared techniques;
high-resolution spectroscopy; stratospheric
and mesospheric dynamics and chemistry;
troposphere-stratosphere exchange; radiative
heating and cooling; planetary atmospheres;
interactions of radiation and dynamics.

PETER GILMAN (HAO): tGeophysical,
solar, and astrophysical fluid dynamics.
ttConvection in rotating spherical shells;
hydromagnetic dynamo theory; solar
general circulation.

JACKSON HERRING (ASP): fGeophysical
turbulence. ttStatistical theory of
turbulence; numerical simulation of
turbulent flows and convection.

LEWIS HOUSE (HAO): tRadiative transfer.
ttMagnetic fields; atomic physics; coronal
emission-line polarization.

ARTHUR HUNDHAUSEN (HAO): fPlasma
and fluid physics. tfPhysics of interplan-
etary plasma; solar-terrestrial physics.

AKIRA KASAHARA (AAP): tAtmospheric
dynamics; numerical weather prediction.
ttNumerical simulation of the general
circulation of the atmosphere; diagnostic
analysis of ultralong waves; application of
normal modes for analysis and prediction.

WILLIAM KELLOGG (AAP/CP): fMeteo-
rology; atmospheric physics; climate theory.
ffClimate theory, with special attention to
past climates and the influence of mankind
on the future climate; regional air pollution;
dynamics of the upper atmosphere; the
polar regions; use of satellites for
atmosphere and ocean observations.

VINCENT LALLY (ATD/GAMP):
tMeteorological measurements.
ttSuperpressure balloon technology.

CECIL LEITH (AAP/NWP): tDynamics and
statistics of large-scale atmospheric motions;
turbulence theory. ttNumerical models for
weather prediction and climate simulation;
predictability theory; statistical-dynamical
methods.

DOUGLAS LILLY (AAP/SSAPP): tSmall-
scale atmospheric dynamics. ttTurbulence,
gravity waves, and thermal convection;
numerical simulation of turbulent flow.

ROBERT MacQUEEN (HAO): tSolar
physics. tfSolar corona and chromosphere;
space astronomy; infrared astronomy.

DIMITRI MIHALAS (HAO): tTheoretical
astrophysics; radiative transfer. ttTheory of
line formation; stellar atmospheres; radiative
transfer in extended envelopes; velocity
field effects.

GORDON NEWKIRK (HAO): tSolar
physics; solar-terrestrial physics. ttSolar
corona; solar wind; solar cosmic rays.

CHESTER NEWTON (AAP/ESP):
tSynoptic meteorology. ftDescriptive
aspects of the atmosphere; fronts, jet
streams, and corresponding features of
ocean currents; severe thunderstorms; global
energy and momentum balance.

HERBERT RIEHL (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology; jet streams; climatology.
ttWeather disturbances on the synoptic and
smaller scales in various parts of the tropics;
their structure, life cycle, and relation to the
general circulation; origin and dissolution of
jet streams; influence of extreme weather
events on climates.

ANDRE SKUMANICH (HAO): tRadiative
transfer. ttMultidimensional radiative
transfer techniques; mathematical calcula-
tion aspects of radiative transfer coupled to
non-LTE excitation and ionization; space-
craft observations; theory of solar and
stellar chromospheres.

PHILIP THOMPSON (AAP/NWP,CP):
tfDynamical meteorology; turbulence
theory. tfNumerical weather prediction;
climate dynamics; two-dimensional
turbulence.
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WARREN WASHINGTON (AAP/
GCMCOG): tModeling of the general
circulation of the atmosphere. ttClimate;
weather forecasting.

HARRY van LOON (AAP/ESP): tClimate.
ttFluctuations of climate during the time
of instrumental records; marine climates;
Southern Hemisphere.

ORAN WHITE (HAO): tSolar physics; solar
spectroscopy. ttOSO 8 project and UV
spectroscopy; solar variability; modern data
processing techniques for astronomical data;
solar instrumentation for the space shuttle
program.

EDWARD ZIPSER (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology; physics of convective and
mesoscale systems. ttObservational studies
of convective and mesoscale systems;
analysis of data from field programs,
especially aircraft data from GATE.

Scientific and Technical Staff

This year's list has been expanded to include
scientists, support scientists, and certain
Computing Facility and library personnel.
General interest areas are denoted by a
single dagger and special interest areas by
double daggers.

JOHN ADAMS (ATD/CF): tNumerical
modeling; numerical linear algebra.
ttNumerical solution of elliptic, hyperbolic,
and parabolic partial differential equations;
software for partial differential equations.

GARY AITKEN (ATD/CF): tOperating
systems; computer languages.

LAWRENCE AUER (HAO): tRadiative
transfer; astrophysics; numerical methods.
ftStellar atmospheres, two-boundary value
problems; polarized radiative transfer.

DAVID BAUMHEFNER (AAP/NWP):
fShort-range numerical weather prediction
of large-scale atmospheric flows. ttPredict-
ability of large-scale atmospheric flows; new
observing systems evaluation; Data Systems
Test.

THOMAS BAUR (HAO): tCoronal heating
mechanisms and solar magnetic fields.
ttSolar spicules; measurement of line
polarization due to solar magnetic fields;
search for wave motions in the corona.

HAROLD BAYNTON (ATD/FOF):
tRemote and immersion sensing instru-
ments for meteorological studies.
ttAtmospheric measurements systems
techniques; performance characteristics of
anemometers; tethered balloon sounding
systems; wind and divergence measurements
with single-doppler radar.

EDWARD BENTON (UCAR): tGeophysical
fluid dynamics and applied math.
ttMagnetohydrodynamics of rotating fluids
with application to the dynamo theory of
geomagnetism; reversals of the main
geomagnetic field; Ekman boundary layers
and rotating fluids (spin-up problems);
turbulence theory.

WILLIAM BERGEN (AAP/SSAPP):
tSmall-scale atmospheric dynamics.
ttAnalysis and prediction of severe storms;
modeling of thermal convection.

CLEON BITER (NHRE): tMeteorological
application of aircraft and instrumentation
systems. ttMesometeorological field experi-
ments involving aircraft; calibration and
quality control of airborne instrumentation.

MAURICE BLACKMON (ASP): tClimate
dynamics. ttlnterannual variability;
planetary-scale waves.

THOMAS BLASCHKO (HAO): tSolar
corona data analysis.

RONALD BLATHERWICK (AQM/UAP):
tMolecular spectroscopy. ttCorrelation
interferometry; measurement of
atmospheric trace gases.

JOSEPH BONELLI (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry; atmospheric
radiation. ttTrace constituent sampling and
analysis; atmospheric photochemistry and
chemical kinetics; radiative interactions with
particles and trace gases.

RAY BOVET (HAO): fLarge minicomputer
system programming.

GRANT BRANSTATOR (AAP/NWP):
tAtmospheric dynamics. ttObjective
analysis; short-range numerical weather
prediction using a global spectral model.

DANIEL BREED (NHRE): tCloud physics
and weather modification. ttThe coupling
of microstructure and dynamics in cumuli.

FRANCIS BRETHERTON (NCAR):
tAtmosphere and ocean dynamics.
ttGravity waves and momentum transfer;
numerical modeling of mesoscale eddies in
the ocean.

FRED BROCK (ATD/FOF): fMeteoro-
logical measurement systems.
ttMeteorological sensors; data loggers;
microprocessors.

ROBERT BROWN (ATD/RSF): tComputer
software: systems specification and
implementation. tffMini- and micro-
computer support software and real-time
applications packages; special interface
drivers; meaningful computer output
displays.

RICHARD CADLE (AQM/UAP): fPhysical
chemistry. tfAtmospheric chemistry and
physics; aerosols; contributions of volcanoes
to atmospheric trace constituents; air
pollution chemistry.

THEODORE CANNON (NHRE): fCloud
physics. fttPhotography of airborne
atmospheric particles from aircraft; hail
growth processes; atmospheric electricity;
coalescence of cloud particles; kinematic
cloud models.

RICHARD CARBONE (ATD/FOF):
f Technique development for use of remote
sensors in studying the atmosphere.
ttDoppler radar and multiwavelength radar
investigation of convective and stratiform
precipitation systems; precipitation physics
and clear air convection.

ROBERT CHERVIN (AAP/SSAPP):
t Atmospheric dynamics; climate. tfGeneral
circulation modeling; climate sensitivity
testing; parameterization of subgrid-scale
processes.

BANG-YAW CHIN (ATD/CF): tComputer
programming. tiComputer architecture;
computer languages; data processing; linear
and nonlinear programming.

JULIANNA CHOW (AAP/OP): iScientific
programming.

JAMES COAKLEY (AAP/CP): tClimate;
atmospheric radiation. tfEffects of aerosols
on climate; radiative-convective climate
models; analytic approximations to infrared
radiative transfer.

RALPH COLEMAN (NHRE): fClimate and
synoptic meteorology. f Planning, logistics,
and conduct of field programs.

GERALD COOPER (NHRE): fAerosol
physics and ice nucleation. ftStudying the
efficiency of silver iodide and organic
compounds as ice-forming nuclei with the
use of an electrostatic mobility analyzer and
an NCAR ice nucleus counter.

ANN COWLEY (ATD/CF): tApplications
programming. tfComputer science: models
and data processors.

EDWIN CROW (NHRE): tMathematical
statistics, probability, and their applications.
ttDesign and analysis of hail experiments;
estimation theory, especially applied to
communication systems; time series
analysis.

PAUL CRUTZEN (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry and aeronomy.
ti-Numerical simulation of photochemical
and transport processes in the atmosphere.

ADAM CSOEKE-POECKH (HAO): tSolar
corona data analysis. tfCorrelation between
coronal streamers and filament channels.
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JOHN DAVIS (ADMN/Library):
finformation science. ttFORTRAN
programming applied to library problems;
file structures; thesaurus design; design of
automated and manual retrieval and filing
systems.

DENNIS DEAVEN (AQM/AA): tSynoptic
meteorology; atmospheric dynamics;
numerical modeling. ttNumerical modeling
of atmospheric flows; regional-scale
pollution modeling.

ANTHONY DELANY (AQM/AA):
tNuclear chemistry; atmospheric geochem-
istry; atmospheric aerosols. ttThe fraction-
ation occurring in the generation of
atmospheric aerosols by wind erosion,
power plants, and volcanoes; techniques
involved in aerosol detection and collection
for subsequent analysis used aboard aircraft.

ROGER DENNETT (AQM/AA): tCloud
microphysics and programming. ttMethods
of solving the stochastic collection equation
and the trade-offs involved in solving the
equation on a computer.

JOHN DONNELLY (ATD/CF): tSoftware
development. ttlnteractive data base
management systems--development and
implementation.

PATRICK DOWNEY (AAP/NWP): tShort-
range numerical weather prediction.
tt Limited-area model development; GCM
operations.

BERNARD DURNEY (AAP/OP):
fOceanography; solar physics. ttStudy of
ocean eddies; solar differential rotation;
solar wind.

JAMES DYE (NHRE): tCloud and
precipitation physics; atmospheric
nucleation; atmospheric aerosols; weather
modification. ttlnitiation, spread, and
growth of ice in clouds; growth of graupel
and hail; the role of giant particles in warm
and cold cloud processes; combined aircraft
and radar observations directed at the above
problems; investigations of physical effects
of cloud seeding.

PETER ECCLES (NHRE): tSevere local
storms (dynamics, physics, and atmospheric
interactions) understood through in situ
(aircraft penetrations and circumnavi-
gations) and remote sensing (dual-
wavelength radar, doppler radar) measure-
ments. it Remote measurement of physical
quantities within such storms; application of
these measurements to weather modifica-
tion (hail suppression); two-dimensional
time-dependent kinematic cloud model with
slanted updraft to relate radar observations
to physical changes in the cloud.

JOHN EDDY (HAO): tHistorical aspects of
the sun and of climate. ttHistory of
astronomy; archaeoastronomy.

DAVID ELMORE (HAO): tMeasurement of
solar magnetic fields. ttDigital control of
optical polarimeters.

JAMES FANKHAUSER (NHRE): tSevere
convective storms. ttAnalysis of the airflow
structure and physical processes of thunder-
storms and their environment, with
emphasis on hail formation mechanisms.

JOAN FEYNMAN (HIRSHBERG) (HAO):
tAstrogeophysics. ttSolar-terrestrial
relationships; effect of disturbances in the
solar wind on the magnetosphere;
composition of the solar wind and corona.

RICHARD FISHER (HAO): tAstrophysics;
optics. ttSolar activity; flares; coronal
photometry; astronomical instrumentation;
optics; space astronomy.

.G. BRANT FOOTE (NHRE): tCloud
physics. ttHailstorm dynamics and
microphysics; severe storm probing with
conventional and doppler radar;
instrumented research aircraft.

ILONA FOSTER (AQM/UAP): tChemical
engineering; analytical chemistry.
ttPollution of air and water by radioactive
materials; very low concentrations of CI-,
S04=, NH4+ , total nitrogen, and nitrogen
oxides in the upper atmosphere; computer
programming.

VERYL FRAHM Jr. (AQM/AA):
tAtmospheric radioactivity. tt Radio-
chemistry; low-level a and P-counting;
Drosophila melanogaster studies.

CHARLES FRUSH (ATD/FOF):
tAtmospheric remote sensing (lidar and
radar); gathering and handling large data sets
with emphasis on information display;
general electronics and physics. ttDesign
and implementation of high-speed data
acquisition systems; analog and digital
techniques for recovery of wide-bandwidth
signals with large dynamic range; laser radar
and related optics and systems; computer
processing of large data sets generated by
lidar and doppler radar; applications of
spectroscopy in remote sensing.

WILLIAM FRYE (ATD/CF): tProject
management; scientific programming.
ttApplications for HAO projects.

DAVID FULKER (ATD/CF): tScientific
programming; numerical analysis. fttLarge
numerical models; fast Fourier transforms;
spline approximations.

BONNIE GACNIK (ATD/CF): tData
reduction. ttDevelopment of a new
modular general data processor readily
usable by the uninitiated programmer.

BRUCE GANDRUD (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry. ttStratospheric
measurements of trace gases and aerosols.

ROLANDO GARCIA (AQM/UAP):
tMeteorology of the upper atmosphere.
ttDynamics of the stratosphere and
mesosphere.

JACK GATHRIGHT (NHRE): tDigital
systems. ttDigital signal processing
hardware; minicomputers, microprocessors,
and interface for control and instrumen-
tation; project planning and control.

HENRY GERTZMAN (ASP): tData
processing and analysis; statistics; software
development; scientific experimentation;
instrument development. ttApplications of
statistics; time series analysis; radar
meteorology; aircraft and radar data
analysis.

DALE GILLETTE (AQM/AA): tMicro-
meteorology applied to aerosol science.
ttOptical and electron microscopy; sources
of aerosols.

SONIA GITLIN (AQM/AA): tElemental
composition of aerosols; aerosols in hail-
stones. ttEmpirical methods for the use of
the electron microprobe in the elemental
analyses of particles.

P.K. GOVIND (ATD/RSF): tMeasurement
systems. ttResearch and development for
sensors and data acquisition systems; micro-
processor applications for field and
laboratory research instrumentation.

GERALD GRAMS (AQM/UAP): tRemote
atmospheric probing, with emphasis on laser
applications. ttDevelopment of airborne
laser radar and laser polar nephelometer;
analytic studies of data obtained by such
instruments; laboratory work on optical
properties of atmospheric aerosols.

JAMES GREENBERG (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry. ttStratospheric
gas mixing mechanisms; upper atmosphere
photochemistry.

ADA MAY GREENWOOD (NHRE): +Data
reduction and analysis. ttReduction of
precipitation data.

ROBERT GROSSMAN (AAP/GATE):
tTropical meteorology. ttPlanetary
boundary-layer physics; aircraft gust probe
data analysis; remote sensing within the
planetary boundary layer; mesoscale
convective systems.

PHILIP HAAGENSON (AQM/AA):
tWeather forecasting. ttMesoscale forecast
modeling, both cumulus and pollution;
climatological studies of the planetary
boundary layer.

KENNETH HANSEN (ATD/CF):
tProgramming. ttData processing
operations management.
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RICHARD HANSEN (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttSolar corona; solar-terrestrial
relationships.

SHIRLEY HANSEN (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttSolar corona; solar-terrestrial
relationships.

F. IAN HARRIS (NHRE): tRadar meteo-
rology and precipitation physics. ttAirflows
in convective and stratiform clouds, studied
by single-, dual-, or triple-doppler radar
techniques; precipitation-airflow inter-
actions as studied by a combination of radar
and aircraft data and simple numerical
models; doppler radar techniques.

DENNIS HARTMANN (AQM/UAP):
JDynamic meteorology; numerical
modeling; satellite observations. ttStrato-
spheric dynamics and interactions with
radiation and photochemistry.

BERNHARD HAURWITZ (NCAR Research
Associate): tDynamic meteorology.
ttWaves in the atmosphere; atmospheric

tides.

MARY HAYMES (ADMN/Library):
tTechnical libraries. ttOrganization and
administration of technical information
collections; literature searching; standards,
staffing, and budgeting for special libraries;
classification systems and thesauri.

LEROY HEIDT (AQM/UAP): tStrato-
spheric and tropospheric chemistry.
ttMeasurements of trace gases (CH4, H2 ,
CO, CO2 , N2 0, chlorofluorocarbons);
cryogenic collection techniques.

ANDREW HEYMSFIELD (NHRE): tCloud
physics and cloud dynamics; radar meteo-
rology. ttlce crystal and hailstone growth;
convective cloud physics; stratiform ice
clouds; aircraft cloud physics instrumen-
tation; doppler radar measurement
interpretation.

ERNEST HILDNER (HAO): fSolar physics.

ttMorphology and evolution of promi-
nences and coronal structures; thermal
transport of energy into prominences;
coronal transients and their effects on solar

wind; coronal dynamics.

WILLIAM HOLLAND (AAP/OP): tPhysical

oceanography; large-scale ocean circulation.

ItNumerical models of ocean circulation;
theories of the oceanic general circulation;
mesoscale eddy dynamics; stability theory.

JOSEPH HOLLWEG (HAO): tPlasma
physics; the solar wind. ttStudies of large-
amplitude magnetohydrodynamic waves in

interplanetary space; wave-associated
acceleration of interplanetary media; effects
of plasma instabilities on thermal properties
of the solar wind; cosmic ray propagation.

THOMAS HOLZER (HAO): tCorona/solar
wind; magnetosphere-ionosphere; stellar
winds. ttCoronal expansion; interaction of
solar wind with interstellar medium; solar
wind-magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling.

NEIL HOLZMAN (NHRE): tData manage-
ment. t Data reduction techniques and
procedures for the NHRE rain and hail
network; precipitation instruments; hailpad
analysis.

ARLEN HUGGINS (NHRE): tAtmospheric
science; severe storms studies. ttPrecipi-
tation data analysis; statistical and physical
studies of rainfall and hailfall; precipitation
instrumentation and network operations.

ROY JENNE (ATD/CF): tData sets for
research; climatological research. ttAvail-
ability and sources of data sets for research
in meteorology, climatology, and physical
oceanography; methods to archive and
retrieve data efficiently; use of basic data
sets to derive data sets of climatic statistics
and analyses.

PETER JOHNSON (NHRE): tCloud
physics. ttlnteraction between micro-
physics and cloud dynamics; meteorological
and aircraft instrumentation and systems;
software aspects of instrument systems.

WILLIAM JONES (ATD): tManagement of
research and development in atmospheric
science. ttMeteprology; atmospheric
sciences; cloud physics; mesoscale
meteorology field experimentation.

DENNIS JOSEPH (ATD/CF): tComputer
data handling and analysis. ttProcessing of
GATE aircraft data; retrieval, formatting,
processing, and archiving of meteorological
data.

PAUL JULIAN (AAP/ESP): TGARP;
tropical observing systems. ttMeteoro-
logical statistics; general circulation of
tropics; application of constant-level balloon
systems to meteorological problems.

RICHARD KATZ (ASP/ESIG): tStatistical
meteorology; applied probability theory.
ftProbability models for climatic variables;
statistical food and climate models; societal
impacts of climatic variability and weather
modification.

JEANNIE KELLEY (AAP/GATE):
tTropical meteorology. ft Radar meteoro-

logy; cloud physics and dynamics.

TERRY KELLY (NHRE): tAirborne instru-
mentation; doppler radar. ttOperation of,
and analysis of data collected from, sophis-
ticated instrumentation on board atmo-
spheric research aircraft, including data

PATRICK KENNEDY (AAP/SSAPP):
tMesoscale meteorology. ttTheoretical and
observational analysis of various
phenomena, including airflow over
mountains and frontal zones.

C.S. KIANG (AQM/AA): tModeling of gas-
aerosol-hydrometeor in the atmosphere.
ttNucleation; chemical and microphysical
processes involved in atmospheric gas,
aerosol, and hydrometeor (e.g., surface
phenomena, phase transition, and the like).

JOSEPH KLEMP (AAP/SSAPP):
tGeophysical fluid dynamics. ttSevere
convective storms; mountain lee waves;
downslope windstorms.

CHARLES KNIGHT (NHRE): tCloud
physics; severe storms. ttlce nucleation and
growth; hailstone formation.

NANCY KNIGHT (NHRE): tCloud physics;
severe storms. ttHailstone structure; ice
physics.

ROGER KOPP (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttCoronal dynamics; coronal temperatures;
chromosphere-corona transition region.

THOMAS KYLE (AQM/UAP): tMolecular
spectroscopy; radiative transfer. tt Remote
sensing; cloud physics; optical and elec-
tronic instrumentation; correlation
interferometry.

ROBERT LACKMAN (ATD/CF): tAppli-
cations programming. tt Large data
processing systems; digital signal processing;
spectral analysis; synoptic objective analysis.

GERHARD LANGER (NHRE): tAtmo-
spheric nucleation; weather modification;
aerosol physics. ttDetection of ice and
condensation nuclei; aircraft and ground
sampling of nuclei and aerosols; identifica-
tion of nuclei; sampling of aerosols in
general; evaluation of seeding devices.

ALLAN LAZRUS (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric chemistry. ttMeasurement of strato-
spheric trace gases and aerosols (their global
distribution and variability with time); field
measurements elucidating troposphere-
stratosphere interactions, such as measure-
ments of upper troposphere trace
constituents and of volcanic plume
composition.

MARGARET LeMONE (AAP/GATE):
tBoundary-layer meteorology; convection.
tfThe role of cumuliform convection in the
structure and dynamics of the boundary
layer; the partitioning of fluxes by scale and
interaction between scales of motion;
aircraft measurements in the boundary
layer.

collected from both deep stratiform storm
systems and severe local convective storms;
analysis of data collected by multiple-
doppler radar arrays.
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DONALD LENSCHOW (ATD/RAF;
AAP/SSAPP): tUnderstanding the structure
of the planetary boundary layer. ttAircraft
measurements of atmospheric turbulence;
air mass modification measurements;
parameterization of the unstable planetary
boundary layer; development of instrumen-
tation for aircraft turbulence measurements.

CARL LILLIEQUIST (HAO): tNumerical
analysis applied to experimental data;
photographic photometry; computer simula-
tion of magnetohydrodynamic models of
solar phenomena. ttPhotometric and polari-
metric analysis of the white-light inner and
near-infrared outer corona; numerical
modeling of energy transfer between fast-
mode and Alfv6n-mode waves in the solar
corona; statistical analysis of spectral data
for atmospheric oscillations.

ALEXIS LONG (NHRE): tCloud physics;
weather modification. ttNucleation;
stochastic theory of droplet collection; hail
suppression concepts and techniques; design
of cloud seeding experiments; cloud
modeling.

LORETTO LONG (ADMN/Library):
tTechnical libraries. ttScientific reference
and information work; inter-library loans;
use of scientific abstracts and indexes.

RICHARD LUEB (AQM/UAP): tLabora-
tory instrumentation; vacuum; cryogenics.
ttDesigning and building whole-air sampling
systems and associated support equipment
for use on aircraft, balloons, and rockets.

ROLAND MADDEN (AAP/ESP): tLarge-
scale atmospheric processes. ttGlobal-scale
waves; climate variability.

WILLIAM MANKIN (AQM/UAP): tAtmo-
spheric radiation. ttlnfrared spectroscopy;
stratospheric composition and chemistry;
optical instrumentation; solar atmosphere.

EDWARD MARTELL (AQM/AA): tAtmo-
spheric radioactivity; geochemistry.
tt Radioactive aerosols and their effects on
the atmosphere and biosphere; radioactive
pollutants; aerosol transport; aerobiology.

NANCY MARTIN (AQM/AA): tData base
management; digital image processing.
ttFourier filtering and smoothing.

JOHN MASTERSON (AAP;AQM): tin situ
measurement systems for meteorology and
oceanography. ftOrbiting and geostationary
satellite systems for measuring meteoro-
logical and oceanographic variables;
expendable drifting buoys for measuring
meteorological variables; surface and
subsurface ocean temperatures and currents;
GARP coordination for NCAR.

SADAMI MATSUSHITA (HAO):
fGeomagnetism; aeronomy; physics of the
magnetosphere and ionosphere; solar-
terrestrial physics. ttElectric currents,
electric and magnetic fields in the iono-
sphere through the magnetosphere; effects
of the interplanetary magnetic fields on the
magnetosphere and ionosphere; dynamics of
the upper atmosphere during geomagnetic
storms; ionospheric sporadic E and
geomagnetic micropulsations.

THOMAS MAYER (AAP/GCMCOG):
tSynoptic meteorology; dynamic modeling.
ttProcessing GCM statistics; university
liaison with GCM joint projects.

DARRELL McDOWELL Jr. (ATD/CF):
tRadar and balloon data. ttMath; physics;
mechanistic as opposed to functional
thought.

JAMES McWILLIAMS (AAP/OP): tPhysical
oceanography. tt Large-scale air-sea inter-
actions; quasi-geostrophic waves and
turbulence; mean circulation patterns.

NELDER MEDRUD Jr. (ATD/FOF):
tRadar meteorology; applied climatology;
project management. tt Radar applications
in meteorology; JMOF; field observations
and experiments.

JOSE MEITIN Jr. (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology.

REBECCA MEITIN (AAP/GATE):
tTropical meteorology. ttTrade wind
inversions.

ALAN MILLER (AAP/GATE,GADMAP):
tTropical meteorology; radar meteorology;
cloud physics. ttCloud microphysics and
dynamics; satellite meteorology and
physical applications; mesoscale
meteorology.

JACK MILLER (ATD/CF): tApplications
programming; numerical analysis. ttLarge
model design; numerical solution of
ordinary differential and partial differential
equations; numerical linear algebra.

ROBERT MITCHELL (ATD/CF):
fOperating system architecture and design.
ttFile management; microprocessor
hardware and software design; interactive
terminals; compilers.

ALF MODAHL (NHRE): fSynoptic
meteorology; cloud physics. ttSynoptic and
mesoscale conditions favoring hailstorm
development; internal and external
dynamics of severe convective storms and
related phenomena.

DONALD MORRIS (ATD/CF):
tProgramming. ttSoftware for post-
processing of radar data; software design of
minicomputer-based data acquisition and
display systems.

TELEMACHOS MOUSCHOVIAS (HAO):
tTheoretical astrophysics. tt nterstellar gas
dynamics; magnetohydrodynamics; star
formation; solar corona.

RICHARD MUNRO (HAO): tSolar physics.
ttThree-dimensional structure and
evolution of coronal forms; coronal
temperatures and density; physics of the
chromospheric-coronal transition zone.

CLIFFORD MURINO (ATD):
tManagement of research and development
in the atmospheric sciences. ttMeteorology;
satellite meteorology; severe storms; applied
dynamic meteorology.

ALLAN MURPHY (ASP/ESIG): tStatistical
and applied meteorology; applications of
decision analysis and systems analysis in
meteorology, with particular reference to
weather forecasting and weather modifica-
tion; Bayesian inference and decision.
ttProbability forecasting; forecast evalua-
tion; value and use of forecasts; evaluation
of weather modification experiments;
societal impacts of weather modification;
decision-making models in applied meteo-
rology and climatology; interactions
between energy systems and climate;
impacts and implications of natural hazards.

CLARENCE NAGAMOTO (NHRE): tlce
nucleation processes. ttEffects of aerosols
in atmospheric nucleation; analysis of
particles in precipitation and air samples.

YOSHINARI NAKAGAWA (HAO): tAstro-
physical fluid dynamics. ttForce-free
magnetic fields; solar flares; non-LTE
radiative flows.

T. RANDY NICHOLAS (NHRE):
tChemical engineering; computer science;
numerical modeling; operation and manage-
ment of instrument network. tt nstrument
design; data processing and error analysis;
network design and operation; personnel
management; administration.

KATSUYUKI (VIC) OOYAMA (AAP/
GATE): tMeteorology. tDynamics of
tropical weather systems; objective analysis
of GATE data.

ILGA PALUCH (NHRE): tCloud micro-
physics. ttThe effects of silver iodide
seeding on hail growth in thunderstorms.

YUNN PANN (AAP/SSAPP): fPlanetary
boundary layer; data analysis; computer
programming.

RANJIT PASSI (ATD/GAMP): tStatistical
applications to problems in meteorology.
ttfCarrier balloon project; problems of
deriving winds using Omega signals;
Safesonde system.
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EDWARD PATTERSON (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric optics and the effects of
aerosols on optical properties of the atmo-
sphere. ttDetermination of optical prop-
erties of stratospheric and tropospheric
aerosols; remote sensing of the atmosphere
and of aerosols by lidar; inferences of aerosol
properties from their optical effects; effect
of aerosols on the earth's radiation balance
and on climate.

G. STUART PATTERSON Jr. (ATD/CF):
tTurbulence modeling; turbulence theory.
ttDirect numerical simulation of
turbulence.

WILLIAM PENNELL (AAP/GATE):
tBoundary-layer meteorology. ttTurbu-
lence structure of the atmospheric boundary
layer; effects of cumulus clouds on
boundary-layer transport.

DONALD PERKEY (AAP/GATE):
tLimited-area numerical prediction.
ttMesoscale-cumulus-boundary layer
interaction in tropical and midlatitude
circulations.

MICHAEL PERRY (HAO): tMathematical
modeling and programming. ttThree-
dimensional modeling of the solar corona
from two-dimensional projectional data.

JULIAN PIKE (ATD/RSF): tAtmospheric
instrumentation development. ftln situ
sensors; calibration, standards, and
metrology; data transmission and recording;
sensor electronics.

GERALD PNEUMAN (HAO): tMagneto-
hydrodynamics. ttSolar corona and solar
wind; solar-interplanetary modeling.

STEWART POET (AQM/AA): tRadio-
chemistry as applied to the environment.
ttLong-lived radon daughters; alpha
spectroscopy.

ARTHUR POLAND (HAO): tSolar physics.
lt Reduction of satellite data on evolution
of coronal structure; coronal temperature
and density; radiative transfer in
prominences.

WALTER POLLOCK (AQM/UAP):
tAtmospheric chemistry. ttStratospheric
measurement of trace gases; cryogenics;
mass spectrometry.

CHARLES QUERFELD (HAO): tSolar
physics. ttCoronal magnetic fields,
densities, and temperatures; radiative
transfer in scattering atmospheres.

V. RAMANATHAN (AAP/CP): tClimatic
feedback mechanisms; atmospheric radiative
transfer. ttFeedback mechanism between
surface temperature and clouds; ozone and
its effect on the energy balance; simplified
radiative transfer models for general circula-
tion studies; low-resolution spectral models
for the stratosphere.

RUSSELL REW (ATD/CF): tMathematical
software; numerical mathematics; systema-
tized software collections; programming
methodologies; software portability;
programming languages. tfTechniques for
enhancing software reliability; testing and
certification of mathematical software;
numerical quadrature; structured
programming preprocessors; macro-
processors; MORTRAN; FORTRAN
standards.

E. CICELY RIDLEY (ATD/CF):
tNumerical analysis. ttOrdinary differential
equations; partial differential equations;
curve fitting; quadrature.

RONALD RINEHART (NHRE): tRadar
meteorology; weather modification.

t Reflectivity structure of storms; storm
kinetics; hail spectra; doppler radar studies.

WALTER ROBERTS (NCAR Research
Associate): tResearch in the solar corona.
ttSolar spicules and prominences; origin of
geomagnetic disturbances; influence of
variable solar activity on the earth's
ionosphere and weather.

DAVID ROBERTSON (ATD/CF):
tComputer systems software design.
ttComputer networking, front-ending, and
communications.

RAYMOND ROBLE (AQM/UAP):
tAeronomy; thermospheric dynamics;
ionospheric dynamics. ttAtmospheric
optics; upper and lower atmospheric
electricity and couplings.

ANTHONY ROCKWOOD (AAP/GATE):
t Radiation; SMS-1 satellite data; synoptic
meteorology. ttRadiation budgets; infer-
ence of surface features and meteorology
from SMS-1 data; radiative characteristics
and absorptive features of the Saharan
aerosols; inference of sea surface tempera-
tures from SMS-1 data during GATE.

JAN ROSINSKI (NHRE): tlce nucleation
processes, including the effects of natural
aerosols and seeding agents. ttRelationship
between temperature and size distribution
for natural and artificial nucleation parti-

cles; ice nucleation in the atmosphere and
the laboratory; relationship between ice
nucleation and air pollutants.

STANLEY RUTTENBERG (NCAR):
tGARP; climate. HtObserving systems
design for meteorology and climatology
using space-based techniques; experiment
planning.

LARRY SAPP (ASP): tNumerical analysis;
turbulence modeling.

J. DOYNE SARTOR (AAP/SSAPP): tCloud
physics. t Atmospheric electricity; cloud
particle (liquid and solid) mesoscale inter-
actions; precipitation growth processes;
weather modification and control;
atmospheric particle kinetics.

TAKASHI SASAMORI (AAP/CP):
tClimate; stratospheric dynamics. ttCloud
parameterizations for climate models;
boundary-layer modeling; stratospheric
sudden warmings; GCM modeling.

RICHARD SATO (ATD/CF): t-Scientific
programming; numerical analysis. tfDevel-
opment of computer programs for large
numerical models.

THOMAS SCHLATTER (AAP/NWP):
tShort-range forecasting (6 h to three days)
over global and limited-area domains.
ttObjective analysis of meteorological data;

impact of data from special observing
systems on forecast accuracy; diagnosis of
model deficiencies.

STEPHEN SCHNEIDER (AAP/CP): tAll
climatic change. -fModeling; human impact
on climate; impact of climate on society.

AUBREY SCHUMANN (ATD/GAMP):
tApplied meteorology and climatology;
superpressure balloon trajectory analysis.

ALBERT SEMTNER Jr. (AAP/OP):
tPhysical oceanography; climate dynamics.
ttNumerical modeling of ocean circulations
and of sea ice.

ROBERT SERAFIN (ATD/FOF): tRemote
probing of the atmosphere; remote and
immersion sensing instrumentation.
ttSingle- and multiple-doppler radar
meteorology; radar signal processing;
instruments for mesoscale and boundary-
layer meteorology; lidar applications;
acoustic echo soundings.

MELVYN SHAPIRO (AAP/SSAPP):
ttObjective data analysis and numerical
weather prediction in isentropic coordi-
nates; application of isentropic analysis and
prediction models to clear air turbulence;
synoptic case study investigations of
middle-latitude cyclones; aircraft investi-
gation of frontal-zone/jet-stream systems
and associated clear air turbulence.

DENNIS SHEA (AAP/ESP): tTropical
meteorology. ttDeveloping software
package and data systems for TWERLE.

BORIS SHKOLLER (AAP/NWP): tThe

partial differential equations of hydro-
dynamics and meteorology. ttNumerical
methods in the general circulation model
(balance equations scheme, semi-implicit
scheme).

ACKLEY SMITH (NHRE): tDigital and
analog circuit design; diagnostic program-
ming; active network synthesis. ttlnter-
facing radars, scan converters, tape records,
etc., with minicomputers; Nova 800
computer; assembly languages.

CLARK SMITH (AAP/GATE): tTropical
meteorology. ttMesoscale analysis.
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DEAN SMITH (HAO): tSolar plasma
physics. ttSolar radio astronomy; dynamics
of magnetic fields and reconnection; particle
acceleration on the sun.

CHARLES SMYTHE (HAO): tSolar
physics; computer data handling and
modeling. ftPhotographic photometry;
spectral and statistical studies of the quiet
sun; Stokes polarimeter; solar wind and
active region magnetohydrodynamic model;
power spectra and applications;
magnetosphere.

JOHN SNYDER (ASP/ESIG): tEcono-
metrics: natural resource economics.
ttEconomics of weather modification;
econometric studies of energy demand.

MARK SOLAK (NHRE): tSevere convec-
tive storms. ttThunderstorm structure and
circulation; hail suppression methodology.

RICHARD SOMERVILLE (AAP/NWP):
tGeophysical fluid dynamics. ttThermal
convection; numerical methods; general
circulation modeling; numerical weather
prediction; parameterization.

ANDREW STANGER (HAO): tSolar
physics; optics; electronics. ttSolar corona;
image processing; computer programming.

BRUCE STOCKTON (AQM/UAP): TOptics;
digital data processing. ttfElectrostatics;
electro-optics; data acquisition and
handling; measuring and test equipment;
weather measuring systems.

PAUL SWARZTRAUBER (ATD/CF):
tNumerical mathematics. ttElliptic partial
differential equations; parallel algorithms;
approximation of functions on the surface
of the sphere.

ROLAND SWEET (ATD/CF): tNumerical
analysis. ttSoftware for elliptic partial
differential equations; numerical linear
algebra.

VIM TOUTENHOOFD (NHRE): tCloud
physics. ttField studies of cumulonimbus
clouds; piloting the glider The Explorer,
which is one of the data collection
subsystems.

DOROTHY TROTTER (HAO): tSynoptic
solar data. ttMagnetic field data sets.

HENRY van de BOOGAARD (AAP/
GATE): tTropical meteorology. ttSynoptic
and dynamic climatology; synoptic and
mesoscale tropical disturbances; in conjunc-
tion with MONEX, the study of the low-
level circulation over the Arabian Sea during
the summer monsoon.

DONALD VEAL (NHRE): tScientific
administration. ttAirborne observations.

CHARLES WADE (NHRE): tSevere storms
research.

WILLIAM WAGNER (HAO): tSolar corona
and solar wind; solar activity; solar-
terrestrial relations; space astronomy.
ttHAO coronagraph/polarimeter experi-
ment on the Solar Maximum Mission space-
craft; disturbances propagating through the
corona and solar wind; coronal holes and
their evolution through the solar cycle;
magnetohydrodynamics of the solar
interior.

ARTHUR WARTBURG (AQM/AA): tTrace
gas and particle measuring instruments or
equipment. ttDesigning or modifying
particle and trace gas instruments or
equipment for NCAR aircraft.

DAVID WILLIAMSON (AAP/NWP):
tDynamic meteorology; numerical solution
of fluid flow. ttNumerical approximations
for fluid flow on a sphere; general circula-
tion modeling and real-data forecasts; four-
dimensional data assimilation; initialization.

GLORIA WILLIAMSON (ATD/CF):
tNCAR and university global modeling
experiments and operations; processing
general circulation models.

GLEN WILLIS (AAP/SSAPP): tAtmo-
spheric boundary-layer turbulence and
diffusion. ttThermal convection; laboratory
modeling of the convective planetary
boundary layer.

THOMAS WILSON (HAO): tComputer
programs for handling scientific data.

WARREN WISCOMBE (AAP/CP): tRadi-
ative transfer; applied mathematics.
ttCalculation of solar and infrared radiation
fluxes and heating rates in the earth's atmo-
sphere, with emphasis on clouds; develop-
ment and improvement of theoretical
radiative transfer techniques; parameter-
ization of radiation for circulation models.

RICHARD WOLSKI (NHRE): tNumerical
modeling; computer programming. ttGCM
parameterizations; numerical techniques.

THOMAS WRIGHT (ATD/CF): tComputer
graphics; preprocessors; front-end systems.
ttPortable graphics software; device-
independent graphics software.

CLYDE WYMAN (AQM/UAP): tLasers;
remote sensing; light-scattering devices.
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Directory of NCAR Engineers

General interest areas are denoted by a
single dagger and special interest areas by
double daggers.

PAUL AHLSTROM (ATD/FOF): tMeteoro-
logical instrumentation; data acquisition
systems. ttDigital and analog circuit design;
mini- and microcomputer applications and
software development.

DAVID ATLAS (ASP): tSystem conceptual
design for remote atmospheric probing;
radar systems; acoustic radars; lidars; tropo-
spheric scatter and communication systems.
ttRadar polarization methods for precipita-
tion measurements; doppler radar
techniques for measurement of wind and
turbulence; incoherent radar techniques for
measuring winds and turbulence; dual-
wavelength radar system for hail detection;
troposcatter system for wind measurements;
special radar signal processing and display
techniques.

DAVID BARGEN (ATD/RSF): tlnstru-
ment and instrument system development;
minicomputers and automatic control
systems. t Development of advanced
meteorological instruments; real-time
processing and display of atmospheric data.

THOMAS BAUR (HAO): tOptical design
and optical component and system testing;
polarization optics and measurement of
polarized light; solar magnetic field measure-
ment and interpretation. ttPolarimeter for
solar observations; optical design of
photographic photometer.

PHILIP BENEDICT (ATD/RSF):
tElectronics. ttAnalog amplifiers; digital
circuits; instrumentation amplifiers;
precision bridge circuits; airborne sensors.

ARTHUR BINKLEY (ADMN): tProject
estimating, planning, and control. ttFacility
planning and use management; construction
cost estimating; environmental reports;
energy use; project management methods
and systems.

VICTOR BORGOGNO (ATD/RSF):
JAnalog/digital servo design; computer/
peripheral interface design. ttHAO
K-corona emission line polarimeter; elec-
tronic balance; digital voltmeter design;
helicopter helmet sighting system; aircraft
radar antenna servos; CP-3 radar controller
and microprocessor applications; mini-
computer systems design.

JOSEPH BOYAJIAN (ATD/FOF): tDesign,
development, and operation of radar
systems. ttActive and passive circuits
covering the range of frequencies from
audio to microwave; radar systems and
components.

FRED BROCK (ATD/FOF): tMeteoro-
logical measurement and recording systems.
ttAnemometers and mini- and micro-
computer applications to measurement
systems; experimental design for
deployment of instrument systems.

EDWARD BROWN (ATD/RAF): tAirborne
meteorological instrumentation. ttCloud
physics instrument development; wind
tunnel-flight test evaluation; instrument-
aircraft interface analysis.

ARDEN BUCK (ATD/RSF): tlnstrumen-
tation development and electro-optics.
ttLasers and holography; I R and UV
absorption hygrometry.

THEODORE CANNON (NHRE): tMechan-
ical, electrical, and photographic instrumen-
tation; computer programming used in
cloud physics research. ttLow-turbulence
vertical wind tunnel with temperature,
humidity, velocity, and electric field
control; specialized cameras for taking in
situ photographs of atmospheric particles in
the laboratory and from aircraft; techniques
for analysis of aircraft particle camera
photographs; droplet generator for
producing droplets of fluid with precisely
controlled time of production, size, and
charge; computer programs for calculation
of the three-dimensional electrostatic fields
and of particle sizes and concentrations
within a simple cloud model; instruments
for droplet interaction studies.

HAROLD COLE (ATD/RSF): tSystems
engineering; meteorological instrumentation
development. ttMeteorological instrumen-
tation; atmospheric radiation measurements;
remote sensing; spacecraft instrumentation
for studying planetary atmospheres (Mars).

OSCAR COOPER (ATD/NSBF): tlnstru-
mentation for scientific experiments on high
altitude balloons and sounding rockets.
ttTelemetry, data systems, command-
control, environmental sensors, and equip-
ment interfaces; data systems, balloon
tracking, pressure-altitude sensors, digital
timers, and UHF radio-frequency systems
engineering.

CHARLES CULLIAN (ATD/RAF):
tAirborne atmospheric measurements.
ttDevelopment and fabrication of airborne
sensor packages which provide in-flight real-
time engineering displays.

MICHAEL DUNCAN (ATD/RSF): tDigital
data acquisition systems. ttMinicomputer
interfacing and software; microcomputer
hardware and software; computer system
integration; digital communications systems;
logic design.

MICHAEL EXNER (ATD/GAMP):
tMeteorological and satellite data communi-
cations systems. ttMicrocomputer applica-
tions; doppler wind-finding systems;
antenna design.

JACK FINK (NHRE): tAirborne radio-
frequency and data systems; ground
tracking stations. ttDesign and project
engineering of the electronic systems of the
sailplane The Explorer; RF telemetry,
communication systems, and circuit design;
digital data acquisition system design and
applications.

RICHARD FRIESEN (ATD/RAF):
tAircraft instrumentation and instrumen-
tation system development. ttOn-board
data acquisition systems; analysis of aircraft
data; inertial and doppler navigation
systems; project planning and support.

CHARLES FRUSH (ATD/FOF): tData
processing system design; laser-related
systems and optics; refrigeration and servo
systems. ttHigh-speed low-level analog
signal recovery; optimizing op-amp
frequency compensation networks; temper-
ature regulated baths; photomultiplier
detectors; digital methods of data handling;
FORTRAN programming.

JACK GATHRIGHT (NHRE): tDesign and
project management for digital systems.
ttDesign, fabrication, and test of digital
processors for control systems and signal
analysis; fast Fourier transform and recur-
sive digital filters; special-purpose digital
arithmetic processors using micropro-
grammed control; interface with general-
purpose computing machines and
peripherals; budgets and manpower
estimates.
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MACK GORE (ATD/NSBF): tMechanical
design; mechanical design of balloon
payloads. ttPyrotechnic devices for cable
separation and termination of balloon
flights; hardware interface between balloon
payload and balloon launch vehicles;
letdown reels (lightweight to 544 kg and
610 m); balloon launch equipment.

GRANT GRAY (ATD/FOF): tDigital data
acquisition and processing system design.
ttDigital reflectivity processors, doppler
processors, and minicomputer applications
in control and data management; interactive
displays; multicolor display/recording
system for reflectivity, mean doppler, and
doppler variance.

RICHARD GRAY (ADMN): tBuilding
design and construction. ttFacility space
planning: analysis and allocation.

EDWIN HARPER (HAO): tDigital systems
design. ttHardware and software design and
application of microcomputer systems;
hardware logic design of interfaces for
minicomputer peripherals; minicomputer
software system design, large instrument
controls systems software, magnetic-tape-
based editors, and CRT terminal editor;
modifications to existing systems software,
such as editors, assemblers, and BASIC.

MICHL HOWARD (ATD/RSF):
tMechanical and electro-mechanical design,
layout, and development for aircraft,
balloon, radar, optical, and specialized
research equipment.

PAUL HOWES (ATD/GAMP): tCircuit
design of digital and linear systems, partic-
ularly those interfacing the physical world
with electronic systems. ttControl and
servo systems; solar energy collection and
distribution; electronic and I R
thermometry.

HOWARD HULL (HAO): tDesign of
optically coupled measuring instruments,
photosensitive transducers, servomecha-
nisms, and digital and analog data
processors. ttlnstruments using synchro-
nous modulation and demodulation
processes; hardware or software control
loops.

H. PAUL JOHNSON (ATD/RSF): tMechan-
ical and machine design. ttMaterials selec-
tion and strength of materials; fluid
mechanics and heat transfer; radar drives
and control systems and servo system
design; aircraft-mounted instrumentation
and structural appendages; optical instru-
ments and electronics packaging; balloon
launch equipment and upper air sampling
equipment; machine shop practice and
fabrication techniques.

NEIL KELLEY (ATD/RAF): tMeteoro-
logical instrumentation and data recording
and processing; aircraft meteorological
systems design, as above; field investigation,
planning, and supervision. ttNCAR Electra
programs and data management systems and
other instrumented aircraft; inertial naviga-
tion systems; M-33 radar research and
operations; meteorological sensing and
telemetry packages; micrometeorological
field investigations; development of data
processing techniques.

LEE LACEY (HAO): tMechanical design of
instrumentation for solar observations and
related equipment. ttPhotographic systems
for field observations; photo-optical systems
and problems; accurate mechanisms; solar
eclipse expedition support.

VINCENT LALLY (ATD/GAMP):
tMeteorological measurement systems.
ttSuperpressure balloon design.

EDWARD LAMBDIN (ATD/RSF):
tMechanical design. ttMechanical designs
for research apparatus as needed; descriptive
idea artwork; coordinating and expediting
apparatus fabrication.

GERHARD LANGER (NHRE): tAtmo-
spheric nucleation of water drops and ice
crystals as related to precipitation forma-
tion. ttMonitoring ice condensation nuclei;
evaluation of cloud seeding devices; develop-
ment of instrumentation and evaluation of
the data collected for ground and airborne
operations.

LOREN LARAMORE (HAO): tDesign of
mechanics for the union of optics and
electronics in scientific research instru-
mentation. ttDesign of mechanisms;
packaging of instrument components;
weldment design.

ROBERT LEE (HAO): tElectronic and
electro-optic portions of equipment used in
solar research. ttOptical polarimeters
(K-coronameters and solar magnetographs);
airborne far-infrared scanning Michelson
interferometer; servo systems applied to
solar guiders; recovery of small signals from
high noise background; minicomputer
applications to measurement and control.

JARVIS LEHMANN (ATD/NSBF): tAero-
dynamics; structural analysis; materials
testing. ttLong-duration balloon design;
mechanical characterization of balloon
films; the application of fracture mechanics
to polymeric materials.

DONALD LENSCHOW (ATD/RAF; AAP/
SSAPP): tMeteorological sensors for air-
craft. ttlnertial navigation systems, gyro-
stabilized platforms, and gust probe sensors

ERNEST LICHFIELD (ATD/GAMP):
tlnstrumentation for constant-level
balloons; logic systems design; meteoro-
logical sensors. ttBalloon location systems;
magnetic sensors and cutdown devices; air
temperature measurement; pressure
measurement; techniques for designing
lightweight electronics that present a low-
impact hazard to aircraft; thermal design of
balloon flight packages.

RICHARD LUEB (AQM/UAP): tVacuum/
cryogenics and instrumentation. ttENCAR
rocket-borne air sampler and launch support
systems; balloon-borne cryogenic air
sampling system; ultra-clean air sampling
systems.

ROBERT MALONEY (ADMN): tBuilding
design and construction. ttQuality design
and construction; cost estimating; environ-
mental protection studies; site planning.

PAUL MOORE (ADMN): tElectrical,
plumbing, heating, ventilating, and air
conditioning systems for buildings.
ttMechanical and electrical systems for
Computing Facility; energy conservation;
automation of mechanical systems.

CLAUDE MOREL (ATD/GAMP): tBalloon
instrumentation and data analysis.
ttBalloon instrument packaging; tempera-
ture and pressure sensor design and
development; balloon data analysis; field
operations.

MICHAEL OLSON (ATD/GAMP): fVLF,
RF, and UHF analog and digital communi-
cations; data management and mini-
computer systems; automatic control
systems. t-tSensing and relay of
meteorological data via satellite.

JULIAN PIKE (ATD/RSF): tAtmospheric
instrumentation development. ttln situ
sensors; data encoding, decoding, and
recording; system calibration; electronic
design of microcomputers.

MATTHEW REYNOLDS (ATD/RAF):
tDigital circuitry design and minicomputer
programming; installation, testing, and
operations of airborne research platforms;
aircraft instrumentation. ttDigital inter-
facing to Nova computers; Nova computer
programming (machine language,
FORTRAN, BASIC); digital display circuits.

R. CHRIS ROARK (ATD/GAMP): tBalloon
instrumentation; system and circuit design.
ttMagnetometer cutdown device with
digital control circuitry; pressure cutdown
electronic and mechanical design; on-board
digital data manipulation.

for air motion sensing; airborne measure-
ments of temperature, humidity, and
pressure; computer processing of aircraft
measurements.
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ALFRED RODI (ATD/RAF): tAircraft
instrumentation; data recording; real-time
display; processing. ttMeteorological appli-
cation of inertial and doppler navigation
radar technology; aircraft temperature
sensor time response; millipore filter ice
nuclei counting techniques.

RONALD RUTH (ATD/RAF): tMeteoro-
logical instruments and instrumentation
systems. tt Radiosondes and automatic
ground stations; computer programs for
digital data acquisition systems and for
Loran C and Omega navaid signal analysis;
aircraft meteorological data analysis.

GEORGE SAUM (ATD/RSF): tCommuni-
cations and radar circuit design. ttAntenna
design; data communications; radio
frequency interference and electromagnetic
interference problems; television; analog
circuit design; radar transmitter and receiver
systems.

STEVEN SEMMER (ATD/FOF): tDigital
and linear systems design; mini- and micro-
computer applications. ttAutomatic
applications to data acquisition from
meteorological instrumentation.

ROBERT SERAFIN (ATD/FOF):
tTheoretical system aspects for radar, radar
signal processing, and applications to radar
meteorology. ttAirborne reconnaissance
systems; synthetic aperture radar systems;
theory of random signals and their
processing; doppler processing of radar
meteorological signals; radar turbulence
detection; minicomputer applications to
radar signal processing; spectrum analysis of
random signals; pulse compression filter
design; pseudo-random signal design and
analysis.

CLAIRE SHELDEN (HAO;AQM/UAP):
tInstrumentation. ttAerobee sun seeker
servo; sound and pressure-level measure-
ments; vibration analysis and data
processing and reduction system; Aerobee-
borne solar constant radiometer; Lyman-
alpha spectrophotometer; digital control
and optical design of ultraviolet double
monochromater; rotating-mirror, filter-
wheel radiometer (IR) system.

JUSTIN SMALLEY (ATD/RSF):
tAeronautical engineering; meteorological
data systems. ttBalloon shape and stress
determination; engineering for balloon
systems; subsonic wind tunnels; low-speed
aerodynamics.

ACKLEY SMITH (NHRE): tDigital and
analog circuit design; diagnostic
programming; active network synthesis.
ttInterfacing radars, scan converters, tape
recorders, etc., with minicomputers;
Nova 800 computer; assembly languages.

STEVE SMITH (ATD/NSBF): tAero-
dynamics; polymeric and composite
materials. ttSuperpressure balloon design;
materials testing.

JACK SNIDER (ATD/NSBF): tElectronic
instrumentation; system and circuit design,
integration, and testing; program coordina-
tion. ttPCM data systems and tele-
command; digital circuit design; instru-
mentation interface and package design;
minicomputer interface and operation.

PAUL SPYERS-DURAN (ATD/RAF):
tMeteorological instrumentation for
airborne use. ttCloud physics instrument
development; measurements of cloud
condensation nuclei, ice nuclei, and cloud
drop distribution; replication of ice crystals;
decelerators; wind tunnel testing and
evaluation of sensors; data interpretation.

SIGVARD STENLUND (ATD/GAMP):
tSuperpressure balloon systems. ttBalloon
materials, films, fabrics, and adhesives;
balloon launching equipment; balloon
valves, cutdowns, and rigging.

JACK TEFFT (ATD/GAMP): tlmplem-
entation of scientific balloon flight
programs from conceptual design to
hardware procurement; satellite interface;
launch and data collection phases.
ttProgram management with emphasis on
program coordination and interagency
planning; budgetary and manpower fore-
casting; field site selection and architectural,
mechanical, and electrical development;
monitoring procurement; developing
logistics support systems; completing
projects on time and within budget period.

HAROLD TEPOEL (HAO): tElectro-
mechanical systems; hardware design for
imaging and control design; system
management; circuit design (analog and
digital). ttSignal processing; video systems;
illumination and optical alignment; vacuum
and vibration testing.

ROBERT WENDLER (HAO): tDesign and
construction of precision instrumentation.
ttSmall mechanisms; airborne and ground-
based observing instruments and their
accessories; other precise measurement and
display devices.

NORMAN ZRUBEK (ATD/RAF):
tAeronautical engineering. ttAircraft
structures, aerodynamics, and design; new
aircraft acquisition; instrumentation and
calibration; aircraft modification; FAA
regulations.
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Directory of Visitors to NCAR

Visitors are an important element of every
scientific activity at NCAR. Long-term
visitors come to NCAR for a variety of
reasons. Many are engaged in continuing
research collaboration with NCAR col-
leagues; some are taking advantage of the
various special resources and facilities of
NCAR; and others may come to teach, to
participate in working groups, or to take
part in colloquia. Short-term visitors, those
who stay for only a day or a few days, also
come for various reasons, typically to make
use of the computers or research aircraft or
to attend planning sessions, workshops, or
symposia. Some visitors are funded by
NCAR, some by their home institutions,
and some receive support from NCAR and
their home institutions jointly.

This report lists the 243 scientific visitors
who spent a month (a total of 20 working
days) or more at NCAR during the period
between 1 July 1975 and 30 September
1976. They came from 116 different institu-
tions, nearly a third of them in other
countries; the institutions were primarily
universities, their associated laboratories,
and observatories, with a sprinkling of
government laboratories and agencies both
here and abroad. A total of 128 visitors
came from 33 UCAR universities. The
visitors are listed with their home affilia-
tions, the dates of their visits, and their
fields of interest. Summer visitors to NCAR
are listed only for the fiscal year in which
their visits began.

JON AHLQUIST, University of Wisconsin,
Madison: ATD/CF, June to August 1976;
summer fellowship program.

V MAD AHMAD: HAO, October 1975 to
present; postdoctoral appointment to
Skylab solar workshop program.

GEIRMUNDER ARNASON, State Univer-
sity of New York, Albany: ASP, June to
July 1976; dynamic and synoptic
meteorology.

TERRY ASHWORTH, South Dakota
School of Mines and Technology: ASP,
postdoctoral fellow, August 1974 to August
1975; thermodynamic properties of ice.

KENNETH ANDERSON, St. Louis Univer-
sity: ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

V
LAWRENCE AUER, Yale University
Observatory: HAO, September 1975 to
June 1976; radiative transfer.

RITA BACCHIALONI, Harvard University:
ATD/CF, July to August 1975; mid-ocean
mesoscale model with nonperiodic
boundary conditions.

JOHN BAHAM, University of California,
Riverside: AQM/AA, June to August 1976;
soil studies.

ERIC BARRON, University of Miami:
ATD/CF, June to August 1976; summer
fellowship program.

GREGORY BATTLE, Morehouse College,
Atlanta: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; atmospheric sciences.

CLAYTON BELL, Morehouse College,
Atlanta: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; atmospheric sciences.

LENNART BENGTSSON, European Centre
for Medium Range Weather Forecasts,
Berkshire, England: ASP, colloquium
lecturer, and AAP/NWP, July to August
1976; weather forecasting.

ROBERT BENOIT, McGill University,
Montreal: AAP/SSAPP, September to
October 1975; parameterization of plane-
tary boundary layer in NCAR's general
circulation model.

CARL BERKOWITZ, University of
Arizona: NHRE, May to August 1976; hail
research.

ED BERNARD, Texas A&M University:
ATD/CF, November 1975 to February
1976; tsunami response of the Hawaiian
Islands.

MAURICE BLACKMON, Syracuse Univer-
sity: AAP, September to December 1975;
large-scale atmospheric motions.

RAINER BLECK, University of Miami:
AAP/SSAPP, June to September 1976;
numerical weather prediction.

ALAN BOHNE, University of Chicago:
ATD/FOF and NHRE, April to July 1976;
doppler radar wind field analysis.

WILLIAM BOLHOFER, St. Louis Univer-
sity: AAP/GCMCOG, July to August 1976;
Indian monsoon studies.

JOHN BOLKCOM, University of Arizona:
NHRE and ASP, UCAR fellow, May to
August 1976; ice nucleus measurements.

JOHN BOYD, Center for Earth and Plane-
tary Physics, Harvard University: ASP,
postdoctoral fellow, May 1976 to present;
stratospheric circulation, tornadoes.

JAMES BOYLE, State University of New
York, Albany: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

LEE BRANSCOME, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: ASP, UCAR fellow, June to
August 1976; numerical weather prediction.

VISWANATHAN BRINGI, Ohio State
University: ASP, UCAR fellow, June to
August 1976; radar meteorology.

JANE BUNIN, University of Colorado:
ASP, postdoctoral fellow, December 1974
to December 1975; interactions between
atmosphere and biosphere.

FERNANDO CARACENA, Metropolitan
State College, Denver: ASP, senior postdoc-
toral fellow, September 1975 to March
1976; severe storms.

FRED CARR, State University of New
York, Albany: ATD/CF, November 1975 to
February 1976; numerical simulation of
mid-tropospheric cyclone.

JEAN-PIERRE CHALON, Ecole Nationale
de la M6t6orologie, Paris, France: NHRE,
French fellowship, November 1974 to
August 1976; convective storm studies and
analysis of hail growth mechanisms.

CHAI-BO CHANG, Florida State Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, July to September 1975;
numerical simulation of African distur-
bance. AAP/SSAPP, January 1976 to
present; mesoscale convective interactions.

H. CHEN, JILA: ATD/CF, April to October
1975; growth of instabilities in weakly
ionized gases.
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CARL CHOQUETTE, University of Mary-
land: ATD/RAF, July to August 1976;
atmospheric chemistry.

CHET CHUNG, Iowa State University:
ATD/CF, June to July 1975; oxy-radicals
INDO calculations using optimized
geometries.

PETR CHYLEK, Purdue University:
AAP/CP, May to August 1976; radiation
and climate.

MICHAEL CLANCY, University of Miami:
ASP, UCAR fellow, May to June 1976;
physical oceanography.

CAROL CLARK, New Mexico Highlands
University: ASP, summer fellowship
program for minority students and faculty,
June to August 1976; atmospheric sciences.

NEVILLE CLARK, Flinders University,
Australia: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
July 1976 to present; atmospheric
chemistry.

TERRY CLARK, Atmospheric Environ-
ment Service, Ontario: AAP/SSAPP, June to
August 1976; cloud modeling.

STELLA COAKLEY, University of Denver:
ASP, postdoctoral fellow, June 1975 to
June 1976; correlation of crop disease and
climatic fluctuations.

JAMES CONNELL, University of Tennes-
see: ATD/CF, August 1976; analysis of
turbulence.

/NANCY CROOKER, University of Cali-
fornia, Los Angeles: HAO, June to
September 1976; solar wind and the earth's
magnetosphere.

STEVE DALY, University of Chicago:
ATD/CF, June to October 1976; convection
in variable viscosity fluids.

RODNEY DANIEL, Purdue University:
ATD/CF, June to July 1976; effect of
pollutants on temperature in the lower
atmosphere.

PHANINDRAMOHAN DAS, Texas A&M
University: NHRE, July to August 1975,
and AAP/GATE, May to July 1976; tropical
meteorology.

DOUGLAS DAVIS, Georgia Institute of
Technology: ATD/RAF, October 1975 and
July to August 1976; average global steady-
state concentration of OH, measurement of
OH concentration upwind and downwind of
large power plant.

SWILLIAM DAVIS, Montgomery College:
HAO, May to August 1976; solar flares and
shock waves.

FAUSTO de ALMEIDA, formerly of the
University of Wisconsin: AQM/AA, Novem-
ber 1975 to present; cloud microturbulence.

GORDON DEAN, Florida State University:
AAP/GATE, January to February, May, and
July to August 1976; tropical meteorology.

LORENZO DELL'OSSO, University of
Miami: ASP, colloquium participant, June
to August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

AL DOMARACKI, State University of New
York, Albany: ATD/CF, June to August
1975; energy exchanges among baroclinic
waves due to interactions.

VALENTIN DYMNIKOV, Academy of
Sciences, Novosibirsk, USSR: AAP/NWP,
December 1975 to February 1976;
numerical weather prediction.

DIETER EHHALT, Institut fiur
Atmosphirenforschung, West Germany:
AQM/UAP, September to November 1975;
atmospheric chemistry.

PAUL ELLIOTT, Texas A&I University:
ASP, summer fellowship program for minor-
ity students and faculty, May to August
1976; thermal convection current
measurements.

G.B. ELLISON, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, July to September 1975; atomic
and molecular photoionization.

KERRY EMANUEL, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology: ATD/CF, June to
August 1976; summer fellowship program.

THOMAS ENGEL, University of Colorado:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

LARRY ESPOSITO, University of Massa-
chusetts: ATD/CF, June to August 1976;
Markov chain radiative transfer calculation.

MARIANO ESTOQUE, University of
Miami: ATD/CF and AAP/GATE, July to
September 1976; mesometeorological
effects of Lake Ontario.

IRAJ FARHI, Tulane University: ATD/CF,
June to July 1976; finite-element numerical
solution of tornado dynamics.

JACK FISHMAN, St. Louis University:
AQM/AA, July to September 1976;
tropospheric photochemistry.

GLENN FLIERL, Harvard University:
AAP/OP, June to July 1976; physical
oceanography.

JAMES FORS, University of Utah: ASP,
UCAR fellow, colloquium participant, June
to August 1976; numerical weather
prediction.

MICHAEL FRANCIS, JILA: ATD/CF, July
to August 1975; electron impact excitation
of atomic hydrogen and the helium positive
ion.

URIEL FRISCH, Universite de Nice,
Observatoire le Mont Gros, France: ASP,
September to October 1975; turbulence
theory (predictability and subgrid-scale
closure).

CHRISTIANE FROESCHLE, Universite de
Nice, Observatoire le Mont Gros, France:
HAO, September 1976 to present; turbulent
radiative transfer.

DANIEL FUA, CIRES: ATD/CF, June to
October 1975; generation of gravity waves
in a shear layer.

DAVID FYFE, University of Iowa:
ATD/CF, May to July 1976; numerical
investigation of plasma properties.

ROBERT GABEL, University of Colorado:
ATD/CF, September to November 1976;
Queen Air.

TZVI GAL-CHEN, University of Toronto,
Canada: AAP/NWP, December 1975 to
January 1976 and June to August 1976;
atmospheric physics and numerical weather
prediction.

ALFRED GARRETT, University of Texas:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

STANLEY GEDZELMAN, City College of
New York: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

PETER GENT, University of Southampton,
England: AAP/OP, September 1976 to
present; physical oceanography.

ROB GERRITSEN, Wharton School,
University of Pennsylvania: ATD/CF, July
to August 1976; data base management.

MICHAEL GLANTZ, International Federa-
tion of Institutes for Advanced Study
(Stockholm), commissioned study author,
July 1975 to September 1976: ASP, visiting
scientist, September 1976 to present;
desertification, coastal deserts, and coastal
upwelling.

ARNOLD GORDON, Lamont-Doherty
Geological Observatory, Columbia Univer-
sity: AAP/ESP, May to June and August
1976; physical oceanography.
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DOUGLAS GOUGH, University of Cam-
bridge, England: ASP, July to August 1975;
thermohaline convection.

SERIC GRAHAM, University of Cambridge,
England: HAO, September 1976 to present;
convection theory.

JIM GROSS, University of Miami: ATD/CF,
June to August 1976; air mass modification
storms of Lake Ontario.

RICHARD GROTJAHN, Florida State
University: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

DALE HAIDVOGEL, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology: AAP/OP and ATD/CF,
November 1975 to January 1976 and May
to July 1976; ocean eddy dynamics.

KRZYSZTOF HAMAN, University of
Warsaw, Poland: NHRE, June to August
1976; cloud physics and dynamics.

KIRK HANSEN, University of Chicago:
ASP, visiting graduate student, January to
June 1976; ocean tides.

MICHAEL HART, California Institute of
Technology: ASP, postdoctoral fellow,
September 1974 to September 1975;
chemical evolution of planetary atmo-
spheres and oceans.

DENNIS HARTMANN, McGill University,
Montreal: AQM/UAP, September 1976 to
present; three-dimensional dynamical
models.

WILLIAM HEAPS, University of Maryland:
ATD/RAF, October 1975 and July to
August 1976; average global steady-state
concentration of OH, measurement of OH
concentration upwind and downwind of
large power plant.

DAVID HEINOLD, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: ASP, colloquium partici-
pant, June to August 1976; wqather fore-
casting and forecasts--models, systems,
and users.

G. HELD, National Physical Research
Laboratory, Pretoria, South Africa: NHRE,
July to August 1976; radar meteorology,
thunderstorms.

JOEL HIRSH, Harvard University:
ATD/CF, June to July 1975 and January to
February 1976; mid-ocean mesoscale model
with nonperiodic boundary conditions.

REINHOLD HOFFMANN, University of
Colorado: ATD/CF, January to June 1976;
numerical modeling of convective storms.

GREG HOLLOWAY, University of Califor-
nia, San Diego: AAP/OP, September 1976
to present; oceanography.

INGEMAR HOLMSTROM, Swedish Meteo-
rological and Hydrological Institute:
AAP/CP, August to September 1976;
numerical modeling.

JOHNNY HOUSTON, Atlanta University:
ASP, summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, May to June
1976; statistical problems in atmospheric
turbulence with computer applications.

ROBERT HOUZE, University of Washing-
ton: AAP/GATE, June to August 1976;
tropical meteorology.

VPETER HOYNG, Space Research Labora-
tory, Utrecht, The Netherlands: HAO,
September 1975 to September 1976; micro-
scopic plasma physics (acceleration of
electrons) and magnetohydrodynamic theorl

YA HSUEH, Florida State University:
ATD/CF, June to July 1976; Gulf of
Mexico loop current.

LYNN HUBBARD, University of California,
Riverside: ASP, UCAR fellow, June to
September 1976; atmospheric physical
chemistry.

GEORGE HUFFMAN, Ohio State Univer-
sity: ASP, UCAR fellow, colloquium partic-
ipant, June to August 1976; severe storms
research.

JOHN HUMMEL, University of Michigan:
AAP/CP, July to August 1976; climate
studies, upper atmosphere aerosols.

BERNARD JACKSON: HAO, November
1975 to present; postdoctoral appointment
to Skylab solar workshop program.

B. SCOTT JOHNSON, Talladega College,
Alabama: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976, and student intern, September
1976 to present; atmospheric sciences.

RICHARD JONES, University of Colorado
Medical Center: AAP/ESP, January to
December 1975; meteorological statistics.

JOACHIM JOSEPH, Environmental Science
Department, Tel Aviv University, Israel:
AAP/CP, July to August 1976; climate
observation systems.

MASEO KANAMITSU, Florida State
University: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, July
1975 to March 1976; tropical weather
prediction.

RICHARD KATZ, Center for Climatic and
Environmental Assessment, Environmental
Data Service, NOAA, Columbia, Missouri:
ASP, postdoctoral fellow, September 1975
to August 1976; crop forecasting and
weather.

ROBERT KENDALL, University of Puerto
Rico: ATD/CF, October to November 1975;
western boundary current.

KAREN KENDRICK, Prairie View A&M
University, Texas: ATD/CF, July to August
1976; cooperative education summer
program.

C.S. KIANG, Atlanta University and State
University of New York, Albany: AQM/AA,
July 1974 to January 1976; nucleation,
gas-to-particle conversion, gas-particle
interaction, aerosol modeling.

ARLEEN KIMBLE, Prairie View A&M
University, Texas: ATD/CF, July to August
1976; cooperative education summer
program.

y.
RICHARD KLEIN, JILA: ASP, postdoc-
toral fellow, January 1975 to January 1976;
interaction of dynamics and radiation field
in astrophysics.

THOMAS KOEHLER, University of Wiscon-
sin: ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

WILLIAM KOHRI, Drexel University:
AQM/UAP, graduate assistant, December
1975 to present; upper atmosphere.

DAVID KRAMER, Ohio State University:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

ERIC KRAUS, University of Miami: UCAR
and AAP/CP, June to August 1976; climate,
ocean transfer interactions.

DENNIS KREID, Tennessee Technological
University: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
January to September 1975; laser-doppler
measurements of laboratory turbulent
convection.

JOACHIM KUETTNER, World Meteoro-
logical Organization, Switzerland:
AAP/GATE, August 1976 to present;
tropical meteorology.

PAUL KUNASZ, NASA: HAO, January
1976 to present; formation of spectral lines
in hot, expanding, extended atmospheres.

HAN-HSIUNG KUO, Texas A&M Univer-
sity: AAP/OP, July 1975 to February 1976;
large-scale models of general circulation in
the ocean, distribution of chemical tracers
in world oceans.

ROBERT KURUCZ, Smithsonian Astro-
physics Laboratory: ATD/CF, November to
December 1975; calculation of synthetic
solar spectrum.
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ROBERT KURZEJA, Florida State Univer-
sity: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, January
1976 to present; chemistry and transport of
minor constituents in the stratosphere.

JOHN KUTZBACH, University of Wiscon-
sin: AAP/CP, July to August 1976; climate.

D.P. LALAS, Wayne State University:
ATD/CF, August to September 1975; gener-
ation of gravity waves in a shear layer.

JEAN LATOUR, Universite de Nice,
Observatoire le Mont Gros, France: ASP,
senior postdoctoral fellow, August 1975 to
August 1976; compression convection in
stars.

JURN-SUN LEUNG, North Adams State
College, Massachusetts: HAO, June to
August 1976; radiative transfer.

NADAV LEVANON, Tel Aviv University,
Israel: AAP/ESP, June to July 1976;
meteorological instrumentation.

ZEV LEVIN, Tel Aviv University, Israel:
ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow, August
1976 to present; hail and thunderstorms.

VRANDOLPH LEVINE, Harvard College
Observatory: HAO, July 1975; three-
dimensional solar magnetic mapping.

CURT LEVIS, Ohio State University: ASP,
senior postdoctoral fellow, September 1976
to present; remote sensing of atmospheric
aerosols and turbulence.

BARBARA LEY, University of Toronto,
Ontario: ASP, colloquium participant, June
to August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

LIANG-BEE LIN, Princeton University:
AAP/OP, November 1974 to January 1976;
numerical modeling of ocean circulation in
closed basins.

SHAW LIU, University of Michigan:
AAP/CP, June to August 1976; effects
of chlorofluorocarbon pollution.

ARTHUR LOESCH, State University of
New York, Albany: ATD/CF, June to
August 1975; energy exchanges among
baroclinic waves due to interactions.

EDWARD LORENZ, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of Technology: ASP, June to August
1976; dynamic meteorology.

WALTER LOTTES, Pennsylvania State
University: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

VBOON-CHYE LOW, Nanyang University,
Singapore: HAO, August to October 1976;
solar hydromagnetics.

HUEI-IIN LU, Florida State University:
ATD/CF, June to August 1976; summer
fellowship program.

THOMAS LUNDGREN, University of
Minnesota: ASP, colloquium participant,
senior postdoctoral fellow, June to August
1976; statistical mechanics, modeling of
two-dimensional turbulence.

MARK LUTZ, Drexel University: AAP/
SSAPP, March 1974 to present; numerical
modeling of mesoscale interactions.

WILLIAM MACKLIN, University of
Western Australia, Nedlands: ASP, senior
postdoctoral fellow, March 1975 to January
1976; hailstone growth and modeling.

G. MASTRANTONIO, CIRES: ATD/CF,
June to October 1975; generation of gravity
waves in a shear layer.

TONY MAXWORTHY, University of South-
ern California: ASP, senior postdoctoral
fellow, January to May 1976; geophysical
fluid dynamics.

THOMAS MAYER, University of Illinois:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

DIANE McALPINE, Clark College, Atlanta:
ASP, summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; atmospheric sciences.

CARL McCALLA, Morehouse College,
Atlanta: AAP/GCMCOG, February to May
1976, and ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; physics and meteorology.

MARGARET McCALLA, Spelman College,
Atlanta: AAP/GCMCOG, February to May
1976, and ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; physics and meteorology.

THOMAS McGEE, University of Maryland:
ATD/RAF, October 1975 and July to
August 1976; average global steady-state
concentration of OH, measurement of OH

concentration upwind and downwind of
large power plant.

JOSE MELGAREJO, University of
Stockholm, Sweden: AAP/SSAPP, July to
September 1975; parameterization of
boundary-layer fluxes.

PHILIP MERILEES, McGill University,
Montreal: ASP, colloquium lecturer, June to

ly 1976; large-scale weather prediction.

ANDRES MEYER, Federal Institute of
Technology, Switzerland: HAO, August to
October 1976; solar transition region.

PAULETTE MIDDLETON, University of
Texas, Austin: ASP, postdoctoral fellow,
September 1975 to September 1976;
aerosol models.

CURTIS MOBLEY, University of Maryland:
ATD/CF, June to August 1976; summer
fellowship program.

DAVID MONTGOMERY, University of
Iowa: ASP, May to June and July to August
1976; turbulence.

DENNIS MOORE, Nova University,
Florida: AAP/OP, June to August 1975;
equatorial ocean waves.

LOUISE MORRISON, Morehouse College,
Atlanta: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, May to
August 1976; sea ice.

EUGENE MROZ, University of Maryland:
ASP, postdoctoral fellow, June 1976 to
present; trace element analyses of volcanic
emissions.

ALBERTO MUGNAI, Istituto di Fisica,
Universita di Roma: AQM/UAP, October
1975 to September 1976; aerosol heating
rate calculations.

MORRIS NEIBURGER, University of
California, Los Angeles: UCAR, July to
August 1976; synoptic meteorology, cloud
physics, air pollution.

LOREN NELSON, University of Chicago:
ATD/CF, March 1976 to present; numerical
simulation of natural and seeded hail-
bearing clouds.

GARY NEWMAN, Pennsylvania State
University: ATD/CF, June to August 1976;
summer fellowship program.

JOELEE NORMAND, University of Okla-
homa: ATD/CF, June to August 1976;
summer fellowship program.

GERALD NORTH, University of Missouri:
ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow, September
1974 to August 1975 and January and
March 1976; climate modeling.

JAMES NORWINE, Texas A&I University:
ASP, summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, May to
August 1976; applied climatology.

RICHARD ORVILLE, State University of
New York, Albany: ASP, February to May
1976; atmospheric electricity.

DAVID PARKHURST, Indiana University:
ASP, June to August 1976; convection
exchange of heat, water vapor, and carbon
dioxide.

CLAIRE PARKINSON, Ohio State Univer-
sity: AAP]GCMCOG, June to September
1976; pack-ice modeling.
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PURNA PATNAIK, University of Califor-
nia, Berkeley: AAP/SSAPP, November 1973
to November 1975; three-dimensional
model of Kelvin-Helmholtz waves in
atmosphere and ocean.

VLADIMIR PENENKO, Academy of
Sciences, Novosibirsk, USSR: AAPINWP,
December 1975 to February 1976;
numerical weather prediction.

DONALD PERKEY, Drexel University:
AAP/SSAPP, June 1975 to January 1976;
numerical modeling of mesoscale
interactions.

FRANCIS PERKINS, Princeton University:
ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow, September
1976 to present; turbulence.

HENRY PERKINS, University of Miami:
AAP/OP, July to August 1976;
oceanography.

DAVID PETERS, North Carolina State
University: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

L.K. PETERS, University of Kentucky:
ATD/CF, July 1975; global pollution model
for carbon monoxide.

RONALD PINNICK, University of
Wyoming: ASP, postdoctoral fellow,
December 1974 to November 1975; angular
scattering from nonspherical particles.

GEORGE PLATZMAN, University of
Chicago: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
January to June 1976; ocean tides.

ANNICK POUQUET, Universite de Nice,
Observatoire le Mont Gros, France: ASP,
July to October 1976; turbulent flows.

ROBERT PRATT, University of Washing-
ton: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, December
1975 to present; statistical and dynamical
climatology.

FRANCO PRODI, University of Bologna,
Italy: NHRE, June to August 1976; cloud
physics.

G.V. RAO, St. Louis University: AAP/
GATE, July to August 1976; diagnostic
study of wind-pressure relationships in
equatorial latitudes, monsoon.

MARY RENNICK, Laboratory for Atmo-
spheric Research, University of Illinois,
Urbana: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, October
1975 to August 1976; tropical waves.

OWEN RHEA, Colorado State University:
ATD/CF, September to November 1975;
simple organic precipitation model for
climate and hydrological use.

HERBERT RIEHL, Institut fur
Meteorologie, Freie Universitit, Berlin:
AAP/GATE, April to September 1976;
tropical meteorology.

SPAUL ROBERTS, University of Newcastle-
upon-Tyne, England: HAO, June to
September 1976; magnetohydrodynamic
applications to geophysics and astrophysics.

THOMAS SELIGA, Ohio State University:
ATD/FOF and ASP, July to August 1976;
radar meteorology and electromagnetic
scattering from nonspherical bodies.

JOHN SHELDON, State University of New
York, Albany: ASP, UCAR fellow, June to
August 1976; synoptic meteorology and
forecasting.

DALE ROBERTSON, Recherche en CLIFFORD SINGER, University of
Prevision Numerique, Canada: ASP, collo- London, England: HAO, September to
quium participant, June to August 1976; October 1976; solar wind.
weather forecasting and forecasts--models, ,

systems, and users. GEORGE SISCOE, University of California,
Los Angeles: HAO, June to September

DOMINGO ROCHA, Kalamazoo College:
ASP, summer fellowship program for
minority students and faculty, and collo-
quium participant, June to August 1976.

CLIVE RODGERS, Oxford University,
England: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
and AQM/UAP, April 1975 to March 1976;
upper atmosphere remote sensing.

MARY ROKICKI, University of Arizona:
NHRE, May to August 1976; hail research.

HARVEY ROSE, Harvard University: ASP,
postdoctoral fellow, January 1975 to
January 1976; turbulence theory.

RED ROSENBERG: HAO, December
1975 to present; postdoctoral appointment
to Skylab solar workshop program.

RICHARD ROTUNNO, Princeton Univer-
sity: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, September
1976 to present; planetary boundary layer.

1IAN ROXBURGH, Queen Mary College,
University of London, England: HAO, July
to August 1975; solar wind, magnetic fields.

GEORGE RYBICKI, Center for Astro-
physics, Cambridge, Massachusetts: HAO,
June to August 1975; stellar atmospheres.

KUNIJI SAITO, University of Tokyo,
Japan: HAO, January 1976 to present;
Skylab ATM data.

DAVID SALSTEIN, Massachusetts Institute
of Technology: ASP and ATD/CF, July to
August 1975; predictability of a moist
atmosphere.

RALPH SAUNDERS, University of Denver:
ATD/CF, July to October 1975; magneto-
spheric particle motion and precipitation
into the atmosphere.

CHARLES SCHEMM, University of Mary-
land: ATD/CF, October to November 1975;
time interpolation of National Meteoro-
logical Center hemispheric data.

RUSSELL SCHNELL, University of
Wyoming: ASP, postdoctoral fellow, August
1974 to August 1975; biogenic ice nuclei.

1976; solar wind and planetary
ma etosphere.

STEPHEN SMERD, CSIRO, Epping,
Australia: HAO, July to August 1975;
ATM-Culgoora results obtained during
Skylab period.

SHELIA SMITH, Spelman College, Atlanta:
AAP/GATE, June to August 1976; statis-
tical study of subcloud-layer structure.

FRED SNELL, State University of New
York, Buffalo: AAP/CP, February and
August 1976; climate modeling.

CRAIG SOLODYNA: HAO, October 1975
to present; postdoctoral appointment to
Skylab solar workshop program.

GILLES SOMMERIA, Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique, Paris: AAP/SSAPP,
May 1975 to June 1976; modeling of
tropical boundary layer.

RAMESH SRIVASTAVA, University of
Chicago: NHRE, January to December 1976;
doppler and dual-wavelength observations of
storms, statistics of radar signals, micro-
physics of warm clouds, cumulus dynamics.

ROBIN STEBBINS, University of Arizona:
ASP, postdoctoral fellow, August 1975 to
July 1976; solar oblateness and global solar
oscillation.

J.J. STEPHENS, Florida State University:
UCAR, July to August 1976; geophysical
data processing and electromagnetic
scattering.

PAMELA STEPHENS, University of
Oklahoma: ASP, UCAR fellow, May 1976
to present; tropical meteorology.

D.G. STEPHENSON, University of
Saskatchewan: ATD/CF, February and June
to July 1976; daily mesoscale wind measure-
ments, analysis of winds above 60 km in
altitude.

ROLAND SWEET, University of Colorado,
Denver: ATD/CF, June to July 1976;
numerical analysis.
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TSUTOMU TAKAHASHI, University of
Hawaii: ATD/CF, December 1975, March
1976, and July to August 1976; thunder-
storm electricity and Bergeron or Langmui
rain.

RICHARD TEMKIN, State University of
New York, Buffalo: ASP, postdoctoral
fellow, January 1976 to present; global
energy balance, climate theory.

STARLEY THOMPSON, Texas A&M
University: ASP, UCAR fellow, June to
August 1976; numerical simulation of
climate changes.

JAMES THRASHER, University of Cali-
fornia, Davis: ATD/CF, June to August
1976; summer fellowship program.

ABDOULAYE TINGA, Niamey University
Niger: AQM/AA, July to October 1975;
aerosol physics.

CAMPANELLA TONES, Prairie View A&I
University, Texas: ATD/CF, July to Augus
1976; cooperative education summer
program.

GEORGE TREVINO, Del Mar College,
Corpus Christi, Texas: ASP, senior postdoc
toral fellow, May 1975 to June 1976;
statistical modeling of the power spectrum
of nonhomogeneous atmospheric
turbulence.

ANNA TREVISAN, Consiglio Nazionale
delle Ricerche, Bologna, Italy, and Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology: AAP/
SSAPP, July to September 1976;
meteorology.

JOHN TRISCHKA, Syracuse University:
AQM/AA, May to August 1976; computer
analysis of wind-tunnel data, filtering
meteorological data from aircraft.

AMES TURNER, Morehouse College,
V Atlanta: HAO, July 1975 and June to Jul

1976; physics, Alfven waves.

CARLTON ULBRICH, Clemson Universit
NHRE, July to August 1975; hail spectra
and radar reflectivity.

ANDREW VASTANO, Texas A&M Univer-
sity: ATD/CF, July to August 1975; storm
surge simulation in transformed coordinates

r
AKULA VENKATRAM, Purdue University:
ATD/CF, June to July and August to
September 1975; effect of pollutants on the
stability in the urban atmosphere.

ANANDU VERNEKAR, University of
Maryland: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
September 1976 to present; three-
dimensional steady-state model of earth's
climate.

VTHEODORE VIOLETT, Western State
College, Gunnison, Colorado: HAO, March
to June 1976; solar physics.

PETER WAGNER, Desert Research
, Institute, University of Nevada: ATD/RAF,

September to October 1975 and 1976;
measurement of electrical and dynamical
properties of marine fog.

MV
t JOHN WALLACE, University of Washing-

ton: ASP, senior postdoctoral fellow,
September 1974 to September 1975;
tropical general circulation and climate.

- JOHN WALSH, University of Illinois: ASP,
postdoctoral fellow, June 1976 to present;
numerical modeling and the arctic atmo-
sphere.

CARLYLE WASH, University of Wisconsin:
ASP, colloquium participant, June to
August 1976; weather forecasting and
forecasts--models, systems, and users.

KLAUS WEICKMANN, University of
Wisconsin: ASP, colloquium participant,
June to August 1976; weather forecasting
and forecasts--models, systems, and users.

V DONAT WENTZEL, University of Mary-
land: HAO, January to April 1976; plasma
physics of the sun.

Y
W. ROY WESSEL, Florida State University
AQM/UAP, September 1974 to present;

y: numerical modeling of fluid dynamical
systems, especially planetary atmospheres.

ROBERT WILHELMSON, University of
Illinois: AAP/SSAPP, July to August 1976;
storm simulation, numerical methods.

JILL WILLIAMS, University of East Anglia,
Norwich, England: AAP/ESP, June to
August 1976; recent climatic changes.

H. WILLIAM WILSON, Western Washington
State University: AQM/UAP, June to
September 1976; atmospheric infrared
spectroscopy.

JAMES WILSON, Center for the Environ-
ment and Man: ATD/FOF, August 1976 to
present; synoptic and mesoscale meteo-
rology, radar meteorology.

JOHN WINCHESTER, Florida State Univer-
sity: ASP, June to July 1976; aerosol
physics.

JOE WISNIEWSKI, University of Virginia:
NHRE, May to September 1976; research
for Florida Area Cumulus Experiment.

MICHA WOLFSHTEIN, Israel Institute of
Technology, Haifa: ASP, July to August
1975; numerical solutions of turbulent flow
problems.

JEANETTE WRIGHT, Spelman College,
Atlanta: ASP, summer fellowship program
for minority students and faculty, June to
August 1976; atmospheric sciences.

~TYAN YEH, Global Enterprises, Inc.,
SLouisville, Colorado: HAO, July 1975 to

July 1976; solar wind and corona-
interplanetary modeling.

KENNETH YOUNG, University of Arizona:
NHRE, May to August 1976; modeling.

GLENN YUE, State University of New
York, Albany: AQM/AA, July 1974 to June
196; gas-to-particle interactions.

HON-SIK YUN, Seoul National Observa-
:  tory, Korea: HAO, July to September 1975;

radiative transfer problems.

JOHN WHEALTON, JILA: ATD/CF, April
to October 1975; growth of instabilities in
weakly ionized gases.
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PUBLICATIONS
JANUARY 1975-JUNE 1976

Publications of both staff and visitors that
appeared between 1 January 1975 and
30 June 1976 are listed; 1974 papers that
appeared too late to be included in last
year's report are also given. Theses based on
research performed in cooperation with
NCAR are included in this publications list.
Informal papers, internal reports, abstracts,
and papers presented at meetings are not
included. An asterisk before a name
indicates a non-NCAR coauthor.

ABBOTT, C.E.: Charged droplet collision
efficiency measurements. j. Appl. Meteor.
14(1), 87 -90, 1975.

ADAMS, J.C., and R.K. REW (Eds.):
Summary Reports--Fellowship in
Scientific Computing. Technical Note
TN/PROC-107, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
153 pp., 1975.

----- , and ----- (Eds.): Fellowship
Program in Scientific Computing; Internship
Program for Minority Students. Technical
Note TN/114-PROC, NCAR, Boulder,
Colo., 233 pp., 1976.

----- , and P.A. ROTAR (Eds.): Library
Routines Manual. Technical Note TN/IA-67,
NCAR, Boulder, Colo., 350 pp., 1975.

----- , and ----- (Eds.): FORTRAN
Reference Manual. Technical Note
TN/IA-70, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
Revision 2, 300 pp., 1975.

----- , A.K. CLINE, M.A. DRAKE, and
R.A. SWEET (Eds.): NCAR Software
Support Library, Vol. 1, Vol. 2. Technical
Note TN/IA-105, NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
300 pp., 1975.

--- , ----- , ----- , and ---
(Eds.): NCAR Software Support Library,
Vol. 3. Technical Note TN/IA-105, NCAR,
Boulder, Colo., Revision 1, 300 pp., 1976.

LALTSCHULER, M.D., R.M. PERRY, *B.R.
ALTSCHULER, and *V.A. SEGRETO:
Multiangular tomography by computer.
Reprinted from Proc. Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers 47,
Application of Optical Instrumentation in
Medicine III, Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers, Palos Verdes
Estates, Calif., 1975.

---- , D.E. TROTTER, G.A. NEWKIRK,
and *R. HOWARD: Tabulations of the
harmonic coefficients of the solar magnetic
fields. Solar Phys. 41, 225 - 226, 1975.

/ATHAY, R.G.: Probabilistic radiative
transfer: An integral-equation approach.
Astrophys. J. 204, 160 - 167, 1976.

--- , D. MIHALAS, and *R.A. SHINE:
An archetype hydrogen atmosphere
problem. Solar Phys. 45, 15 - 23, 1975.

ATLAS, D.: The National Hail Research
Experiment. In Preprint Vol., American
Association for the Advancement of Science
Annual Meeting, New York. AAAS,
Washington, D.C., 1975.

----- : Overview: The prediction,
detection, and warning of severe storms.
Bull. Am. Meteor. Soc. 57, 398 -401, 1976.

----- : Atmospheric sciences in changing
times. Bull. Am. Meteor. Soc. 57, 573 - 575,
1976.

---- : The present and future of hail
suppression. In Proc. Second WMO
Scientific Conference on Weather
Modification, Boulder, Colo. WMO/WHO,
Geneva, Switzerland, 1976.

--- , and *C.W. ULBRICH: Path and
area-integrated rainfall measurement by
microwave attenuation in the 1 - 3 cm
band. In Preprint Vol., 17th Radar Meteo-
rology Conference, Seattle, Wash. American
Meteorological Society, Boston, Mass.,
406-413, 1976.

AUER, L.H., and J.N. HEASLEY: An
alternative formulation of the complete
linearization method for the solution of
non-LTE transfer problems. Astrophys.
J. 205, 165 -171, 1976.

AXELROD, H.D., and N.A. ENGEL:
Fluorometric determination of sub-
nanogram levels of nitrite using
5 - aminofluorescein. Anal. Chem. 47,
922 -924, 1975.

*BANKS, W.H.H., P.G. DRAZIN, and
*M.B. ZATURSKA: On the normal modes
of parallel flow of inviscid stratified fluid.
j. Fluid Mech. 75, Part 1, 149- 172, 1976.

BARKSTROM, B.R., and C.W.
QUERFELD: Concerning the effect of
anisotropic scattering and finite depth on
the distribution of solar radiation in snow.
J. Glaciol. 14(70), 107- 124, 1975.

*BARRY, R.G., and J. WILLIAMS:
Experiments with the NCAR global circula-
tion model using glacial maximum boundary
conditions: Southern hemisphere results and
interhemispheric comparison. R. Soc. New
Zealand Bull. 13 (Quaternary Studies,
Selected Papers from Ninth INQUA
Congress, Christchurch, New Zealand),
57 - 66, 1975.

BAUMHEFNER, D.P.: Medium-range
predictions produced by the NCAR GCM.
In Proc. 11th Stanstead Seminar, Publica-
tion in Meteorology No. 113, Department
of Meteorology, McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec, Canada, 14- 19, 1975.

----- , and P. DOWNEY: Forecast
intercomparisons between large-scale
numerical weather prediction models. Ann.
Meteor. (Neue Folge) 11, 205 - 208, 1976.

----- , and P.R. JULIAN: The initial
structure and resulting error growth in the
NCAR GCM produced by simulated,
remotely sensed temperature profiles. Mon.
Wea. Rev. 103, 273 - 284, 1975.

BERGEN, W.R.: Mountainadoes: A signifi-
cant contribution to mountain windstorm
damage. Weatherwise 29(2), 64 - 69, 1976.

BITER, C.J., and C.G. WADE: Field calibra-
tion and intercomparison of aircraft meteo-
rological measurements. In Preprint Vol. 2,
NHRE Symposium/Workshop on Hail, Estes
Park, Colo. NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
VIII.A.b3 1 -21, 1975.

BLECK, R.: An economical approach to the
use of wind data in the optimum interpola-
tion of geo- and Montgomery-potential
fields. Mon. Wea. Rev. 103, 807 - 816,
1975.

*BLUMEN, W., P.G. DRAZIN, and *D.F.
BILLINGS: Shear layer instability of an
inviscid compressible fluid, Part 2. j. Fluid
Mech. 71, 305 -316, 1975.

BORLAND, S.W.: Hail suppression:
Progress in assessing its benefits and costs.
In Preprint Vol. 1, NHRE Symposium/
Workshop on Hail, Estes Park, Colo. NCAR,
Boulder, Colo., I.a 1 -61, 1975.
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----- , and J.J. SNYDER: Effects of
weather variables on the prices of Great
Plains cropland. . Appl. Meteor. 14(5),
686 -693, 1975.

BREEDING, R.J., P.L. HAAGENSON, J.A.
ANDERSON, J.P. LODGE Jr., and *J.F.
STAMPFER Jr.: The urban plume as seen at
80 and 120 km by five different sensors.
/. Appl. Meteor. 14(2), 204 - 216, 1975.

BRETHERTON, F.P.: Recent developments
in dynamical oceanography. Q. /. R.
Meteor. Soc. 101,705 - 721,1975.

---- , and *M. KARWEIT: Mid-ocean
mesoscale modeling. In Numerical Models of
Ocean Circulation, National Academy of
Sciences, Washington, D.C., 237 - 249,
1975.

BROWNING, K.A.: The structure and
mechanism of hailstorms. In Preprint Vol. 2,
NHRE Symposium/Workshop on Hail, Estes
Park, Colo. NCAR, Boulder, Colo.,
Vll.a 1 -106, 1975.

----- , J.C. FANKHAUSER, J.-P.
CHALON, P.J. ECCLES, *R.G. STRAUGH,
*F.H. MERREM, *D.J. MUSIL, *E.L.
MAY, and *W.R. SAND: Structure of an
evolving hailstorm. Part V: Synthesis and
implications for hail growth and hail
suppression. Mon. Wea. Rev. 104, 603 -610,
1976.

BUCK, A.L.: Error Sensitivity of Fixed- and
Variable-Path Lyman-Alpha Hygrometer.
Technical Note TN/EDD-103, NCAR,
Boulder, Colo., 45 pp., 1975.

*BURKHALTER, J.E., and E.L.
KOSCHMIEDER: Steady supercritical
Taylor vortices after sudden starts. Phys.
Fluids 17(11), 1929 -1935, 1974.

CADLE, R.D.: The Measurement of Air-
borne Particles. Wiley-lnterscience, New
York, 1975.

-- : Discussion of "Determination of
gaseous and particulate chloride and
fluoride in the atmosphere," by T. Okita et
al. Atmos. Environ. 9, 767- 768, 1975.

--.-- : Volcanic emissions of halides and
sulfur compounds to the troposphere and
stratosphere. J. Geophys. Res. 80,
1650-1652, 1975.

---- : Discussion of "The photo-
oxidation of hydrogen sulfide and dimethyl
sulfide in air," by R.A. Cox and F.J. Sandalls
Atmos. Environ. 10, 417-420, 1976.

-...-: and G.W. GRAMS: Stratospheric
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HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 633 SEVENTEENTH STREET

DENVER, COLORADO 80202

AUDITORS' OPINION

Board of Trustees, University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research:

We have examined the balance sheet of the University

Corporation for Atmospheric Research as of September 30,

1976 and June 30, 1975 and the related statement of revenues,

expenditures, and changes in fund balances for the fifteen

months ended September 30, 1976 and the year ended June 30,

1975. Our examination was made in accordance with gen-

erally accepted auditing standards and, accordingly, included

such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing

procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements

present fairly the financial position of the University

Corporation for Atmospheric Research at September 30, 1976

and June 30, 1975 and the results of its operations and

changes in fund balances for the fifteen months ended

September 30, 1976 and the year ended June 30, 1975, in

conformity with generally accepted accounting principles

applied on a consistent basis after restatement for the

change, with which we concur, in depreciation of property

as explained in Note 1 to the financial statements.

November 5, 1976



UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

BALANCE SHEET, SEPTEMBER 30, 1976 AND JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 3)

JUNE 30,
1975 AS

SEPTEMBER 30, ADJUSTED
1976 (NOTE 1)

ASSETS

CURRENT FUND:
Cash (includes interest-bearing deposits:

1976, $122,237; 1975, $88,836).............
United States Government securities (at cost,
which approximates market value) ...........

Receivables................................... .
Prepaid expenses.............................

Total current fund.......

PLANT FUND - Property (Note 1):
Building.....................................*
Equipment....... ...............................

Total. .......................

Accumulated depreciation .....................

Property - net..........

TOTAL..........

LIABILITIES AN
FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUND:
Accounts payable..............................
Fund balance (restricted: 1976, $27,208;

1975, $75,498).... .......... . .......... o

Total current fund.......

PLANT FUND - Balance (Note 1)..................

TOTALo.......

$ 157,000

449,794
9,061
1,172

617,027

211,764
435 494
647,258

(441,323)

205 935

$ 121,178

461,923
13,335
2,039

598.475

211,764
571.862
783,626

(551,623)

232.003

$ 822,962 $ 830,478

D

$ 25,140 $ 17,392

591,887 581,083

617,027 598,475

205,935 232,003

$ 822,962 $ 830,478

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1976

AND THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 3)
FIFTEEN YEAR ENDED
MONTHS JUNE 30,
ENDED 1975 AS

SEPTEMBER 30, ADJUSTED
1976 (NOTE 1)

CURRENT FUND:
Revenues:

Fee for management of the National Center
for Atmospheric Research.............

Interest. ..................................
Other (principally dues and gifts;

restricted: 1976, $5,279; 1975, $45,905)
Total.............

Expenditures:
Salaries and wages ....................
Travel and meetings ......................
Services ...................................
Fellowships.................................
Materials, supplies, and other............
International Federation of Institutes
for Advanced Study ...... ..................
Employee benefits.........................

Total............

Revenues over expenditures..................
Fund balance, beginning of period............
Transfer to plant fund for property additions.

Fund balance, end of period...................

PLANT FUND:
Fund balance, beginning of period,

as previously reported......................
Adjustment to record depreciation of
beginning fund balance (Note 1)............

Fund balance, beginning of period, as adjusted
Transfer from current fund for property
additions....................................

Government excess, donations, etc. (Note 1)...
Depreciation (Note I).........................
Disposals (net of depreciation)...............

Fund balance, end of period..................

$ 425,000 $ 340,000
54,189 40,852

6,814 49,186
486,003 430,038

163,643 113,196
91,090 88,036
54,298 39,470
46,788 30,079
45,510 21,589

35,066 5,628
34,070 23,219

470,465 -321,217
15,538 108,821

581,083 472,865
(4,734) (603)

$ 591,887 _ 581,083

$ 733,864 755,473

(501,861) (507,789)
232,003 247,684

4,734 603
4,000 7,000

(20,291) (21,215)
(14,511) (2,069)

$ 205,935 $ 232,003

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1976

AND THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 3)

1. The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research is a non-
profit membership corporation engaged in scientific and educa-
tional activities in atmospheric research and related fieldso
The Corporation operates the National Center for Atmospheric
Research under contract NSF-C760 with the National Science
Foundation for a five-year and three-month period ending
September 30, 1977 (see following financial statements).
The performance of work under this contract may be terminated
by the Foundation whenever it shall determine that such
termination is in the best interests of the Government.
Other Government agencies also utilize the services of the
National Center through contracts and grants.

The more significant accounting policies followed by the

Corporation are summarized below:

Property is recorded at cost except for property acquired

from United States Government excess and donations which
is recorded by management at an appraised value at time
of acquisition. At the end of the period the appraised
value of this equipment is as follows: 1976, $382,315;
1975, $519,573.

Depreciation is provided using the straight-line method
over the estimated useful lives of purchased property;
Fleischmann Building, twenty-five years; other property,
three to ten years. Under terms of a declaration of
trust covering the Fleischmann Building, the building
must be sold to the U. S. Government at a price not to
exceed cost less depreciation. At the end of the depre-

ciable period, in 1994, title to the land and building
must be conveyed to the Government without charge.
Building cost at September 30, 1976 is $211,764 with
accumulated depreciation to that date of $60,420.

The Corporation has provided depreciation on all property
in 1976 whereas in prior years depreciation had been
provided only on the Fleischmann Building. The new policy
was adopted in order to bring the Corporation into confor-
mity with emerging practices in accounting for nonprofit
organizations. Financial statements for the year ended
June 30, 1975 have been restated from amounts previously
reported to reflect this change in depreciation policy
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UNIVERSITY CORPORATION FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS, ETC.

1. (Continued)

retroactively. The effect of this change is to increase
charges to the plant fund for depreciation of $9,633 in
the fifteen-month period ended September 30, 1976 and
$12,689 in the year ended June 30, 1975.

2. The Corporation has entered into separate deferred compensation
agreements with a corporate officer and a former corporate
officer which require that certain amounts be invested in the
Corporation name, as trustee, increased or decreased by net
earnings and appreciation or depreciation thereon.

Pursuant to such agreement, $24,965 was invested in the College
Retirement Equities Fund for the former corporate officer
during fiscal 1973 and the adjusted amount described above is
to be paid to him upon his reaching normal retirement age in
1980. The market value of this investment at September 30,
1976 was $29,493. The Corporation has no further commitments
in connection with this agreement.

Pursuant to the agreement with a present corporate officer, the
Corporation makes investments of $3,000 per year into a simi-
lar type retirement fund, with the adjusted amount described
above payable to him upon his retirement. During the fifteen
months ended September 30, 1976, $3,750 was invested, and at
September 30, 1976 the total invested was $8,625 with a market
value of $9,680.

3. In 1976 the Corporation changed its fiscal year-end from June 30
to September 30 in order to conform with the fiscal year-end
of the U. S. Government. Accordingly, the accompanying
financial statements and footnotes reflect a fifteen-month
period ended September 30, 1976 compared with the year ended
June 30, 1975.

4. The Corporation has a contributory pension plan available to
all full-time regular employees. The employee contributes
5% or more of his gross salary and the Corporation contributes
10%. The Corporation reserves the right to modify or discon-
tinue the plan at any time. The Corporation's pension expense
for the fifteen months ended September 30, 1976 and the year
ended June 30, 1975 was $13,000 and $8,000, respectively.
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HASKINS & SELLS
CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 633 SEVENTEENTH STREET

DENVER, COLORADO 80202

AUDITORS' OPINION

Board of Trustees, University Corporation
for Atmospheric Research:

We have examined the balance sheet of the National Center

for Atmospheric Research as of September 30, 1976 and June 30,

1975 and the related statement of revenues, expenditures, and

changes in fund balances for the fifteen months ended

September 30, 1976 and the year ended June 30, 1975. Our

examination was made in accordance with generally accepted

auditing standards and, accordingly, included such tests of

the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as

we considered necessary in the circumstances.

In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements

present fairly the financial position of the National Center

for Atmospheric Research at September 30, 1976 and at June 30,

1975 and the results of its operations and changes in fund

balances for the fifteen months ended September 30, 1976 and

the year ended June 30, 1975, in conformity with generally

accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis.

November 5, 1976
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

BALANCE SHEET, SEPTEMBER 30, 1976 AND JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 7)

SEPTEMBER 30,
1976

JUNE 30,
1975

ASSETS

CURRENT FUND:
Cash.................. ............... ... ...

Receivables:
National Science Foundation............
Other governmental agencies,...........
Other.............................. .... .

Balloon inventory (at identified cost)...
Prepayments and deposits.................

Total current fund...

PLANT FUND - Property (Notes 1 and 2):
Plant....................................
Equipment.............................. .
Construction in progress..................

Total plant fund.....

TOTAL .....

S 475,620

7,163,064
156,939
335,089
137,958
97.295

$ 794,778

3,738,354
131,105
262,619
190,823
40.192

8,365,965 5,157,871

10,658,513 10,641,274
28,089,726 23,453,580

S 865,659 808,668

39,613,898 34,903,522

$47,979,863 $40,061,393

LIABILITIES AND
FUND BALANCES

CURRENT FUND:
Liabilities:
Accounts payable. .....................
Salaries, wages, and payroll taxes
payable.......................... ....

Other liabilities and deferred credits..
Total.....................

Commitments (Notes 1 and 3).
Fund balance - National Science Foundation

Total current fund...

PLANT FUND- Balance (Notes 1 and 2)........

TOTAL......

602,181 $ 413,960

341,337
494,743

469,739
4 1,908

1,438,261 1,325,607

6,927,704 3,832,264

8,365,965 5,157,871

39,613,898 34,903,522

_47,979,863 $40,061,393

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES, AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES
FOR THE FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1976

AND THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 7)

FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED
........ SEPTEMBER 30, 1976........

NATIONAL YEAR ENDED
SCIENCE OTHER JUNE 30,

FOUNDATION GOVERNMENT 1975
CONTRACT CONTRACTS TOTAL TOTAL

CURRENT FUND:
Revenues (Note 1):

National Science Foundation funds.... $30,741,570 $30,741,570 $19,876,668
Other Government agency funds........ 4,259,940 4,259,940 2,131,589
Other contracts...................... $492,951 492,951 1,066,466

Total................ 35,001,510 492,951 35,494 ,461 23,074,723
Expenditures:

Operating:
Salaries and wages.................. 14,682,021 28,014 14,710,035 10,438,602
Employee benefits................... 2,330,714 4,457 2,335,171 1,585,985
Materials and supplies ............. 3,074,341 112,746 3,187,087 2,258,624
Services........................... 5,436,644 211,029 5,647,673 4,895,878
Travel............................ 938,517 18,125 956,642 878,661
Fixed fee (Note 5)................. 425,000 425,000 340,000

Total operating........... 26,887,237 374,371 27,261,608 20,397,750
Property (Note 2).................... 5,018,833 118,580 5,137,413 2,972,364

Total................. 31,906,070 492,951 32,399,021 23 370,114
Revenues over (under) expenditures..... 3,095,440 - 0 - 3,095,440 (295,391)

Fund balance, beginning of period........ 3,832,264 3,832,264 4,127,655

Fund balance, end of period............. 6,927,704 - 0 - $ 6,927,704 $ 3,832,264

PLANT FUND:
Fund balance, beginning of period...... $34,435,664 $467,858 $34,903,522 $34,105,015
Current-year acquisitions:

Current fund expenditures ............ 5,018,833 118,580 5,137,413 2,972,364
Government excess, donations,

transfers, etc..................... 135,499 (92,118) 43,381 85,194
Current-year disposals................. (430,286) (40,132) (470,418) (2,259,051)

Fund balance, end of period........... g39,159,710 $454,188 $39,613,898 $34,903,522

See Notes to Financial Statements.
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NATIONAL CENTER FOR ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH

NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
FOR THE FIFTEEN MONTHS ENDED SEPTEMBER 30, 1976

AND THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1975 (NOTE 7)

1. The National Center for Atmospheric Research is operated by
the University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
under contract NSF-C760 with the National Science Foundation.

The more significant accounting policies followed by the Center
are summarized below:

Revenues from the continuing National Science Foundation
Contract NSF-C760 are recognized when amendments to the
contract are received. Revenues from other government
cost-reimbursable contracts are recognized as eKpendi-
tures under those contracts are incurred.

Funds committed for a project are not recorded in the
general ledger accounts until the services are rendered
or the goods received. At September 30, 1976 the
National Center had unfilled purchase commitments of
approximately $5,000,000.

Property is recorded at cost except for property acquired
from United States Government excess and donations which
is recorded by management at an appraised value of
approximately $1,862,000 at September 30, 1976. Title
to National Center property is vested in the National
Science Foundation and other Government agencies. As
Government property, no provision has been made for
depreciation.

2. The Center has entered into a cancelable lease agreement with
a major computer manufacturer for scientific computer equip-
ment and services. The lease covers an eight-year period
commencing upon completion of successful performance testing
of the equipment (about September 30, 1977). The agree-
ment contains a purchase provision and calls for annual pay-
ments of approximately $2,780,000.

During the fifteen months ended September 30, 1976 the Center
transferred, upon exercise of its purchase option, to its
equipment accounts approximately $5,185,000 in lease payments
that had been capitalized under an existing lease agreement
covering a substantial portion of its existing scientific
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2. (Continued)

computer equipment. Approximately $982,000 of cumulative.
lease payments made by the Center, representing the purchase
provision for leased equipment on which purchase options
have not yet been exercised, is included in the property
account at September 30, 1976.

3. Rental expense for plant and equipment for the fifteen months
ended September 30, 1976 and the year ended June 30, 1975
was approximately $1,75 4 ,000 and $1,516,000, respectively.
At September 30, 1976 the National Center has the following
commitments under various noncancelable leases:

Fiscal 1977......... $180,000
Fiscal 1978......... 4,000
Fiscal 1979 and

after............. 350

4. Expenditures charged to all Government contracts are subject

to Government agency audit and adjustment.

5. The fixed-fee expenditure of the Center is paid to UCAR for

management of the Center.

6. At September 30, 1976 the Center has a contingent liability

not included in the foregoing financial statements of approxi-

mately $1,145,000 for employee vacations earned but not taken.

Vacations are recorded as taken or when the employee terminates.

In the event of termination of Contract NSF-C760 for the

convenience of the Government, the liability at the time of

termination for unused employee vacations would be satisfied
by the National Science Foundation.

7. In 1976 the Center changed its fiscal year-end from June 30 to

September 30 in order to conform with the fiscal year-end of

the U. S. Government. Accordingly, the accompanying finan-

cial statements and footnotes reflect a fifteen-month period

ended September 30, 1976 compared with the year ended June 30,
1975.

8. The Center has a contributory pension plan available to all
full-time regular employees. The employee contributes 5%

or more of gross salary and the Center contributes 10%. The

Center reserves the right to modify or discontinue the plan
at any time. The Center's pension expense for the fifteen

months ended September 30, 1976 and the year ended June 30,

1975 was $1,162,000 and $760,000, respectively.
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9. A former employee of the Center has filed a civil action
alleging claims based on age discrimination and breach of
contract aggregating approximately $200,000. Management
of the Center and its general counsel believe that there
are substantial defenses to place before the court in this
action; however, they are unable to predict its outcome.
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